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THE PROBLEM CONCERNING THE HUMAN WILL,

AS RELATED TO SCIENTIFIC AND PHILOSOPHIC
THEORIES.

THE study of man has become a pressing demand in our

times. Whether we turn to the circle of physical sciences

on the one hand, or to schemes of mental philosophy on the

other, it is obvious that a full and systematized knowledge of

human nature has become a first requisite for physicists and

philosophers alike. Science, with its observational and induc-

tive methods, claims to encompass the universe of known exist-

ence. Philosophy, with these same methods, and the use of

speculative reason besides, claims to reach unity beyond and

above the multiplicity everywhere apparent. The observation

of which science boasts may be a narrower thing than the obser-

vation which philosophy declares to be essential for a true

knowledge of the universe as such, if we are to seek a scientific

knowledge in any strict and thorough sense. Consequently,

the universe of science may be a narrower thing than the

universe of philosophy. But it is to be constantly kept in view

—and specially by those who look at the products of human
inquiry from a philosophic standpoint—that the facts on which

physical science rests are patent to all, that her methods are

recognized by all, and that results are most unhesitatingly re-

ceived by all as soon as it is made clear that they are direct re-

sults from rigid use of scientific methods applied to ascertained

facts. I have said that these things should be specially kept in

view by those who are watching the progress of human thought

from the standpoint of mental philosophy. It were earnestly

^2
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to be desired, however, that it be remembered by scientific men
themselves, who spend a large amount of time and strength in

needless outcry against opposition to science. Conflict there

may be, sharp and prolonged, both within the territory of sep-

arate sciences, and over the boundaries of science and philoso-

phy. It is through such conflict that progress is gained.

But to speak of opposition to science itself is ridiculous. If, by
some strange chance, such opposition might be offered, it could

not rationally afford ground for conflict.

Much more important it is that we should endeavor to ascer-

tain what the so-called conflict between science and philosophy

really amounts to. There is, and there can be, no dispute over

such fundamental positions as these, that facts must afford the

basis for all inquiry, and that legitimate induction from such

facts must be accepted by all intelligences. And if these things

be granted, there must be scope enough for scientific and philo-

sophic progress, without restriction from any source, save the

conditions of human intelligence itself. Where conflict may be

anticipated is obvious. It may sometimes be over facts, some-

times over theories, but most seriously over the former ; for the

most perplexing part of the task is to bring out beyond all ques-

tion or reasonable doubt what are the facts to be explained.

This may be profusely illustrated at the present juncture by ref-

erence to many pretentious hypotheses. No one can reason-

ably challenge the right to launch hypotheses
;
but these must

cease to be hypotheses before their history can be identified with

the progress of science.

In these few preliminary sentences I am only requesting at-

tention to the recognized conditions under which all our inves-

tigations proceed. And, in doing so, I seek to point out that

there is identity of method, whether men are devoted to the

service of science or of philosophy. Perhaps some may, on this

account, be disposed to insist that there is no distinction be-

tween science and philosophy. To this suggestion I offer no

objection so long as it is intended that the remark should apply

to the method of procedure, making allowance for distinction

of area. If we speak equally of physical sciences and mental

sciences, there can be no strong objections adduced. As little

could there be if we speak equally of a philosophy of physical
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existence and a philosophy of mental. There can be nothing

but convenience, supported by historical tradition, to account

for the broad distinction between science and philosophy.

I have said that a great want of our times, in order to test

at once science and philosophy, is a knowledge of human
nature. I point to a full and systematized knowledge of human
nature, as this is to be reached through exhaustive analysis of

experience, and also by summary of the latest and surest results

attained by anatomical and physiological research. I venture

to submit that such knowledge is a want of the times, not

merely on the ground that people generally need much enlight-

enment on the matter, but that this want still exists even in

the case of those who are competent guides of others on distinct

divisions of the great subject. Scientific men need to come

into fuller possession of the results of analysis of mental experi-

ence. Philosophic thinkers, devoted to the study of all that

belongs to mind, need to allow for a more extended study of

the nerve-system, with its great centre and extended ramifica-

tions. If scientific men declare that human nature, as well as

all subordinate organism, must come within the sweep of scien-

tific inquiry, we have no opposition to offer to the allegation.

But we have to suggest that science comes up with a more diffi-

cult task here than it has ever encountered before
;
and all men

are in possession of a large amount of material with which to

test results. This piece of work is not to be done in the labora-

tory, or by geological expeditions, or by dredging parties on

quiet waters, or by the most detailed observations in natural

history. Nor is it to be got through by bringing any amount
of fibre and tissue under the microscope. All work in the de-

partments named has its own place and its recognized value.

But when it is proposed to include human nature within a scien-

tific account of known existence, human nature itself must be
studied, and this is the hardest piece of study which scientific

men have faced. When Huxley began to study and expound
Descartes’ “Method;” when Darwin advanced to account for

the general acknowledgment of moral distinctions among men
;

when Tyndall went forward to treat of “ the interaction of

social forces when Haeckel followed Darwin back to a point

in the history of creation where could be seen the origin of a
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priori knowledge by inheritance—scientific men came upon new
ground. To this ground they are all heartily welcomed. But

I apprehend that those who have been longest on the ground,

and are most familiar with it, will agree in the judgment that,

even when taken all together, scientific men have done little

more than make a beginning. In the hands of no one of the

number has the ploughshare gone deep into the ground. It

has come out on the surface oftener than it has struck into the

subsoil; and it is subsoil ploughing which is specially required

here. Scientific men who would give us a science of the

universe, including all that pertains to man, must offer us a sci-

ence of the conditions of human knowledge, going to the root

of all our tests of certainty. They must give us a science^of

moral distinctions, accounting for the recognition of a peculiar

phase of law, applicable only to human life in contrast with

other orders of life in the world, and admitted by men to have

a kind of authority which is not otherwise known. They must

give us a science of human action as distinct, or at least gen-

erally regarded by men as distinct (and so accounted of in our

friendships, in our business transactions, in our law courts and

elsewhere), from the action of physical forces, such as water-

power, steam-power, or electricity
;
and from animal impulse,

such as the craving of hunger, fear of danger, or rage against

an adversary. Without underestimating the wide area already

occupied by the sciences, there is a vaster territory here than

the whole region which science at present commands. There

is more in man than in all the world besides. The greatest

mystery of the world is just there, where all else in the world

becomes intelligible, and where that which is higher than the

actual is contemplated as possible. Professor Bain will say

that this is ministering to human vanity, in order to give a

semblance of superiority to human virtue. But a statement

concerning the perplexities of human knowledge and volition

does not in the first instance concern either vanity or humility.

We need to make some effort to marshal the facts that are to

be explained. After they are set in order, and a scientific ex-

planation of them formulated, we may ask whether the facts

themselves, taken with their scientific explanation, minister to

vanity, or set in clearer light an awful responsibility. But
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ulterior results must be at a discount, while we arc occupied

with the first requisites for a safe beginning. What arc the facts ?

As a proper discrimination of the facts must be the first

requisite for testing scientific hypotheses and promoting true

scientific progress, I propose to turn attention upon that class

of facts which illustrates the specialities of human action.

I wish to consider the will-problem as that rises up before

us when we attempt to reach some scientific explanation of

human actions. We are in some things at: least like the ani-

mals in our actions. How far are we like them, and in what

ways ? We are in other respects unlike the animals in our con-

duct. How far does ascertained dissimilarity separate us from

them ? Just behind these questions may rise the other, How far

is the hypothesis feasible that human nature is only a develop-

ment of lower orders of organized being ? This later question

we are willing to leave out of sight for the present, while we

endeavor to make clear what are the facts to be explained.

When it is said that we do in some respects act as the lower

animals do, there is at least one set of facts clearly pointed to—
that is, all those actions which show that men live under the

dominion of physical desire or craving. By sheer waste of

tissue the organism craves the nourishment which may make
up the loss. This fact is so commonly recognized that we
accept it as typical, and hold it to be true of all sentient organ-

ism. So it is with the appetites generally. From this begin-

ning, apparently warranting a “ natural-history method,” we
may go on to actions of the lower animals which indicate con-

trivance, or adjustment of means to ends, as in nest-building, or

mastery of difficulties which hinder self-gratification. Thence
we may pass to record what we see of the progress of animals

under training. Next we may dwell on the effects of repetition,

thereafter upon persistence of result by hereditary transmission
;

and thus making a large draft upon time—rather indefinite in

its statement of amount—we may evolve a theory of develop-

ment. No reasonable objection can be offered to this line of

procedure. And we make no complaint that man himself is in-

cluded within the area of scientific investigation. Man is on

the line of procedure, and must be reached on that line. Either

human nature must be included, or the theory itself must be
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contracted in its form, and must declare itself something less than

a theory of the universe. We, therefore, make no outcry against

the attempt to include man within the range of one great law of

existence. But scientific men must admit that their difficulties are

vastly increased as the attempt is made to rise to the level of

the highest or governing order of being in our world. At the

same time it is needful to keep in view that it is the part of

those who have devoted themselves to mental philosophy to set

forth these difficulties in all their magnitude. In performing

such distinct parts, it may seem as if inquirers after truth were

in conflict, yet here is only such conflict as is needful for progress.

It may even appear as if one class of investigators were ob-

structives in the way of another. But scientific men will not

fail to remember that an easy victory is no victory. He is hot

the friend of truth who makes light of the difficulties to be met
in constructing science. All the interests concerned are in danger

of suffering from facility of assent.

It is well, then, to condescend expressly on the fact that

such a theory as that of development, in whatever form it may
be presented, does not rest completely on observation, and induc-

tion from such observation. It does not profess to have met
the requirements of a rigid scientific method. It is not to be

studied as if it made this profession. It is neither to be

accepted and defended as if it had done so, nor is it to be criti-

cised and assailed on this assumption. I am well aware that

there is at present a very frequent repetition of the statement

that the theory of development of species is all but universally

accepted by scientific men. And I do not press at this point

the inquiry whether we have not in the easy utterance of such

statements numerous examples of facility of assent among scien-

tific men. I merely point out that the statements as made are

not generally explicit as to the avowed inclusion of the human
race

;
and that they do not claim for the theory the honor of

demonstration on the ground of observation and consequent in-

duction. The theory at best belongs to a region of scientific

belief. And it is nobonly a natural thing, but even necessary,

that science should have such a region, thereby availing itself of

the legitimate aid of rational hypotheses, without risking too

much under name of science. It is further in obvious harmony
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with the scientific' spirit, that the theory, though avowed simply

as matter of belief, should still be regarded hopefully, on the

ground of a considerable mass of evidence having been accumu-

lated in its favor. No one maintains that truth is restricted to

observation
;
no one denies that observation itself may be greatly

extended
;
and no one can on rational warrant insist that we

may not legitimately reason towards probable results by the aid

of hypotheses which so far vindicate a right to existence by

carrying along with them some measure of primh facie evidence,

though that evidence be far from sufficient to gain general assent

to the theory.

But all this being admitted, it is granted, and even required,

that all the facts be brought up into clear position, in order to

make patent the full range of scientific demand. The science of

the present day requires more than any thing else that the facts

of human life be set in distinct array. In these lie its real test.

And it is in view of this that I offer here a small contribution in

the form of an analytic account of one class of facts—namely,

that connected with the exercise of the human will. It is

granted on the scientific side, and so is it on the philosophic,

that it is not within the range of possibility to trace the rise of

what we now denominate will-power, either in the history of the

race as a whole, or in the history of the individuals of the race

born after our time, and constantly under our observation. The
remote past is beyond the reach of observation and experiment.

The advancing experience of childhood is so shrouded from

view, and so confused in the region of self-consciousness, that

very little can be gathered from it to meet scientific require-

ments. It must, therefore, be granted here, as it has been

granted in connection with the theory of human knowledge
,

1

that we must take human nature as it is, and seek by analysis the

simple or primary elements in our experience. This I propose

as the order of inquiry as to the exercise of will. Scientific men
will, I should think, acquiesce in this order as natural and
proper. As engineers preparing to bring in water-supply will

first survey the levels and ascertain that there is no insurmount-

1 As, for example, by J. S. Mill as an upholder of a development theory of

human knowledge.

—

Exam, of Hamilton
, p. 171.
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able obstacle in the contemplated course, so 'will scientific in-

quirers account it a needful piece of work to survey the more
difficult par.ts of the ground to be passed.

As I am anxious in the first instance to meet the requirements

of physical science, I select illustrations on a line suited to this

purpose. Starting from the external, we shall most clearly work
towards what belongs to the internal. In organic sensibility

there is provision for stimulation of organic action. This is the

lowest phase of action in animal life. Touch a worm, however

gently, and it shrinks. A shrill whistle arrests the attention of

the dog running along the road, or of the oxen in the neigh-

boring field. They will simultaneously look in the direction

from which the sound comes. Going a step farther with our

observation, the least infliction of pain induces action. The
slightest puncture of a pin will be followed at once by with-

drawal of the hand. Such action is properly said to be involun-

tary, inasmuch as it does not belong to that class of actions of

which we speak when we refer them to the will. They are

spontaneous. There is store of energy in the organism con-

stantly liable to stimulation in this way. Such action is reflex

—that is, it is accounted for by stimulation of a nerve of sen-

sation in communication at some centre with a motor nerve, by

stimulation of which action naturally results. This discovers to

us a whole circle of actions whose cause is external to ourselves,

and whose condition is found in the sensibility and motor power

of the nerve system. In respect of such actions it must be said

that they are common to all organism, and shed no light on the

specialities of human life. My present purpose does not re-

quire that I should dwell in detail upon the mechanism by

which such action is accomplished, or the physiological laws

under which it takes place. It is enough to note the fact that,

in common with other sensitive organisms, man is acted upon

by external influences, and necessarily acts under their sway.

Whether there be not in the case of man some very marked

limitation of what may be described as subjection to external

nature, such as does not hold good in the case of other ani-

mals, is a question which may afterwards arise.

Besides the purely reflex action, provided for by the nerve-

system and the stores of nerve-energy generated within the
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body, there is a class of actions common to animal life which

have their source in a distinct disposition or integial impulse

belonging to the nature. I need not further refer to the appe-

tites, already incidentally mentioned. But, keeping up still

some connection with influence from without, I may refer to

fear and anger as powerful forces contributing to the determi-

nation of human action. These two forces, if they do not be-

long to all organism, appear very low in the scale of being, and

thereafter manifest themselves up the whole scale. Hence our

familiarity in the history of animal life with flight from danger

on the one hand, and attack on the other. And it is obvious

that these two perform a most important part for the preserva-

tion of life. But we notice that fear and anger have different

relations in individuals of the same order. You sec this in the

same nest of fledglings. When you approach the cage one

looks at you with perfect composure, the other crouches imme-

diately. So in the history of cage life, one bird is irritable and

always ready for fight
;
another is not easily stirred up to anger,

but gets out of the way of the offender. That there is diversity

of nerve sensibility in such cases is beyond doubt. But these

two impulses, fear and anger, operate equally in man and in

lower orders of beings. And in so far as we can trace action

merely to one of these impulses, we may find in human con-

duct, as in mere animal life, illustration of the overmastering

force of what, notwithstanding a certain element of discrimina-

tion involved, we may still denominate blind impulse—that is

to say, such force is blind in respect of the higher sight which

we know belongs to our own intellectual nature. Whether man
can govern these two impulses, as the lower animals cannot, is

an after-question, introducing to the interesting problem of

Plato concerning the relation of the irascible nature to the appe-

tent.
1

Fear and anger, though operating within the being, imply

that the sensitive nature is operated upon from without.

While, then, these two impulses discover internal forces deter-

mining external action, these forces are brought into play by

external influences. Whether there is clear evidence of an

1 “ Republic,” iv. 439-442.
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ascending scale of being in a steadily increasing possibility of

both fear jyid anger, as you pass from lower to higher organ-

ism, is an important aspect of the inquiry, to which I cannot

give space here. It is needful to pass at once to actions which

have their source within, and quite apart from the direct agency

of external influences. That it may be difficult to ascertain

whether there are in the case of the dumb animals any such

actions other than those which spring from appetite, is a con-

sideration which may leave a degree of uncertainty attaching to

the account which naturalists can give us of the conditions of

animal life. But such uncertainty, if it be chronicled, does not

present any obstacle to our procedure
;

for it is well known as

matter of every-day experience, that there is a large number of

the actions of men which cannot be explained by the instru-

mentality of external influences. It is needless to multiply

examples at this transition point. Illustration is found in such

as these. Attention is given to an appointment, when external

circumstances operate in a manner calculated to make us over-

look it—attention which discovers a register within of things

past, and account being made of the flight of time. The ques-

tion here is not, have animals memory as well as man
;
but is

there in the case of men a use of memory for the guidance of

action of which we have no semblance among the lower orders

of being. Toil is continued when the toiler is weary and the

task is irksome. The question is not whether this same thing is

not very common in animal life. The question concerns the

absence of whip-cord, and the presence of something which is not

explained under the recognized conditions of bone, muscle, and

nerve. I might go further, and also rise higher, in the scale of

illustration, but there is no need at the present stage in the dis-

cussion.

The fact now before us, when stated in the most general

way, is this : there are in the case of men actions which originate

altogether from within. If we wish for a little longer to keep

the matter within the range of vision we may refer to physical

movements, and thus far restrict our use of the word action.

This restriction cannot be long maintained, but it may serve an

important purpose. To suit the limitation, the fact may be

stated in the words of Professor Bain, there is “ movement with-
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out stimulation of sensible objects.”
1 This carries us at least

within the organism itself, and presently, as we shall see, a good

deal farther. We have already touched on actions springing

from common physical appetites, and we may carry our inquiry

beyond this sphere. A person sitting in his chair, with open

book in hand, having one limb crossed over the other, sways the

pendant foot back and forward while he continues his reading.

You notice while he reads that the movement sometimes be-

comes slower and more measured
;
sometimes it ceases entirely

;

suddenly it is renewed again with great energy. By and by

the book is thrown down, the reader steps across to the book-

shelf, returns with a volume, consults it, restores it to its place,

and comes again to his seat to resume perusal of the book first

laid aside. These two examples of movement are compara-

tively clear from entanglement with association of ideas, of

which so much is made in the attempt to construct a theory of

knowledge, and which I wish to keep as far as possible out of

view in this paper. The two examples illustrate two quite dis-

tinct classes of movement. Both presenting “movement of limb,

the movements are very similar, and there is some advantage in

this. They have so much in common that they afford a good

opportunity for marking off the element of difference. So far

as the observer would remark on that difference, he would say

that the first movement appears purposeless, whereas the

second is movement with a clear purpose in view. Considering

matters a little more closely, it appears as if the movement of

the foot, in the first case, is something of which the reader is

quite unconscious. And yet there is some measure of self-

regulation in it, for it is when the contents of the volume

awaken more interest in the reader that the movement becomes

slower
;

it is when they occasion some perplexity that the

movement stops
;
and it is when the perplexity is over that the

movement begins again with its former velocity. On the other

hand, the movement in the second case is not merely connected

somewhat with that which we describe as mental occupation,

but it is in the very line of it, and a formal production from it.

Without reference to the mind’s occupation at the time, you

1 “Mental Science,’’ p. 14
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can give no account of it. Hence it happens that the observer
can see nothing to explain the sudden movement, and can un-
derstand it only as he sees the end it is serving. It may be
that the scientific man is ready to object against my reference

to the mind’s occupation, as if there were a distinct phase of

existence, to be named “ mind,” and to be distinguished from
body. I am not, however, greatly concerned as to phraseology

whilst in progress towards a theory, provided only it be noticed

that there are two distinct examples of action to be accounted
for, and that in attempting this we must pass into the inner

circle of our own being, and ascertain by experiment, as far as

this can be done, how these two movements are effected. If

study of the human organism bring out an explanation of

the whole, scientific requirements are satisfied. But if such

study do not answer our inquiries, the “science” of human na-

ture must enlarge its boundaries. Now, so far as physiological

investigations carry us, the explanations of the two movements
are exactly the same, or almost entirely identical. If there be

a slight difference, it is in the form of a fuller explanation of the

first or purposeless movement, whereas what we really need in

order to get at the specialities of human action is a fuller ex-

planation of the second movement, which is carried through

with a distinct end in view. This will appear as investigation

proceeds.

The main contribution of science concerns the mechanism,

and the vital energy by which that is set in motion
;
and this dou-

ble explanation applies to both cases alike. From the nerve-cen-

tre in the brain, passing down through the spinal cord, and ex-

tending to all the muscles of the leg, there are motor nerves, by

means of which the muscles are controlled and movement of the

limb effected. So much for mechanism. In the gray matter which

is massed at the centre, and extended in considerable portions

down the nerve-system, and within which are myriads of cells,

there is generated the nerve-energy, which gives vitality and active

efficiency to the whole system. So much as to the motive force by

which the movement of the limbs is accomplished. A discharge

of nerve-energy influences the motor nerve, and provides for the

movement. Such discharge involves a molecular change at the

centre, and requires that there be continual blood supply in
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order to afford nourishment, thereby contributing material for

generating fresh stores of nerve-energy. All this being stated,

it is plain that the movement of the limb is mechanical action,

and nerve-energy is the motive force by liberation of which from

the centre the movement is kept up. Now all this applies

equally to both cases of movement under attention. Whether

you contemplate the movement of a single limb swaying to and

fro while the reader is absorbed with the contents of the volume

before him, or notice the new direction given to the nerve-

energy, setting both limbs in motion, while the reader goes in

search of another book, the whole scientific explanation, briefly

sketched above, is required to account for what happens. Sci-

ence, so far as its results are here given, explains the one movement

just as it explains the other. So far as mechanism is concerned,

and so far as motive force is concerned, the science of muscular

motion is one. But the two movements are thereby explained

only in so far as they are similar
;

in so far as they arc dissimilar,

the dissimilarity is not accounted for. Considering exclusively

what the agent himself has to do with the swaying of one limb,

and with the use of both in walking, nothing has been scien-

tifically explained except that there is within the organism

mechanism capable of work and motive force to put it in opera-

tion. But it is not explained to us how it happens that one

limb is kept in motion for a time, and how it happens that this

is suddenly stopped, and both legs put into active use. The
scientific question is not fully answered, and, so far as appears,

science is not complete. After all its elaborate and most valu-

able explanations have been brought to bear on these very

simple examples of human action, only a partial answer is

given, and what is wanting concerns the most important element

in the action—that which determines one movement rather than

another—that which originates the movement, and of which we
speak as will-power. Science embraces only that which is

mechanical, and something more than the mechanical must be

included if the facts are to be explained. Science must labor

to complete itself. In order to do so, it must come upon the

territory usually appropriated to mental philosophy. Science

proclaims that it must include man in order to construct a true

science of the universe. So it here appears it must. This is in-
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evitable, and we welcome science upon the ground, where a large

undertaking is before it. We seek to know how movement
originates. It is of no small consequence to know that we have

muscles to work, and nerves to control them, and stores of

nerve-energy to discharge, and great part of the blood-supply

flowing to the brain, and periodic repose for brain and muscle,

while the process is kept on by which the blood-supply is

pumped up to the storehouse of nerve-energy. But Ave want

to know what is beyond all this. If the stores of nerve-energy

are kept up, how does determination to a given direction of

activity take place ? How does it happen that a single limb is

used at one time, both limbs at another time, and again both

kept at rest ?

Even if science tell us that it cannot bring the operations of

the brain itself under direct observation, while molecular changes

are going on, and movements of the limbs are taking place, it

does not thereby escape the demand for going farther. Some-
thing has been done in connection with observation of cases of

injury to 'the cranium by gunshot wounds, and also observation

of the brains of the lower animals in cases where, by vivisec-

tion, a section has been made sufficient to expose the surface.

Enough has by these means been accomplished to confirm the

positions as to blood circulation, molecular changes, and man-

agement of the organs of locomotion. But nothing has been

done by all this observation to meet the full scientific require-

ments, if we are to have a science of human action. All ques-

tions as to possible ulterior results in the line of scientific advance

are premature. There is a block on the line of progress. The
will-problem is the unsolved scientific problem. And when the

full extent of the difficulties connected with this problem is

made apparent, it will appear that the block on the scientific line

is much more serious than has yet been recognized by scientific

investigators. There is no great risk of undervaluing anatomi-

cal and physiological results, but whatever be the value of these

we are still in want of additional science. The wonders of

human organism are now much more fully known than ever be-

fore, and the discovery is an honor to science, as it is intellect-

ually and morally a boon to the human race. But there are still

more wonders beyond, and science has not come up with these.
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We have only come upon the mere boundaries of the region,

and science as yet shows no preparedness to enter on the ter-

ritory.

I am not here affirming that scientific men have said nothing

as to the facts beyond these boundaries, but that we have no

science of things within this region. There are facts, and the

facts arc well known—so well known that the busy multitude arc

as familiar with them as they are with taking their meals or

attending to business
;
but the science which seeks to embrace

the universe has not advanced to include within its sweep these

every-day facts. There are scientific men who use the word

“scientific materialism,’’ and they say it includes within it all

that belongs to human existence. But when we ask for the sci-

ence it is not forthcoming. We have no book which records

patient research for the completion of “ scientific materialism’’ by

giving a clear explanation of the main characteristics of human

action, as we have records of delicate and most admirable obser-

vation as to the mechanism and functions of the nerve-system.

When scientific men speak out strongly, and tell us that they are

quite persuaded that the thing will be achieved, there is not any

reason to object to such utterances, but what we want is the

science itself. “You see I am not mincing matters, but avow-

ing nakedly what many scientific thinkers more or less distinctly

believe.’’ Such is the utterance of Tyndall as he comes up with

the difficulties.
1 Now, I have already recognized a department

of scientific belief, and admitted its value as tributary to prog-

ress
;
but when it is pointed to at such a juncture as this, and

our attention is called to the circumstance that it is occupied by
unverified hypotheses and the expectations which these awaken,

we cannot greatly wonder at the discredit which science often

throws on belief. We only marvel that scientific men confound

such belief with a belief which rests on much more solid grounds.

Still we do not at all object to hear what “scientific thinkers

more or less distinctly believe,’’ but we are most anxious to have
from them what they undertake to give—the science of the facts.

This would save us from a great deal of needless utterance, both
in the form of assertion and controversy concerning the asser-

1 “ Fragments of Science,” p. 119.
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tion. Yet it is a science of facts the most familiar in human life

which is altogether wanting. And no progress is being made by
scientific men to supply the want. The situation, as I view it,

is this. On the line of scientific progress the locomotive has

come to a standstill
;

scientific men have got out of the train,

and, standing together in a perplexing position, they are talking

loudly about the greatness of the difficulty. “ Our difficulty is

not with the quality of the problem, but with its complexity." 1

This, as I understand it, means, Our difficulty is the greatness

of the difficulty. And to this, without any scientific pretensions

on my part, I can give a ready assent. But, whether we be sci-

entific or philosophic in our standpoint and training, we are all

agreed in this, ,that the question must be worked out on the sci-

entific line, depending on observation and induction, or else it

must be abandoned. And when it is admitted on .all hands that

there is a wide region of well-known facts to be explained, it is

utterly unscientific even to suggest that it is to be abandoned as

beyond the reach of a science of the universe. If “ scientific

materialism” must meanwhile stand aside for a space and abate

its pretensions, there is no help for it. Let the work be done

first and the honors gathered afterwards. Scientific thinkers

more or less distinctly believing certain things must work out

the demonstration of their belief
;
and they will find that the

world is not slow to accept demonstration. And besides, in

view of the avowed
‘

‘ complexity” of the problem, and the pos-

sible perplexity of the inquirers, the world may even be patient.

This there is at least to give encouragement to those who un-

dertake the task, that, whatever be the intricacies of the will-

problem, there must be entire agreement in this, that we admit

the existence of law in matters of will, and do not make allow-

ance for the element of caprice
;
while, under this acknowledg-

ment, we desire to be guided to a scientific knowledge such as

the discovery of law would afford, and in such knowledge we

should be content to rest. But one thing is certain, science

cannot rest in a science of nerve and brain, and cannot be

allowed to speak of*all beyond that as an unscientific region.

Where facts are, there laws must apply
;
and into the region of

1 Tyndall, “ Fragments of Science,” p. 119.
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applied law science must advance. Nor can it be any valid

objection to scientific procedure if our survey show that there

is a region between one set of facts and another set, which can-

not be explored in detail and brought under subjection. If on

the line of science there be discovered a district which offers in-

surmountable barriers, we must be content to pass beyond it,

end to continue in more remote territory the line which it is

meanwhile impossible to run entirely through. The difficulty

of connecting the facts of nerve and brain action with those of

thought and will action can afford no scientific warrant for de-

clining the task of constructing a science of thought-action and

will-action. If there are facts such as observation and inference,

and also concentration of effort in connection with both
;
and

if these facts are recognized, and even signalized, in the struc-

ture of every physical science— it is simply impossible that

science can decline the task of advancing to deal with these

facts in like manner as it has dealt with other facts. This

task has been attempted in the past by philosophic inquirers,

and it appears from sundry utterances presented in strong terms

that there are some scientific men who do not greatly value the

labors of such men as Descartes, Reid, Stewart, Kant, Cousin,

and Hamilton. These thinkers at least toiled resolutely at the

task which has not yet been undertaken by scientific men, and

those who disparage their work do not show special acquaintance

with the problems which engaged the attention of departed

philosophers. But we have before us a new historical era, where

psychologists and physiologists shall push their lines to the near-

est points of approach, and make it a special interest to pass and

repass from their own to their neighbors’ territory. The regions

are extensive, and though they lie well apart, the benefits of

travelling have become proverbial in our times.

While, however, there has been no science, there has been

abundance of utterance by scientific men. Some such utterances

we have had which may prove hampering. And yet if this be

so, it will only illustrate how little there has been of science in this

direction, and how great is the need for it. Thus it has been said,

“ When we ponder, it is the brain that thinks.” But where is the

evidence ? Under what course of observation has this been recog-

nized ? That there is brain, and that there is an exercise which

2 3
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we name thinking, are two facts well known. But that thinking

is an exercise of the brain, is what is not in the same way
known

;
and here, as very often in scientific inquiry, the first

great requisite is clearly to ascertain the facts. Again, advanc-

ing from thought to action, there is brain, and there is muscular

movement. We know that these two are connected, and that

the lines of connection can be traced, and we know that with-

out discharge of nerve-energy from the nerve-centre there is no

movement of the muscles
;
we do not know how the outflow of

nerve-energy is determined, or what is the efficient relation be-

tween the silent, invisible purpose and the visible movement.
But we do know that the purpose precedes the movement—that

the purpose has its single aim in the accomplishment of the

action
;
while we are without knowledge of the manner in which

a volition becomes efficient in the sphere of muscular activity.

This, however, is beyond all doubt or question, that there is

connected with human activity what has been called “ dual

truth.” For it cannot be charged against science that it sup-

ports such an absolutely ridiculous position as doubt concerning

the reality of what are called mental phenomena. A duality is

admitted, even though it be recognized that one side is beyond

the region which science has embraced. “ Associated with the

wonderful mechanism of the animal body we have phenomena
no less certain than those of physics, but between which and the

mechanism we discern no necessary connection.
” 1 These phe-

nomena, equally certain with those of physics, require equally

to be embraced if a science of the universe is to be attempted.

A clear and full recognition of the facts to be explained is the

first requisite for scientific procedure. And it appears to me
that it is a pressing duty for those who look at the whole sub-

ject from the philosophic standpoint to set forth as definitely as

possible the nature of the problem. If this can be done in such

a way as to meet exactly the present stage of scientific inquiry,

and in the spirit of those who recognize the unity of truth, and

welcome co-operation for the discovery of what is still to be

made out, we may look for important results. A return upon

the two simple forms of bodily movement already referred to

1 “ Fragments of Science,” p. ng.
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will afford guidance in the attempt. From the scientific side it

has been clearly ascertained what is the mechanism which pro-

vides for movement of the limbs, ancj what is the force which

operates upon this mechanism, so as to produce motion at any

instant, or to continue movement of the muscles for a lengthened

period. Now beyond this region in which science has been at

work, in which most important results have been reached, and

where many important discoveries still require to be made, there

is another region quite familiar to human agents, where is

another class of facts all needing to be explained. How the two

are related to each other it may be impossible to show
;
but that

they are not only intimately but essentially related, it is quite

easy to prove by experiment at any moment. To illustrate vol-

untary movement constitutes no part of our perplexity. Fur-

ther, to admit that there is reflex motion under external influ-

ence, and also spontaneous action within the organism, involves

us in no confusion as we point to a distinct number of move-

ments which we denominate voluntary movements. The will

problem is a distinct problem most intimately connected with a

science of human life. The man who reads a book continues

the exercise by a determination of his own, and the mechanism

of the organ of vision, taken along with the functions of the

nerve-centre, give us only one side of the dual truth. On the

other side, we have personal interest, mental bias, prior train-

ing, and present concentration. Into some of these matters sci-

ence has attempted to penetrate, in making account of the in-

fluence of environment, the power of association, and a law of

heredity. But besides all these, keeping as they do largely to

the externals of the problem, there remains the fact of voluntary

determination illustrated in the act of reading, and acquired

power of concentration in the history of an individual, by means

of which he is able to work his way through intricate courses of

argumentation which would otherwise be abandoned. This

exercise of will is again simply illustrated by the exercise of

walking across the room for a definite purpose. And the use of

will in such a case is not in any way obscured, it is rather more

clearly brought out, by pointing to such a movement as the

apparently purposeless movement in swaying the limb while

engaged reading. Taking the last first, we are nearest the
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region of science proper. To an external observer, it is plain

that the swaying of the limb is a personal act as truly as the

reading of the book
;
and yet that it is not a personal act in

precisely the same sense, or, as we might otherwise say, it is not

so much of a personal act as the exercise of reading. If from
the position of the observer we go over to the position of the

reader himself, this view is confirmed. He is not fully aware

that he is moving his pendent limb as he is doing, and yet he

is not altogether unconscious of it. The movement is so far

involved in personal exercise, that if even a very gentle external

restraint were placed upon it by any one near, that restraint

would have a perceptible effect upon the main occupation of the

time. The movement itself, contemplated as an external fact,

gives clear evidence of an essential connection with the intellec-

tual exercise in which the agent is engaged. The varying de-

grees of energy and velocity in the movement, connected as they

are with those varying forms of expression on the countenance

which Darwin has studied with so much advantage, give some
external index to the degree of internal guidance which is being

directed upon the seemingly purposeless movement. When the

attention is being more absorbed by what is being read, and the

marks of interest on the face are deepened, the movement of the

foot becomes slower, or is almost stopped. When the attention

is again liberated to some extent, by abatement of interest, the

motion goes on again more briskly. If we ask the reader, we
shall find that he has not been fully aware of the muscular ex-

ercise which had been kept up
;
and yet, if you ask him to recall

the positions in the book which have most interested him, it is

easy to identify a succession of periods of quickened interest,

harmonized with the periods of slackened movement externally

observed. In this way it is made out even as to an apparently

purposeless motion, that there is an exercise of personal control,

which is not recognized in merely reflex action, or in an example

of spontaneous action within the organism, such as we notice in

the continual movement of hands and arms by infants still too

young to show any signs of external observation. Now, science

has done something towards explaining the possibility of such

muscular movement, with comparatively slight consciousness—

it may be even actual unconsciousness—of direction of the ex-
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ercise on the part of the agent. I do not enter upon the wide

subject of unconscious cerebration. It is enough for the pres-

ent purpose that it be noted that study of the laws of nerve-

action has shown that facility of control over the nerve-lines is

secured as the result of usage, and that direction of a current of

influence upon a series of muscles may suffice to secure thereafter

a continued stream of nerve-energy in the same direction. Or,

as the law has been stated, “ the conducting power of the nerv-

ous fibres increases with the frequency of their excitement.”'

If a line of communication become strengthened by frequent

usage, the conducting power increases, and it proves a much
simpler thing to keep up movement without effort. This

accounts for physical habits involving constant action, while

the agent is almost entirely occupied with a distinct exercise.

But it needs .to be observed that science, in bringing us thus far

on the way, is showing us how will-power may be in some move-

ments abated in its exercise, or even dispensed with. It is not

helping us to solve the will-problem. And, what is perhaps

more striking still, it is showing us organism brought into a cer-

tain kind of self-regulation, not only in connection with a large

degree of concentration on some higher exercise, but even in a

way contributing to higher concentration by liberating phy-

sical movement from continued regulation of the agent. Sci-

ence thus far relieves us from a degree of complexity belonging

to human action, but only in such a manner as to give increas-

ing vividness to the true nature.of the will-problem, which re-

mains almost untouched by this scientific conclusion.

If from this case we pass to that of walking across the room in

search of a book, science still attends us with its aid, for there is

no physical movement more frequently repeated by us than

that of walking. Accordingly, under the law of nerve-action

just stated, walking comes to be one of the movements per-

formed with least expenditure of effort in self-regulation. But

here again it is made conspicuous, that what we need to account

for is that which the scientific position does not include. We
must explain how it happens that at the particular instant

noted the seemingly purposeless movement of one limb is

•

1 Muller’s “ Elements of Physiology,” ii. p. 939.
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abruptly stopped, and both limbs are set in motion for a definite

end. You cannot explain this without reference to muscles and
nerves, and the laws which determine their action

;
but it is not

fully explained thus. Science does not come up with all the

facts, and it is the will-problem which has once more brought it

to a standstill. Granting that there are muscles, and nerves,

and stores of nerve-energy, our question is, What set them
all in motion at the instant ? It was a thought suggested in the

volume read which awakened the wish to verify it, and led to

the volition to obtain the means of verification. And science

tells us nothing of the will-power which sets the nerve-energy in

motion for the attainment of a definite end—which end, it must

be observed, is not a physical end which can be gained by
muscular action alone, but a mental end, or end contemplated

by the agent who has set the mechanism to work. There is

—

quite naturally, I admit—a tendency among scientific men to

attempt to bring the whole exercises of thought and will under

play of the laws which regulate nerve-action
;
but in sight of

even this simple example, the futility of the attempt is mani-

fest. The duality of truth must be granted. There are facts

which nerve-action does not explain, and these belong to a

region from which nerve-action itself is governed
;
therefore the

science of the facts must outstretch the science of the nerve

system.

And now we are on the threshold of a vast region within

which science is a comparative stranger, where references to

nerve-currents become fewer and feebler, and traces of the influ-

ence of heredity have as yet made only uncertain outlines of

footpaths. It is into this region we specially need to have sci-

ence advance. We need to consider the will-power which gov-

erns the limbs, and finds in such government only a small part

of its dominion. With such an example before us as that

afforded by attentive reading, we seek to ascertain what science

can say as to the acquiring of habits of attention. Are such

habits the product of external influence brought to bear upon

the individual, or the result of determination within the individ-

ual himself? We wish to ascertain all that can be gathered and

systematized as to the influence of environment, and specially

of education. An exact science, marking with precision the
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limits of the influence of these two, will contribute in a very-

important way to the common result sought by all lovers of

truth. But such a science will be attained only by advancing

beyond the lines of physiological research. We must know
more of human nature, and more of the full range of human
action, than physiology affords. Again, we have spoken of

anger as characteristic of all the higher forms of organized life,

and we observe certain ends served in the economy of things by

this powerful impulse
;
but we find that the restraint of angry

passion and the complete subjection of the impulse is aimed at

by men. And here our questions start again in great number.

What is the rational ground on which men aim at the establish-

ment of self-government in this respect ? Is there some clear

law of human life which requires this, and which somehow does

not apply to lower orders ? If there be a fixed law in organic life

which gives rise to irritation, is there somewhere deeper in

human nature a law which requires a man to keep his irritation

under control ? And if there be, as men seem to agree that

there is, how is the control first attempted, and how is it grad-

ually established in some cases, w-hile it is not established in

other cases ? What do all these involve as to exercise of will ?

I might go on greatly beyond these questions, but space for-

bids. And I must ask my readers to observe that these are

obvious and inevitable questions concerning the most ordinary

and familiar affairs of every-day life. The science which does not

touch them has a great part of its work to do, before it can pro-

fess to be a science of the universe. In view of all that “ scien-

tific materialism” has yet told us, it is very far from being a uni-

versal science. What the science of our times needs above all

else is a fuller survey of the facts connected with human nature

and the laws of its activity.

I have exhausted the space at my command in directing

attention to the relations of science to the problem of will, and

I must reserve for a subsequent article the relations of philoso-

phy to the same great problem.

Henry Calderwood.



ART AS AN INTERPRETER OF HISTORY.

I
T has been truly said that art, in its protean forms, is the

historiographer of the world. It is equally true that its

rich and manifold record is only beginning to be intelligently

studied in our own period. To enunciate the problem more

clearly, our theory is that art, taken even by itself—and of

course more powerfully when combined with other inquiries

—is an interpreter of the character, conditions, and social, re-

ligious, and political sentiments of the people among whom,
and the periods in which, its great works have been presented.

Thus Egyptian art is full of Egyptian history
;
Grecian art

teaches the history of Greece and the Greeks
;

in a word, all

art is a record of individual, social, and national life. There is

a truthful story in the ruins of the sun-temple at Baalbec

—

“ Whose lovely columns stand sublime,

Flinging their shadows from on high,

Like dials, which the wizard Time
Had reared to count his ages by.”

Or, to take the most familiar and striking illustration : what

a series of commingling histories clusters around the temples

that have crowned the holy mount at Jerusalem ! First, the

hope of David and the fruition of Solomon, a thousand years

before Christ
;
the materials and the workmen brought from

distant countries
;
the liberal payment of wheat and barley to

Hiram, King of Tyre
;
the Phoenician navigation of the Mid-

land Sea. Then, five hundred years later, the terrible de-

struction by Nebuchadnezzar
;
then the return of the ransomed,

by permission of Cyrus, with songs and joy, to rebuild it. The
second temple is replete with history, in the great lacuna be-

tween the last of the prophets and the appearance of Herod the

Great, which we can only fill by the record of Josephus and
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the Apocryphal books. How the interest increases with the

story of Herod, his rebuilding of the former structure, and the

appearance in its courts of Him who came at once to destroy

and to fulfil ! Last of all came the terrible siege, after which

not one stone was left upon another, save the deep fo.unda-

tion-wall, where the Jews yet weep unavailing tears, in mourn-

ing for the past, and with but vague hope of the future.

The history of the temple on Mount Moriah is the history

of the Jews and the partial history of the many peoples who had

to do with their checkered fortunes. And now upon its site

stands another stone record, in the famous Gamcat cl Sakhra,

that famous mosque of Omar, wTiich eclipses the sanctity of the

temples of Mecca and Medina, the first strongholds of Islam.

This by way of general illustration. To treat the subject

justly and adequately would require, in combination, the talent

and training of an artist and the pen of a historian. For, if

the writer be an artist only, he will be concerned about the

technicalities of art and neglect the history
;
and if he be a

historian alone, he will certainly be in danger of neglecting

those art details from which he should gather his philosophy.

It has been unfortunate that these two characters have been

rarely conjoined, and that, consequently, the historic relations

and teachings of art form an almost entirely new topic in the

school of modern history. Thus fairly acknowledging the

difficulty, and with no claim to be an artist, but only a stu-

dent of History, I propose to offer some facts and some sug-

gestions bearing upon the discussion of this most interesting

problem. That it is of very general and increasing interest is

manifest from the numerous books on art which have been re-

cently issued, the great numbers of our people who study art

in foreign galleries, and the pleasure with which art-lectures are

beginning to be greeted all over the land.

It is significant to observe that the modern word (esthetics

was first applied to the realm of beauty and taste by the Ger-

man Alexander Baumgarten, no longer ago than the middle of

the eighteenth century, and it can hardly be said to have taken

its place even now in the curriculum of general education in

America. It is still considered a speculative and unestablished

science in the domain of psychology.

Derived from the Greek verb Aicsdaroj-iai, to perceive, it
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considers the perceptive faculty as engaged in the discovery

and analysis of beauty. The entire field of man’s inquiry is

mapped out into three portions, occupied by the three compre-

hensive ideas—the good, the true, and the beautiful. The
science which establishes truth is logic

;
that of which the

province is the good is ethics. The beautiful falls to the share

of aesthetics, which in the scheme of psychology is thus co-or-

dinate with logic and ethics.

All three are necessary to the study of art in its historic re-

lations
;
but before we can enter upon these relations, art must

be studied in and by itself, and here we are in the uninvaded

realm of aesthetics.

The announcement of this new science has caused a change

in the classification of the arts and sciences
;

for aesthetics is con-

cerned about beauty wherever it is found, and thus lays its

hand upon every art of which beauty is an element. It takes

cognizance of poetry, music, painting, architecture, sculpture,

and all forms and varieties of decorative art. Wherever a

glimpse of beauty is seen, aesthetic science eagerly pursues it,

and subjects it to scrutiny, inductively seeking to understand

its essence, determine its laws, and account for its wonderful

influence.

But the special subject of this paper is confined within nar-

rower limits : it comprises the fine arts, in the ordinary accepta-

tion of the term, architecture, sculpture, and painting
;

and

even this range is too extensive for our present space
;
we must

limit ourselves to the consideration of the first two.

Architecture, as a practical art, combines utility, of a mate-

rial kind, with beauty. Sculpture, designed primarily to please

and elevate by preserving the worship of the gods and the

memories of men, depends upon a partial imitation, of which

the essence is form. Painting is more or less an illusion, ob-

tained by adding color and shade to form.

Each makes its historic record distinct from the others,

but architecture and sculpture have joined their stories with

wonderful effect
;

while painting has often added its graces

to their union, as in the wonderful frescoes of the Renaissance

at Rome.
I. First, of architecture in history. We shall find this art in

the beginning arising from the simplest needs of men. The ear-
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liest inhabitants of the earth dwelt either in the woods or in

caves for shelter
;
their rudest types were the troglodyte or

the forest savage. The next step was to the tent of the sim-

plest shepherd, or the rude hut of logs and boughs. At such

a time there would be no thought of ornament, but only of the

barest comfort.

Then, with the inherent belief in a Divinity and the vague

hope of an after-life, came the idea of tombs, like the topes

and dagobas of India, the cromlechs and barrows of Druidism,

and the mounds of the American aborigines
;
and also the

grander idea of a temple, which should be a fitting shrine for the

Universal Deity. Thus, while the tent or the hut was still good

enough for humanity, a developing religious taste demanded
beautiful and costly edifices in which to adore the majesty,

propitiate the anger, and sue for the mercy of that Almighty

Being whom the intuition of man loudly declared. Such was

the seed-thought from which grew alike the rock-cut caves of

Egypt and Bombay, the pagodas of the East, the columnar

temples of Athens, and the magnificent Christian cathedrals

which now awe and delight the world.

But by rapid process, as men congregated together, and, by
their very association, began to develop the earliest civiliza-

tion, other public buildings became necessary. With the origin

of trade for the subsistence of this associated life came market-

places, which from the rude square, the resort of gathering

hucksters, were transformed into the agora of the Greeks and
the forum of the Romans, with quarters for hucksters, bazaars

for shop-keepers, and offices for money-changers. Luxury soon

fashioned balconies for spectators, and galleries and porticoes

for the rich and idle, where they might saunter, and, as in

the Athens of apostolic days, spend “ their time in nothing

else but either to tell or hear some new thing.”

Take one step farther, and we find, as the next demand of

this nascent civilization, the idea of instruction, expanding into

schemes of education and systems of life-philosophy. Around

the agora were the porches, where the great masters of knowl-

edge gathered their pupils and taught them. For so grand an

instructor as Plato there was the Academy
;

for Aristotle, the

Lyceum; for the schools of Alexandria, the Museum. Libraries

were formed, inadequate buildings, to hold the written treas-
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ures of the age and of all former ages. Thus architecture ad-

vanced with every need of human life and every form of human
thought.

Public amusement .soon began to make its demands upon

the new art, and hypasthral theatres were erected on a colossal

scale, where instruction in morals and religion was combined

with entertainment for the masses
;
where the tragedian and

chorus thundered, in mask and cork-soled buskin
;

and the

comic actor, in sock, shot folly as it flew, and satirized, not

without caricature, the vices of the day.

“ Considered in the light of a historical record ,”
1

says Fer-

gusson, “ architecture acquires not only the dignity of a sci-

ence, but the especial interest of being one of those sciences

which are closely connected with man’s interests and feelings,

and the one which more distinctly expresses, and more clearly

records, what man felt and did, in previous ages, than any other

study we are acquainted with.”

Of ancient art indeed almost the only remains are those of

architecture and sculpture. Of the painting of the classic

ages there is little left but tradition and the praises of con-

temporary writers. But the architectural works still exist.

Grand colossal constructions present to us a rare consecutive

history in stone and mortar.

II. Lying on both banks of the Nile may still be seen the

temples, including Luxor and Karnak, Medinet Aboo, and

the ruins of that edifice at the entrance of which sit Memnon
and his brother in twin grandeur, one of whom still strives

inarticulately to tell to the rising sun the story of that age,

—

“ When the Memnonium was in all its glory,

And Time had not begun to overthrow

Those temples, palaces, and piles stupendous,

Of which the very ruins are tremendous.”

These were at once temples and palaces
;

before them

stood massive walls with the pylon, or gateway, approached

sometimes by a double row of sphinxes or ram-headed colos-

si. In front of some of them were graceful obelisks of pol-

ished red granite, rising from seventy to ninety feet in height,

1 “ History of Modern Architecture,” 528.
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covered with hieroglyphs
,

1 or huge statues of men like the

Memnon.
Last of Egyptian structures, and more imposing and inter-

esting than all the rest, is the pyramid. Both the proposed

derivations of the name suggest something of its grandeur .

2

The first design of the pyramid was probably as the colossal

tomb of monarchs. The largest and oldest, that of Cheops,

was built about four thousand years ago
;

it covers thirteen

acres, and is nearly five hundred feet high. It is a curious

index of the extent of this structure, mentioned in the “ Egyp-

tian Institute,” that a stone flung from its top, with the

greatest force and with a sling, cannot reach its base.

It is not my purpose to enter into the details of these struc-

tures, but only to suggest the lessons in historic philosophy

which they present. It is fortunate for the student that he

is not left to work out the history from the bare forms and

materials of these erections. Their story is to some extent

written upon their polished faces. Obelisks and portals and

interior walls are covered with hieroglyphs, sacred inscrip-

tions, which need only to be deciphered that we may read

what it all means. Thus while the art partially interprets the

history, these writings interpret both history and art.

A partial solution of this problem, almost insoluble as it

first appeared, we owe to scholars, whose investigations arc

as modern as this century. Much remains to be done, but by

the labors of the Champollions a key was discovered, modi-

fied by later scholars, and the ideographic signs have been

mastered in goodly number. The hieratic and demotic

writings begin to be understood. The mummies give up their

cerements, upon which brief histories of their lives and deaths

are written. Thus, we read again the record of Moses, on

stone and cloth and papyrus, more than three thousand years

after he wrote it in the Pentateuch.

1
It is significant at once of the condition of Egypt, and of the energy of mod-

ern art culture in Europe, that, from the days of the Roman Augustus down to the

present century, forty-three of these obelisks have been brought to Europe, and

that, including the famed Cleopatra’s Needle, only seven remain in Egypt. The

Egyptian obelisk in its finest form and proportions may be studied in the Place

de la Concorde at Paris, or in the spacious piazza of St. Peter’s at Rome.
2 One form the Greek tt0f>—fire—would express its rising like a pointed

flame to the heavens. The other is Pa-rama , the mountain.
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And what are the manifest historical lessons ? This Egyp-
tian art covers with its stone cerements the mysteries of a

gloomy esoteric faith
;
like the skeletons at their feasts, it is

intended to inspire awe and humility. “ Every thing,” says

Volney, in speaking of Egyptian ruins,
“

inspires the heart and

soul with astonishment, terror, humiliation, admiration, and

respect.
”

Take the entrance by the modern tourist into one of the

pyramids, as illustrative of its silent teaching : the long, low

passage
;

the back, painfully bent
;

the stifling air and the

heat
;
the gloom which surrounds and settles upon the soul as

the traveller passes through the queen’s chamber and enters

that of the king, with its walls of polished granite
;
the un-

earthly echoes, ten times repeated, of a loud shout or a pistol-

shot. Then comes the increasing anxiety to return ;» the

painful journey back
;
the quick gasps for breath as the open

air is again reached, and a sense of exhaustion, which cannot

immediately be shaken off.

To Bossuet the pyramid was only a tomb, and spoke of

annihilation
;
to the more imaginative Chateaubriand it was

instinct with immortality. The tourist shares both these opin-

ions—on entering and returning.

To the calm and philosophic observer these Egyptian

structures reveal their history. They set forth the system of

religious belief and worship. They tell him of Egyptian roy-

alty, despotic and grinding, deriving itself from the gods,

dwelling apart with them on earth, and demanding massive

tombs more defiant of time than the Tower of Babel, remain-

ing intact to-day, although they were built before Romulus

and Remus were suckled by the she-wolf.

They magnify the augustness of death in their mighty

pyramids, their massive sarcophagi, their imperishable mum-
mies, whose ghastly features were once enlivened with a soul,

and looked upon the world
“ when it was fresh and young

and the great deluge still had left it green.”

And again, Egyptian architecture speaks- to us of a period

of great skill and mechanical device in the quarrying and hand-

ling of the immense blocks of stone of which their principal

structures were built, and of high mathematical attainments

in the calculations of proportions and sustaining strength.
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The careful study of these works discloses the periods and

circumstances of their erection. Upon this I cannot dwell,

but I observe that we may thus pass, with tolerable certainty,

from the earlier time to the barren period of the shepherd

kings, from 2000 to 1400 B.C. We may then observe some-

what of the influence of Asiatic luxuriance
;

the effect of

Grecian lightness and beauty of form—a noble return for

what Greece had owed to the earlier Egyptian art—and, in

still later days, the influence of far-reaching Rome. Rawlinson

speaks of the account given by Herodotus as “ in a peculiar

sense monumental history
;

that is, it was such a history as

would be naturally obtained by a traveller who inquired prin-

cipally concerning the founders of the great public edifices

which came under his notice.”
1

Among the subordinate sciences of modern classification,

that of Egyptology has ranked, and now ranks, among its vo-

taries some of the most eminent scholars of this century, and

the great science of history, scicntia scientiarum, as Bacon has

justly styled it, is always eager to utilize their valuable re-

searches. I have said that these investigations are modern
;

but considering the difficulties encountered, the progress has

been exceedingly rapid. It will be remembered that, with

the expedition of Napoleon Bonaparte to Egypt in 1798, a

number of savants were sent out by the Directorial Govern-

ment to study the archaeology of the country. The campaign
was short, and the French tenure very precarious

;
and yet,

amid the doubts and ridicule of the army, they laid the foun-

dations of the new science. They were obliged to carry their

instruments, papers, and specimens upon the backs of asses,

and in the train of an army which was most of the time but a

moving column. The discomfort of their situation is pithily

told in the story that when, harassed by Mamelukes, the

French regiments were obliged to throw themselves into

squares against cavalry, the cry of the old soldiers was, “ Sa-

vants and asses, to the centre—march !”

It was some years after, between 1809 and 1820, that the

inquiries of these gentlemen, aided by further researches, were

published in nine huge folio volumes, with fourteen volumes

1 “ Ancient History,” 75.
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of plates, entitled “ Description de l’Egypte, ou Recueil des

Observations et des Recherches, qui ont ete faites en Egypte
pendant T Expedition de l’Armee Frangaise.

”

Such was the real beginning of Egyptology. The work
was in some measure superseded by several treatises of Sir J.

Gardiner Wilkinson, which treat of the history of the Egyp-

tians as “ derived from a comparison of the paintings, sculp-

tures, and ornaments still existing with the accounts of an-

cient authors.” 1

But even since these were written more popular and ex-

planatory works have been written in great number, and many
of the daha bccyahs, in every season, carry intelligent travel-

lers, who come back to furnish a new and valuable quota to

the art history of Egypt
;
while photography lends its magic

power to bring the distant near, and to build again the rock-

ribbed temples in our libraries and drawing-rooms, with an

illustration which we can never fail to greet with surprise.

For long centuries Egypt has been torpid, a dead-alive, a

tributary province, among the nations
;
but the same benefi-

cent Nile is there
;
the Egyptian type of man is as good as

ever it was, however oppressed it has been for ages by a false

creed, a Turkish despotism, and effeminate social customs .

2

He is surrounded by the colossal works of his country’s power
and grandeur

;
and the last and best historic lesson of Egyp-

tian art is one of reviving hope. The more enlightened rule

of the present Khedive, a viceroy only in name, a monarch

in reality, makes this hope stronger and more satisfying as the

years roll on. The rival ambition of England and Russia may
complicate the problem

;
but if Egypt be not engulfed in the

portentous convulsions now threatening the empire of her

titular master, she will rise, in better hands, from the sleep

of ages to a brighter life and happier fortunes.
“ The secret

of the sphinx” is indeed “ the whole uninterpreted and undis-

covered part of Egyptian history,” and we may hope that its

1 There are nine works on Egypt by Wilkinson, touching every subject of in-

terest connected with the history of the country.
5 Mrs. Amelia B. Edwards, in her “ Thousand Miles up the Nile,” speaks of

the fellahs
,
or laborers, as but little changed in Oooo years, and as using the same

agricultural and household implements
;
while the modern dahabceyah is very like

the galley sculptured on the tombs of the kings.
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complctp disclosure to the world will be in a brighter and bet-

ter future for Egypt.

III. From the sombre atmosphere of Egypt we pass at one

step to the light, grace, and joyousness of Grecian art, which

owed, as we shall see, its origin to Egypt and to that vague

Nabatean civilization whose record is being exhumed in brick

and stone, covered with cuneiform inscriptions. Such, how-

ever, were the local conditions of Grecian art that the trans-

formation was very striking.

The Egyptian architecture was massive and in its chief

structures low and many-roomed, even to labyrinthine intri-

cacy. The roofs of temples were flat, and required very thick

and close walls to support them. The structure was a cluster

of brick and stone, connected by narrow passages, and extended,

as in the temple of Luxor, over a quarter of a mile square, or,

as in that of Karnak, over a half a mile square. These build-

ings inclosed deep mysteries, which they would keep from the

light of day or disclose only to the initiated.

How different the Grecian idea ! For their temples the

Greeks sought a sun-bright eminence like the Acropolis at

Athens or at Corinth. On this they erected fanes surrounded

with columns, usually hypaethral, or open at the roof, with a

simple but imposing facade, a low gable resting upon a row of

pillars, and presenting above the entablature that long-based

triangle called the pediment, which was enriched with statues

and sculptured ornaments descriptive or symbolical of the

gods and heroes of their brilliant mythology of nature.

It is interesting to study their columnar progress from the

simple Doric, through the Ionic to the Corinthian. These

form the alphabet of Grecian architecture, and each step is full

of history. If the earlier temples were astylar, the column
soon came to give beauty and symbol. We may accept or dis-

card—it is not easy to do either rigorously—the symbolical

origin of the pillars. According to some writers, they indicate

human support—they are unformed caryatides. With the

Doric was associated the idea of a man : the column was six

times as high as the diameter of the base, following the relation

between the foot and the height of a man. According to

Vitruvius, the Ionic adopted the idea of the female figure, and

made volutes in the capital, in rude imitation of a woman’s.

24
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hair. And the story is well known, whether it be received or

not as true, how a basket covered with a tile, and placed on
the grave of a lovely maiden, was grown around by the ten-

drils of an acanthus, and how the architect imitated it in the

Corinthian capital.

I give these stories, because they are at least suggestive of

the entire independence of the first artists. They were un-

trammelled
;
guided by nature, they followed their own tastes

and fancies. There wrere no schools
;

there was no estab-

lished style or order. The individual artist worked for beauty

and utility out of his own brain, and thus made his school and

style, for later imitation and modification. And he was not a

designer only, but a genuine builder, who saw and felt the

necessity, and was endowed with the inspiration to meet it.

There is nothing more manifest than the spontaneousness of

the sculpture in the decorations of capital, frieze, and pedf-

ment. One need the earlier architects felt, and sometimes an-

ticipated
;

it was the appreciation and acceptance of cultured

beholders. Art in Greece attained its highest point of excel-

lence when the Athenian people were ready to admire it with

an intelligent admiration.

The climax of effect was reached in Athens when the Doric

temple of Phidias was perched upon the Acropolis. I sup-

pose no description does justice to the Parthenon and its cir-

cumjacent structures : history must be summoned to our aid

if we would duly appreciate them
;
and when we remember

that Pericles, who has given his name to a halcyon age in the

world’s history, ordered the erection of the building as we
now restore it in fancy

;
that the immortal Phidias directed

the work and designed the ornaments
;
that Callicrates and

Ictinus built it of white marble, we obtain a glimpse of the

reciprocal bearings of history and art—the glories of the age of

Pericles, the creative genius of Phidias, the consummate skill

of the master-builders, the splendid capabilities of Pentelican

marble, and the ready intelligence of the Athenian people.

The Parthenon was in full view from the Areopagus, or hill

of Mars, where the wise men of Athens held their sessions :

the famous speeches of world-renowned orators, pronounced

from the Pnyx, re-echoed among its columns
;

it is replete

with the history of pagan Greece, and yet we chiefly like to
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think of it in another historic connection. It is when the great

apostle to the gentiles stood on Mars’ Hill, and his splendid

eloquence thundered through its peristyle, and was illustrated

by the features and ornaments of the temple itself.

Turning to his right as he spoke, he pointed to the Parthenon

when he told them that God, who made the world and all

that it contained, “dwelt not in temples made with hands.
’’

He had in view the beautiful columns of the peristyle,

the exuberant sculptures of the tympanum, and the colossal

figure of Pallas Athena, in ivory and gold, the work of Phi-

dias, rising more than forty feet from the floor, with the sur-

rounding statues of deities and demi-gods, when he said,

“ Forasmuch as we are the offspring of God, we ought not

to think (as you in your blind devotion do) that the Godhead
i^ like unto gold, or silver, or stone, graven by art and man’s

device.” The conclusion was not flattering, but startling, that

if God had winked at the times of ignorance—considered by
his audience as the period of greatest light and glory—during

which that temple was built, and an altar erected to the un-

known God, he now, by the voice of his humble, persecuted

apostle, called on men everywhere to repent. Such is the

Christian lesson drawn from the Parthenon.

It is an arbitrary but convenient arrangement for the stu-

dent of art and history to divide the history* of Grecian archi-

tecture into three periods : 1. From 600 to 470 B.C.—from

Solon to the Persian war
;
of which the best illustration is

found in the group at Paestum. 2. From 470 to 338 B.C.

—

from the Persian war to Philip of Macedon. In this period we
have the temple of Theseus at Athens

;
the temple of Nike

at the entrance to the Acropolis
;
the Parthenon itself (440).

3. The later period is one of decline in architecture, in which
statuary principally occupied the artist, and great cities were

laid out to mark the conquests of Alexander and the ambi-

tion of his successors.

One word more. We find an epitome of Grecian architect-

ure and of Grecian history in the Parthenon and its surround-

ing structures. It was columnar, it was low, it was massive and

yet graceful, it was open, it was full of chaste decoration.

Founded on correct principles, which have challenged the criti-

cism of succeeding ages, and planned with great mathematical
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exactitude, it combined beauty, fitness, and strength
;
and the

Grecian type, notwithstanding the decline of Grecian power

and the rise of other systems, is still accepted as a model for

modern structures in all parts of the world .

1

It does not need the reconstructive finger of a Cuvier or

an Agassiz in art to restore on paper the wonders of the Acro-

polis, as they clustered there in uninjured completeness in the

days of Pericles and long after.

Thus restored, it is almost a synopsis of the Grecian annals.

The western view would present, on the left, at the foot, those

Pelasgian walls which take us far beyond the domain of au-

thentic history, to an ante-Hellenic period which is full of fable

and conjecture. In the precipitous side is the cave of Pan,

above which is the temple of Poseidon Erectheus. Upon the

steep front are the Propylaea and the Temple of Victory, which

mark the pride of Grecian conquests
;
and crowning the whole

is the Parthenon itself, a model of original beauty, with its

eight columns in front telling forth to all ages the glories of

the best goddess, the protectrix of Athens, the goddess of

purity and wisdom, who had sprung from the brain of Zeus,

sheathed in invincible and immortal armor.

But while the Greeks thus erected and beautified the tem-

ples of their gods and their public edifices, they as yet gave

little thought to their own homes. These were frugal in the

extreme, and this frugality marks an important point in their

history. Trench has attempted to draw some human philos-

ophy from the forms of salutatio?i used by different nations,

as indicating their predominant characteristics. Those of

Christian nations set forth prominently the power of God :

adieu
,
good-by, etc. With the Romans it was salvctc, or

simply the wish of health and safety. With the Hebrews it

was salem-eircne—peace. But the livelier Greeks called on their

brethren to rejoice, and wished them joy : yalcpB was their

salute. The comparison is just. The best wish of the He-
brew prophet was, “ Peace be within the walls;” “Pray for

the peace of Jerusalem” was his cry. To a quiet, contemplative

1
It was doubtless a republican and an anti-Christian taste that caused the erec-

tion on this model of the Church of the Madeleine in Paris. It may not be our

ideal of a Christian temple, but it is certainly a grand and imposing building even

among the varied and splendid structures of the French capital.
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people like the Hebrews there was nothing better than rest

and peace.

Not so with the Greek
;

lie was a busy, frolicsome being.

His delight was in public games, where he could strive for the

mastery in verse or with muscle, in the sight and hearing of

a shouting multitude. The Athenians ran together to open

theatres
;
they congregated in temples full of daylight

;
they

rushed to Mars’ Hill to hear what any babbler would say.

Their worship sprang from the light and beauty and wonders

of nature
;
and—to reach our conclusion at last—in their art

they displayed these same characteristics and sentiments.

They had owed much, as I have said, in the origin of their art

to Egypt, but they had adapted and transformed what they

had received to their own character and conditions.

IV. I have thus far spoken only of their architecture
;

if we
now give a brief consideration to their sculpture or statu-

ary, we shall find it to corroborate these views. In the pro-

found study of this subject, it would be necessary to go back

to a legendary Daedalus, twelve hundred years before Christ.

I say legendary, although it is claimed that at the beginning

of the Roman Empire several of his works were still existing,

and some modern bronzes of Hercules are considered to be

copies of his statues
;
but I must be content with later illus-

trations, more easily identified and more strikingly historical

in their bearings. The identity of Phidias, who died as late

as 444 B.C., shines out in works that are still studied by the

enthusiastic artist. We have besides the most detailed de-

scriptions of his Olympian Zeus and his Pallas-Athena, and it

may be reasonably believed that the alto-relievo work in the

metopes, and the figures in the tympanum—brought to Lon-
don, and known as the Elgin marbles—are his own handiwork.

And what a history do even these fragments contain : Mi-

nerva and Neptune contesting the possession of Attica
;
the

battle of the Centaurs and Lapithae
;
the great Pan-Athenaic

procession
;
and the imbruted torpor of an Ottoman sultan,

who would let these grand works go piecemeal to a distant

island, which had no nationality when these great works were
achieved !

The statuary of the best period was of an intense material-

ism—Apollo, Venus, and the colossal Bacchus. The Venus
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de Medici is a copy by Scopas from Praxiteles, and the Apollo

Belvidere is a relic of Grecian art at the close of the Phidian

period. From that time technical excellence increased, while

the moral tone degenerated. In the words of Professor Day,
“ This stage of art, in the place of such subjects as Jupiter,

Juno, and Minerva, in which the preceding period delighted,

selected in preference Venus and Bacchus and Amor.”
There is another group of statuary curiously illustrative of

the legendary history, and marking a distinct period in Grecian

art. About the year 1506, there was found in the Sette Sale,

on the side of the Esquiline at Rome, perhaps the most unique

and striking work produced in ancient times. Copies and

casts and photographs have made it familiar to the whole

world, few of whom think of its historic relations
;

I mean the

unrivalled Laocodn. It seems significant that the downward
step from the high gods to their loves and lusts should be

followed by such a striking illustration of heavenly retribution.
1

It is said to be the work of Agesander of Rhodes, aided by his

son and his pupil, and is worthy of Pliny’s eulogy that it

was ‘‘superior to all other works of painting or sculpture.
”

Our ignorance as to the period in which the artist lived

makes it doubtful whether the group was in existence before

Virgil gave us his powerful version of the story in the Aineid
;

but the verses and the statuary agree, and are reciprocal :

“ Ille simul manibus tendit divellere nodos,

Perfusus sanie vittas atroque veneno,

Clamores simul horrendos ad sidera tollit.”

JEn. ii. 220.

Not only does the statuary show us the straining of the

agonized father, but we fancy we can hear the roaring cries

which ascend to the stars. The value of this group to art his-

tory is displayed in a most interesting manner, by the use made

of it, as the title and text of his masterly treatise on Aesthetics,

by the German philosopher and poet, Lessing.

One other Grecian statue remains to be mentioned of his-

toric interest, although little of its exact history is known. It

is that of which Thackeray speaks so enthusiastically, through

‘The same thought strikes one in contemplating the Niobe in the Uffizi at

Florence—the Lydian mother petrified with grief at the loss of her children.
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the lips of one of his heroes. “ I had not been ten minutes

in the place” (the Louvre), he says, ” before I fell in love with

the most beautiful creature the world has ever seen “ this

divine creature has lost an arm, which has been cut off at the

shoulder, but she looks none the less lovely for the accident.

She may be some two-and-thirty years old, but she was born

about two thousand years ago. Her name is the Venus of

Milo.”

Nothing, I think, brings us nearer to the Grecian worship

of Venus, to the enslaving love of all-conquering woman, to

the materialism of their popular worship, and the sensuous in

their nature, than the armless Venus of the Louvre.

All that we know of its history is that it was discovered at

the island of Milo, in 1820, by a Greek, and sold to the French

consul for one hundred and seventy francs
;
and that it now

stands peerless and alone at the extremity of a long gallery in

the Louvre !

1

But even while Grecian art was yet in its prime, the great

power, which had sprung from so feeble a germ on the banks

of the Tiber, had begun that process of absorption which was
at last to compass the whole world. Upon Rome the ends of

the earth were to come. The Roman was a conglomerate

man. Rome gathered in the nations and the culture, as she

accepted the gods, of the world. The Roman Parthenon was
not simply a divine cluster, but also an ethnic type.

But to no nation did Rome owe a tenth part so much as to

Greece : in the earlier part of her history she received it by
colonial transmission and international exchange

;
in the

later, she conquered it as the spoils of war. The Roman law

was transfused with the principles of Solon and Lycurgus,

and thus partook of the culture of Athens and Sparta. There
is a germ of truth in the story that the early Pelasgians, driven

before the Hellenes, around the head of the Adriatic, had al-

ready carried the seeds of art into Northern Italy. Grecian

1 No little excitement was occasioned in 1877 by a letter from Mr. Read, the

United States minister to Greece, in which it was stated that the arms of the figure

had been found in the island of Melos, at a distance of less than thirty feet from

the spot where the statue was discovered in 1820
;
but M. Ravisson, in a paper

read before the Academy of Inscriptions and Belles Lettres, on June 8th, 1877,

showed conclusively that the arms were not hers.
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art had tinctured the Troad, long before /Eneas came to the

banks of the Tiber and introduced it into Latium.

Southern Italy was so full of Greek colonies that it was

known at an early day as MsyaXr/ 'EWaZ—Magna Grcecia. The
Greek language and literature were fostered in the peninsula :

the first Greek grammar ever written was published by Diony-

sius Thrax at Rome
,

1 and was the basis of the Latin grammar
of Caesar, written during the Gallic war, and displaying that

great warrior as the inventor of the ablative case .

2

But the Romans had a distinct and important part to play

in the study and practice of art. If they were imitative, they

were progressive
;
they were practical where the Greeks had

been largely ideal. They had formed their own local sys-

tems, political and religious, and they applied to these what

was most useful in Grecian art. At first they were not appre-

ciative of the refinements of Athens
;
and even later, when

they carried miniature temples of captured Corinth in their

triumphs, it would have made Democritus laugh, while others

wept, to see how little they valued the splendors they had de-

spoiled :

'

“
. . . . captiva Corinthus,

Si foret in terris, rideret Democritus.”

But the beautiful art of Greece, by slow and logical pro-

cesses, cultivated the ruder men of the West, and soon dis-

played its powerful influence in the splendid edifices which

began to adorn the Eternal City. Indeed, Rome soon appeared

as the intelligent but selfish inheritrix of the art of the world.

From the Egyptians she learned massiveness and strength,

from the Greeks adaptation and elegance. To combine all

systems and schools, and produce a new composite, was the

problem for Roman architects, and they solved it.

The first types of Roman buildings—under the kings—
had been on Etruscan models, tombs and sewers and temples

—Asiatic forms, tinged with the earlier Grecian. Of these few

relics remain, and it may be said that Etruscan art is best

studied not in architecture, but in keramics. These types

1 Max Muller,
“
Science of Language,” i., 92.

2 Farrar, “ Families of Speech,” 24.
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were continued down to the commonwealth,*and are largely

illustrative of the legendary history.

The second period, beginning with the republic, and ex-

tending to the empire, is emphatically a Grecian period in art

and literature. The third is marked by the progress of Chris-

tianity.

Not to dwell, however, upon this historical division, it is

important to notice that the Romans added to the existing

forms of architecture the arch and the dome ; and, no longer

trammelled by right lines, they sometimes used for their

ground-plan, instead of the rectangular parallelogram, the

circle, as in the Pantheon and the tomb of Marcellus, still

existing at Rome
;
the ellipse, as in the Coliseum, and sec-

tions of both combined. Instead of great, square doorways,

we soon find the Roman or circular arch, giving beauty of

contour and sustaining strength.

It matters little who first discovered the circular arch
;

simple enough it seems to us
;
but it was not used as a com-

mon and characteristic feature of architecture until the Ro-

mans introduced it. The best features of the Grecian temple

they still retained, but modified, and happily so, by the cir-

cular arch.

This will be at once conceded, if by an effort of the fancy

—a very easy one—we restore the Roman forum of the em-

perors, lying at the foot of the capitol.

Towering on the right rises the purely Grecian temple of

Jupiter Capitolinus
;
on the left are the similar structures of

the temples dedicated to Jupiter Tonans, Juno Moneta, and

Saturnus
;
but between is the long line of the Tabularium,

or Hall of Records, with its fifteen intercolumnar arches
;

lower down, on the left, is the Julian Basilica, also arched
;

while the triumphal arches of Tiberius and Vespasian, sur-

mounted by chariots of victory', give grace and variety to the

severer lines of the Grecian temples.

In the hemispheric dome we have the idea of the arch, mul-

tiplied to produce a new architectural effect. Resting upon
the outer walls, with a lateral as well as a downward thrust,

the dome presented a new problem to the builder. In the Gre-

cian buildings, the walls and columns supported little
;
now

they were subjected to a strain which must be met by greater
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strength. This-was supplied in part by thicker walls, in part

by columns, and finally, as a distinct feature of Roman art,

by pilasters, which, having columnar effect to the age, v’ere in

reality buttresses, adding to the sustaining strength of the

walls.

The Coliseum, so notable and massive a structure that the

Venerable Bede could say in Latin prose, and Byron repeat

in almost the same words, in verse,

“ While stands the Coliseum Rome shall stand ;

When falls the Coliseum, Rome shall fall
;

And when Rome falls, the world,”

owes something of the enduring strength which impressed

the priest and poet to the pilasters, connected by arches, in

four stories—the perfect model of sustaining strength. The
Coliseum serves, too, as a remarkable illustration of the rela-

tions of art and history. It wras a great circus in a time when
such entertainments wore demanded by a Roman populace,

loudly clamoring for panem ct circcnscs. It takes us back to the

problem of the proletaries, the great unclassed and untaxed

paupers of Rome, who must be fed and amused to avert their

fury. Here were exhibited those fierce gladiatorial combats,

the delight of a nation who were still fascinated with blood,

even while they wore losing the manhood which dared to shed

it in battle. Here Christianity appears upon the scene, in the

persons of her martyrs who wore torn to pieces by wild

beasts.

I have often thought that the eventful history to be found

in Roman ruins has no more suggestive illustration than the

fact that Gibbon conceived the idea of wanting the decline and

fall of Rome as he sat one evening amid the ruins of the Capi-

tol, and heard the barefooted friars singing vespers in the

temple of Jupiter—the history of a thousand years, at the be-

ginning of which Jupiter wras fervently worshipped in his own
fair temple, and at the end of which its ruins formed a chapel-

of-ease to the drones of a conquering but corrupted Chris-

tianity.

Perhaps the most striking exhibition of Roman architec-

ture, as compared with, and as deviating from, the Grecian

models, is found in the Pantheon. Place it in fancy side by
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side with the Parthenon. That was an oblong rectangle : the

Pantheon is circular in plan
;
that was hypaethral : this is sur-

mounted by a dome, one hundred and thirty-two feet across

the base, with an open skylight. That was dedicated to one

goddess, Pallas Athena, while around were the sculptured

tributes to the other deities of a systematized mythology. The
Pantheon, if at first dedicated to Jupiter the Avenger, soon

became a collectaneum of deities, displaying Roman latitudi-

narianism and the decline of faith. To retain what was stately

and beautiful of the Greek temple, Agrippa, the nephew and

son-in-law of Augustus, placed in its front a square portico,

the pediment of which was supported by eight Grecian col-

umns, presenting an imposing fa5ade, one hundred feet in

length, and opening into three halls or naves, supported by

similar columns. Thus one passes through Greece into Rome.
The idea that it derived its name from the purpose of the

builder to make it a repository of all the gods may be repudi-

ated
;

it may be received that the sole light, through an open-

ing in the cupola, gave a glimpse of the divine radiance, as

though heaven, with all its gods, was let down to earth. The
truth is, however, that it did become the receptacle of the

gods of all nations, and that the name has thus a peculiar sig-

nificance. This thought must have been in the mind of Boni-

face the Fourth when he consecrated it as a Christian temple

in 610 to All Saints, and established the festival of All Saints’

Day in memory of that consecration.

It has been despoiled and repaired many times, but it re-

mains to-day in its original form and design to teach the fullest

lesson of Roman architecture at the beginning of the Christian

era. It was a happy thought of the men of the Renaissance

to bury the great Raphael there
;
like Chaucer at Westmin-

ster, he has gathered about him the sacred dust of many genera-

tions of artists.

Under Augustus and the succeeding emperors, the seven

hills of Rome and the suburbs were dotted with palaces,

built of marble and lavishly adorned with gold and silver.

Chief among these was the Golden House of Nero, built after

the fire, which occupied the site of the old palace of Augustus

and the villa of Maecenas. It threatened in its extension to
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compass the whole city, while he boasted that he was lodged

at last as a man should be :

“ Se quasi hominem jam habitant coepisse.”

It must be borne in mind that the architectural splendors

of Rome at this period are always referred to public edifices

and the palaces of the great. The dwellings of the people

were very different
;
they were divided into two classes, the

domus and the insulas, which by no means kept pace with im-

perial and aristocratic extravagance. The domus, indeed, a

detached house, of a noble man or one of the higher classes,

at first small and inconvenient, began soon to be enlarged

and enriched, but the iusulcz, or islands, were tenement
houses, crowded together in the lower parts of the city, rising

from seven to ten stories, and in these the common people

were hived like bees .

1

I have been limited, in illustrating my subject, to the selec-

tion of very few of the great structures of Rome. They are all

full of historic interest, and will well repay the student of his-

tory, as well as the student of art.

V. But the chapter of pagan art was now about to close,

with the progress of Christianity and the establishment of the

Christian empire. The great religious systems of the world,

as we have seen, had everywhere subsidized art—in Egypt,

Greece, and Rome. The greatest of all had come, and the

revolution was to be in proportion to its august demands.

Thus we find in the days of Constantine the Basilica,

first a hall in a patrician mansion, then a church, with main

aisle and side aisles, or nave and wings. The progress was

rapid and immense. The first efforts of Christianity in this

direction were to apply and to transmute every thing in pagan

art to the worship of the true God. At the last it was to pre-

scribe its own systems, but before this could be done it adopted

the existing forms and designs in its sacred structures.

Thus, while all over the Roman Empire, in the earlier days

of Christianity, we find classical ideas still prevalent in new
edifices, from the period of Constantine many a purged pagan

temple became, with little alteration, a Christian church.

The powerful influence of Constantinople, on the confines

1 See Merivale, “ History of the Romans under the Empire,” iv., 392.
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of Europe and Asia, soon made itself felt, and for three hun-

dred years, until the beginning of the eighth century', there

was a struggle in Christian art between what are known as the

early Romanesque and the Byzantine forms—a struggle which

is equally displayed in the politics of the East and West, even

after the fall of the western empire, and in the rivalry between

the Latin and Greek churches, even to this day.

Among the structures which display this struggle with a

predominance of the Byzantine is the splendid church of St.

Sophia at Constantinople, built by Justinian in 529. It was

twice conquered by the Moslcmah, and twice converted into a

Mohammedan mosque. Cruciform, with interior pillars, in

two stories, supporting a mighty dome, it has won the ad-

miration and heard the prayers of the Turks for many cen-

turies
;
but there is a promise that “ the inexorable logic” will

soon bring about its re-conversion, and that when once more
a Christian temple it will never again be a Mohammedan
mosque.

Of the influence of Byzantine art in Europe, the most re-

markable illustration is found in the buildings upon the ex-

quisite little piazza at Venice—the church of St. Mark and

the ducal palace. They partake of several systems and illus-

trate a varied history
;
and we are fortunately familiar with

their details through Mr. Ruskin’s “ Stones of Venice.”
“ When sensuality and idolatry had done their work, and the

religion of the empire was laid asleep in a glittering sepulchre,

the living light rose upon both horizons, and the fierce swords of

the Lombard and Arab were shaken over its golden paralysis.

“ Opposite in their character and mission, alike in their mag-

nificence of energy, they came from the north and from the

south, the glacier torrent and the lava stream
;
they met and

contended over the wreck of the Roman Empire
;
and the very

centre of the struggle, the point of pause of both, the dead

water of the opposite eddies, charged with the embayed frag-

ments of the Roman wreck, is Venice. The Ducal palace of

Venice contains the three elements in exactly equal proportions

—the Roman, the Lombard, and the Arab. It is the central

building of the world.” 1

1
1 cannot dwell upon the wonders of the church, but the bronze horses are the

best exponents of Venetian history. They were executed by Lysippus at Rhodes,
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VI. The supremacy of ancient art was at an end. The
northern barbarians, who conquered Europe, had for their ob-

ject to destroy, and not to construct, until quiet settlement and

rest from war changed them from marauders into civilized peo-

ples. Then there was a happy introduction of the Gothic sys-

tem, to which, in combination with the others, we owe many of

the magnificent cathedrals of Europe. The pure Gothic held

sway until the beginning of the fifteenth century, when the

great revival had begun, after which a composite order was
adopted, which borrowed from all the schools, and formed the

most beautiful designs.

The Gothic order deserves, let me say in passing, the criti-

cal study of the historical scholar
;
there is significance in all its

patts—in the wedge-shaped roof, the cruciform plan, with

nave, choir, chancel, and transepts
;
the lancet and rose win-

dows filled with scripture stories in stained glass
;
the strong

but delicate interior columns
;
and, more distinctive than all,

the Gothic arch, in doors and windows, formed by two arcs of

circles, usually intersecting in a vertical angle of sixty degrees.

The interior pillars are separated by such arches, and it was no

very strained fancy—if only a fancy—that the idea was taken

from overarching forest trees, joining their branches, and thus

forming intervening glades, beautiful and solemn, the very form

and varying shade of which should induce a devotional mood.

Ruskin enumerates justly among the elements of the Gothic,

savageness, naturalness, changefulness, and the grotesque.

There was at once aspiration and independence
;
the inner roof,

or roof proper, conformed to the Gothic arch, and the outer, or

roof-mask, terminated in a gable. If the builder wanted win-

dows, he was trammelled by no rule
;
he could put them any-

where. Thus the aspiration was in design, and the independence

in construction
;
and these very qualities tended to the decline

of the system, for they led to higher and more useful forms.

Thus, in brief, we reach the period of the Renaissance. What
was that ? for, in speaking of European art, we must constantly

refer to that period and that name. It means, according to

its etymology, a new birth, a regeneration. It was in reality

nothing less.

for the chariot of the sun
;
thence taken to Chios, from which they were removed

to Constantinople, to Venice, to Paris, and back again to Venice.
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When the minds of men were waking from the death-like

torpor of the middle age, to grapple with the superstitions

which had bound them “ in misery and iron when the great

inventions and discoveries were about to appear
;
when the

Reformation had gathered strength to tear and purge the

western church, so profound had been the lethargy and so

difficult the rousing that history calls the great impetus a revival

of learning, and the new departure in art a Renaissance, or new

birth. If the thrill was principally felt in painting, it was also

powerful in architecture. Here it was of the nature of a com-

promise—an effort to go back and select what was best in the

principles and details of classic art, and adapt it to the modern

forms, tastes, and requirements. That the renaissance in archi-

tecture, as well as painting, should begin in Florence was due

to the proud position which that favored city had already as-

sumed towards the progress of the world.

Thus the fifteenth century was the age. of great churches,

rapidly expanding into magnificent cathedrals
;
and Florence

produced and cherished veritable giants in those days, to whom
the works of former ages seemed the erections of pigmies.

First among the revivers was Alberti, who built the churches of

San Francesco at Rimini, and those of St. Ambrose and St.

Sebastian at Mantua
;
he died in 1472. Then comes the great

name of Bramante d’Urbino, who has left us the church of Sta.

Maria delle Grazie at Milan.
1 He has gained something ad-

ditional in historic repute by being the uncle of Raphael, and

one of the early architects of St. Peter’s.

But what had been done was as nothing compared with

the splendid success of Brunelleschi, who crowned the Basilica

of Florence, which had been more than one hundred and fifty

years in building, with a dome, still the wonder of all beholders,

one hundred and thirty-eight feet in diameter at the base, one

hundred and thirty-three feet in height—its top rising three

hundred and eighty-seven feet above the square. Among the

wonders of European architecture the Duomo still holds a

proud place.

While Luther was preparing his great work in Germany, the

sale of indulgences, against which he fulminated his righteous

1 The list is long and interesting, and may be found in Fergusson’s “ History

of Modern Architecture.”
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wrath, had enabled the pope to project the completion of the

stupendous monument to St. Peter, upon the spot where an

unsupported tradition declared the apostle had suffered martyr-

dom 1 by crucifixion. The reputation of Bramante gained him
the honor of being the first architect of this new design. He
died in 1514, and was for a brief period succeeded by his ne-

phew, Raphael
;
but it seems fortunate for the world of art that

Michael Angelo Buonarotti was alive.
3 When Gallo died in

1546, Julius II. employed Michael Angelo to superintend the

erection, and make it the grandest temple and mausoleum in

the world. There was no interference with the architect, and

no stint of money. The papacy, far-seeing and all-grasping,

was working for a grand purpose.

Colossal in conception and equal in execution, Michael

Angelo declared that he would hang the Pantheon in air. He
gave the impulse and perfected the plans for carrying out their

purpose
;

but, being seventy-two years old, death overtook

him just as he had erected the tambour-work for the dome
;
his

clear eye foresaw, however, the completed structure as we see

it to-day. The dome, it must be observed was the chief prob-

lem. The low, hemispheric covering of the Pantheon was,

up to the time of Brunelleschi, the greatest object of emulation

to architects, and it was and is the glory of that artist that he

had dared to lift in air so colossal a crown as the dome of the

Florentine Cathedral. But that dome is polyangular
;
while

that of St. Peter’s, “ acquiring dignity from the drum on which

it is elevated, lightness from the pendentives on which it is

placed, and unity from its circular plan, so far superior to the

angular form of its Florentine rival, carries out far more closely

1 Another spot is pointed out, but the guide-books, which, on such a popular

subject, should be well informed, claim this as the place. Speaking of the former

structures, Baedeker says of that of Constantine :
“ C’etait une basilique a cinq

nefs, avec un transept, s'Ilevant stir Iemplacement dll Cirque de NIron
,
oh St.

Pierre souffrit le martyre." Italie Centrale, 216.

2
It is interesting to notice the antecedents of St. Peter's. Constantine had

built a basilica, at the instance of Pope Sylvester I. It was in this that Char-

lemagne received the imperial crown, in the year 800, from Leo III. This edifice

was in ruins when the project of a magnificent temple was set forth by Nicholas

V., who, in 1450, employed Rosselini as his architect. The work progressed very

slowly. Plans were presented by Bramante and Gallo ; the form of cross

—

Latin or Greek—was long in question, until Michael Angelo decided for the lat-

ter.
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the object avowedly aimed at, to raise the dome of the Pan-

theon and suspend it in the air.”
1

The dome of St. Peter’s is a grand manifesto at once of art

and history, when it blazes with fire on nights of high festival

—

the grandest, perhaps, which the Latin church, with all its ves-

tige and splendor, can beacon forth to the world.

We are accustomed to consider the Reformation of Luther,

which accomplished so much for the world, as a mighty but

simple effort to restore religion to its primitive gospel purity.

It was this, but it was far more than this. It was the effort of

mind to throw off its thraldom. It was the struggle of freedom,

in the guise of a fierce democracy, to get rid of oppressive au-

thority, political and religious.

So, with the religious parties in the contest there were vio-

lent political factions : witness the peasant war, which arose

after Luther’s manifesto, and in which—as in England in the

demand for the charter, and in the Barons’ war—nobles led,

because the peasants’ cause, however intemperately champion-

ed, was the cause of mankind. Authority triumphed in the

main, and for the time, in the persons of the emperor and the

pope, because they had system and arms and material and pres-

tige. The famous Council of Trent, called to consider the ap-

peal of the Protestants from the decision of the pope, set forth

indeed articles of dogmatic theology, and thus fixed and es-

tablished theological errors and superstitions
;
but it did far

more : it effectually perpetuated the temporal power of the

pope and the inherited claims of the Roman Catholic princes
;

and, still further, and most germain to our subject, it subsi-

dized, with haste and lavishness, art of all kinds to strengthen

its efforts.

To return to St. Peter’s, in this immediate connection : the

erection of this magnificent church at Rome marks the sagacity

of the popes in the conduct of this controversy. All the later

history has shown that the power and influence of that sin-

gle edifice, in supporting the claims of the Latin church, are

simply beyond calculation. While the new enlightenment de-

nied the claims set forth for the apostle to whom that cathe-

dral was dedicated; while it was boldly declared, in the face

’See C. C. Black’s “Michael Angelo Buonarotti,’’ p. 115.

2 5
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of time-sanctioned assertion, that St. Peter was never bishop

of Rome, but more probably bishop of Antioch
;
while it was

becoming clear that the Roman primacy was but an outcome
of the supremacy of the city of Rome, so long the capital of

the world— this, the grandest of temples, poised its massy

dome, with the surmounted lantern, over the spot simply

declared, without even a tittle of traditional proof, to have

been the place of the apostle’s crucifixion, and asserted the

vicarage of Christ and the claim of exclusive authority. It

appealed to the eyes and the ears of the world, and it has not

appealed in vain. Ignorant and obedient multitudes accept the

august testimony, and, in the latter half of the nineteenth cen-

tury, although the temporal possessions of the pope have torn

themselves from his holding, the holy days at Rome bring

throngs to the splendid shrine from every nation under heaven,

and systematic pilgrimages, as devout as those that swarm to

Mecca, fill with worshippers this home and head-quarters of the

Roman Catholic Apostolic Church.

Thus the great cathedral age was one of Roman Catholic

assertion against Protestant reformation. The cathedral germ

had indeed been planted long before, during the middle ages,

but it was “ fostered into might” by this opposition. As the

Protestants became more importunate, blind faith became also

stronger, and popes and princes hastened to show their rekin-

dled zeal by erecting or completing these splendid temples.
1

VII. I have not intended in this paper to give any systematic

view of Christian architecture in the modern period, but only

to present a few suggestive illustrations
;

I cannot, however,

leave the subject without calling the attention of the reader to

the wealth of history contained in the structures of Spanish art.

Here the student is truly embarrassed by his riches. To the

ordinary and rapid traveller Spain presents a conglomerate of

architecture, but to the patient scholar there is disclosed a sys-

tem in the midst of this labyrinth. There are Roman remains,

Gothic ruins, Arabian mosques and alcazars, cathedrals of the

Renaissance, Tuscan .enormities, and modern French palaces

—each set marking a great historic period, full of interest and

romance. In no country is it so true—true as it is everywhere

1 All the great English cathedrals were built by the Roman Catholic Church,

and became Anglican and Protestant at the Reformation.
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—that art is the interpreter of history. I' pass by the more pic-

turesque illustrations, which arc chiefly Moro-Arabian, to dwell

for a moment upon two which contain a volume in themselves.

The first architectural work of the Renaissance in Spain was

the Cathedral at Granada, a building that stands in the boldest

contrast to the far-famed Moorish palace of the Alhambra, on

the neighboring eminence
;
the contrast is eminently historic.

The Cathedral was begun in 1529, only thirty-seven years after

the Moorish city—the last foothold of Islam in the peninsula

—

had fallen into the hands of Ferdinand and Isabella. Their

grandson, Charles V. of Germany, was on the throne of Spain,

the church-hero of the anti-reformation.

The Cathedral is a noble structure, four hundred feet long

and two hundred and thirty wide, with side chapels, that of the

king being of special historical interest. Poetic justice built it on

the site of the great mosque, and made this royal chapel (Capilla

de los Reyes) the burial-place of Ferdinand and Isabella, of

Philip and Joanna. The chapel was built before the Cathedral

by order of the joint sovereigns, who, as the inscription says,

“ crushed heresy, expelled the Moors and Jews from these

realms, and reformed religion /” 1 There are the splendid

Italian tombs, with reclining effigies of the great monarchs, and

in a small vault below arc the rude leaden coffins, with simple

initial letters, containing their remains. As the awe-inspired

visitor lays his hand upon them, he feels nearer to the histo-

ry than ever before—to the romantic conquest of Granada, to

Columbus and the great discovery
;
and the feeling is intensi-

fied when, passing from the place of tombs, he is shown, in the

adjoining sacristy, the box which had once contained the jewels

sold or pawned by Isabella to fit out the expedition of the great

admiral, and the plain sword which Ferdinand wore in his cam-

paigns against the Moorish kingdom.

Take the second illustration, which is even more pertinent

than that just presented. When Philip II., the greatest of royal

bigots, whose allies were hardly pressed at the battle of St.

Quentin, on the day of St. Lawrence, his patron saint, made a

vow of gratitude for the victory", he displayed, in its fulfilment,

the morbid piety of his father and the insanity of his grand-

: O'Shea's " Guide to Spain,” 197.
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mother, Crazy Jane.
w He was the proudest among kings, and

the most devout among monks, and it was not all his fault if he

built convents that look like palaces, and palaces that were also

convents.” In compliance with this vow, the Escurial was
built, to become the abode of a gloomy ecclesiastical despotism.

It was a fancy—not founded, however, on any thing in the

Carta dc dotacion, or any thing which he has left—that it was
built in the form of an inverted gridiron, to represent the mode
of St. Lawrence’s martyrdom. The long interior courts are

supposed to form the spaces between the bars, and the corner

towers the feet
;
the palace is the handle. Be that as it may,

it tells the tale of that fearful reign, in every part.

Erected on a great square of seven hundred and fifty feet,

nearly equal to the base of the pyramid of Cheops, it contains a

palace, a convent, a library, and a church. The site was ap-

positely chosen—-ten leagues from the gaycties of Madrid, on the

rocky, wild, and secluded side of the Guadarrama. The church

within it, undisclosed from the exterior, is of Grseco-Roman

architecture, the Doric predominating. Even among churches

it is colossal, being three hundred and twenty feet long, two

hundred and thirty wide, and three hundred and twenty high,

to the top of the cupola .

1 Below is that curious mortuary

chamber in which are ranged, tier above tier, the coffined re-

mains of many Spanish kings and queens—a ghastly sight in

the glare of torches or by the light of the central chandelier

—

the most unpleasant memento mori I have ever witnessed.

The Escurial is unrivalled as a historic landmark. ” What
Versailles is to France and to the history of the French Renais-

sance architecture, the Escurial is to Spain and its architectural

history
;
they are both of them the greatest and most deliberate

efforts of the national will in this direction, and the best expo-

nent of the taste of the day in which they were executed.” '

An analytical examination of French architecture will be full

of similar historical instruction
;

it can only be suggested, with-

out illustration.

VIII. To go back in the calendar, it will be observed that

1 Just off the high altar, and opening upon it, is a small chamber into which

Philip was taken to die, while his glazing eyes looked their last on the elevation of

the Host.
• Fergusson’s “ History of Modern Architecture.”
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nothing has been said of Roman statuary. The reason is ob-

vious : there is very little that is distinctive. For this form of

art the Romans had little taste and less appreciation. As they

conquered Greece, they carried off the best works of sculpture.
“ How little they were prepared to appreciate Grecian art is

illustrated in Mummius, who threatened the laborers packing

the paintings and sculpture taken from Corinth, that if any

were injured or lost they would have to make others ! Even
Pliny himself exclaims, ‘ What use can be perceived as derived

from them ?’” 1 A few Greek statues were imitated; rude

and amorphous equestrian figures were produced, but the great

art see'med lost during the later Roman supremacy.

And this brings us to the consideration of a strange explana-

tory fact : this poverty of sculpture was in great part afterwards

due to Christianity itself. The Church, which had from the

first so splendidly fostered architecture, and was soon to foster

painting, for its own purposes, was to sculpture a power of in-

jury and degeneracy.

In place of ideal figures, of perfect form, in pure marble, or

in ivory and gold
;
as the adoration of saints and of the Virgin

grew stronger, images were wanted for shrines. In most cases

form was ignored, for they were to be clothed in costly dresses,

and adorned with gold and silver and precious stones. They
were no longer designed to elevate critical taste, but for the

worship of the superstitious multitude. Then they were carved

in wood, such as those known to the Greeks as goava • and

later they were fashioned in baked clay—terra cotta. These

colored and bedecked images, especially those of the Virgin,

were more pleasing, not only to the multitude, but to the

higher orders, in an ignorant age. for what they lacked in grace

and genius was more than made up in sanctity. This was at

least one great cause of the utter degeneracy of sculpture in

Christian Rome and during the middle ages until the great

revival .

2

’Samson’s “Art Criticism,” 1S6.

In the church of the Atocha, at Madrid, is a very old black and ugly image of

the Virgin, carved by St. Luke! and brought to Spain by St. Peter ! The Beloved

Physician was a far better gospeller than image-carver. It is laden with jewels,

surrounded by relics, noting miraculous cures, and its wardrobe is enriched yearly

with the dress worn by the queen on the feast of the Epiphany. (See Ford’s Hand-

Book, ii. 71 r.)
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I am inclined to think that the ugliness and unreality of

sacred art had something to do with the zeal of the early icono-

clasts
;
the superstition was as manifest as in an African Gree-

gree or fetish
;
and this set the Eastern Church at work against

carved images in every material. The first sagacious act of

Leo the Isaurian was to assemble a great council of bishops

and senators, who thought to mend the matter by decreeing

that all images should be placed at such a height in the churches

that they might be visible, but inaccessible to the worship of

the people. Then came a second edict against pictures, and

soon the churches of Constantinople were dismantled of all such

representations, and had a smooth plaster surface on ttfe inner

walls. But the ignorant and superstitious multitude felt them-

selves defrauded, and rose furiously against the iconoclasts.

The question convulsed Christendom
;
not only was there strife

between the East and the West, but in each province and in

each city the two parties were arrayed against each other.

While the war has ceased, the controversy has never been

fully decided, but presents itself to our consideration in this day

of light and progress as one of those small but important

questions—migcc difficiles—in which is found the conflict of the

abstract and the concrete, the issue between a simple principle

and its practical consequences.

It would seem that temples dedicated to the Almighty may
be fittingly adorned, for in this we have the sanction of God
himself in the elder dispensation. In a Christian church, what

at first sight seems more proper than that representations in

wood or marble, or in the richest style of pictorial art, of Christ

and the Christian apostles should be displayed ? The words of

the preacher draw for us delineations of our Saviour and his

earthly history
;
the tenderness of the Virgin Mother, the shame

of the persecution, the agonies of the crucifixion : why should

not the artist do the same, and leave them in perpetual memory
where men congregate to meditate on these solemn subjects ?

Abstractly there is no reason why this should not be. But let

us look at it in the concrete of history. The statue was placed

in a niche and became a shrine. The speaking picture became

not only a symbol, but an object of superstitious regard—

a

worker of miracles, an impudent usurper of the power of God.
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Then, to the ignorant men and women who could not under-

stand doctrine, the saint became nearer if not greater than the

Almighty, and made his bargain with heaven for his clients
;

and so the supreme idea of the unity of God, daily asserted in

creeds, was practically as much ignored as in any system of

pagan idolatry.

Thus in earlier days the beauties of art were perverted by

the waywardness and ignorance of the multitude, and became

an instrument of enormous evil. And the lesson remains : as

long as waywardness and ignorance and superstition exist

among men, the danger stands before us.

I have hinted at the unreality of Christian art. By this I

do not mean to refer only to that which is grotesque and un-

skilful, but also to those works which, however finished and

lovely, do not represent to us the true ideal. It has been justly

said by Ruskin, after a large review of the subject, that relig-

ious art has not been of service to man, because it has not

been complete, just, and sincere. In this respect it is worse

than bad preaching and bad music, for those may be more

readily removed or corrected. If art is beautiful but false, it is

the more injurious
;
we are inclined to become devout towards

it rather than towards God.

I have been confined, by the limits of this paper, to a few

illustrations of architecture and statuary, brought together to

commend a new method in the study of history as a science.

The subject of painting is even richer in this relation, and the

interest excited in the great numbers of our people who fre-

quent the magnificent galleries of Europe gives it a popularity

and intelligent appreciation in this country which never existed

before.

If the American traveller would awake to this historic view,

and not be satisfied with mere form and color, light and shade

—with “what pleases him’’—but see in every great work its

lesson of historic philosophy, in every period and school the

interpretation of national character and progress, Art would

not indeed cease to entertain, but would add useful instruction

to entertainment, and exalt many a virtuoso and dreamer into

a historian and philosopher.

Henry Coppee.
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PECIALISTS are prone to magnify, not perhaps the abso-

lute, but the relative value of their work
;
and if it lies in

the direction of an attack upon any evil, to exaggerate the evil

itself. But a man of the breadth of scholarship and of view of

•Dr. Temple, the present Bishop of Exeter, said, a few years ago,

in measured phrase, that “ of all the preventable evils of the

world intemperance was the greatest.” Whether the reader will

assent to the whole sweep of this statement may resolve itself into

a question of definitions. But it seems to us that there must be

a general concurrence of all thoughtful minds in the declaration

of Charles Buxton, the English brewer and Member of Parlia-

ment :
” That if a statesman who heartily wished to do the

utmost good to his country w'ere thoughtfully to inquire which

of the topics of the day deserved the most intense force of his

attention, the sure reply—the reply which would be exacted by

full deliberation—would be, that he should study THE MEANS
by which this worst of plagues can be stayed.”

Of course it will not be understood that “ the means"

embraces only measures of legislation. The battle against

intemperance is a battle against an inward as well as an outward

foe
;
and, as some one has tersely put it, “ we are interested

both to keep the man from the drink and the drink from the

man.” It is plain that the aggregate amount of drunkenness

depends on the presence of the two factors, appetite and temp-

tation, and that whatever diminishes either diminishes the pro-

duct
;
and even beyond this the sight of the temptation not only

involves the opportunity for the gratification of the appetite, but

its excitement, its growth, and its persistence. Law, therefore,
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which has to do with the temptation, has much to do with the

solution of this great problem.

Even the most thorough advocates of what Huxley calls

“Administrative Nihilism” in government have had to

acknowledge that the traffic in intoxicating liquors is of such an

exceptional nature as to require, at least in the way of police

regulation, unusual interference by the State. And in all highly

civilized countries, especially in Great Britain and in the United

States, the history of legislation shows a constant effort to re-

strict and restrain the traffic in the public interest. The general

modes resorted to have been License and Regulation, both be-

ing more frequently combined
;
the object of license being to

determine who should sell, and the object of regulation being to

determine how and when the sale should be made. Our fore-

fathers seem to have had a long and persistent trust in the sys-

tem of license. Their theory was that the fruits of the liquor

traffic depended on the personal character of those engaged in

it. It would have been wiser to have observed that, as a general

thing, the personal character of those engaged in the traffic par-

took of the character of the traffic itself, and that the

“ Nature is subdued

To what it works in, like the dyer’s hand.”

It is curious to sec how long and persistently the double

delusion was cherished, that it was possible to confine the traffic

in intoxicating liquors to “ respectable” retailers, and that, if so

confined, the effect of the alcoholic poison would in some way
be neutralized or modified by a transmutation into the liquid of

the virtues of the rumseller. Thus, in Massachusetts, the old

Puritans and their descendants for a long series of years required

what has been called “ the double imposition of hands” to set

apart men as worthy to deal out this poison to their fellow-citi-

zens. After repeated amendments, the system of laws finally

established required the selectmen of the different towns to take

a special oath, “ faithfully and impartially, without fear, favor,

or hope of reward, to discharge the duties of their office respect-

ing all licenses, and respecting all recommendations.” They
were then to determine what number of licenses they judged

“to be necessary for the public good,” and thereupon they
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were to recommend to the County Court of General Sessions

only such persons as they should approve “ as a person of sober

life and conversation, suitably qualified and provided for the

exercise of such an employment, and firmly attached to the

constitution and laws of this commonwealth” (or, as expressed

in another statute, “ he being, to the best of our knowledge and

belief, a person of good moral character”)
;
and armed with such

a recommendation the applicants were to present themselves to

the Court of General Sessions and undergo the ordeal of their

judgment before they obtained a license. With all this

machinery (and much more) a Committee of the Massachusetts

House of Representatives, of which the Hon. Linus Child was

chairman, reported in 1838 that “ it may well be doubted

whether intemperance would have increased with more rapid

strides if no legislative regulation of the sale of intoxicating

liquors had ever been made.”
A similar despairing cry comes to us from the other side of the

Atlantic after full trial of the system of license. Perhaps there

is some exaggeration about it
;
for we are disposed to assent to

the position of Recorder Hill, of England, in his volume on
“ The Repression of Crime,” that “ the traffic in alcoholic

drinks obeys that great law of political economy which regulates

all other commerce—viz., that any interference with the free

action of manufacturer, importer, vender, or purchaser, dimin-

ishes consumption.” And wherever the experiment of free-

trade in intoxicants has been tried, this law has been verified

inversely. But still it is true that as a remedy for the evils and

dangers of the liquor traffic license has proved a sad and mis-

erable failure.

Taxation, either in the form of a direct tax upon the liquors

themselves, or as a special tax upon the occupation of the

vender, is not entirely a new experiment. Taxation of spirits

has been a constant source of immense revenue in Great Britain
;

and since the civil war in the United States we all know the

large contribution thus made to our own national revenue. Nor

have there been wanting attempts both in England and in our

own country to restrict the traffic itself by such impositions.

By the memorable act of the 9th George II., chap. 23 (1736),

it was enacted that spirits should not be sold in less than two
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gallons without a license, for which was to be paid
;
and

a direct duty of 20s. a gallon was levied when sold in such

quantities. When we consider the relative purchasing power
of money at that day, this was a severe tax both upon the

business and upon consumption
;
and the striking words of the

preamble 1 show that it was intended to operate as a power-

ful check upon the traffic. But this well-meant effort proved

an entire failure. The law abounded with fatal facilities of

evasion, and though for a time the government strove vigorously

to enforce it, yet the historian (Tindal) tells us that “ within two

years of the passing of the act, although 12,000 persons had been

convicted of offences against it, it had become odious and con-

temptible
;
and policy as well as humanity forced the commis-

sioners of excise to mitigate its penalties.” The sales even*

largely increased. “ The consumption of spirits in England and

Wales rose from 13,500,000 gallons in 1734 to 19,000,000 in

1742, and there were within the bills of mortality more than

20,000 houses and shops in which gin was sold by retail. Dr.

Lees, recognizing the purpose of Parliament ” to annihilate the

traffic in gin and strong waters,” draws this conclusion :
“ The

fault lay in the want of progressive preparation for that final

result most devoutly to be wished
;
since the governmental power

must never be strained too far nor exerted too suddenly with-

out a moral power to support its tension.” The government

yielded, and the act was repealed in 1743, but with a memorable
protest in the House of Lords. While no subsequent act has

had so distinct a purpose, yet it is evident that some incidental

regulation of the traffic has entered into the revenue bills, and

some favorable effect upon consumption has appeared to follow

an increase of taxation. But, still, little reliance has been

placed upon this as affording any substantial regulation or

restriction of the trade.

1 This ran as follows :
“ Whereas the drinking of spirituous liquors or strong

liquors is become very common, especially among the people of lower and infe-

rior rank, the constant and excessive use whereof tends greatly to the destruction

of their health, rendering them unfit for useful labor and business, debauching

their morals and inciting them to perpetrate all manner of vices, and the ill con-

sequences of the excessive use' of such liquors are not confined to the present

generation, but extend to future ages, and tend to the degradation and ruin of the
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In the United States, not only the steady imposition of

duties upon imported liquors, but the occasional taxation of the

business of selling and of the sales themselves, has been resorted

to as an important source of public revenue
;
but it has been

with little attention to the effect upon consumption, and with

but little practical result in this direction. I am not aware that

heavy taxation has ever been proposed in the national legislature

in the interest either of prohibition or restriction, although such

legislation was suggested by John Adams many years ago, after

he had become a private citizen. Under date of August 28th,

1 8 1 1 ,
he writes to his friend Mr. Rush :

“ Fifty-three years ago

I was fired with a zeal, amounting to enthusiasm, against ardent

spirits, the multiplication of taverns, retailers, dram-shops, and

tippling-houses. ” He then goes on to relate the fruitlessness of

his. crusade against them, and continues: “ You may as well preach

to the Indians against rum as to. our people. Little Turtle pe-

titioned me to prohibit rum to be sold to his nation for a very

good reason, because, he said, I had lost three thousand of my
Indian children in his nation in one year by it. Sermons, moral

discourses, philanthropic dissertations, are all lost upon this sub-

ject. Nothing but making the commodity scarce and dear will

have any effect.” And then he adds, but ” if I should recom-

mend heavy prohibitory taxes upon spirituous liquors, which I

believe to be the only remedy against their deleterious qualities

in society, . . . would say that I was a canting Puritan, a

profound hypocrite, setting up standards of morality, economy,

temperance, simplicity, and sobriety that I knew the age was

incapable of.”
1

John Adams, it will be observed, speaks of “ prohibitory

taxes.” Nothing like these have ever been imposed either by

National or State authority
;
but we now proceed to notice cer-

tain current experiments, in State legislation, of taxation upon

the liquor traffic, having for their professed object the regulation

and restriction of that traffic.

The Constitution of the State of Michigan, adopted in the

year 1850, contained this clause :
“ The legislature shall not

Works, vol. i:c., p. 637.
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pass any act authorizing the grant of license for the sale of

ardent spirits or other intoxicating liquors.”

Upon the repeal of the prohibitory law in 1875, this provision

of the constitution being then still in force, the legislature, being

inhibited from passing a license law, resorted to a system of

taxation. By the act of May 3d of that year there was imposed

a tax of $150 “ upon the business of selling or offering for sale

spirituous or intoxicating liquors by retail, or any patent medi-

cine, mixture, or compound which in whole or in part consists of

spirituous or intoxicating liquors and a tax of $40 (subse-

quently increased to $50) upon the selling of “ fermented or

brewed liquors.” The tax for wholesale dealers in spirits was

fixed at $300, and in malt liquors at $100. Specific taxes, pro-

portioned to the amount manufactured, were also imposed

upon distillers and brewers.

The constitutionality of this law, as is the case with all laws

touching the liquor traffic, was soon assailed
;
and in October

of the same year the opinion of the Supreme Court of the State

sustaining the law was delivered in the case of Youngblood vs.

Sexton (32 Mich., 406), by that eminent jurist, Judge Cooley. In

discussing the objection that taxation was in effect a form of

license, he says :
“ The idea that the State lends its countenance

to any particular traffic by taxing it, seems to us to rest upon a

very transparent fallacy. It certainly overlooks or disregards

some ideas that must always underlie taxation. Taxes are

not favors
;
they are burdens

;
... it would be a remark-

able proposition that a thing is sanctioned and countenanced by
the government when this burden, which may be disastrous, is

imposed upon it, while, on the other hand, it is frowned upon
and condemned when the burden is withheld.” The court, as

a decisive consideration, pointed out the fact that in the absence

of any law of prohibition the negation of license under the con-

stitution simply left the traffic free, and that the tax law did

not assume to make the business unlawful if the tax were not

paid. “ A failure to pay the tax no more renders the trade

illegal than would a like failure of a farmer to pay the tax on

his farm render its cultivation illegal. The statute has imposed

the tax in each case, and made such provision as has been

deemed needful to insure its payment
;
but it has not seen fit to
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make the failure to pay a forfeiture of the right to pursue the

calling. If the tax is paid the traffic is lawful
;
but if not paid

the traffic is equally lawful. There is consequently nothing in

the case that appears to be in the nature of a license.”

The liquor dealers probably arrived at the conclusion that their

business was ” equally lawful ” whether the tax was paid or not

before this decision of the Supreme Court, and the civil liability

to the tax-collector had no great terror for many of that vagrant

and irresponsible class. Governor Bagley, an advocate of the

tax law, says, with remarkable naivetd, in his retiring Message of

January 1st, 1877, in phrase more expressive than elegant,

” There seems to be something peculiar in this business, and it

requires tying up tight.” The legislature were of the same

opinion
;
and by the act of May 23d of that year they made it a

penal offence for any one to engage in the traffic without first

paying the tax provided by statute. Whether this change in

the law is such an approach to a license as to take the case out

of the opinion of the Supreme Court above cited, has become an

immaterial question, since the clause of the constitution referred

to has been stricken out by popular vote subsequent to that

decision.

What arc the results of this legislation ? In the Message of

Governor Bagley before alluded to he gives the amount of taxes

collected for the year 1875 as $461,462.92, the number of deal-

ers assessed as 4974 ;
for the year 1876, the amount collected as

$384,387, and the number of dealers 4553. While he con-

fesses the law to be imperfect, he considers it to be a success.

The incoming Governor Croswell, in his inaugural immediately

following, speaks more cautiously, and says : “In fact, hardly a

sufficient time has elapsed since their validity (the laws now in

force) was affirmed by the Supreme Court to give them a fair

trial.” As the legislative sessions of Michigan are now biennial,

we have no later official returns than those above given
;
and I

am informed by gentlemen from that State well qualified to

express an opinion that the figures recently given in the news-

papers are unreliable. It is but fair, however, to concede that

for the last two or three years there has been some diminution

in the aggregate number of places in the State where liquor is

sold. It is not so easy to say how much of this decrease is to be
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attributed to the hard times, how much to the temperance rc-

vivais, and how much to the law. I am not disposed, however,

to deny that the transition from a prohibitory law unenforced in

the large cities, to a tax law which the authorities exerted them-

selves to make effective, would in those places, especially if the

imposition of a considerable tax were coincident with the loss of

customers and the depression of business, operate to discourage

the smaller dealers and drive some of them out of their occupa-

tion. But, on the other hand, a memorial to the legislature of

1 877, presented by a responsible committee, states as the result

of “ avast amount of unofficial yet very trustworthy information

obtained from various sections of the State,” that “ this diminu-

tion has been nearly made up by increasing the number in

smaller towns, and by the establishment of the business in places

where, by force of moral sentiment and the enforcement of the

old prohibitory law, the traffic had been nearly or entirely sup-

pressed.” This result is so obviously the natural one that it

must be accepted as true.

In calculating the immediate and visible gains and losses from

this system of legislation a net decrease of the number of liquor-

shops in the State is by no means to be accepted as a decisive

test. Two considerations of very great importance are to be

weighed.

In the first place, it is to be observed that it is not an accurate

statement of the general law to say that, other things remaining

the same, the amount of drinking depends on the number of

liquor-shops, but rather that it depends on the temptations and

facilities afforded. In large cities some percentage of reduction

might be made in the number without reducing either. Indeed,

it is possible not only to leave the facility of indulgence as great,

but to actually increase the temptation by consolidating the

traffic in the hands of those who are able thus to throw around

it tasteful accessories and to make it outwardly attractive.

But if it is doubtful whether any substantial gain has ensued

in the larger places from such diminution in the shops as may be

fairly attributed to this policy, it is not doubtful that a sad loss

has ensued wherever the traffic has gained a new footing in a

rural community. There is something so startling in the aspects

of wickedness in our large cities, that the attention of Christian
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philanthropists may become too exclusively devoted to them.

It is, after all, the country that has made the town. Strike out

of the list of the active professional men and the merchants of our

capitals the men who have come in with characters formed in

rural homes, and how wonderful would be the change ! If the

city is the source of influence, the country is the constant supply

of power
;
and the life of the State depends on the reservoirs of

physical, intellectual, and moral strength that are stored there.

The Moffat Law, so called, is a variation of the tax system

which has been adopted in Virginia and Louisiana, and already

received with considerable favor in other States. It provides

for the use of an instrument which is designed to secure the regis-

tration of every drink, and requires the dealer to pay a tax of

two and one half cents for each glass of spirituous and a half

cent for each glass of fermented liquor which he sells. It is

supposed that such a scheme will permit the collection of a

larger revenue with more uniformity, simplicity, and economy
of administration. T shall not discuss its merits in these partic-

ulars. It is to be observed that this scheme in Virginia is com-

bined with a license system
;
as under the law the dealer is first

required to obtain a license from a “ county or corporation

court,” after satisfying such court that he is “ a fit person”

(whatever that may mean) to have such privilege, and filing a

bond to observe the law, and is to pay therefor a fee of from

$50 to $100. As a license law it presents no novel features and

calls for no remark. As a tax law it seems to be purely a reve-

nue measure, and of no regulative value. As according to the

usages of trade the amount of the tax, and in case of fractions

something more, will be added to the price of the commodity,

the burden with fall exclusively upon the consumer. In more

ways than one it would seem that the dealer may be a gainer.

I assume that the added price is not enough to affect the con-

sumption. Such does not seem to be its design. The increment

for each drink is so slight that it will hardly deter the poorest,

while in the aggregate of a year’s consumption it may percep-

tibly diminish the vanishing comforts cr necessities of the

toper’s home.

There is something horribly dramatic in this immediate con-
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tribution to the public treasury from bar-room drinking. The
slang phrase of an invitation to drink in Virginia to-day is,

“Will you increase the revenue?” It recalls the lines of

Cowpcr :

" Th’ Excise is fattened with the rich result

Of all this riot ; and ten thousand casks,

Forever dribbling out their base contents,

Touched by the Midas finger of the state,

Bleed gold for Parliament to vote away.

Drink, and be mad then
;

’lis your country bids !

Gloriously drunk—obey the important cal!
;

Her cause demands the assistance of your throats.

Ye all can swallow, and she asks no more.”

— The Winter Evening, v. 504-512.

After careful reflection upon this new scheme of taxation we
are compelled from weighty considerations to pronounce against

it.

In a dangerous disease to trifle with placebos, or even with

feeble palliatives, is criminal negligence. “ Intemperance," says

Governor Baglcy, in the very Message to which we have alluded,

“ is the danger of the hour and he speaks of the liquor-shops

as “ places where humanity is made barter of, and dollars traded

for degradation.” And is a great commonwealth to say of

such a traffic that it can neither prohibit, restrain, nor regulate

it, and can only make it pay tribute ? The problem of law as

applied to the liquor traffic stands before us for solution. It

presses for a wise and courageous treatment. The Michigan

scheme is a hopeless confession of despair. It relinquishes all

control of the business except to crush out those too poor to

pay for the privilege of making wrecks of manhood. This is to

abnegate one of the highest functions and one of the most

solemn duties of the state.

But the evil of the law is positive as well as negative. It

not only leaves undone what law ought to do, but it does what

law ought not to dc.

We assume that the ordinary liquor traffic is morally wrong.

The state ought not to assume its moral indifference. It ought

not to sanction it. To do so is to educate downward the pub-

lic mind and conscience. It may fairly be conceded that a

license is a far more direct and unequivocal endorsement of the
26
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traffic and the trafficker than a tax. Indeed, as shown by Judge
Cooley in the case above cited, it is not correct reasoning to

infer that the state approbates what it taxes. “Taxes are not

favors ; they are burdens and the learned Judge pertinently

adds, “ It may be supposed that some idea of special protection

is involved when a business is taxed, taxation and protection

being reciprocal
;

. . . but the maxim of reciprocity in taxa-

tion has no such meaning. No government undertakes to tax

all it protects. . . . It is his liability to taxation at the will

of the government that entitles him to protection, and not the

circumstance of his being actually taxed.” From which it fol-

lows that his claim upon the state for protection is not enlarged

or affected by the exercise of this right. The police power of

the state is not curtailed, and the state is not bound to protect

what is injurious to it. This may be satisfactory to the logical

understanding
;
in the forum of the courts it is conclusive

;
but

still the vital question for us is, How does such legislation strike

the popular mind ? The objection to it on the part of those

opposed to the liquor traffic may be, as the court say, “ senti-

mental but that does not dispose of it. He is a very poor

practical statesman who does not take into account the senti-

ments of a people, especially if they take the form of moral

instincts. As factors which enter into the formation of opinion

and the guidance of conduct they are not less important than

the reason and the judgment. If to the common mind among
both the supporters and opponents of the liquor traffic it

seems that the government by taxation places the trade on

the footing of a legitimate business, this lulls the conscience

of the one and blunts the attacks of the other. And I appre-

hend there is no doubt that such is the practical estimate made
of the tendency of such a law. Lord Chesterfield, a thorough

man of the world as he was, broke forth in a memorable debate

in the House of Lords during the last century, in a strain of

indignation as natural as it was forcible when he exclaimed :

“ Luxury, my lor-ds, is to be taxed, but vice prohibited, let the

difficulty in the law be what it will. Would you lay a tax upon

a breach of the ten commandments ? Would not such a tax be

wicked and scandalous? Would it not imply an indulgence to
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all those who could pay the tax ? Vice, my lords, is not prop-

erly to be taxed, but suppressed.”

A simple test seems to us conclusive as to the instinctive

moral judgment of men in this matter. Let us take an

admitted vicious pursuit, which we have not been accustomed

to see dealt with by the law except in the way of suppression.

Suppose it were proposed to collect a tax upon brothel-keepers.

Would it not be a public scandal ? Even the National Govern-

ment, in the time of the war, when it “ sought out every inven-

tion” to create taxes, did not venture on this.

It is undoubtedly true that these considerations will affect

different minds unequally. To some the moral sentiments arc

among the most vital of forces, and to pervert or deaden these is

at once one of the saddest and one of the most disastrous results.

To others the world seems moved by self-interest, and to enlist

that apparently on the wrong side is the greatest of calamities.

Those of us who are not inclined to this extreme view of human
selfishness as the absolutely determining power in human affairs,

arc yet fully impressed with the immense power for evil which

results from the alliance of the love of money with any of the

baser passions. And here we come upon a most formidable

objection to the system of legislation under consideration
;

it

tends to create in the state an apparent pecuniary interest in the

maintenance of the dramshop.

The history of England has repeatedly shown how dangerous

it is to ally the national interest with gigantic systems of wrong.

The peace of Utrecht in 1713, which, as Mr. Lecky observes,

by securing to England the monopoly of the slave-trade to the

Spanish colonies made England “ the great slave-trader of the

world,” was, so far as that clause was concerned, received in

that country with such universal favor, that the same historian

says “ it does not yet appear to have occurred to any class that

a national policy which made it its main object to encourage the

kidnapping of tens of thousands of negroes and their consign-

ment to the most miserable slavery” was “ inconsistent with the

spirit of the Christian religion.” It is always easier to see our

neighbors’ wickedness than it is our own
;
and so we call attention

again to the horrors of that opium traffic which England forced
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upon China at the cannon’s mouth for the sake of the immense

revenue poured in to her Indian treasury
;

and at this day,

despite Indian famines, the government for this sake grows
“ upon millions of acres of what ought to be food-producing

land in that country the opium to send to China.” Said Sir

Walter C. Trevelyan lately :
” And to the shame of England be it

spoken, this infamous opium trade is a monopoly of our govern-

ment ! We grieve to think that the Empress of India can have

been advised to sanction such an iniquity.” Here and there a

brave man like Canon Wilbcrforce responds that he “ cannot

help remembering those terrible words that look you in the face

out of the book of the prophet Jeremiah like a glowing coal,

‘ They shall be ashamed of their revenues, because of the fierce

anger of the Lord.’” But the leaders of opinion are silent.

How horrible seems this deadening of conscience in a Christian

nation !

The liquor traffic itself presents in England an appalling bribe

against any effective legislation for its diminution. The returns

of revenue for the United Kingdom for the year 1877 show that

the traffic contributed £7,478, 156 from the customs, and £25,-

969,126 from the excise
;
making a total of £33,447,282, or

over one hundred and sixty millions of dollars, and being over a

third of the whole colossal revenue of the nation. A reform that

threatens this must stir the very depths of the human heart and

lay hold on the heights of religious motives, and then call for

heroic effort. Not only the reformers, but intelligent journalists

and students of public affairs, have come to recognize the gravity

of the alliance between the Publicans and the Chancellor of the

Exchequer. 1

In the United States the distribution of taxation between

the Federal and State governments is such that the revenue

from the liquor trade docs not so aggregate itself as to assume

‘ As a curious illustration of the chronic disposition of all financiers to look at

the consumption of liquors from their narrow standpoint, we quote this passage

from Mr. Lecky :
“ In a very valuable paper on ‘ The State of the Revenue of

Scotland,’ drawn up about 1742, Duncan Forbes laments bitterly the decline of

the duty on beer and ale. ‘ The cause of the mischief we complain of,' he says,

is * evidently the excessive use of tea.’ ” Had lie-lived, he would have been con-

soled by the faithful persistence of the Scotch in paying duties and taxes upon
whisky.
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such controlling influence over our statesmen. And it is also to

be remarked that as to the internal liquor traffic, while the Fed-

eral Government derives a large revenue from its taxation (in

1876 over sixty-five millions of dollars), yet under the theory

and practice of our government the regulation of that traffic,

even to its entire prohibition, is reserved to the several States.

It is not unlikely that the contemplation of the enormous sums

received since the war from this national taxation has awakened

the States to the capacity for revenue which the traffic affords.

And if the magnitude of a national tax impresses the imagina-

tion more, on the other hand,when it is distributed and brought

home to the people as a source of State, or perchance of local

revenue, it affects more apparently the individual interest of the

citizen.

Men are not always willing to avow the baser motives which

control their policy
;

nay, they are not always conscious of

them. But occasionally some one whose frankness is greater, or

his sense of shame less than that of ordinary men, is ready to

avow the latent feelings of his fellows. Thus, in the late Con-

stitutional Convention of Ohio, we find Mr. Bishop, of Cincin-

nati, boldly saying that while he considers “ the misery it (the

liquor traffic) entails on the one hand, and the part it plays in

national finances on the other,” he is “ not ready to vote to sac-

rifice and destroy all the wealth and influence which are at this

time invested in this branch of commerce and he adds that

the traffic is “ two or three times as great in amount as the pork

trade in Cincinnati.”

We should underrate the quality of the hearts and heads of

the readers of this Review were we to suppose that they

would deliberately u'eigh the “ wealth invested ” in the liquor

traffic against ‘‘the misery it entails.” They arc absolutely

incommensurable
;
for the one is material, the other spiritual

;

the one is temporal, the other eternal. But if we eliminate

what is saddest of the misery,and leave only the residuum of

pecuniary loss, it fearfully overshadows all possible revenue to

the state or nation. For such a revenue is based upon a vastly

greater aggregate of wasteful consumption, and of consumption

which not only entails upon the public the support of pauperism

and the punishment of crime and the cost of sickness and acci-
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dents, but strikes at the very source of national wealth by dimin-

ishing productive industry and impairing the power of produc-

tion itself. A traffic that makes bad citizens and poor laborers

can offer no financial compensations to the state worth a wise

man’s consideration.

We are compelled, then, to the conclusion, that the taxation

of the liquor traffic offers no effective regulation of it
;
that if held

out as a measure of reform it is delusive, and stands in the way of

better legislation
;
and that in itself it has the double vice of

being opposed to the better moral instincts, and of being opera-

tive as a bribe to pervert the public conscience.

Robert C. Pitman.



SCIENCE AND A FUTURE STATE.

BROADLY speaking, there are two ways of looking at

things. We may measure that which is without by a

standard from within, or that which is within by a standard

from without. The old schoolmen adopted the first method

when they insisted upon the perfect circularity of the planet-

ary motions and the immaculate perfection of the sun. Their

failure has already become a story of the past. But at the

present moment an opposite school of thought have gained

ascendency, and these insist upon regarding man as altogether

the product of the visible world around him.

Their procrustean method of measurement has been applied

so rigidly, and sometimes so unfeelingly, as to provoke a violent

opposition from the inmost depths of our nature. And yet

there is an amount of reasonableness in both these ways of

setting to work.

The truth would seem to be that if we had on the one hand

a complete knowledge of our own natures, we could rise to a

comprehensive grasp of the cosmos
;
or if we had, on the other,

a complete view of the cosmos, we could by this means
obtain a thorough knowledge of ourselves. But in either case

we must always start from something within ourselves. The
justifiable satisfaction which we now feel when we contemplate

all that science has already achieved arises from the conviction

that there is a profound correspondence between our scientific

instincts and the course of outward things, so profound and so

intimate that our intellectual nature is never put to permanent

confusion. Thus the true man of science, whilst he regards the

past with satisfaction, contemplates the future with unbounded
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hope—he sees before him an interminable vista, along which he

delights to travel
;

“ forgetting the things which are behind, he

is continually pressing forward to those which are before.”

Now let us ask ourselves why it was that the old schoolmen

made such a profound mistake. We think that the blame for

their failure has been attributed in too large a proportion to

the Church of those days, and in too small a proportion to the

mental peculiarities of the middle ages, which were pervaded

with the spirit of literature rather than with that of scientific

thought. The intellectual weapon employed was not alto-

gether intellectual. The prevalent school of thought, actuated

rather by moral and religious than by strictly intellectual views,

had forged something which was not a weapon. It was of no

use in the investigation of nature, when nature came to be in-

vestigated. Nevertheless the schoolmen did not give way'

without a struggle, they denied the reality of the perplexity'

introduced when their scheme was tested by observation.

They continued for some time to assert the truth of their views,

and to question the accuracy of the observations which appeared

to contradict them—at length, however, they were compelled to

yield. Let us now review in a similar manner the procedure

of the extreme school of the present day. A victory^ for sci-

ence has undoubtedly been gained
;
we can now look at things

from a comprehensive stand-point, and are able to realize the

underlying unity of the cosmos. But man himself forms part of

this wonderful order, and therefore it is deemed possible to

explain scientifically, and, as it were, from without, the origin

of man’s moral and spiritual nature. The attempt is made
;

but the explanation does not prove satisfactory to a large body

of men, who continue to assert that the adoption of the pro-

posed scheme would lead to permanent perplexity in the moral

and spiritual world. Now there are two ways of criticising

such a scheme.

Inasmuch as it takes its rise upon the basis of scientific

speculation we may criticise it intellectually, and see whether

it be thoroughly consistent with itself, or whether some vital

point may not in reality have been overlooked.

Or we may attempt to show that if introduced it would in-

evitably lead to permanent moral confusion, and if we succeed
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in this \vc shall in reality have sufficiently condemned it
;

for

just as the intellect is bound to reject any scheme that would

permanently perplex it, so is the moral and spiritual nature of

man bound to reject any that will inevitably lead to moral and

spiritual confusion. To speak plainly, we may attack the mate-

rialistic scheme in two ways : we may either challenge the valid-

ity of its leading scientific argument, directed mainly against

the possibility of a future state of existence, or we may attempt

to prove that the denial of such a state will produce irretriev-

able moral perplexity. The first of these will be the course

adopted by the man of science, the second will commend itself

to the moral philosopher. Desiring here to confine ourselves

to the first of these two methods, we cannot, however, refrain

from making one remark. Confusion is not an clement that

any body of thinkers are willing to encounter, and the extreme

school, who have been the aggressors on this occasion, arc natu-

rally anxious to prove (just as the old schoolmen attempted to

do) that the disturbance is, after all, only apparent, and that a

nobler and higher system of moral and social order will ulti-

mately be established on a sound philosophical basis. They
decline to receive the outcry of the followers of religion as a

true evidence of confusion. Nevertheless, the disturbance

caused is real enough and honest enough, for we have the cu-

rious fact of the rise of a school of pessimists amongst the scien-

tific ranks themselves
;
that is to say, of men who are at once

bold enough to cany out their principles, and candid enough

to admit that as a logical consequence intelligent existence is a

mistake.

Let us now endeavor to ascertain the true verdict of science

on the question raised by this extreme school of thought. We
see many groups of things in the world around us. There are

things in motion and things at rest, things colored and things

without color, things sounding and things silent, things hard

and things soft, things living and things dead. Now, without

doubt, this last group will impress us most profoundly, for in

things living we recognize a likeness to ourselves, while from

the fate of things dead we perhaps think we may predict our

own. And from a surface view the tale here told by nature is

certainly not a pleasing one. For there seems to be a general
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facility of transmutation, in virtue of which external things go
about from group to group, so that what is bright to-day may
be dark to-night and bright again to-morrow, or what is .in

motion now may be afterwards in repose and anon in motion

once more. But there is one great exception to this law of con-

vertibility, and that in the very group with which we are most
intimately concerned

;
for a thing which is alive to-day may be

dead to-morrow, but it will not live again.

If, however, we continue to reflect upon the subject, we shall

see that this physical law of life, important as it is, does not

yet furnish man with a reply to that question which most con-

cerns him. For we want to know whether the death of the in-

dividual be the end of his conscious existence not merely here,

and under earthly conditions, but elsewhere, and under all con-

ceivable conditions. Now, can a study of nature enable us to

solve this problem ? There are three possible replies which

science, so questioned, may be imagined to give to our demand.

In the first place, it is at least conceivable that she may be in a

position to offer a definite solution of the question, whether

positive or negative
;

or, secondly, she may affirm her absolute

incompetence to throw any light whatever upon the subject
;

or, thirdly, while unable to afford a complete solution, she may
yet be able to offer some hint that will support the evidence

derived from other quarters. We need hardly say that in

pursuing such an inquiry from the scientific side, we must di-

vest ourselves of all strictly personal considerations. The crav-

ing of the individual for continued existence (as well as the

opposite craving which some assert they possess) is, after all, a

personal equation here out of place, and which we must hand

over to the moral philosopher to be weighed in other balances

than ours.

But, nevertheless, this separation between the moral and

scientific aspects of the question is, after all, artificial—it is one

which convenience dictates rather than one which true philoso-

phy requires. Indeed, we are never able to get rid of the moral

element even in those investigations most legitimately scien-

tific. For no man is able to verify by himself the truth of state-

ments which he is yet willing to accept on the testimony of

others. Thus the moral element of trustworthiness mingles,
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and must continue to mingle, with all our intellectual achieve-

ments. In astronomy, for instance, certain phenomena may
have been observed by one generation which will not be re-

peated to the next—the astronomer must therefore estimate in

his mind the amount of credit or trustworthiness to be attached

to the observations of his predecessors before he can arrive at

any conclusion. One or two concrete examples may perhaps

serve to bring out more clearly the peculiarities of this law of

scientific testimony.

A trustworthy friend has told us that during a thunder-

storm he observed an unmistakable instance of globular light-

ning. We cannot explain this phenomenon by what we know of

electricity, but are yet willing to own that our knowledge of the

subject is incomplete. Now, if under these circumstances

another independent and trustworthy observer should inform

us that he too saw the same phenomenon at the same time, and

nearly at the same place, our suspense would be removed, and

something like a scientific certainty would take its place. The
evidence in favor of the existence of globular lightning would be

unquestionably good
;
while it would also be the best that

could from the nature of the case be brought into court. Let

us now take a very different case, and imagine that another

friend (quite trustworthy) should suddenly inform us that on

one occasion he had seen the sun remain above the horizon

for a couple of days in these latitudes, or that he was able at

will to create gold out of nothing, or that he knew a friend

who could read the secrets of any cabinet at any distance.

We should without hesitation conclude from the first two

statements that the physical health of our friend must be

looked to, while from the last, standing by itself, we should

imagine that he had been imposed upon by others. In neither

case should we believe for one moment in the reality of the

occurrence, for to do so would introduce an element of per-

manent intellectual confusion.

We thus begin to see what constitutes the scientific law of

evidence
;

it is not that the man of science objects to believe

in the occurrence of strange and unfrequent phenomena, but

that he believes these to occur only in such a way as not to put

the intellectual faculties to permanent perplexity.
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There can be no doubt that if the day were occasionally

twice as long as usual, or if a man could create gold at will out

of nothing, or if another could read secrets at will, human busi-

ness would be permanently interrupted, and the human intel-

lect put to permanent confusion. These examples may per-

haps serve to bring before our readers the exact nature of this

most fundamental and deeply seated of all our scientific con-

victions, and may likewise be useful in another way. It will

be noticed that it is only in the first case quoted by us that

we erect a mental tribunal
;

in the second, we have no hesita-

tion in pronouncing at once. Now, hesitation implies igno-

rance, and thus represents not a permanent but only a transi-

tory phase in the progress of inquiry. Had our knowledge of

electricity been more complete we should not have had to sit

in judgment at all, and we may look forward to the time when
this result will be attained. If we apply this principle to the

main subject of discussion, it must surely be acknowledged

that the present perplexity represents only a passing phase of

thought. Just at this moment there are doubtless not a few

who imagine they have an intellectual reason for questioning

the possibility of a future state, while on the other hand they

are convinced of the moral necessity for such a belief. They
thus exist in a state of suspense, being swayed first to one side

and then to another in their conclusions.

Now it is our conviction, as well as that of many others,

that the antagonism which these men fancy does not really

exist, but that the stage for such uncertainty has already been

passed, so that this'balancing of conclusions is absolutely un-

called for. On the contrary, we maintain that a sufficiently wide

discussion from the scientific side will now produce results that

will commend themselves to the moral philosopher. Before

commencing this discussion, it may be desirable briefly to re-

view the position which the materialistic school have taken up.

With regard to the objective side of the universe it is main-

tained that we have no knowledge of any thing else than mole-

cules and ether, the former being likened to the bricks out of

which the physical structure is built, while the ether forms

the cement by virtue of which these bricks are bound together.

The energy or working power of this universe is likewise
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supposed to be constant, none coming into it, and none going

out. This energy is, however, capable of going backwards and

forwards between the molecules and the ether
;
but on the

whole there is more going from the molecules to the ether than

from the ether to the molecules. A day will therefore arrive

when our solar system will have parted with all its energy. In

the next place, it is maintained that there is a very intimate

connection between the feelings and thoughts of a being like

man and the brain-changes which form the invariable con-

comitants of these feelings and thoughts. Therefore, when-

ever we remember a past event, this act of memory involves a

change in our brain, in which such memory is, in a physical

sense, stored up. Thus Professor Huxley tells us, It is not to

be doubted that those motions which give rise to sensation

leave on the brain changes of its substance, which answer to

what Haller called ‘ vestigia rerum , ’ and to what that great

thinker, David Hartley, termed ‘ Vibratiuncules.’ The sensa-

tion which has passed away leaves behind molecules of the brain

competent to its reproduction
—

* sensigmous ’ molecules, so to

speak—which constitute the physical foundation of memory.”

Now, presuming that it is impossible to conceive of a finite

unconditional intelligence, that is to say, of a pure finite spirit,

it would seem to follow that one of the requisites of continued

existence must be the possession of some organ of memory, by

means of which the present is connected with the past experi-

ence of the living being, and that when death destroys this

organ of memory it puts an end to the existence of the individ-

ual. It may perhaps be alleged that there exists in the ether

'traces of every action which has occurred in the brain before

death, and therefore something analogous to a physical mem-
ory

;
but to this it is replied that life is absolutely impossible in

the ether as we know it. In fine, it is asserted that the de-

struction of the brain involves that of the memory', and is

therefore the end of the individual’s existence. Now, theo-

logians have, for the most part, replied to this by reminding

us that all things are possible with God, and hence that a new
form may be created by him to replace that which is destroyed

by death. The counter-reply is that such would be equivalent

to the creation of an absolutely new universe, having no per-
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ccivable physical relation to the present, and would therefore

introduce an element of permanent intellectual confusion in

order to remedy apparent moral confusion.

Besides, it is said, what evidence can we have of the exist-

ence of such a state ? and if the historical miracles of Chris-

tianity be cited, it is replied that to believe in these would in-

troduce the very same element of confusion.

The new school of thought conceive themselves, therefore,

driven to discredit the reality of these occurrences, and to look

upon them as legends or impostures, however difficult such an

hypothesis may otherwise be.

The theologian replies to this by bringing forward the char-

acter and claims of Christ, and arguing that the very conception,

and far more the historical reality, of this character and these

claims imply a moral miracle so stupendous and unaccountable,

on natural grounds alone, as to render insignificant all discus-

sion of those physical occurrences which, taken by themselves,

might prove perplexing. Here, then, we have all the ele-

ments of a controversy that has at first sight the appearance of

being interminable.

The scientific school take their stand upon the basis of the

intellect, and assert that the claims of Christianity and the doc-

trine of a future state would inevitably lead to intellectual

confusion
;
while the theologians, on their side, assert that the

doctrines of the new school of scientific thought would lead

to moral and spiritual confusion. And each party keeps very

much to its own ground. Occasionally the man of science

tries to build morals on a new foundation, but not with much
success

;
while the theologian, on his side, tries too often to dis-

credit the conclusions of the scientific school in a way that is

equally unconvincing. In fine, we have here nothing like a

serious engagement, but rather a never-ending controversy,

very much resembling (and we trust that both parties will

excuse the comparison) that of two dogs that stand facing one

another, and barking furiously each from the limit of his chain.

Untie their chains and they may perhaps fight at first, but will

presently end by being very good friends. It is virtually a

task of this nature which Professor Tait of Edinburgh and

the author of this essay have endeavored to aid in accom-
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plishing, with what success remains to be seen. When we ex-

amine the extreme scientific position, we perceive it to be

founded on the assertion that we are not brought intellec-

tually into contact with any thing else than molecules and

ether
;
that these, in fact, form the whole substance of the uni-

verse, and that besides them there is nothing else. We may
here allow that if it could be shown that molecules and ether

constitute the whole of things, and if life be impossible in

the ether, the argument against immortality would, from the

scientific side
,
be very strong indeecj. But if it can be shown

that these two entities do not constitute the sum total of the

universe, but only a small portion of it, there will be of course

room for other possibilities.

Now we think that this can be done—we believe it can be

shown that there must be a vast unseen universe, and that, as

far as we can judge from scientific analogy, this vast unseen

is replete with intelligence and spiritual power. The ex-

treme scientific school have therefore committed a very grave

error in tying themselves down to molecules and ether.

On the other hand, a larger class of theologians have (with

notable exceptions, however) tied themselves down to an

equally untenable hypothesis regarding miracles, and we may
here be allowed to quote the words which two recent writers

use on this subject “ It was not exactly asserted that mira-

cles were arbitrary events, or that they were not the results of

purpose, but only that the purpose of which they were the

accomplishment could not be realized without some physical

break. In fine, with the view of removing spiritual confusion,

intellectual confusion was introduced, as being the lesser evil

of the two. Thus, if he submits to be guided by such inter-

preters, each intelligent being will forever continue to be

baffled in any attempt to explain these phenomena, because

they are said to have no physical relation to any thing that

went before or that followed after. In fine, they are made
to form a universe within a universe, a portion cut off by an

unsurmountable barrier from the domain of scientific inquiry.”

So much for these writers. It will thus be perceived that a

1 “ Unseen Universe,” page 89.
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school of theologians have unduly fettered themselves, not by
asserting the occurrence of miracles, but rather by supplement-

ing the assertion by an unfortunate hypothesis of their own.

We have now tried to bring before the reader the positions of the

rival hosts. On a future occasion we shall endeavor to show

how a reconciliation may in our judgment be brought about.

Balfour Stewart.



JOHN STUART MILL AND THE DESTRUCTION
OF THEISM.

WO intimately related movements of religious or anti-re-

ligious thought have been going forward for a quarter

of a century and more in the Eriglish world—one having as its

aim the destruction of theism, and the other the construction

of an imposing and comprehensive system of anti-theism, or

atheism. In the former, John Stuart Mill has been the leading

spirit
;

in the latter, Herbert Spencer
;
and to these two men,

more than to all others combined, the present atheistic trend of

English thought in the more pretentious circles is, in the opin-

ion of the best judges, to be ascribed. The fact that they .have

done their work in the name of science and philosophy has

doubtless added very largely to their influence.

Five years ago Mr. Mill ruled with absolute despotism a

large proportion of the so-called educated and thinking men in

Great Britain. Indiscriminate laudation of his logic, his phi-

losophy, his candor, his high motives, etc., was the order of the

day to such an extent that it was safer to find fault with the sun

itself than with this great philosophic light. His agnostic con-

clusions were widely accepted without question
;
his flings at

theism were voted worth more than solid arguments in favor of

it
;
his reticence in the statement of his atheistic views, though

it had alienated Comte, had made such an impression of reserve

force upon his worshippers, that faith in Mill seemed with them
to have already superseded faith in God. But English thought,

so far as Mr. Mill is its subject, has undergone a most remark-

able change since his death. It is interesting to trace the grow-

ing sense of fear on the one side and of freedom on the other.
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Immediately after his death, one of his most enthusiastic

admirers, Miss Edith Simcox, a lady who holds a prominent

place in the present English rationalistic literature for reasons

similar to those which have given Mr. Mill his influence came
before the public with what she was pleased to style

“ an attempt to show not only that Mr. Mill’s influence on the ordinaiy

thought of the day is still undiminished, but also that it would indeed be a

national calamity for that influence to become either weakened, warped, or

forgotten.”

After the publication of the Autobiography
,
Lord Blachford,

an able writer of an opposite school, ventured to express his

opinion with some degree of confidence, as follows :

“ If the intellect of our universities (as I understand to be the case) is

being moulded into accordance with this philosophy, it appears to me that we
may expect some startling conclusiorts from the rising generation. Whether
these conclusions will be long maintained, either by the thinking or by the

unthinking part of the world outside, is another matter.”

Upon the publication of the Three Essays, the Pall Mall
Budget declared that Mill’s followers in England received them
“ with mingled feelings of surprise, disappointment, and of some-

thing closely bordering on irritation.”

The truth was evidently beginning to dawn on the minds

of some of the “ thinkers” and “ philosophers. ” Three years

more have now passed, and the growing sense of light and free-

dom has so increased that Professor W. Stanley Jevons, of

University College, London, the man perhaps best fitted to dis-

sect Mr. Mill and his logic, has risen to protest against the des-

potism which has compelled him for twenty years to use Mill’s

works as text-books in his college instruction. So intricate is

the sophistry of these works, that ten years of study passed be-

fore he “ began to detect their fundamental unsoundness. ’ But

during the last ten years the conviction has been growing upon

his mind, “ that Mill’s authority is doing immense injury to the

cause of philosophy and good intellectual training in England.”

Professor Jevons, in the opening essay of a series in review of

special points in Mill’s logic and philosophy, writes :

” But for my part, I will no longer consent to live silently under the incu-

bus of bad logic and bad philosophy which Mill's works have laid upon us.

On almost every subject of social importance—religion, morals, political phi-
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losophy, political economy, metaphysics, logic—he has expressed unhesitating

opinions, and his sayings are quoted by his admirers as if they were the

oracles of a perfectly wise and logical mind. Nobody questions, or at least

ought to question, the force of Mill’s style, the persuasive power of his

words, the candor of his discussions, and the perfect goodness of his motives.

If to all his other great qualities had been happily added logical accurateness,

his writings would indeed have been a source of light for generations to

come. But in one way or another Mill’s intellect was wrecked. The cause

of injury may have been the ruthless training imposed upon him in tender

years ; it may have been Mill’s own life-long attempt to reconcile a false

empirical philosophy with conflicting truth. But, however it arose. Mill’s

mind was essentially illogical.”

These plain words clearly indicate a radical revolution in the

mind of Professor Jevons. That he does not at all underestimate

Mr. Mill’s logical acumen will be made to appear from a careful

examination of that logician’s criticism and supposed refutation

of the theistic argument for a First Cause, found in the essay

on Theism
,
one of his latest productions, professedly written in

the name of exact science. It is far from clear, however, that

Professor Jevons does not overestimate Mr. Mill’s “ candor”

as well as the ‘‘goodness of his motives.”

Mill’s argument is undoubtedly one of the most dangerous

ever constructed in opposition to Theism. There are those of

his own party who are inclined to underestimate its strength,

but until they furnish a stronger it may fairly be considered as

the best that can be done from the destructive side. Moreover,

it cannot justly be claimed that it omits any considerations of

essential importance on the anti-theistic side. It even takes in,

by anticipation, the latest conclusion of Professor Huxley and

Tyndall, that man is a mere automaton, a machine run by nec-

essary forces, so that the last vestige of the old anthropomorphic

basis for argument to a First Cause is apparently swept away.

But the danger from the argument does not lie in the strength

so much as in the marvellous combination of intricate sophistry

and utter confusion of thought, with an extraordinary show of

candor and fairness, and a tone of supreme confidence such as

is ordinarily begotten only by a certain and infallible grasp of

truth. It is this element in Mill’s writings that enabled them
for ten years to dazzle so clear an eye as that of the dis-

tinguished Professor in University College, and it is this that
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enables them to pass for little less than philosophic inspiration

with multitudes of less discerning minds. As soon as this fea-

ture can be clearly exposed, Mill’s works will cease to be dan-

gerous.

Passing over the rationalistic platitudes of the Introduction,

concerning the present changed moral and intellectual attitude

of the opponents of Christianity towards that effete system, and

the irrepressible conflict between science and religion, there is

one thing in which all sound theists will agree with the great

logician :

“ The most important quality of an opinion on any momentous subject is

its truth or falsity, which to us resolves itself into the sufficiency of the

evidence on which it rests.” ( Three Essays, p. 128.)

By this standard every fair mind would have Christian theism

tried. There is, by Mill’s own admission, one form of theism

which is consistent with science, “ the conception of a God gov-

erning the world by invariable laws” (p. 135). Mr. Mill takes

the proofs commonly adduced of this view, and applies his scien-

tific standard to them. The results arrived at may be briefly

stated.

In Part I. of the Essay, the arguments are isolated from

one another and considered in detail. The argument from the

universe to a First Cause is first tested by the standard of expe-

rience and found wholly wanting. That from the General Con-

sent of Mankind is then taken up, misstated, and found equally

worthless. That from Consciousness, including the metaphysi-

cal argument of Descartes and an emasculated form of the moral

argument, is declared to have no positive value. The Design

argument, considered next in order, is weakly stated, and pro-

nounced able to give no more than a slight probability of crea-

tion, which would be greatly attenuated if the theory of Evo-

lution should be shown to be true. In the next three Parts are

considered the “ sort of a Deity to which these weak evidences

of design point, the absence of all evidence for a future life, and

the worthlessness of the evidences proposed to establish a reve-

lation. Part V. contains the “ General Result,” the sum of

which is :

“The rational attitude of a thinking mind towards the supernatural.
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whether in natural or revealed religion, is that of skepticism as distinguished

from belief on the one hand, and from atheism on the other.”

The God of Creation and Providence is practically dismissed

from the universe, and the entire domain of the supernatural

relegated to a region of mere imagination, and confined to the

indulgence of hope rather than the cherishing of belief. Such

hope in such region of imagination may philosophically be

cherished because of its beneficent effects. The only “ real,

though purely human, religion” is that ” which sorhetimes calls

itself the Religion of Humanity and sometimes that of Duty.”

This is undoubtedly’ destined, with or without supernatural sanc-

tion, to be the religion of the Future, and is to rest “ its due

ascendency over the human mind ” upon “ supernatural hopes,

in the degree and kind in which what I have called rational

skepticism does not refuse to sanction them.”

Now if Mill has really given us in his arguments the conclu-

sions of exact science, and these compel us to part either with

the truth or with a God in whom we irrationally believe, how-

ever terrible the alternative may appear, it ought to be known
in order that we may let go our superstition and embrace the

truth. If, on the contrary, he has given us inexact and worth-

less dogmatism in the name of science, then that ought to be

known, in order that it may be repudiated with all the empha-

sis of a righteous moral indignation. If it be seen that Mill,

in its very statement, deliberately prejudices the argument for

theism, or that he blinks or falsifies the facts at the basis of

his so-called inductions, or that he ignores or perverts the

truths at the basis of his professed deductions, or that he is con-

stantly making unwarranted assumptions, or that he habitually

uses obscure, ambiguous, and improper terms to represent his

capital conceptions, or that he is either an adept or a silly blun-

derer in illegitimate inference, any of these things must so far

attenuate the force of his argument. If, as can be shown, his

so-called scientific argument is absolutely made up of them,

then it ought to be rejected with an intensity of moral indigna-

tion such as has scarcely ever been visited upon any other in-

fidel production.

The first count is against the general method of this man of

eminent candor. It is the method of the sophist and not of
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the fair reasoner. The evidence of theism, whether natural or

revealed, is cumulative

,

or, better than that, converging. The
doctrine does not rest on a single line of proof, but on several

converging lines. This has been admirably shown by Canon
Barry in his recently published ‘

‘ Boyle Lectures.
’ ’ 1 The univer-

sal consent of mankind, the principle of causation, the order of

the universe, the intuition of the infinite, the voice of conscience,

and the yearnings of the affections, all converge towards one

common centre, and the strength of the argument lies in this.

When we find this to be the case with the six or more distinct

lines of proof, we are able to conclude with something approach-

ing to certainty that this centre is' a personal God. Now
Mill conveniently and entirely ignores this essential feature in

the argument, isolates the various proofs, and disposes of each

in his summary way, scarcely, if at all, alluding to its connection

with the others. It is an easy matter to cut up a hostile force

in detail, division by division, even though that force in solid

column would be absolutely overwhelming. This is Mill’s gen-

eral method. Or, rather, it is the same method as that of prov-

ing that a table cannot stand upon four or six legs because, for-

sooth, it is found that it cannot stand on any one of the legs

alone ! We ask Mill’s admirers, Was the candid logician aware

of this? Or, was he not? They are welcome to either horn of

the dilemma. If they choose the first, what becomes of his

candor ? If the second, what of his logical acumen ?

And in his conclusion from the review of the entire argument,

that “ the rational attitude of a thinking mind towards the super-

natural is that of skepticism,” Mill goes equally astray. Logi-

cally considered, that is a most irrational attitude. The case is

one of those calling for practical decision—one in which, as Dr.

Newman has shown in the Grammar of Assent, it is our duty to

decide one way or the other :

“Where only two ways of alternative action are possible, the practical

decision may be the same, whether on demonstrative or probable evidence,

whether on low or high probability. The difference will lie in the amount

of enthusiasm we can throw into our action and the amount of sacrifice we

are ready to make for it.”

1 “ Boyle Lectures, 1876. What is Natural Theology? An Attempt to Esti-

mate the Cumulative Evidence of Many Witnesses to God.”
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Now Mill admits, that even after the application of his ut-

terly illogical method to the examination of the proofs of The-

ism, “ there is evidence . . . amounting ... to one

of the lower degrees of probability,” which points to the crea-

tion of the present order of things by an intelligent mind (pp.

242-3). If that be so, what is one’s duty ? The case is a prac-

tical one involving eternal interests. In any such case involv-

ing even the most unimportant interests of his daily life, this

same skeptic would, as Bishop Butler has shown, - unhesitatingly

act upon just such probabilities as this. In fact, the great suc-

cesses of life are often attained by action based on just such

data. In a practical case, like that under consideration, involv-

ing interests beyond possible estimate, conscience utters its im-

perative with tremendous emphasis. The ” rational attitude”

is undoubtedly that presented by Chalmers, in his Natural

Theology, that the bare imagination there may be a God
brings along with it an instant sense of duty to inquire if there

really be a God
;
and the slightest whisper from that God, telling

of his existence as a fact, places every one of his rational crea-

tures under the most solemn obligation to seek after and find

him.

Mill’s general method in the entire conduct of his so-called

scientific test of the proofs of theism is, therefore, entirely il-

logical and unfair, and his practical conclusion supremely irra-

tional.

MILL versus A FIRST CAUSE.

Mr. Mill’s logical method in the parts of his argument will be

illustrated by an examination of the details of his attempted sci-

entific refutation of the theistic argument for a First Cause.

There are two stages in his criticism—in the first of which he at-

tempts to show that experience teaches that the material uni-

verse needs no First Cause except blind Force
;

in the second,

that the spiritual universe needs no other cause. By this appeal

to experience he claims to have annihilated the argument from

the universe for an intelligent First Cause, the God of the The-

ist. If his argumentation be valid, he has most certainly ac-

counted for every thing in the universe, which has henceforth no
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more need for a divine First Cause than the man in the moon
has for an atmosphere to breathe. But is it valid ?

Mill's opening Statcmetit.

—
“ The argument for a First Cause admits of

being, and is presented as a conclusion from the whole of human experience.

Every thing that we know (it is argued) had a cause and owed its existence to

that cause. How then can it be but that the world, which is but a name for

the aggregate of all that we know, has a cause to which it is indebted for its

existence ?”— Three Essays, p. 142.

By whom is it so presented? By Mr. Mill. How many
sound advocates of theism would acknowledge that the argu-

ment on which they rest their case admits of being presented

as a mere conclusion from experience in Mill’s sense of that

word? Notone. In other words, the candid and logical Mr.

Mill starts out with a radical misstatement of the argument,

which renders it worthless. Just how worthless will appear

from considering the character and grounds of experience, as

Mill understands and uses the term.

Mill has three senses in which he uses “ experience.” In the

narrow sense it includes only what has come under one’s own
observation by the senses. “ Human experience” is then con-

fined to what has come under the observation of the race in

this way. In a wider sense, it adds to this narrower experience

all inductions or generalizations from it, while excluding all in-

tuitive principles or necessary laws of thought. When the great

logician plays the complete role of the sophist, he covertly in-

cludes under the term “experience,” as among the inductions

from experience, any or all of the absurd and unverifiable specu-

lations of the so-called scientists and philosophers of his favorite

school. Now in whatever sense he may use “ experience” in

the present argument, the position is one from which no sound,

not to say sane, theist would think of arguing to a First Cause.

The theist bases his argument on the principle of causality—in

other words, on a necessity of all human thinking, by virtue of

which a man, when he sees something occur or begin to be,

cannot help judging that it must have had a cause. He shows

that this principle of causality is an original, self-evident, neces-

sary, and catholic principle, without the presupposition of which

there can be no warrant for believing either that all past

events have had causes, or that any future events will have
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causes. In short, no valid induction from experience is possible

without assuming this as the starting-point. His fundamental

position is,
“ Every event must have a cause,” and not as Mill

puts it,
11 Every thing that we know had a cause.”

The logical value of the experiential basis for theism pro-

posed by fhis great destroyer, is best shown by the success of

his own elaborate attempt to construct an inductive theory with-

out the principle of causality .

1 He puts the matter thus : If it

be asked, What ground have we, from the fact that in ten

thousand cases events have had causes, for the expectation that

the next event will have a cause? the answer is that our warrant

is found in ” a universal fact,” which he expresses in the prop-

osition that ” the course of nature is uniform.” It is obvi-

ous even to himself, that in this first step he starts from a very

limited premise and reaches an absolutely universal conclusion.

He is, therefore, forced to attempt to answer the further ques-

tion, How (in the absence of the intuitive principle of causality)

are we to know that the course of nature has been or will be

thus uniform in all that part of the universal range which lies

beyond our experience ? He answers that this is an induction

of the largest kind, a generalization from an experience almost

limitless. Barely calling attention to the patent fact, that no

such almost limitless experience is either actual or possible, and

that even if it w'ere so it would not help Mr. Mill to the univer-

sal conclusion, the philosophy and logic of what has claimed to

be one of the great achievements of modern thought may be

lucidly presented as follow’s :

Why are we to believe that any given event has a cause ?

Because experience assures us of it.

Why are we to believe experience ?

Because the course of nature is uniform.

Why are we to believe that the course of nature is uniform ?

Because of (a larger) experience.

Why are we to believe (a larger) experience ?

Because the course of nature is uniform, etc., etc.

The logical circle is apparent. But this is not the worst of

it. The same fallacy pervades every part of the entire system.

Even that great modern discovery of the four Experimental

’See “Logic,” book iii., chapter iii.
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Methods is utterly vitiated by it. Professor Jevons has clearly

brought out the beautiful logical cosmogony of this experien-

tial system :

“ The universal law of causation is represented by the world resting upon

the elephant—that is, upon inductive inquiry—and the four legs of that quad-

ruped may correspond to the four pillars of Mill’s edifice, the four celebrated

experimental methods. But upon what do the elephant’s legs rest? Upon
the world—the world which is already resting on the elephant’s back?”

Upon such a logical quicksand this man of wonderful logic

and sublime candor would invite the unsuspecting advocates of

theism to build their argument for a First Cause. Now it is a

pertinent question, Did he state the case in this way consciously

or unconsciously

—

i.c., did he play the part of the sharper in

logic, or of the man practically ignorant of logic? His friends

may have their choice between keeping his candor or his logi-

cal acumen. The fact that in a later chapter of his “Logic”
Mill shows that he is at least partially conscious of the illogical

character of his system, inclines us to think it an instance of the

invitation of the spider to the fly, “ Will you walk into my par-

lor?” Once for all, the fly respectfully declines.

FIRST STAGE OF THE DISCUSSION.

Mr. Mill undertakes to establish that no other First Cause

than Force is needed for the material universe. His order is :

1. The unchangeable element, or matter, needs no First

Cause, for it is eternal.

2. The changeable element needs no First Cause, for the

prior event observed in each case is sufficient to account for the

changes.

3. Or, if there be a First Cause needed, Force is all-suffi-

cient.

These will be considered in their order.

1. Mill's statement of the first pomt .—The unchangeable

element in nature needs no First Cause :

“ The fact of experience, however, when correctly stated, turns out to be,

not that every thing which we know derives its existence from a cause, but

only every event of change. There is in nature a permanent element, and also

Jevons, “The Experimental Methods.”
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a changeable ; the changes are always the effects of previous changes ,
the

permanent existences, so far as we know, are not effects at all

There is in every object .... a permanent element, viz., the specific

elementary substance or substances of which it consists and their inherent

properties. These are not known to us as beginning to exist : within the

range of human knowledge they had no beginning, consequently no cause,

though they themselves are causes or con-causes of every thing that takes

place. Experience, therefore, affords no evidences, not even analogies, to

justify our extending to the apparently immutable a generalization grounded

only on our observation of the changeable.”

—

Three Essays, pp. 142-3.

The reader will note the opening correction of the form of

statement which Mill himself put into the mouth of the theist.

Did he misstate the theistic position in order to gain prestige

in the eyes of the uninformed, by the superior precision of

thought shown in the ad captandum correction ? But why not

make the further correction, demanded by candor and fairness,

and state his opponent’s true position :
“ Every event must have

a cause
’

’

?

The argument may be best dealt with when thrown into syl-

logistic form :

Every thing that has had a beginning requires a cause.

Matter, or the permanent element in nature, has not had a

beginning within the range of human experience.

Therefore matter does not require a cause.

The fallacy comes to light at once. Different middle terms

are used in the premises. In one,
“
had a beginning” is used

absolutely
;

in the other there is covertly substituted for this

the expression, “ had a beginning within the range of human ex-

perience.” It would be just as logical and conclusive for an ig-

norant Philadelphian, if there be such a one, who has never been

beyond the city limits, standing in the Depot of the Pennsyl-

vania Railway, to reason thus : Whatever has no end is infinite
;

this railway has no end within the range of experience ; therefore

it is infinite.

The truth is that here is just the point where Mill makes
the leap across the narrow limits of human experience to the

eternity of matter. It is the same kind of feat which Professor

Tyndall performed in his Belfast Address, in which, by expe-

rience (which, according to the view of these men, is the limiter,

or extreme limit, of all knowledge) he prolonged his vision “ be-
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yond the bounds of experience” until he was able to “discern”
in “matter” the promise and potency of all life, a feat compared
with which—whether performed by Mill or Tyndall—lifting him-

self to the moon by his boot-straps or shooting himself to Si-

rius with his own breath would have been mere child’s play.

The baselessness of the covert assumption in the argument
and the fallacy in the inference are patent the instant it is

thrown into logical form. If experience shows that matter had

a beginning, then it needs a cause, and the idea of causation

must be extended to it
;
but experience does not so show

;

therefore matter needs no cause, and the idea of causation is

not to be extended to it. The conclusion is reached by deny-

ing the antecedent, and then, on the ground of this, denying the

consequent, thus violating one of the simplest canons of condi-

tional reasoning. Suppose experience does not show that mat-

ter had a beginning
;
may not something else show it ? Or, may

not experience plus something else show it ? The logic of the

reasoning may be readily illustrated so as to make it clear be-

yond misunderstanding. If there is a fire in the furnace the

rooms in the house will be warm
;
but there is no fire in the fur-

nace, therefore the rooms are not warm. But suppose there be

heated stoves in the rooms ? Or, that it be a hot day in mid-

summer ? Or, that the house be on fire ?

Let the pertinent question be asked : Whose experience is

the basis of the reasoning in this case ? Is it Mr. Mill’s ? Evi-

dently he is quite too modern a character to know by experi-

ence what has been true from eternity. It would certainly be

impossible to prove matter eternal, even if it were actually so,

from his experience. Or is it collective human experience ?

Even that affords little logical aid in reaching back to eternity,

for it is itself at once brief and narrow in its range—brief, inas-

much as all human experience reaches back over only an in-

finitesimal part of eternity
;
and narrow, since it only reaches

the surface of things on this atom world, and any one man can

only command a knowledge of the smallest portion of it at that.

Mill attempts to leap the boundless and bottomless chasm be-

tween his relatively infinitesimal human experience of the pres-

ent and this absolutely limitless eternity of the past, by his

scheme of induction, and he would fain confine his theistic op-
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ponent to the same method. He takes his position on the per-

fect globe of exact science to manage this greatest of logical

enterprises—the exclusion of a First Cause from the universe of

matter. His world rests securely on the back of the elephant of

induction
;
the elephant is supported by his four legs—the four

experimental methods. But where is the tortoise, from whose

back the elephant is to take his leap and bear the great philoso-

pher into the infinities and eternities in order to rout the First

Cause ?

But it is far from being the whole truth that experience can-

not possibly prove the eternity of matter. Taking the view of

some of the ablest and best physicists, it absolutely disproves it.

They hold that in the present age it has become capable of

strictly scientific proof that the universe had a beginning in

time.

According to Sir William Thomson’s deductions from Fou-

rier’s “ Theory of Heat,” the dissipation of heat can be traced

down to a time when all things will be uniformly cold. If we
attempt similarly to trace the heat-history of the universe back-

ward we reach an impassable limit. As stated in the “ Princi-

ples of Science” :

“ For a certain negative value of the time the formulae give impossible

values, indicating that there was some initial distribution of heat which

could not have resulted, according to known laws of nature, from any pre-

vious distribution Now the theory of heat places us in the

dilemma either of believing in creation at an assignable date in the past, or

else of supposing that some inexplicable change in the working of natural

laws then took place. Physical science gives no countenance to the notion of

infinite duration of matter in one continuous course of existence. And if in

time past there has been a discontinuity of law, why may there not be a simi-

lar event awaiting the world in the future ?’ ’

Clerk Maxwell, in his “ Theory of Heat,” and Professor

Tait, in his ” Lectures on the Recent Advances in Physical

Science,” urge other considerations in favor of the same view.

Professors Stewart and Tait, in that extraordinary book ‘‘The

Unseen Universe,” making use of the investigations of Helm-
holtz, Struve, Thomson, Clerk Maxwell, and others, have

pushed their inductions still further.

The voice of the latest and best science, in the form of
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mathematical physics, is therefore raised in opposition to the

eternity of matter, and the argument is altogether against Mill’s

assumption. If the results of the best inductive science are to

be included in human experience, it requires nothing more than

experience to overturn this argument based upon the assumed

eternity of matter. What then becomes of his conclusion, car-

ried with him from this point onward as an established princi-

ple, that matter is a cause or con-cause of every thing, and itself

apparently immutable ?

In the last analysis all there is of the argument is one vast

conclusion from the great logician’s ignorance. It takes but

little science or logic to show that what one does not know about

a thing is not a very firm basis for argumentation. WTre Mill’s

mighty “ Ignoramus” a little greater or a thousandfold less, it

would hardly help him to the knowledge that there is no First

Cause.

2. Mill's statement of the second point .—The changeable ele-

ment in nature needs no First Cause.

“ As a fact of experience, then, causation cannot legitimately be extended

to the material universe itself, but only to its changeable phenomena
;
of

these, indeed, causes may be affirmed without any exception. But what

causes ? The cause of every change is a prior change
; and such it cannot

but be ; for if there were no new antecedent there would not be a new conse-

quent. If the state of facts which brings the phenomenon into existence had

existed always or for an indefinite duration, the effect also would have existed

or been produced an indefinite time ago. It is thus a necessary part of the

fact of causation, within the sphere of our experience, that the causes as well

as the effects had a beginning in time, and were themselves caused. It would

seem, therefore, that our experience, instead of furnishing an argument for a

First Cause, is repugnant to it ;
and that the very essence of causation, as it

exists within the limits of our knowledge, is incompatible with a First Cause.”

— Three Essays, pp. 143-4.

The main points in the argumentation maybe brought out as

follows :

No changes which can be traced by experience to prior

changes, or antecedents, need a First Cause
;

All the changes in nature can be so traced, since experience

reveals, as an essential part of the fact of causation, that causes

as well as effects have a beginning, and, therefore, have antece-

dents—the antecedents extending back without limit
;
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Therefore no changes in nature require a First Cause to

account for them.

The validity of this reasoning depends upon three apparent-

ly very plausible assumptions :

(1.) Experience reveals a prior change as cause of every

event.

(2.) Cause and effect are simply the relation of antecedent

and consequent.

(3.) An infinite regression of antecedent and consequent

events will take the place of an efficient cause, and satisfy the

demands of reason.

Is any one of these assumptions in accordance with truth ?

(1.) It cannot for one moment be admitted that experience

reveals a prior change as cause for every subsequent change.

Take experience in the narrow sense even, and this is a mon-

strous assumption. There are myriads of changes within the

experience of the most philosophic of thinkers which he has

never traced to any prior changes. Professor Jevons puts the

case thus :

‘
‘ Will any one deny that there are whole regions of effects familiarly

known to us where we cannot detect the action of causation ? What deter-

mines the sex of young animals ? What produces unexpected forms and dis-

eases, monstrous births, lusus naturcE as they are significantly called ? All

kinds of tumors, ulcers, and local diseases spring up in various parts of the

human body, and medical science can usually give no explanation of them.”

But the use of experience here demanded is manifestly the

wider one. Mill’s claims are, in case of this wider experience,

still more absurd.

There is, moreover, a glittering and deceptive generality in

the expressions, “change” and “changeable element.” What
do they mean ? Apparently not very much

;
really pretty

much every thing worth mentioning. They are intended to

cover up a tremendous assumption, which if stated in full

would be rejected instantly by every man of sense, not to say

of science. They at least cover every thing material in the uni-

verse except matter itself—all special forms and collocation? of

matter and force. These vague words cover all vegetable life,

all animal life, and possibly all rational life !

Now it is positively certain that experience, in the only
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sense of that word here logically available, gives a flat denial to

Mill’s assertion. To set aside all revelation, tradition, and his-

tory, geology and the kindred sciences, in connection with the

theories of heat and life, make it scientifically clear that when
plant life, animal life, and human life are carried back to cer-

tain stages in the history of the globe, points are reached where
it can be said, “ That was the first plant “ That was the

first animal “ That was the first man.” The capital assump-

tion of fact in Mill’s argument has, therefore, not the slightest

support from experience, or, rather, experience gives the lie to

it. Whence came all these gigantic changes, these multitudi-

nous and instantaneous “apparitions” of living beings, if not

from the First Cause?

(2.) The second assumption is the fundamental lie of posi-

tivism. There is no such thing as efficient cause
,

or if there

be, we cannot know it. There is only the relation of before

and after, of antecedent and consequent. This exhausts our

idea of causation.

Mr. Mill assumes that in the relation there is always a se-

quence, the cause being before the effect in time. Now most

certainly there are cases in which the relation looks very much
more like that of simultaneity. If I hurl a stone with my hand

the force acts contemporaneously with the effect perceived.

Nor is there any truth in the view that a cause is in every case a

prior phenomenon. A phenomenon, in the positivist sense at

least, appears to the sense, and can be described by its appear-

ance. The impelling force of the will is the cause of the move-

ment of the stone hurled from the hand
;
the modifying force of

gravitation comes in as another cause to decide the curve de-

scribed by the projectile
;
but neither the force of will nor of

gravitation was ever directly apparent to sense. No force was

ever thus apparent to human sense.

But Mill’s chief error is, that he positively excludes the one

essential element in causation, viz., efficiency. A cause—both

in the common sense and in the metaphysical sense—is that

wlTich has power to produce change.

Mr. Mill’s definition of cause is one of his most wonderful

performances .

1 He remarks that,

‘See “ Logic,” book iii., chap, v., On the Law of Universal Causation.
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“ The notion of cause being the root of the whole theory of induction, it

is indispensable that this idea should, at the very outset of our inquiry, be with

the utmost practicable degree of precision fixed and determined.”

That is certainly a very commendable view of the matter.

How does he carry it out ? He proceeds at once to distinguish

between efficient causes, or such as actually prodtice effects, and

physical causes, or those which do not involve such production

of effects. He will have only to do with the latter
;

in other

words, in his treatment of “ The Universal Law of Causa-

tion,” he will have nothing to say of cause in the sense in which

both the common people and the philosophers have always un-

derstood the word. It is to be the play of Hamlet with the

l’rince of Denmark left out.

We follow him as he proceeds to find, fix, and determine,

“ with the utmost practicable degree of precision,” the notion

of cause.

“ The law of causation, the recognition of which is the main pillar of induc-

tive philosophy, is but the familiar truth that invariability of succession is

found by observation to obtain between every fact in nature and some other

fact which has preceded it, independently of all consideration respecting the

ultimate mode of production of phenomena, and of every other question re-

garding the nature of things in themselves.”

It is manifest that Mill would teach that our knowledge of

the cause of a thing comes from our experience, and from our

observation of facts occurring and of facts preceding. Of
course, experience in which we have had no share, and which we
can never verify, would furnish no foundation for a philosopher.

It is plain, too, that he discards all obscure metaphysics. But,

unfortunately for the logician, he comes upon the objection of

Reid, that if this doctrine is correct, “ night must be the cause

of day, and day of night, since these phenomena have invaria-

bly succeeded one another from the beginning of the world.”

We shall not attempt to follow through the paragraph which

treats of this, and which one has aptly called the “ Laocoon of

Logic.” The definition must of course be modified so as to

get in something besides invariability of succession. It then

reads as follows :

“We may define, therefore, the cause of a phenomenon to be the antece-

dent, or the concurrence of antecedents, upon which it is invariably and

28
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unconditionally consequent. Or if we adopt the convenient modification of

the meaning of the word cause, which confines it to the assemblage of posi-

tive conditions, without the negative, then instead of ‘unconditionally,’ we
must say, ‘ subject to no other than negative conditions.’

”

But our author is not yet done. He must explain what is

meant by this expression, negative conditions, which furnishes the

tail that is to fly this wonderful logical kite.

“ The negative conditions of any phenomenon, a special enumeration of

which would generally be rather prolix, may be all summed up under one

head, namely, the absence of preventing or counteracting causes.”

This is an amazing relief. We are now prepared for his con-

struction of the final notion of cause “ fixed and determined
”

“ with the utmost practicable degree of precision.”

"We may define, therefore, the cause of a phenomenon to be the ante-

cedent, or concurrence of antecedents, on which it is consequent invariably,

and subject only to the absence of preventing or counteracting causes.”

We have at length reached the triumph of logic, in a condi-

tional unconditionality, and a variable invariability, and have

found that the last and perhaps most emphatic word in the defi-

nition of a cause is the word causes ! If we can understand that

,

the definition is all plain.

This is certainly one of the curiosities of literature, surpass-

ing Hume’s celebrated chapter on the same subject. Besides

defining cause by causes, and treating of causation without effi-

ciency, the author perpetually contradicts himself in his logical

jargon, eats up his own first principles and definitions, and in

his straits makes constant appeals to necessity, or, as one has

phrased it, to “the grand old tortoise, whose mustbeity and

perseity are at the bottom of the understanding of all sham sci-

ence.”

But while the prince of logicians had the ability “to fix and

determine ” the notion of cause with such “ precision,” we shall

find that he was scarcely able to use the term with as much
precision. The truth is that Mr. Mill was an admirable illustra-

tion of the prodigy who thinks differently with the two sides of

the brain. It was necessary that with one side he should think

as a positivist, and so root out of logic all idea of real causal effi-

ciency, or he could not get rid of God, the author and upholder
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of the universe. It was equally necessary that with the other

side he should think with a little common-sense, and so furtively

bring in here and there this hated and exorcised spirit of causa-

tion, lest he should utterly wreck all science by leaving no logi-

cal bottom for it. So his notion of causation becomes a varia-

ble invariable throughout all his writings. He is constantly per-

forming the feat of the man trying to ride two horses in precisely

opposite directions at the same time, and striving to conceal

the fact from himself and others. After devoting half his Logic

to proving that there is no causal force, no active power in mat-

ter, he turns squarely about, and, in his treatment of Fallacies
,

insists that matter can not only act, but that it can act through

absolutely void space, and without any media whatever, and

thinks Newton and his scientific adherents a pack of fools for

denying it ! This is but a single illustration of what is to be

found everywhere in his writings, in which consistency is cer-

tainly a very rare jewel. In fine, whenever a man of common-
sense and clear thought comes, in Mill’s writings, upon this un-

lucky word in ation
,
he feels the same perplexity as the Irish-

man, of whom Miss Edgeworth tells us, who accosted an ac-

quaintance thus :
“ When first I saw you, I thought it was you

;

but now I see it’s your brother.”

(3.) But what of the third covert assumption of the argu-

ment ? Is it true that this regress of antecedents, or prior events,

no one of which has any causal efficiency, can satisfy the de-

mands of reason for a cause and a First Cause ?

The point of Mill, when fully stated, is reduced to the old

form of an eternal scries of effects, with the causal efficiency

taken out of each and all in the series. There is the less neces-

sity for dwelling upon it, since it has been so often answered.

What the mind demands is a sufficient cause for the last con-

sequent and for every antecedent in the series. If a chain of

ten links cannot support itself in the air, much less can one of a

million links, infinitely less can one of an infinite number of

links.

But with Mill’s view the case for the anti-theist is even

worse. The causal power being left out by his very definition,

no link has any support from its immediate antecedent even, the

only connection being that of sequence in time. There are in
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fact no links. The position is, therefore, utterly absurd. The
principle of sufficient reason compels the assumption of a self-

existent cause to account for all these dependent phenomena.
Accordingly, the great thinkers of all ages, from Plato and Aris-

totle down to Hamilton and Ulrici, have acknowledged this as a

thought necessity. No rational being can be satisfied without it.

Mr. Mill’s argument for excluding a First Clause from what
he calls the “ changeable element” of the material universe is

therefore even less successful than that for excluding him from

the so-called “ unchangeable element.”

3. Mill's statement of the third point .—If there be any First

Cause needed for the material universe, Force is all-sufficient.

The author now takes it for granted that experience has

shown—evidently not quite satisfactorily to himself, howveer

—

that all causes have a beginning
;
but if anything is still needed

to satisfy the demands of reason for a First Cause, it is readily

to be found without resorting to the threadbare and unscientific

hypothesis of theism. His line of argument, given in abridged

form, is substantially as follows :

(1.) If, however, there be in all causes a permanent element which had no

beginning, then this may, with some justice, be termed the First or Universal

Cause, though not a sufficient Cause, of the material universe and its changes,

since it is a concomitant in all causation.

(2.) There is such a permanent element found in Force, since the doctrine

of the Conservation of Force has been established by the converging evidence

of all branches of physical science.

(3.) Therefore experience proves that Force is the all-sufficient First Cause

of the material universe and its changes, since the doctrine of materialistic

evolution is true.

This is certainly sufficiently sweeping to suit any ‘‘ advanced

thinker.” The author seems conscious of having reserved his

strong point for the last. He brings his power of “ analysis”

to bear, and his friends insist that he is the master of analysis.

His array of confirmatory or buttressing arguments seems ab-

solutely overwhelming. The prosyllogisms and episyllogisms

almost cover up the essential propositions. What is the strict

logical value of all ? Is the structure a granite castle or a house

of cards ?

(1.) The halting form of the major premise vitiates the ar-

gument. It is admitted that such a permanent element cannot
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be a sufficient cause. If that be so, what room for further argu-

ment on the point ? It is assumed that a concomitant of a thing

is to be identified with its cause. Consciousness always accom-

panies memory, but is it therefore ^identical with memory ?

Note of this distinction would have saved no less a man than

Sir William Hamilton from great confusion in his “ Metaphys-

ics.” Mill had still greater need of caution. Suppose that, so

far as Mr. Mill’s experience shows, a boy’s clothes do always ac-

company the boy
;
are they, therefore, to be considered either

as a con-cause or as the first cause of the boy ? The phrase, “ with

some justice,” is a touch of that “invariable variability” ele-

ment, or of what one has called philosophic trimming
,
of which

this great logician finds it necessary to avail himself so frequent-

ly. If this permanent eternal element always accompanying all

causes or changes may with some justice be called the First

Cause, it is pertinent to ask with how much justice ? Especially

is this question pertinent, if, as Mill admits, it is “ not sufficient

of itself to cause any thing /” But note further Mr. Mill’s “ may
be the first cause.” This innocent “may be” turns up before

the logician reaches his conclusion, as a relentless “ must be,”

when we read :
“ This it is to which apparently . . . we

must assign the character of First Cause and again, “ the

First Cause can be no other than Force.”

The entire procedure requires no ordinary logician. That

which cannot be a sufficient cause for any thing
,
may be with

some justice termed a jirst or universal cause—in fine, after

another shake of the juggler’s hat, must be accepted as the suffi-

cient first cause of the material universe !

(2.) Mill finds such an insufficient-sufficient, first and uni-

versal cause and non-cause, in eternal Force.

Just a little before experience was found establishing on the

basis of its infinite “ don’t know ” the eternity of matter
;
here

it is found establishing on the same basis the eternity of force.

The latter conclusion is logically as worthless as the former.

What scientific warrant has Mr. Mill for planting himself on

this infinite Igtioramus, and pronouncing force eternal ? Even if

it were so, it would, as we have already seen, be utterly and

forever impossible for him, on his unscientific hypothesis of

knowledge, to know it.
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The logician plants himself on the doctrine of the Conserva-

tion of Force, “ the last result of physical inquiry, derived from

the converging evidences of all branches of physical science.”

Now if this doctrine be true, and if it include as true that

the quantum of force in the universe is invariable, that all force

is one, and that all the changes in the universe depend upon the

amount and collocations of this one force, it becomes evident

at once that very little room is left for theism.

Is this doctrine, of which Mill, Spencer & Co. make so much,

a doctrine established by all science ?

Two leading British scientists, in a preface to the remark-

able joint production already referred to, after complaining of

the utter ignorance of their critics concerning what is meant by
Force, conclude thus:

“ In addition to what we have said on the subject in the text, we would

now only mention that the sole recorded case of true Persistency or Indestruc-

tibility of Force, which we recollect having ever met with, occurs in connection

with Baron Munchausen’s remarkable descent from the moon. It is, no

doubt, a very striking case
;
but it is apparently unique, and it was not sub-

jected to scientific scrutiny.” 1

Faraday tried to discover experimentally what might be

correctly called conservation offorce. He was not satisfied with

the mode of statement of Newton’s law of gravitation, accord-

ing to which the attraction of two bodies is said to vary in-

versely as the square of their distance from one another. As
the attraction at twice the distance decreases to one fourth of

what it was, what becomes of the three fourths that have dis-

appeared? With all his skill he reached no result .

3

Strictly speaking, Force has had “ one, and only one, definite,

scientific sense since the publication of the ‘ Principia.’ ” It is

implicitly contained in Newton’s first law of motion, and may
be given as follows: “ Force is any cause which alters or tends

to alter a body’s natural state of rest or of uniform motion in a

straight line.” It must be understood, however, that the word

“cause ” in this definition does not imply the objective exist-

ence of force. Force, in its proper sense, is “ a pull, push,

weight, pressure, etc., and can be measured, in the vernacular

-" The Unseen Universe,” Preface to fourth edition.

5 Tait’s “ Recent Advances,” p. 356.
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of engineers, as equivalent to so many pounds weight.” It does

not properly mean “ work done by a force,” nor is it equivalent

to the modern term energy. Confining force to its strict scien-

tific use, the Conservation of Force is an utter absurdity, and

the use of the phrase by evolutionists shows a want of clear

scientific knowledge. Obviously, every push
,
pull

,
pressure,

must be a transient event. Or, if the doctrine be understood

as including under force “ the work done by force,” that is in

no proper sense of the word persistent or indestructible. It may
take a thousand different forms, or be utterly destroyed.

But suppose force to be used in a loose and unscientific way
for energy. The doctrine of the conservation of energy—origi-

nally suggested by Newton (as was almost every thing else of

which certain noisy experimental physicists of this age boast),

and developed by Rumford and Davy, Colding and Joule,

Helmholtz and Thomson, and others— is a very different thing

from the Conservation of Force; in fact, it annihilates that doc-

trine. As gold, lead, oxygen, etc., are different kinds of Matter,

so, according to this modern view, sound, light, heat, etc., are

now ranked as different forms of Energy. Energy has been de-

fined as “ the power of doing work in whatever that power may
consist.”

1

Now even if it were demonstrated that there is always the

same quantum of energy in the universe, that may be shown to

be the poles apart from the proposition that the quantum of
force is always the same. For energy exists in two forms

—

Poten-

tial Energy
,
or energy of position, as in a wound-up spring or

weight, as in a clock, in a bent bow, or in gunpowder
;
and

Kinetic Energy, or energy of motion, as in the running water,

or the falling avalanche. The activities of the material universe

may be said to result from the transformation of energy from

one of these forms into the other. Now the ablest of physicists

have shown that the availability of energy for the performance

of work depends upon the unequal distribution of heat; that at

each transformation of heat-energy into work a large portion is

degraded or dissipated, and less of it available for any future

transformations
;
that, in other words, the tendency of heat is

‘Tail’s “Recent Advances,” p. 353.
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towards equalization .

1 The potential energy of the universe

will at length be transformed into a practically useless state of

kinetic energy, and uniform temperature will prevail through-

out the mass. That is, the force in the universe—the push and
Pull of Professor Tyndall—is constantly lessening in quantum

,

and practically will at last reach zero. The history of the mate-
rial universe is, in short, the history of the fall from the highest

form of potential energy to this practical zero of potential

energy, and has been brought, by mathematical calculation,

within definite and narrow limits—say within ten or fifteen

millions of years at the utmost from the side of the past, and

perhaps less from the side of the future .

5
Force in the material

universe must inevitablyperish.

What then becomes of Mr. Mill’s scientific idol? It is but

a poor foundation on which to build his large superstructure of

a first and universal cause. “ Push” and “ pull ” are very poor

material out of which to attempt to construct a universe with-

out a Pusher and Puller.

Has the second assumption of Mill any better scientific

basis ? Do “ the converging evidences of all branches of physical

science ” show that all forces are but forms of this one material

force, and that any one of them may be transformed into any

other one ? The ablest scientists in the different spheres in-

volved must, of course, be in the best position to judge of this

doctrine of the unity of force, and the appeal must be to these

men.

Almost twenty-five centuries ago Parmenides of Elea taught

in substance :

" That which truly is, is without origin and indestructible, a unique whole,

only-begotten, immovable, and eternal
;

it was not and will not be, but is,

and forms a continuum.”

Dr. Buchner, who in this late age announces this doctrine as

a wonderful modern discovery, assures us that now

“ The naturalist proves that there are no other forces in nature besides the

physical, chemical, and mechanical.”

Dr. Elam—certainly a most competent authority to speak

1 “ Unseen Universe," p. 127.

2 “ Recent Advances,” p. 167.
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from the point of view of chemistry—responds to this in the

name of exact science :

“ Once for all, it cannot be too clearly understood that this claim is utterly

without foundation. No vestige of what can fairly be considered proof of the

doctrines of materialism has ever been offered. Now, as two thousand

years ago, they rest only upon arbitrary assumption and conjecture.”

He protests against the extreme form of the theory of heat
,

which uses the terms in what he characterizes as

” The non-natural sense, which is now so fashionable, as being synony-

mous with all motion, all action, all affinity, all change in molecular arrange-

ment of every kind It may be very philosophical to consider all

forces as one, and this one mechanical, and call it heat ;
but such hasty gen-

eralizations tend but little to any true advancement of science.” 1

It should be noted that Professor Tait and the scientific

physicists of the higher order do not hold that the various forms

of energy are identical. Faraday, a no less competent authority

on electricity and kindred subjects, devoted much time for

twenty years to an effort to show experimentally that gravita-

tion is in some way related to electricity, magnetism, and the

other forces, but without the least result in favor of any such

relation .

2 Dr. Lionel Beale, the authority in biology, assures

us that

“ Correlation is the ‘ abracadabra ’ of mechanical biology

The phenomena formerly supposed to be due to
4
differentiation ’ are now re-

garded as the work of correlation But as yet no operation

characteristic of any living being has been explained upon any physical princi-

ple Not the shadow of proof in favor of the analogy supposed

to exist between life and other forces has been yet adduced.”

Dubois-Reymond, who has given a large part of his life to

the investigation of the connection of vthought with the brain,

and who is all the more competent as a witness for the reason

that the desire to prove the identity of molecular movement
and consciousness has been a moving spring in his investiga-

tions, reaches the conclusion that,

" There is and must forever remain an impassable chasm between definite

movements of definite cerebral atoms and the primary facts which I can

neither define nor deny. Ifeelpain or pleasure, I taste a sweetness, smell a

1 Elam, “ Man and Science.”
2 Jevons, ” Principles of Science,” p. 586.
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rose scent, hear an organ tone, see red, together with the no less immediate

assurance they give, therefore I exist.”

These authorities close the circle against Mr. Mill’s assertion.

Even the so-called mechanical and chemical forces are neither

identical nor convertible. The so-called mechanical, chemical,

vital, and mental forces are in no materialistic sense one. If the

term correlation is used to express the idea of the harmonious

interdependence and interplay of all forces, we accept it. There
is such a relation, brought about by the correlating will of the

Governor of the universe. But if in place of this meaning, the

scientific jugglers introduce the convertibility
,
identity, and essen-

tial unity of all the forces, then, in the name of clear thinking

and exact science, we enter a protest against its use.

Mill’s further assumption, that all the changes in the uni-

verse depend upon the “ amount” and “ collocation” of this one

force, must, of course, fall to the ground with the doctrine of

the unity of force. It may not be amiss, however, to ask,

Whence the “collocations,” including as they do all inorganic

forms, all plants, all human life and activity? They certainly

need to be accounted for. Are they due to chance ? Or is this

“ Protean Force,” versatile as St. Patrick—who, according to Car-

lyle, swam across the Irish Channel with his head in his teeth

—

able to get under itself and lift itself over this chasm of “
col-

locations ” ?

(3.) Turning to the conclusion of the argument—a conclu-

sion that, as Mill seems to feel partly conscious, swings loose

from the premises—we find it resting at last on the assump-

tion of the truth of materialistic evolution. The great logician

would have us believe that the converging evidence of all exact

science has demonstrated the truth of this antique-modern hy-

pothesis.

The assertions of advanced evolutionists are so confident as

to demand a somewhat careful examination. What is evolu-

tion? Who are the proper scientific authorities to decide upon

its truth or falsity? What, as a matter of fact, is their decision ?

Herbert Spencer, “ the Apostle of the understanding,” will

define the term for us:

“ Evolution is a change from an indefinite incoherent homogeneity to a
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definite coherent heterogeneity, through continuous differentiations and inte-

grations.”

What does that mean? With men of exact science “differ-

entiation” and “integration” have a very important and defi-

nite signification
;
but manifestly Mr. Spencer has no concep-

tion of any such meaning. Is the definition simply a blinding

mass of large words in utioti, ation, and ity ? A keen critic re-

cently translated it into English :

“ Evolution is a change from a no-howish untalkaboutable all-alikeness, to

a somehowish and in-general-talkaboutablenot-all-alikeness, by continuous

something-elsifications and stick-togetherations.” 1

We think the translation brings out the precise scientific

import in the most intelligible form. But supposing that the

definition has a meaning which the scientists apprehend, or, at

least, that there is a hypothesis of materialistic evolution which

may be definitely stated, according to which the existing uni-

verse, from the molecule to the man, has been evolved from the

original fire-mist—who is to be the authority in deciding

whether this hypothesis deserves to be accepted as exact science ?

The scientists may be allowed to answer the question, pro-

vided they will do it on sound common-sense principles. One
of the most competent of them has given a satisfactory answer :

“ That which is properly called Physical Science is the knowledge of rela-

tions between natural phenomena and their physical antecedents, as necessary

sequences of cause and effect ; these relations being investigated by the aid

of mathematics—that is, by a method in which processes of reasoning, on all

questions that can be brought under the categories of quantity and of space-

conditions, are rendered perfectly exact, and simplified, and made capable of

general application to a degree almost inconceivable by the uninitiated,

through the use of conventional symbols. There 'is no admission of any but

a mathematician into this school of philosophy. But there is a lower de-

partment of natural science, most valuable as a precursor and auxiliary,

which we may call scientific phenomenology ; the office of which is to observe

and classify phenomena, and by induction to infer the laws that govern them,

As, however, it is unable to determine these laws to be necessary results of

the action of physical forces, they remain merely empirical until the higher

science interprets them.” a

The scientist of the first order is “the skilled artificer with

his plan and his trowel ;” while the one of the second order is

1 “ Recent Advances,” pp. 348-9. 5 Kirkman, p. 292.
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“ the hodman” who “ hands up to him all the requisite bricks

and mortar.” To the first order belong such men as Newton,
Helmholtz, Sir William Thomson, and Clerk Maxwell

;
to the

second, such men as Darwin and Tyndall, and Bastian and
Haeckel and Buchner. Manifestly they only who are of the

first order, or who approach it, are competent authority in mat-

ters of exact science. What have they to say on the subject ?

Not one of them can be found to pronounce the hypothesis

of materialistic evolution exact science, or science of any sort,

unless it be “ science falsely so called.”

Dr. Elam declares it to be without shadow of proof. St.

George Mivart, the most accomplished naturalist in England,

has pronounced it a “ puerile hypothesis.” Professor Agassiz,

in the last sheets to which he put his corrections, subjected it

to the most pitiless and destructive criticism. Professor Vir-

chow, of Berlin, perhaps “ the foremost chemist on the globe,”

a man, according to the London Times
,

“ opposed to every

species of orthodoxy, and altogether innocent of faith,” in his

great address at Breslau, in reply to Haeckel, declares it to be

little more than the famous and long since exploded doctrine of

generatio equivoca

,

and affirms that “ all real scientific knowledge

has proceeded in the opposite direction." Still more recently, in

his “ Quarterly,” he has attacked the extravagances of advanced

Darwinism even more vigorously, styling the circles of materi-

alistic evolutionists “ bubble companies.”

We close the circle of testimony with that of Professor Tait,

in which he gives the scientific estimate of the pretentious sci-

olism engaged in blowing the evolution bubble:

“ On the other hand, there is a numerous group, not in the slightest de-

gree entitled to rank as physicists (though in general they assume the proud

title of Philosophers), who assert that not merely Life, but even Volition and

Consciousness are merely physical manifestations.” 1

He lays violent scientific hands on the pretentious experi-

mental science of the day, and the advanced evolutionism of

Tyndall & Co.

:

“ It gives itself airs, as if it were the mistress instead of the handmaid, and

often conceals its own incapacity and want of scientific purity by high-sound-

1 “ Recent Advances,” p. 25.
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ing language as to the mysteries of nature. It may even complain of true

science, the knowledge of causes, as merely mechanical. It will endue

matter with mysterious qualities and occult powers, and imagines that it

discerns in the physical atom ‘ the promise and potency of all terrestrial

life.'
” 1

The only conclusion possible from all this is, that the testi-

mony of all exact science, instead of establishing the hypothe-

sis of materialistic evolution, is really a unit in proclaiming its

utter absurdity.

The first part of Mill’s scientific argument against a First

Cause is, therefore, absolutely without any scientific foundation.

Experience does not and can not prove matter eternal ;
rather,

when understood in the proper sense, it shows matter to have

originated in time, and, therefore, to need a First Cause. As
little does human experience account for the changeable ele-

ment in nature
;
that, too, requires a First Cause. In fine, evo-

lution, in the atheistic sense, is an unscientific myth, and force

can in no sense be a First Cause for any thing. At no single

point has Mr. Mill even weakened the argument for a First

Cause by his agglomeration of obscure and false conceptions,

of baseless and unscientific assumptions, and of illogical leaps

to absolute and universal conclusions from conditional and par-

ticular premises.

SECOND STAGE OF THE DISCUSSION.

In the second part of his scientific argument Mr. Mill un-

dertakes to make it plain that the so-called spiritual phenomena
of the universe need no other First Cause than Force. He
states the theistic position, which makes Will the only origina-

tor of Force, and then proceeds to show :

1. That it is known that Force is never originated by Will.

2. That, on the contrary, Will has no monopoly even in the

transformation of Force.

3. That Mind itself requires only Force and Evolution to

originate it.

And so, it is claimed, Mind and all its phenomena disappear

from the universe before the wand of this master magician.

Tait, “ Recent Advances," Supplementary Lecture on Force, p. 349.
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The theistic position attacked by Mill may be stated in

abridged form : The o?ily povucr in the universe directly known
to us is volition. Changes in matter are phenomena to be ac-

counted for. A vast number of these changes, such as the

movements of our limbs and bodily organs, are known to be

produced by human volition. Explaining the unknown by the

known, there is no logical escape from attributing the remain-

ing phenomena to some other Will, which, by reason of its om-
nipotence and omniscience, is adequate to the production of

them.

I. Mill's first point in answer to the Theistic Argument .—It is

known that Force is never originated by Will. There are two

positions involved in his argument, (i.) Will is not at all a

cause of Force
; (2.) It is simply an originator of motion

through chemical action in the brain.

(1.) The first position Mr. Mill sustains by an appeal to the

inevitable doctrine of Conservation of Force, including inde-

structibility, convertibility, unity, and identity. This has

already been shown to be without the slightest scientific war-

rant. But even if this were otherwise, Mill contradicts himself

in his own statement, in which he tacitly admits that will origi-

nates and controls motion. It has, therefore, at least directive

energy with which to originate and control. And not only is this

directive energy a substantial part of the whole change or effect

wrought in human activity, but it is the chief thing, deciding

the time, continuance, direction, intensity, and power of human

movements. Moreover, will has like control over the vast

range of thought or purely spiritual activity. But there is the

still better evidence of consciousness against Mill’s assertion.

We are conscious that will is not only a force,
but the one only

force of which we have absolutely certain knowledge
;
not only

a cause
,
but the one cause from which we derive all our knowl-

edge of other causes. Years ago, Professor Bowen presented

this point with almost the force of demonstration in his “ Meta-

physics and Ethics.” A recent British writer
1

of marked ability

has put it with demonstrative force. He rests the case upon

three propositions concerning force, of which we have demon-

1 Kirkman, " Philosophy without Assumptions.” A work of remarkable power.
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stration. We barely indicate the train of thought, to lead the

reader, if may be, to the study of the book itself.

Proposition A. “ The only force which is directly given and immediately

known to me, is my own will-force ; and all my knowledge of other forces

acting in the Cosmos is mediate, and found by logical inference.”

I am conscious, and therefore absolutely certain, that I have

and exert will-force. I can demonstrate my possession of this

force to myself and others by my power of predicted action. I

can show any one else how to demonstrate the same thing for

himself and for others. That “ all my knowledge of other forces

acting in the Cosmos is mediate, and found by me by logical in-

ference,” may be demonstrated by experiment.

Proposition B. “ My will-force is my only force-finder,” that is, the only

power that can “ find with demonstration, so that I can show you how to

find.”

This proposition has been experimentally demonstrated to

hold true, whether the force be one with which we can come
into direct conflict by our exerted will-force, or whether it be

one of whose action we obtain proof only by a train of reason-

ing from verified facts. I will in act, and I know that I will.

Here I find my own will-force. I will in act, and find my will-

force baffled, and I infer, by the principle of causality, that

some other force has baffled mine. Thus I find and measure

all other force than mine.

Proposition C. “ In ever)' train of reasoned thought about any force or

forces found in action in the Cosmos, the fundamental proposition out of

which all my other propositions flow, and on the certainty of which their

truth to me depends, is this—In finding force, I will in act, and I know that

I will
;
so that if all the steps of the reasoning be written down without omis-

sion in their order, this proposition must stand written at the head of all

—

In first finding force in this inquiry, I willed in act, and I knew that /
willed.

'

'

This manifestly follows directly and inevitably from proposi-

tions A and B.

The conclusion, logically unavoidable, is, that our whole
idea of force, power, cause, is identical with that of will, or

deduced from it. We consciously originate the exercise of

power, and the bafflement of our will leads us as recipients to

admit the exercise of power upon ourselves. The former power
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we know directly as power, by consciousness, the latter is only

reached by inference. Mill’s assumption, that will-force is

never an originating cause, is, therefore, without the shadow of

foundation in human experience, which, on the contrary, assures

us that it is the only directly known originating cause.

(2.) But Mill affirms just as confidently that, “ according to

the best lights of science,” it is known that will-force is chiefly

or entirely the result of transformed chemical force in the

brain, so that the two are identical.

Does the great logician mean “ chiefly” or “ entirely” ? If

“chiefly,” then there is room for independent volition; if “en-

tirely,” then of course man is only an automaton. But is it

known that will-force is entirely or in any proper sense the pro-

duct of chemical changes in the brain ? If it be known, who
knows it? The opinions of the “ best lights of science” have

already been given to the contrary, and among them that of

Dubois-Reymond. In opening the discussion of the limits of

scientific knowledge, this latter scientist writes :

“ I will now prove, as I believe, in a very cogent way, not only that, in

the present state of our knowledge, Consciousness cannot be explained by

its material conditions, but that from the very nature of things it never will

admit of explanation by these conditions .’’ 1

In this opinion there is almost, if not quite, absolute unanim-

ity on the part of those who have a just claim to be con-

sidered as authorities in this department of science.

But perhaps Mr. Mill, were he living, would insist upon

citing Professor Tyndall as the representative of his “ best

lights,” and would quote the now famous “ Birmingham Ad-

dress,” as containing a demonstration that will-force is simply

transformed chemical force, and man, therefore, only an automa-

ton, with no more free will than the moon or a kitchen clock. If

so, let him have the benefit of the most advanced thought.

“ Man is a machine worked only by natural and necessary forces, therefore

an automaton
;
therefore irresponsible, since the robber, the ravisher, and

the murderer cannot help robbing, ravishing, and murdering.’’ 3

It only needs the consciousness and conscience of any man

1 “ Ueber die Grenzen des Naturerkennens.” 3 “ Birmingham Address.”
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of common-sense to sweep the demonstration out of existence.

Equally fatal is the scientific test. One of the most competent

of British scientific critics makes two points against the Bir-

mingham argument : first, if all Professor Tyndall’s so-called facts

were fully established, they would not touch the questions of

the origination of action or of automatism
;
and secondly, waiv-

ing the question of the relevancy of the argument, the so-called

scientific facts and statements, brought forward in the passage

upon which the whole argument turns, arc “ in direct contradic-

tion to the zuell-Jcnotvn and established facts of science—a contra-

diction as absolute and astounding as it is inexplicable.”
1 The

position that what may be called “ consumption of fuel
”

always attends the performance of mechanical work by animal

muscle is of course admitted
;
but the same assumption would

be necessary on any hypothesis of action, whether automatic or

free-volitional. But the position that man is an automaton, or

a machine, because the law of the working of machines holds

of the working of the muscular system, is utterly untenable.

The careful and extended researches of Professor Heidenhain,

of Breslau, have scientifically demonstrated its falsity. His con-

clusion has been stated in Nature for September 20th, 1877, as

follows

:

«

“ The fact that in the living muscle heat always appears when the muscle

does work, is an exception to the general rule in mechanics, that heat dis-

appears when work is done.”

The law has been more fully stated in scientific language,

which brings the light of exact science to bear with greater

intensity on Professor Tyndall's wonderful demonstration:

“ All machines develop more or less internal heat, according as they

perform less or more external work : (H 4- W) is a constant quantity.

With muscle it is not so
;
the more external work is done, the more heat is

developed in the muscle

:

(H + W) is, therefore, not a constant quantity,

but, in mathematical language, it is a direct function of the variable W. As
W increases so does H, although not in an absolutely constant degree ; for

after a certain amount of work has been done, any increase in it is attended

by a somewhat greater ratio of increase in H .

” 2

1 Elam, “ Review of Man and Science.”

29

5 Ibid.
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The activity in the muscle, therefore, does not come under

the law of mere mechanical action, but precisely reverses it.

A fortiori the animal of which the muscle forms a part is not a

machine.

But besides all the muscular exertion which will originates,

continues, and directs, science demands that the entire working

of consciousness under will be taken into account as a definite

and positive effect requiring an adequate cause. In this age of

vivisection it is shown that if the brain be kept from interfer-

ing with the reflex nervous action the circuit is completed in

unconsciousness, precisely as it is completed in consciousness

when the brain is active. Hence the conclusion, that automatic

action is all there is, and that without any spirit the man
“would figure away as a molecular automaton all the same, and

not a scene or a word would be altered in the five-act comedy of

life.” But in all this the fact is overlooked that in the one case

we have only movement, while in the other we have movement

plus consciousness. The brain with the active subject therefore

does more work than the other, by what we call consciousness.

What becomes of this? Does it perish? If so, a portion of

work has perished, and the idolized conservation of force is

logically swept out of existence. If, on the other hand, it be

denied that the produced consciousness is “work done,” that is

to admit that consciousness is not an effect of molecular forces,

and to lift it out of the sphere of physical law, and restore

again the spiritual world from which the materialist has been

seeking to escape .

1

The conclusion to which we are shut up is, that it is as fat

as possible from being known that will-force is the result of

chemical action
;
rather, it is known, both immediately and

mediately, as well as any thing can be known, that it is not the

result of such action. The simple and sole scientific fact on

which this imposing structure of automatism is reared is, that

chemical action in the brain may accompany action of will.

This concomitance is at once confounded by loose thinkers with

equivalence and identity. The only scientific course is to accept

the testimony of consciousness, and regard the brain as part of

Martineau, “Theology and Religion,” p. 182.
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the instrument of the human spirit—an instrument vitally con-

nected with it, yet an instrument still. We are conscious that

the will uses this instrument. The chemical action results

from this use, partly in the process of developing power, and

partly in the wear and tear necessarily resulting from the use

of any mechanical instrument. The chemical action is, there-

fore, effect rather than cause.

2. Mill's second point.—Will has no monoply even in the

transformation of force.

“ Whatever volition can do in the way of creating motion out of other

forms of force, and generally of evolving force from a latent into a visible

state, can be done by many other causes. Chemical action, for instance,

electricity, heat, the mere presence of a gravitating body—all these are

causes of mechanical motion on a far larger scale than any volitions which

experience presents to us ; and in most of the effects thus produced the

motion given by one body to another is not, as in the ordinary cases of me-

chanical action, motion that has first been given to that other by some third

body. . . . Volition, therefore, regarded as an agent in the material

universe, has no exclusive privilege of origination ; all that it can originate is

also originated by other transforming agents.”— Three Essays, pp. 148-9.

The position that whatever will can do other forces can do,

is absolutely untenable. It has already been shown that con-

sciousness and directive energy are peculiar to mind, and that

will-force is the basal originating force. That this self-origi-

nating power does not belong to matter, may be shown by any

one of the examples adduced by Mill to show that it does

belong to it. Take the “ presence of a gravitating body.” Do
{he atoms themselves independently exert a power which

inheres in them ? Mill's argument requires that each atom in

the universe pull every other with a steady and eternal pull.

If that be so, and the power reside in the atom, then the atom

is possessed of creative power, or has an infinite store of power

in it to begin with, or must ultimately fail in its work. On
either of the first two suppositions the atom, “ which no man
hath seen nor can see,” becomes itself omnipotent and takes

the place of the invisible, eternal, Almighty God, with this

fatal logical objection resting against it, that it flagrantly

violates the principle of sufficient reason by the assumption of

an infinite number of omnipotent beings where only one is
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needed. On the third hypothesis the grand atomic machine is

running down, and Mill’s doctrine of the conservation of force

is annihilated. Newton and the scientific minds of the grander

order have, therefore, always had the good sense to see that

gravity as a force does not inhere in matter, but that it is a

force exerted upon matter by some power controlled by the

most accurate mathematical thought and the most far-reaching

and beneficent purpose. In short, in the view of the best

scientists, matter is only moved from without, and its essential

property is inertia. This scientific truth, as involved in New-
ton’s first Law of Motion, has never been in the slightest

degree invalidated. While mind is consciously self-active, self-

moving, matter is demonstrably inert—not self-moving, but

moved.

Mill attempts to rid his argument from all hindrance arising

from this fact by dexterously ignoring it, and putting his

“Must be so, we know,” in the place of it. The force “of

which volition disposes” is put into it from outside. The will,

as the disposer of the force, is thus furtively pushed out, and

there is nothing left for consideration but “ the force which

volition disposes of.” After all, then, Mill cannot avoid the

covert assumption of a disposing power. Exceedingly comfort-

ing doubtless it is, at first blush, to a clown or to the prince of

lazy men, to reflect that the chemical action in the cells in

Milton’s brain drove his pen and created “Paradise Lost,” his

so-called soul with his will-force being of no account
;
but the

question might possibly be raised, by a little reflection, Why
does not my brain, with its six hundred million cells and its

equivalent of chemical action, produce its “Paradise Lost”?

Seriously, it is no great logical feat for the prince of logicians

to leave out the power which distinguishes man from a clod,

and then say to his admirers, “See, man is only a clod or,

“ See, will is nothing more than the working of the firm of

Carbon & Co.”

But this turn of thought brings him face to face with the

subject of free-will, the vexed question “whether volition is

self-determining or determined by causes.” What can he do ?

Ignore its existence ? A distinguished American professor of

theology used to say to his students, “ Young men, follow the
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truth if it carries you over Niagara.” Possibly it should have

occurred to him that the truth is not quite likely to carry men
over a Niagara; so that it is well to pause in sight of the pre-

cipice and inquire whether we are following the truth. Mr.

Mill finds himself on the brink of the Niagara of automatism.

Will he inquire whether it is truth that has brought him to

it? Not he. He is too brave. He clasps his deadly error to

his philosophic bosom, and calmly tells us that shooting the

cataract is not a thing to be considered just here. His words

are :
“ To the question now in hand it is only the effects of

volition that are relevant, not its origin.” Now from all this

consummate folly we confidently appeal to the common-sense

of mankind, and affirm that all the reckless and false assertions

and assumptions, and all the plausible but flimsy arguments of

all the princely logicians in the world will weigh no more, in

the scale of exact thought, against the clear, positive knowledge

which every man has of his own freedom, self-activity, and

power of originating action, than would a feather cast in the

balance against the solar system.

After another effort or two he settles down upon the old

assumption that if will is free and volition uncaused, matter and

its properties are also uncaused and eternal. That ends the

controversy. The sum of the argument is :

“ Must be so, I

know.”

3. Mill's thirdpoint .—Mind itself requires only Force and

Evolution to originate it.

In replying to the proposition that “ It is self-evident that

nothing can have produced Mind but Mind,” (1.) Mill pro-

nounces it unscientific and absurd, and (2.) Affirms that mind
needs only material agencies to produce it.

(1.) If only mind originates mind, the alternative lies between

an infinite series of finite minds, and one Infinite and Eternal

Mind as First Cause. The first is untenable for the twofold

reason that it does not satisfy the principle of causality, and

that it has been shown to be at variance with historic facts.

Mill objects to the second on the ground that, while matter

and force are eternal, we have no knowledge of an Eternal

Mind. The value of this conclusion from his infinite “ Ignora-

mus ” has already been seen.
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(2.) The final effort of Mr. Mill is directed to the task of ridding

the universe of an Eternal Mind, by accounting for the exist-

ence of mind by matter and force. The argument is again re-

manded to the region of experience, which term is here covertly

used in the third sense, or for experience plus all the logical

feats of the “ bubble companies.” The great logician proceeds

to dissect and expose the fallacy of the assumption, that “it is

self-evident that only mind can produce mind.” He finds at

the basis of the assumption the notion “ that no causes can

give rise to products of a more precious or elevated kind than

themselves.” Now no man of sound sense, be he scientist or

theologian, would for one moment accept Mill’s perversion of

the principle of causation as a basis for argument. The master

of logic, however, proceeds to show that this principle, in this

perverted form of statement, is at variance with the known
analogies of nature. In showing this, he finally rests the case

against a First Cause on three logical supports.

The first is an illustration of a general fact drawn from na-

ture, and contradicting the principle that lower cannot produce

higher. \Vc give him the benefit of his own form of state-

ment :

“ How vastly nobler and more precious, for instance, are the higher vege-

tables and animals than the soil and manure out of which and by the prop-

erties of which they are raised up !”

So plants and animals and man are nothing but “ soil and

manure” ! What of vegetable life, animal life, rational life, and

all the rest ? The lion’s skin lifts and we see—evolution !

The second support is evolution pure and simple. All

higher has come from the lower

:

“ The tendency of all recent speculation is towards the opinion that the

development of inferior orders of existence into superior, the substitution of

greater elaboration and higher organization for lower, is the general rule of

nature.”

It has already been shown that the competent physicists

unanimously reject materialistic evolution, pronouncing it a

“ puerile hypothesis,” at variance with all true scientific conclu-

sions. Taking only the special propositions of evolution here

involved, competent scientists have demonstrated their unsci-
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entific character. “ That the earliest organisms were the natural

product of the interactions of ordinary organic matter andforce

is not true. Neither observation, experiment, nor reason gives

any testimony in favor of such a view. Life has been in all

cases due either to antecedent life, or to a power or force from

without that was not identical nor correlated with the ordinary

physical forces. “ That all the forms of animal and vegetable

life,
including man himself, have been successively and gradually

developed from the earliest and simplest organisms has not a

shadow of truth. Such a scheme of progression has no exist-

ence in nature. There is no evidence of it in existing forms of

life
;
there is no indication of it in fossil remains

;
and there is

no possibility of such a progression, even .as a matter of theory,

in accordance with the recognized laws of morphology.” 1 What
then becomes of this main support of Mill’s argument for the

origin of mind from matter?

The third and last support is certainly an extraordinary one

for a master of logic and analysis to present. It is to serve if

the others fail

:

“ Whether it be so or not (that is, this hypothesis of evolution), there are

at least in nature a multitude of facts bearing that character, and this is suffi-

cient for the argument.”

What facts? Those of evolution? Or, those of man as

the product of “soil and manure”? Plainly, it is evolution

again—evolution first, midst, and last ! So we have at length

found the tortoise which supports the logical elephant on which

Mill’s world of atheistic ontology rests. It is evolution ! EVO-

LUTION ! EVOLUTION! And that is all that atheism can

adduce to support its irrational assumption of the non-existence

of an eternal First Cause.

No one can lay down the argument of the great destroyer

of theism, after a careful study of it, without mingled feelings

of humiliation and indignation—humiliation, that so many of

the so-called thinking and educated men of the age should be

so incapable of clear thought as to be imposed upon and moulded
by such so-called thought

;
indignation, that men in high

places, who ought to know better, are constantly assuming sub-

1 Elam, “Automatism and Evolution.”
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stantially the same views and urging them upon mankind as an

addition to, or substitute for, a Christian theism. It does not fall

within the range of our purpose to present the positive argu-

ments for a First Cause or for a personal God ; but we are con-

vinced that thorough discussion and popular presentation of

this branch of the evidences of Christianity is one of the great

theological and practical necessities of the present age. Since

the days of Kant’s famous “Critique,” as Ulrici remarks, argu-

ments for the existence of God have fallen into disrepute. Since

that, the wide-spread opinion of believers and unbelievers has

been that the being of God does not admit of proof. Theo-

logians have fallen in with this view, forgetting that the proofs

of the divine existence are identical with the reasons for the

belief in God, and that belief without reasons is essentially irra-

tional and absurd. Modern theology, in so readily giving up

the arguments for the divine being, not only surrenders there-

with its claim to be a science, but also virtually annihilates the

very faith and religion of which it is a theology 1 One requi-

site for the return to the old faith in theism is the strong and

clear presentation of the proofs that there is a God, together

with a merciless exposure of the intricate sophistries of athe-

ism and anti-theism.

Daniel S. Gregory.

Ulrici, “ Gott und die Natur,” Introduction.
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NE of the first characteristics of the genuine and healthy-

poetic nature is, that it is rooted rather in the heart than in

the head. Human-hcartcdness is the soil from which all its other

gifts originally grow, and arc continually fed. The true poet is

not an eccentric creature ;
no mere artist, living only for art ;

not a dreamer or a dilettante sipping the nectar of existence, but

keeping aloof from its deeper interests. He is, above all things,

a man among his fellow-men, with a heart that beats in sym-

pathy with theirs—a heart not different from theirs, only larger,

more open, more sensitive, more intense. It is this peculiar

depth and intensity and fineness of emotional nature which

kindles his intellect and inspires it with energy. He does not

feel differently from other men, but he feels more. There is a

larger field of things over which his feelings range, and in which

he takes vivid interest.

If, as we have been often told, sympathy is the secret of all

insight, this holds especially true of poetic insight, which, more
than any other, derives its power of seeing from sympathy with

the object seen. There is a kinship between the poetic eye and
the thing it looks on, in virtue of which it penetrates. As the

German poet says

:

And herein lies one great distinction between the poetic

and the scientific treatment of things. The scientific man must
keep his feelings under stern control, lest they intrude into his

researches, and color the dry light in which alone science de-

sires to see its objects.

" If the eye had not been sunny,

How could it look upon the sun ?”
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The poet, on the other hand—it is because his feelings inform
and kindle his intellect that he sees “ into the life of things.”

Some, perhaps, may recall the names of great poets, though
not the greatest, who have fled habitually from human neigh-

borhood, and dwelt apart in proud isolation. But this does not,

I think, disprove the view that human-heartedness is the great

background of the poet’s strength. For to the poets I speak
of, their solitariness has been their misfortune, if not their

fault. By some untowardness in their ^ot, or some derange-

ment of their age, they have been compelled to retire into

themselves, and to become lonely thinkers. If their isolation

has added some intensity to their thoughts, it has at the same
time narrowed the range of their vision and diminished the

breadth and permanence of their influence.

II. But this wide and vivid human sympathy, though an

essential condition or background of all great poetry, by no
means belongs exclusively to the poet. Taking other forms, it

characterizes all men who have deeply moved or greatly bene-

fited their kind—St. Augustine and Luther, Howard, Clark-

son, and Wilberforce, not less than Homer, Shakespeare, and

Walter Scott.

I must therefore pass on to points more distinctive of the

poet, and consider,

1. What is the object or material with which the poet

deals ?

2. What is the special power which he brings to bear on that

object ?

3. What is his true aim ?—what the function which he fulfils

in human society?

III. The poet’s peculiar domain has generally been said to

be Beauty
;
and there is so much truth in this that, if a single

word must be fixed on, probably none better could be found.

For it is one large part of the poet’s vocation to be a witness

for beauty in the world around him and in human life.

But this one word is too narrow to coverall the domain over

which the poetic spirit ranges. It fits well that which attracts

the poet in the face of nature, and is applicable to many forms

of mental and moral excellence.

But there are other things which rightly win his regard to
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which this word cannot be applied without stretching it till it

becomes meaningless. Therefore I should rather say that the

whole range of existence, or any part of it, when imaginatively

apprehended, seized on the side of its human interest, may be

transfigured into poetry.

There is nothing that exists, except things ignoble and

mean, in which the true poet may not find himself at home;
in the open sights of nature, in the occult secrets of science,

in the “quiquid agunt homines” of the satirist, in men’s char-

acter and fortunes, in their actions and sufferings, their joys

and their sorrows, their past history, their present experience,

their future destiny—all these lie open to him who has

power to enter in, and by weight of imaginative insight to pos-

sess them.

And such is the kinship between man and all that is, that,

as I have elsewhere said, “whenever the soul comes vividly in

contact with any fact, truth, or existence—whenever it realizes

and takes them home to itself with more than common inten-

sity—out of that meeting of the soul and its object there arises

a thrill of joy, a glow of emotion
;
and the expression of that

thrill, that glow, is poetry.” But as each age modifies in some
measure men’s conceptions of existence, and brings to light

new aspects of life before undreamt of, so poetry, which is the

expression of these aspects, is ever changing, in sympathy
with the changing consciousness of the race. A growth old as

thought, but ever young, it alters its form, but renews its vital-

ity with each succeeding age.

As to the specific organ or mental gift through which

poets work, every one knows that it is imagination. But if

asked what imagination is, who can tell ? If we turn to the

psychologists, the men who busy themselves with labelling and

ticketing the mental faculties, they do not much help us.

Scattered through the poets here and there, and in some
writers on aesthetic subjects, notably in the works of Mr. Rus-

kin, we find thoughts which are more suggestive. Perhaps it is

a thing to rejoice in, that this marvellous faculty has hitherto

baffled the analysts. For it would seem that when you have

analyzed any vital entity down to its last elements, you have

done your best to destroy it.
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I may, however, observe, in passing, that the following seem
to be some of the most prominent notes of the way in which

imagination seems to work :

1. To a man’s ordinary conceptions of things, imagination

adds force, clearness, distinctness of outline, vividness of coloring.

2. Again, it seems to be a power that lies intermediate be-

tween intellect and emotion, looking, both ways, and partaking

of the nature of each. In its highest form it would seem to be

based on “moral intensity.” The emotional and the intellect-

ual in it act and react on each other, deep emotion kindling im-

agination, and expressing itself in imaginative forms, and imag-

inative insight kindling a deepening emotion.

3. Closely connected with this is what some have called the

penetrative, others the interpretative, power of imagination.

It is that subtle and mysterious gift, that intense intuition,

which, piercing beneath all surface appearance, goes straight to

the core of an object, enters where reasoning and pedling an-

alysis are at fault, lays hold of the inner heart, the essential life

of a scene, a character, a situation, and expresses it in a few

immortal words. What is the secret of this penetrative glance,

who shall say? It defies analysis. Neither the poet himself,

who puts it forth, nor the critic who examines the result, can

explain how it works—can lay his finger on the vital source of

it. A line, a word, has flashed the scene upon us, has made the

character live before us—how we know not, only the thing is

done. And others when they see it exclaim :
“ How true to na-

ture this is ! So like what I have often felt myself, only I could

never express it.” But the poet has expressed it, and this is

what makes him an interpreter to men of their own unuttered

experience. All great poets are full of this power. It is that

by which Shakespeare read the inmost heart of man, Words-

worth of nature.

4. A fourth note of imagination is that combining and har-

monizing power by which the poetic mind, guided by the eter-

nal forms of beauty which inhabit it, out of a mass of incongru-

ous materials drops those which are accidental and irrelevant,

and selects those which suit its purpose, those which bring out

a given scene or character, and combines them into a harmoni-

ous whole.
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5. The last note I shall mention is what may be called the

shaping or embodying power of imagination— I mean the power

of clothing intellectual and spiritual conceptions in appropriate

sensible forms. This is that Shakespeare speaks of

:

“ Imagination bodies forth

The forms of things unknown.”

There is also in imagination a power which works conversely,

spiritualizing what is visible and corporeal, and filling it with a

higher meaning than mere understanding dreams of. These

two processes are seen at work in all great poets, the one or the

other being stronger, according to the predominating bent of

each poet’s nature.

V. While imagination, working in these and other ways, is

the poet’s peculiar endowment, it is clear that, for its beneficent

operation, there must be present an ample range, a large store

of material on which to work. This it cannot create for itself.

From other regions it must be gathered : from a wealth of mind

in the poet himself, from large experience of life and intimate

knowledge of nature; from the exercise of his heart, his judg-

ment, his reflection, indeed of his whole being, on all he has

seen and felt. In fact, a great poet must be a man made wise

by large experience, much feeling, and deep reflection
;
above

all, he must have a hold of the great central truth of things.

When these many conditions are present, then, and then only,

can his imagination work widely, benignly, and for all time

;

then only can the poet become a “ serene creator of immortal

things.”

Imagination then, we see, is not, as has sometimes been

conceived, a faculty of falsehood or deception, nor of merely

fictitious and fantastic views. It is permanently a truthful and

truth-seeing faculty, perceiving subtle aspects of truth, hidden

relations, far-reaching analogies, which find no entrance to us

by any other inlet.

It is the power which vitalizes all knowledge, which makes
the dead abstract and the dead concrete meet, and by their

meeting mutually live
;
which suffers not truth to dwell apart in

one compartment of the mind, but carries it home through our

whole being—understanding, affections, will.
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This vivid insight, this quick imaginative intuition, is surely

accompanied by a delight in the object or truth beheld, a glow
of heart, “ a white heat of emotion,” which is the proper condi-

tion of creation. This joy of imagination in its own vision, this

thrill of delight, is one of the most exquisite moods man ever

experiences. Emotion, then, we see from first to last, insepar-

ably’ attends the exercise of imagination, pre-eminently in him
who creates, in a lesser degree in those who enjoy his creations.

VI. In this aspect of poetry, as in some sense the immediate

product of emotion some have seen its necessary weakness

and its limitation. Emotion, they say, belongs to youth and

must needs disappear before ripe, mature reason and reflection.

Time must dull feelings, however vivid
;
cool down passions,

however fervid. How many poets have reiterated Byron’s

lament that

“ The early glow of thought declines in feeling’s dull decay” !

How much of the poetry of all ages is filled with passionate

regrets for objects

“ Too early lost, too hopelessly deplored”!

No wonder, therefore, that strong men who despise sentimen-

tality, and will not spend their lives in bemoaning the inevi-

table, are wont as they grow older to drop poetry of this kind,

along with other youthful illusions. The truth of this cannot

be gainsaid. The poetry of regret may please youth, which

has buoyancy enough in itself to bear the weight of sadness

not its own. But those who have learned by experience what

real sorrow is, have no strength to waste on imaginary sorrow.

And if all poetry were of this character, it would be true enough

that it contained no refreshment for toiling, suffering men.

But, not to speak of purely objective poets, there is in the

greatest of meditative poets a higher wisdom, a serener region,

th^n that of imaginative regret. There are poets who, after

having experienced and depicted the tumults of the soul, after

having felt and sung the pain of unsatisfied desires, the sorrow

that things “ depart which never may return,” have been able

to retire within themselves, thence to contemplate the fever of
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excitement from a higher, more permanent region, and to illu-

minate, as has been said, transitory emotion with “ the light of

a calm, infinite world.” They do not ignore the heartless

things that are done in the world, but they forgive them
;
the

dark problems of existence they try not to explain, only they

make you feel that there is light behind, though they cannot

utter it
;
the discords and dissonances of life arc still there, but

over them all they seem to shed a reconciling spirit. This se-

rene wisdom, this large and luminous contemplation, absorbs

into itself all conflict, passion, and regret, as the all-embracing

blue of heaven holds the storms and clouds that momentarily

sweep over it. It is seen in the “august repose” of Sophocles,

when he prepares the calm close for the troubled day of the

blind and exiled Theban king. It is seen in the spirit that per-

vades the Tempest, one of Shakespeare’s latest dramas, in

which, to use his own words, he “ takes part with his nobler

reason against his fury,” and rises out of conflict of passion into

a region of serenity and self-control. It is seen in Milton

when, amid the deep solitariness of his own blindness and

forced inactivity, he is enabled to console himself with the

thought,

“They also serve who only stand and wait.”

It is seen in Wordsworth—him who, while feeling, as few have

done, regret for a brightness gone which nothing could re-

store, was able to let all these experiences melt into his being

and enrich it, till his soul became humanized by distress, and

the thoughts that spring out of human suffering. Poetry such

as this stands the wear of life, and breathes a benediction even

over its decline.

VII. As to the aim which the poet sets before him, the end
which poetry is meant to fulfil, what shall be said? Here the

critics, ancient and modern, answer almost with one voice that

the end is to give pleasure. Aristotle tells us that “ it is the

business of the tragic poet to give that pleasure which arises

from pity and terror, through imitation.” Horace gives an al-

ternative end in his “ Aut prodesse volunt, aut delectare poetae

and he gives the palm to those poems which combine both ends
and at once elevate and please. To take one sample from the
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moderns. Coleridge, in his definition of poetry, tells us that “ a

poem is a species of composition, opposed to science, as having

intellectual pleasure for its object or end, and that its perfection

is to communicate the greatest immediate pleasure from the

parts, compatible with the largest sum of pleasure on the

whole.”

May I venture to differ frorr\ these great authorities, and to

say that they seem to have mistaken that which is an insepar-

able accompaniment for that which is the main aim, the proper

end, of poetry. The impulse to poetic composition is, I believe,

in the first instance spontaneous, almost unconscious
;
and where

the inspiration, as we call it, is deepest and most genuine, there

a conscious purpose is least present. When a poet is in the

true creative mood, he is for the time possessed with love and

delight in the object, the truth, the vision which he sees, for its

own sake—is wholly absorbed in it
;
the desire fitly to express

what he sees and feels is his one sufficient motive, and to attain

to this is itself his end and his reward. While the inspiration

is at its strongest, the thought of giving pleasure to others or

of winning praise for himself is weakest. The intrinsic delight

in his own vision, and in the act of expressing it, keeps all

extrinsic aims, for a time at least, aloof. This might perhaps be

a sufficient account of the poet’s aim in short lyrics and brief

arrow-flights of song. But even in the richest poetic natures the

inspiring heat cannot always or long be maintained at its height.

“ And tasks in hours of insight willed,

In hours of gloom must be fulfilled.”

Great poets can hardly be conceived to have girded them-

selves to their longest, most deliberate efforts—Shakespeare to

Hamlet, Milton to Paradise Lost—without reflecting what was

to be the effect of their work on their fellow-men. It would

hardly have satisfied them at such a time to have told them

that their poetry would add to men’s intellectual pleasures.

They would not have been content with any result short of this

—the assurance that their work would live to awaken those high

sympathies in men in the exercise of which they themselves

found their best satisfaction, and which, they well knew,

ennoble every one who partakes of them. To appeal to the
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higher side of human nature and to strengthen it, to come to

its rescue when it is overborne by worldliness and material

interests, to support it by great truths set forth in their most

attractive form—this is the only worthy aim, the adequate end,

of all poetic endeavor.

No doubt these sympathies, once awakened, yield a delight

among the purest and noblest man can know
;
but to min-

ister this pleasure is not the main end which the poet sets

before himself, but only a subordinate object. The true

end is to awaken men to the divine side of things ;
to bear

witness to the beauty that clothes the outer world, the nobil-

ity that lies hid, often obscured, in human souls; to call

forth sympathy for neglected truths, for noble but oppressed

persons, for downtrodden causes, and to make men feel that

through all outward beauty and all pure inward affection God
himself is addressing them. In this endeavor poetry makes

common cause with all high things, with right reason and

true philosophy, with man’s moral intuitions and his religious

aspirations. It combines its influence with all those benign

tendencies which are working in the world for the melioration

of man and the manifestation of the kingdom of God. It is

adding from age to age its own current to those great

“ tides that are flowing

Right onward to the eternal shore.”

But if it has great allies it has also powerful adversaries.

The worship of -wealth and all it gives, a materialistic philos-

ophy which disbelieves in all knowledge unverifiable by the

senses, luxury, empty display, worldliness, and cynicism—with

these true poetry cannot dwell. In periods and in circles

where these are dominant the poet is discredited, his function

as a witness to high truth is denied. If tolerated at all, he is

degraded into a merely ornamental personage, a sayer of pretty

things, a hanger-on of society or of the great. Such is the only

function which degenerate ages allow to him, and this is a

function which only poets of baser metal will accept.

The truly great poets in every age have felt the nobility of

their calling: that their true function is not to amuse or merely

to give delight, but to be witnesses for the ideal and spiritual

3°
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side of things
;
to come to the help of whatever is generous

and noble and true against the mighty. And though some
exceptions there have been, yet it is true that the great major-

ity of poets in all times have, according to their gifts, recognized

this to be their proper aim, and fulfilled it. Therefore we say

once more, in the words of one of the foremost of the brother-

hood :

“ Blessings be on them, and eternal praise,

Who gave us nobler loves and nobler cares

—

The Poets, who on earth have made us heirs

Of truth and pure delight by heavenly lays.”

VIII. If these general views are true, there follow from

them some practical corollaries, as to our poetic judgments,

which hold true for all times, which are specially applicable to

this time.

i. The first of these is the need we have to cultivate

an open and catholic judgment, ready to appreciate excellence

in poetry and in literature, under whatever forms it comes. It

might seem that there was little need to press this on cultiva-

ted and scholarly men, for is not one main end of all academic

teaching to form in the mind right standards of judgment ? Of

course it is. But the process as often carried on is not free

from hindrances. Scholars, too readily, by the very nature of

their studies, become slaves to the past. Those who have spent

their days in studying the master-minds of former ages natur-

ally take from their works canons of criticism by which they

try all new productions. Hence it is that when any fresh and

original creation appears, which is unlike any thing the past has

recognized, it is apt to fare ill before any learned tribunal.

The learned and the literary are so trained to judge by prece-

dents, that- they often deal harder measure and narrower judg-

ment to young aspirants than those who have no rules of

criticism, and judge merely by their own natural instincts.

Literary circles think to bind by their formal codes young and

vigorous genius, whose very nature it is to defy the conven-

tional and to achieve the unexpected. Many a time has this

been seen in the history of poetry, notably at the opening of

the present century. Those who then seated themselves on the

high places of criticism and affected to dispense judgment.
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brought their critical apparatus, derived from the age of Pope,

to bear on the vigorous race of young poets who appeared in

England after the French Revolution. Jeffrey and his band of

critics tried by their narrow rules the new poetic brotherhood

one by one, found them wanting, and consigned them to obli-

vion. Hardly more generous were the critics of the Quarterly

Review. There was not one of the great original spirits of that

time whom one or other of those schools of critics did not

attempt to crush. The poets sang on, each in his own way,

heedless of the anathemas. The world has long since recog-

nized them and crowned them with honor. The critics and

the canons by which they condemned the young poets—where

is their authority now?
Even more to be deprecated than critics, judging by the

past, are coteries which test all things by some sudden sentiment

or short-lived fashion of the hour. Those who have lived some

time have seen school after school of this sort arise, air its

little nostrums for a season, and disappear. But such coteries,

while they last do their best, by narrowness and intolerance, to

vitiate literature, and are unfair alike to past eminence and to

rising genius. I can myself remember a time when the sub-

jective school of poetry was so dominant in Oxford, that some

of its ablest disciples voted Walter Scott to be no poet. Per-

haps there may be some who think so still.

To guard us against all such narrowness, it is well to remem-
ber that the world of poetry is wide—as wide as existence

;
that

no experience of the past can lay down rules for future origi-

nality, or limit the materials which fresh minds may vivify, or

predict the moulds in which they may cast their creations. Let

those who would preserve catholicity of judgment purge their

minds of all formulas and fashions, and look with open heart

and ingenuous eye alike on the boundless range of past excel-

lence or the hardly less boundless field of future possibility.

It is well to have our rules of judgment few, simple, and elastic,

founded only on what is permanent in nature and in man.

2. Again, in universities and other learned societies, men’s

thoughts are turned—and rightly—to the great world-poets

of all time, to Homer, Aischylus, Sophocles, Virgil— per-

haps to Dante, Shakespeare, Milton. For the whole host of
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lesser, though still genuine, poets, much more for the sources

whence all poetry comes, such academic persons are apt to

have but scanty regard. It is well, perhaps, that for a short

time, as students, we should so concentrate our gaze
;

for we
thus get a standard of what is noblest in thought and most per-

fect in expression. But this exclusiveness should continue but

a little while, and for a special purpose. If it be prolonged into

life, if we continue only to admire and enjoy a few poets of

the greatest name, we become, while fancying ourselves to be

large-minded, narrow and artificial. If our eyes were always

fixed on the highest mountain-peaks, what should we know of

the broad earth around us? What should we think of the

geographer who should acquaint himself with the rivers, only

where they broaden seaward and bear navies on their bosom,

and know nothing of the small affluents and brooks that run

among the hills and feed the rivers, and of the mountain well’s

that feed the brooks, and of the clouds and vapors that supply

the wells. You admire Homer, ./Eschylus, Shakespeare, per-

haps Scott and Wordsworth and Shelley; but where did these

get their inspiration, and the materials which they wrought into

beauty? Not mainly by study of books, not by placing before

themselves literary models, but by going straight to the true

sources of all poetry—by knowing and loving nature, by ac-

quaintance with their own hearts, and by knowledge of their

'fellow-men.

From the poetry of the people has been drawn most of

what is truest, most human-hearted, in the greatest poems.

Would the Iliad have been possible if there had not existed

before it a nameless crowd of rhapsodists, who wrought out a

poetic language, and shaped the deeds of the heroes into rough,

popular songs ? Would Shakespeare have been possible if he

had not wrought on a soil overstrewn with the wreck of medi-

aeval mysteries, moralities, tales, ballads, with the chronicles and

traditions of England, as well as the regular plays of his prede-

cessors ? When Shakespeare’s “ study of imagination” was filled

with kings and heroes and statesmen such as he had never met

with, how was it that he so painted them to the life ? Was not

his insight into their characters, his reading of their feelings,

drawn from the power in him of imagination and memory,
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working on the scenes he had witnessed, the impressions he

had gathered, first in the hamlets, and in the oak woods about

his own Stratford, and then on what he afterwards saw of city

life? His own experience, not of books, but of men, was ideal-

ized and projected into the strange and distant, till that be-

came alive and near.

No doubt a time comes with advancing civilization when
the poets of the past must exercise more power over younger

poets than in early times. But this at least remains true, that,

if the poetry of any, even the most advanced age, is to retain

that eternal freshness which is its finest grace, it must draw

both its materials and its impulses more from sympathy with

the people than from past poets, more from the breast of man
than from books. If poetry is to portray true emotion, this

must come from having ourselves felt it and seen others feel it.

Those who are familiar with the poor, know how much of

that feeling language which is the essence of poetry may be

heard at times under cottage roofs. At the fall of autumn I

have visited and said farewell to two old Highland women,
sisters, sitting in their smoky hut beside their scanty peat fire.

With return of summer I have revisited that hut and found

one sitting there alone, and have heard that sole survivor, as

she sat on her stool, rocking her body to and fro, pour forth

in Gaelic speech the story how her sister pined away, and left

her, in the dead days of winter, all alone. And no threnody

or lament poet ever penned could match the pathos of that

simple narrative.

In cases like this, not the feeling only is poetic—the words

which utter it are so too. And the poet, instead of adopting

the approved diction of poets, or coining tropes and images of

his own, cannot do better than adopt the language of genuine

emotion as it comes warm from the lips of suffering men and

women. And not the language only, but the incidents of actual

life, are worth more as a storehouse of fresh poetry than all the

written poems of all the literatures. Here more than elsewhere

that saying holds, that the literary language is a stagnant pool

;

the words men use under pressure of real emotion are the run-

ning stream, the living spring.

3. But it is not nature and human life only as they exist
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now, but also as we know them to have been in the past,

that furnish ever fresh poetic materials. It has often been a

marvel to me that English poets, with their own grand national

history behind them, have made so little use of it.

Since Shakespeare wrote his historical dramas, how few

poetic blocks have been dug from that quarry? What I now
say applies to England especially, rather than to Scotland. Our

picturesque historians of recent years, while they have done the

work of partisans very effectively, have also been in some sort

poets of the past. But how seldom have our regular singers set

forth on that field ! The Laureate, no doubt, after having done

his work in England’s mythic region, has, late in his career,

descended from those shadowy heights to the more solid

ground and more substantial figures of her recorded history.

Let us hail the omen, and hope that the coming generation of

poets may follow him, and enter into the rich world of Eng-

land’s history and possess it.

Surely this land, if any other, supplies the material in her

long unbroken story, her heroic names, her battle-fields scat-

tered all over the island, where railways and factories have not

obliterated them
;

“ the halls in which are hung
Armory of the invincible knights of old

where hang, too, the portraits of famous men, the homes in

which they were reared, either still inhabited, or mouldering,

“ In all the imploring beauty of decay

—these things remain to add life and color to that which

chronicle and tradition and family histories have preserved.

How is it that our English poets have so turned their back

on all that? I confess it has often pained me to see fine

poetic faculty expended on a poem, long as Paradise Lost, about

some demigod or hero of Greece, in whom the Teutonic mind

can never find more than a passing interest
;
or in discussing

hard problems of psychology, better left to the philosophers

;

or in cutting the inner man to shreds in morbid self-analysis,

while the great fresh fields of our own history lie all unvisited.

4. One word as to the relation which substance bears to

form, thought to expression, in poetry.
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“ Lively feeling for a situation, and power to express it, con-

stitute the poet,” said Goethe. “The power of clear and elo-

quent expression is a talent distinct from poetry, though often

mistaken for it,” says Dr. Newman. Into this large question,

whether he can be called a poet who lacks the power of express-

ing the poetic thought that is in him, I shall not enter. On the

one hand you have Goethe and Coleridge maintaining that

poetic conception and expression are inseparable—powers born

in one birth. On the other hand, Wordsworth and Dr Newman
agree in holding that

“ Many are the poets sown by Nature,

Yet wanting the accomplishment of verse.”

As, however, the “vision,” even if it exist, cannot reveal itself

to others without the “ accomplishment ” of expression, there is

little need further to discuss the question. But while both of

these, powers are indispensable, they seem to exist in various

proportions in different poets. One poet is strong in thought

and substance, less effective in form and expression. In another

the case is exactly reversed. It is only in the greatest poets,

and in those when in their happiest mood, that the two powers
are seen in perfect equipoise—that is, that we find the highest

thoughts wedded to the most perfect words. Among well-

known poets, Cowper and Scott have been noted as stronger in

substance than in form
;
Pope and Gray as poets in whom finish

of style exceeds power of thought
;
Moore as hiding common-

place sentiment under elaborate ornament. On the whole, it

may be said that the early poets of any nation are for the most
part stronger in substance than in style ; whereas, as time goes

on, power of expression grows, style gets cultivated for its own
sake, so that in later poets expression very often outruns

thought.

As an illustration of the wide limits within which two styles

of expression, each perfect after its kind, may range, take two

poems, well knojvn to every one—Wordsworth’s “ Resolution

and Independence,” and Tennyson’s “ Palace of Art.” Each
poem well represents the manner of its author. In one thing

only they agree—that each contains a moral truth, though to

teach this is not probably the main object of either. In all
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other respects—their manner of conveying the truth, the form,

coloring, style of diction—no two poems could well be more
unlike.

Wordsworth’s poem sets forth the alternation of two opposite

moods, to which imaginative natures are exposed—the highest

exaltation and rejoicing in sympathy with the joy of Nature,

quickly succeeded by the deepest despondency. These two
moods powerfully depicted, admonition and restoration come
from the sight of a hard lot patiently, even cheerfully, borne

by a poor leech-gatherer, who wanders about the moors, plying

his trade. This sight acts as a tonic on the poet’s spirit, bracing

him to fortitude and content.

The early poem of the Laureate begins by personifying the

Spirit of Art, who speaks forth her own aims and desires, her

own purpose to enjoy beauty always and only by herself, for

her own selfish enjoyment, the artistic temptation to worship

beauty apart from truth and goodness. Every one remembers
how she describes the palace, so royal rich and wide, with which
she surrounded herself, the life she led there

;
then, after a time,

how, smitten to the core with sense of her own inward poverty

and misery, she loathes herself in despair.

Wordsworth’s “plain imagination and severe” moves rapidly

from the most literal everyday commonplace into the remotest

distance of brooding phantasy, before which the old man and

the plain visible scene entirely disappear, or are transfigured.

And the diction moves with the thought, passing from the

barest prose to the most elevated poetic style. Thus, if on the

one hand you have such lines as

and

“To me that morning did it happen so,”

“ How is it that you live, and what is it you do?

you have, on the other,

“ I thought of Chatterton, the marvellous boy,

The sleepless soul that perished in his pride
;

Of him who walked in glory and in joy,

Following his plough, along the mountain side :

We poets in our youth begin in gladness
;

But thereof comes in the end despondency and madness.”
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You have also the strong lines, likening the sudden apparition

of the old man on the moor to a huge boulder stone,

“ Couched on the bald top of an eminence

then to a sea beast that has crawled forth on a sandbank or

rock-ledge, to sun itself. Then rising into

—

“ Upon the margin of that moorish flood,

Motionless as a cloud, the old man stood
;

That heareth not the loud winds when they call
;

And moveth all together, if it move at all.”

Many may object to the appearance of the bald lines in the

poem as blemishes. To me, while they give great reality to the

whole, they enhance, I know not how much, the power of the

grander lines. I would not, if I could, have them otherwise.

Mr. Tennyson again from end to end of his poem pitches the

style at a high artistic level, from which he never once descends.

Image comes on image, picture succeeds picture, each perfect,

rich in color, clear in outline. When you first read the poem,

every stanza almost startles you as with a new and brilliant sur-

prise. There is not a line which the most fastidious could wish

away.

In another thing the two poems are strikingly contrasted.

Wordsworth’s is almost colorless : there is only a word or two in

it that can suggest color. Mr. Tennyson’s is inlaid throughout

with the richest hues, yet so deftly as not to satiate, but only to

bring out more fully the purpose of the poem. In reading the

one you feel as though you were in the midst of a plain, bare

moor, out of which the precipiced crags and blue mountain

peaks soar suddenly, yet not inharmoniously, all the more im

pressive from the dead level that surrounds them. In the other

you are, as it were, walking along some high mountain level,

without marked elevation or depression anywhere, but yielding

on either side wide outlooks over land and sea.

I have alluded to these two poems, not by any means to

make estimate of their excellence, but as instances in which two

great poets give expression to high thoughts, each in his own
characteristic style, and that style perfect according to its kind

and aim.

In these two instances the idea and the expression are well
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balanced, in perfect equipoise. But it is otherwise with much of

the poetry, or attempts at poetry, of the present time. A tinc-

ture of letters is now so common, that the number of those who
can versify is greatly increased

; but the power of expression

often lamentably outruns the thought. The opposite of this is

sometimes seen—strong thought with little skill to utter it

—

an instance of which will occur to every one in the case of

one of the most prominent living poets, in whom the power
of lucid utterance halts breathlessly and painfully behind the

jerks and jolts of his subtle and eccentric thought. But

this is not a common fault. Rather, I should say, we are over-

done with superabundant imagery and luscious melody. We
are so cloyed with the perfume of flowers, that we long for the

bare bracing heights where only stern north winds blow. Or.

to put it otherwise, in many modern poems you are presented

with a richly chased casket
;
you open it, and find only a common

pebble within. This is a malady incident to periods of late

civilization and of much criticism. Poetry gets narrowed into

an art—an art which many can practise, but whichhvhen practised

is not worth much. How many are there in the present day of

more or less poetical faculty, who can express admirably what-

ever they have to say, but that amounts to little or nothing.

At best it is but a collection of poetic prettinesses, sometimes

of hysteric exaggerations and extravagances.

Had these men, with their fine faculty of expression, only

made themselves seriously at home in any one field of thought
;
if

they had ever learned to love any subject for its own sake, and

not merely for its artistic capabilities, if they had ever laid a

strong heart-hold of any side of human interest, no one can say

what they might not have achieved. But for want of this grasp

of substance the result is in so many cases what we see. Not by

manipulating phrases, and fiddling at expression—not indeed

unless some great stirring of the stagnant waters be vouchsafed,

some new awakening to the higher side of things—not till

some mighty wind blows over the souls of men will another

epoch of great and creative poetry once more arise.

5. The views which I have here set forth will, if they are

true, determine what value we ought to place on that modern

theory which maintains “ the moral indifference of true art.”
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The great poet, we are sometimes nowadays told, must be free

from all moral prepossessions: his one business is “to see life

steadily, and see it whole,” and to represent it faithfully as it is.

The highest office of the poet is “ to aim at a purely artistic

effect.” To him goodness and vice are alike—his work is to

delineate each impartially, and let no shade of preference appear.

It is to dramatic poetry, I suppose, that this theory is mainly

intended to apply, and from the drama it is supposed to receive

most confirmation. Be it so. It is then the aim of the dramatist

to delineate truly character of every hue, the base equally with

the noble; to represent life in all its variety, just as it is. But

is not life itself full of morality? Is not the substance and

texture of it moral to the core? Must not the contemplation of

human characters as they are, awaken liking or dislike, moral

admiration or moral aversion, in every healthy mind ? And must

not the poetry which represents truly that substance be moral

too? Must not the spectacle of the characters depicted stir nat-

ural feelings of love or dislike, as well in the poet who draws,

as in the reader who contemplates them ? Did not Sophocles

have more complacence in Antigone than in Ismene ? Did

not Shakespeare admire and love Desdemona and 'Cordelia,

hate and despise Iago and Edmund ?

This theory of the moral indifference of art originated, I

believe, in great measure with Goethe, and has been propa-

gated by his too exclusive admirers. I should be content to rest

the whole question on a comparison of the moral spirit that

pervades the dramas of Goethe and those of Shakespeare.

It has been asserted
,

1

I believe with truth, that it was the

existence of this very theory in Goethe, or rather of that

element in him which projected this theory, that shut him out

from the highest place as a dramatist, and marks the vast in-

terval between him and Shakespeare. Goethe, whose moral

nature was, as has been said, of a somewhat limp texture,

having few strong “ natural admirations,” is in his dramas

wanting in those moral lights and shadows that exist in the

actual world, and give life and outline to all strong natures.

And so in his groups of characters most of them are morally

1 See R. H. Hutton’s Essay on Goethe.
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feeble and shadowy. Shakespeare, on the other hand, being a

whole natural man, “ the moral, imaginative, and intellectual

parts of him did not lie separate,”
1

but move at once and all

together. Being wholly unembarrassed with aesthetic theories,
“
his poetical impulse and his moral feelings were one.” He

did not conceal or explain away the great moral elevations and
depressions that you see in the world. He painted men and

women as they are—with great moral differences, not withhold-

ing admiration from the noble, contempt and aversion from the

base. Therefore, without saying that he is faultless, without

denying that there are things in him we could wish away, yet,

taken as a whole, the spirit that breathes from his works is

natural, healthy, bracing, elevating, in a way Goethe’s works are

not. Every side and phase of human nature is there faithfully

set down, but to the higher and better side is given its own
natural predominance. With the largest tolerance ever man
had for all human infirmity, the widest sympathy with all

men, seeing even the soul of good that may lie in things evil,

there is in him nothing of that neutral moral tint which is

weakness in poetry as truly as in actual life.

Neither do we find in this master-dramatist any trace of

another theory born of morbid physiology as the former of

morbid aesthetics, by which character, personality, the soul,

are explained away, and all moral energy disappears before

such solvents as outward circumstances, antecedent conditions,

heredity, and accumulated instincts. Shakespeare had looked

that way too, as he had most ways
;
but he leaves the announce-

ment of this modern view, or one closely allied to it, to Ed-

mund, one of his basest characters, and even he scorns it.

If the divorce of poetry from morality will not hold in the

drama, in which alone it can show any semblance pf argument,

far less can it be applied to poetry in its other forms—epic,

lyric, meditative. If it be not the function of poetry in these

forms to give beautiful expression to the finer impulses, to the

higher side of life, I see not that it has any function at all. If

poetry be not a river, fed from the high clear wells that spring

on the topmost summits of life, but only a canal to drain off

1 See Gervinus’ Shakespeare.
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stagnant ditches from the flats, it maybe a very useful sanitary

contrivance, but has not, in Bacon’s words, any “participa-

tion of divineness.”

Poets who do not recognize the highest moral ideal known
to man, do, by that very act, cut themselves off from the high-

est artistic effect. It is another exemplification of that great

law of ethics which compasses all human action, “whereby the

abandonment of a lower end in obedience to a higher aim is

made the very condition of securing the lower one.” For just

as the pleasure-seeker is not the pleasure-finder, so he that

aims only at artistic effect, by that very act misses it. To
reach the highest art we must forget art and aim beyond it.

Other gifts being equal, the poet who has been enabled to

apprehend the highest moral conception has, in that, gained for

himself a great poetic vantage-ground.

To bring this to a point—the Christian standard, we say, is

the highest known among men. Must then, you may ask, all

great poets, at least in modern times, in order to reach the

highest poetic excellence, be Christians? Goethe, you say,

made little of Christianity
;
Shelley abjured it. Are we, on

that account, to deny that they rank among the great poets of

the world? To this it may be replied, first, that though

they did not consciously hold it, they could not escape, at least,

some unconscious influence from the religion that surrounded

them. Secondly, that had their prejudice against Christianity

been removed, could they have frankly owned its divinity,

instead of being losers, they would have gained hardly less as

poets than as men. For lack of this it is that there lie hidden
in the human spirit tones, the truest, the most tender, the most
profound, which these poets have never elicited.

Let it not be said that I have been advocating sectarian

views, trying to bind poetry to the service of a sect. It is true

that it refuses to be made over as the handmaid of any one
philosophy, or view of life, or system of belief. But it is

equally true that it naturally allies itself only with what is

highest and best in human nature, and in whatever philosophy
or belief that is enshrined, thence poetry will draw its finest

impulses. There are only two views with which it has nothing
in common. One is the practical view of life, whose motto is
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nil admirari. With this it can have no fellowship, for it cuts

off the springs of emotion at their very sources. The other

antipode is that philosophy which denies to us any access to

truth except through the senses; which refuses to believe any
thing which scalpel or crucible or microscope cannot verify

;

which reduces human nature to a heap of finely granulated

iridescent dust, and empties man of a soul and the universe of

a God. Such a philosophy would leave to poetry only one
function—to deck with tinsel the coffin of universal humanity.

This is a function which she declines to perform. But we need

have no fears that it will come to this. Poetry will not suc-

cumb before materialism or agnosticism, or any other cobweb
of the sophisticated brain. It is an older, stronger birth than

these and will survive them. It will throw itself out into fresh

forms, will dig for itself new channels
;
but, under some form

suited to each age, it will continue through all time, for it is an

undying effluence of the soul of man.

That that effluence has, on the whole, been benign in its

tendency, who can doubt? I have wished throughout not to

indulge in exaggeration, nor to claim for poetry more than every

one must -concede to it. Imagination may be turned to evil

uses. It may minister, it has sometimes ministered, to the

baser side of human nature, has thrown enchantment over

things that are vile. But this has been a perversion which

depraves the nature of poetry and robs it of its finest grace.

Naturally, it is the ally of all things high and pure
;
among

these its home is
;

its nature is to lay hold of these and bring

them, with power and attractiveness, to our hearts. It is the

prerogative of poetry to convey to us, as nothing else can, the

beauty that is in all nature, to interpret the finer quality that is

hidden in the hearts of men, and to hint at a beauty which lies

behind these, a light “ above the light of setting suns,” which is

incommunicable. In doing this it will fulfil now, as of old, the

office which Bacon assigned to it, and will give some “ shadow

of satisfaction to the spirit of man, longing for a more ample

greatness, a more perfect goodness, and a more absolute

variety” than here it is capable of.

J. C. Shairp.
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VERY traveller along the Riviera coast of the Mediter-

ranean is more or Less familiar with Monaco, perhaps the

most lovely spot along the whole of that lovely sea-coast. He
knows something too of its moral reputation, and of the sources

from which a certain income is derived there. What may be

the annual value of that income, few are in a position to say

;

but guesses are rife upon the subject, and those guesses run up

to a good many millions of francs. One fact, however, is obvi-

ous about it, viz., that it subdivides easily into three handsome,

not to say splendid, fortunes. There is firstly the by no means

minute revenue, or rent, of the sovereign prince of that minute

state ;
there is secondly the revenue, or earnings, of the lessee,

M. Blanc, or his company, whatever the nature of that com-

pany may be
;
and there is thirdly the expenditure demanded

for keeping up the Casino and its gardens in their present mag-

nificent style. Of this last, one item alone consists of the

band, reckoned by most judges to be about the best in Europe.

It numbers some seventy performers, retained the whole year

round, and its cost may be estimated at somewhere between

fifty and one hundred thousand dollars. The total which re-

sults from the addition of these three incomes may therefore

be taken for granted as amounting to something considerable.

When we inquire into the details of the process by which

this aggregate income is earned, we find them to be, in one

sense, simplicity itself. You go into a large room and you see

a crowd of people standing and sitting round a table, earnestly

watching a roulette, or in plainer English, a big teetotum,

which is set spinning from time to time in the middle. Their
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loss and gain depend simply on what number happens to turn

up upon it. At another table the spectators and participants

are watching the drawing of cards from a pack; what they gain

or lose depends simply on the number of pips in the cards

which are drawn. The same proceedings are repeated in the

other rooms, and are continued with more or less vigor the

whole year round. That is to say, the processes performed are

those which, in the common sense of the word, depend entirely

upon “ chance.’’ It is chance, pure and simple, without admix-
ture of fraud on the part of the conductors, or skill on the part

of the public. No imputation of any kind of unfairness seems
ever to be brought against the managers, even by the most
desperate or despondent of the ruined.. It is fate, or some such

impersonal agent, not M. Blanc, that they abuse when they

find themselves reduced to their last five-franc piece. There is,

moreover, no opening for skill or acuteness on the part of the

players, whatever they may persuade themselves on this sub-

ject, on which we shall have something to say in the course of

this article. No more typical instance of the nature and work-

ing of “ chance” could easily be chosen.

Now, passing over all moral and other similar reflections,

what we want to call the reader’s attention to here is the cer-

tainty which is to be found pervading the whole transaction.

The word “ certainty” will sound strange in many ears, in this

conjunction
;
and a good deal of discussion and explanation

may have to be expended before its exact nature and its limits

are made clear to those who have not hitherto thought upon

the subject. But that the certainty exists will be made plain

by a moment’s consideration. This gambling concern is just as

“sound” and steady a business, to its promoters at least, as

that of any old-established commercial or manufacturing firm.

Indeed, we might fairly say that it is much more steady than

the great majority of houses. It stands in no danger of a panic

or run, as every bank must necessarily do ; it fears no probable

change of taste, and consequent falling off of the demand for

that which it furnishes. Whilst human nature in general re-

mains what it now is, and so long as the neighboring states do

not interfere to check its proceedings as mischievous, it may
fairly look upon an income as safe, and, what is more to the
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point, as steady, as the soberest of business men in the most

old-fashioned of cities could reasonably desire.

It will naturally be asked, What are the conditions upon

which this certainty and security of anticipation depend ? We
would lead up to the reply to this question by asking another ;

on what conditions does certainty depend in any other depart-

ment of thought and practice ? The answer must be, simply

and entirely, on regularity in the phenomena ; on law, as it is

commonly expressed. Where regularity can be traced among
phenomena, there can inferences be drawn ; where no regularity

can 1 be detected, there we have nothing before us but guess-

work. Regularity on the part of the phenomena, and potential

certainty about them on our part, are absolutely coextensive and

correspondent. We need not pause to define what we here

mean by regularity, since every one has a sufficient rough con-

ception of it for our present purpose. We may, however, just

point out, that within the sphere of ordinary reasoning it pre-

sents itself in practice in two different ways. Sometimes we find

two instances or groups of phenomena which resemble one an-

other so closely in their details, that we may reason directly from

one to the other. Here we are said to employ Induction. For

instance, a man performs a chemical experiment. He mixes a

certain proportion of oxygen and hydrogen in a vessel, and then

sets fire to it. The result is an explosion, and the production

of a certain quantity of water. Here we know that we can do

the same thing over again
;
that is, that we can reproduce pre-

cisely the same group of phenomena whenever we please.

Hence we feel perfect confidence that the same result as before

will follow. But there are a great many cases in which we
never have an opportunity of finding any thing approaching to

the same precise group of phenomena occurring even twice over,

and therefore we are not able to argue from the similarity of

one to the other. Take for instance an eclipse of the sun. The
entire history of our race on earth would not furnish range

enough for the occurrence of even two eclipses which could be

considered “ alike” according to the standard of precision de-

manded by modern astronomy. No doubt we may express our

conception of uniformity here in a hypothetical form, and say

that if two cases occurred in which the sun and moon and earth

3 1
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occupied exactly the same relative positions, we should experi-

ence an eclipse of the same approach to totality prevailing over

the same area of the earth’s surface. And there is no harm in

illustrating, as is often done in works on inductive logic, our

conception of the uniformity of nature by such an imaginary

case. But such cases do not occur, and therefore we do not

argue directly from similar examples. As almost every one

knows, the astronomer starts from certain broad generaliza-

tions, first established by Newton, and deduces his conclusion

by a train of reasoning from these. That is, he argues deduc-

tively.

The above examples are not of course intended as a philo-

sophical account of the distinction between induction and de-

duction, but they will serve to indicate to the reader, in a gen-

eral way, the distinction between the two classes of cases in

which these modes of reasoning are employed. Now when we
come to questions of chance, both of these modes, in their

commonly understood application, fail entirely. In the first

place, we can never find two cases alike. In such a simple in-

stance as that of the tossing of a coin : no doubt, if we held it

twice successively in rigidly the same position, and projected it

with precisely the same velocity of rotation and trarfslation, it

would always yield the same face. But this cannot be done; if

it could, coins would not be tossed any more to decide ques-

tions of choice. Nor have we, again, any generalizations which

are known to be trustworthy in every case, and to which, there-

fore, appeal can be confidently made. No doubt there are such,

lying deep down under the phenomena, but their applications

and developments are so infinitely complex that they can never

be appealed to. Here again we may say that if they could be

determined and employed, all occasion for them would at once

cease, at least as regards games of chance ; for, when both sides

could anticipate the result with certainty, one side would at

once see its disadvantage, and decline the game or pursuit.

What, then, exactly is the uniformity or regularity which

pervades the region of chance ? for, as we have already seen,

enormous fortunes are steadily earned by safe prevision in this

region, and trustworthy prevision must necessarily be built

upon the foundation of objective regularity. This will need a
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little discussion, for the clear and adequate appreciation of this

kind of uniformity may be regarded as the great logical

achievement of modern times. It is like the discovery of a

new continent, since it is not merely the extension of old

methods over adjacent territories, but rather the discovery of a

new method. It is the acquisition, for purposes of inference,

of a region where no possibility of inference was formerly

known to exist. This new conception is, in a word, that of

average regularity—of regularity in the long-run combined with

perfect irregularity in the details. Take the throw of a die.

No human being knows, or is ever likely to know, what number
will turn up on any specified occasion. From knowledge of

such details we are as absolutely debarred as we are from

knowledge of the nature of the country at any specified point

on the hinder side of the moon’s surface. But here comes in a

difference : whereas in the latter case the uncertainty of detail

develops into no kind of aggregate certainty (for we are just

as much in the dark about the nature of the whole surface as

about that of any part of it) in the latter case, when we begin

to extend our observation, a very striking and important kind

of regularity begins to emerge. Take a score of throws of the

die, and we are not quite as uncertain as we were about one.

Take a few hundreds, and the uncertainty begins to give way
to tolerably strong conviction. Take a few thousands, and the

chaos which might have been possibly anticipated, is seen to be

replaced by a very marked order. Out of six thousand throws,

we know that about one thousand will yield ace, and so with

the other numbers.

This characteristic is not by any means confined to games
of chance. Our only reason for thinking more of it in that con-

nection lies in the fact that no other kind of regularity is to be

found there. But the slightest observation will detect it, in

some direction or other, in almost every class of phenomena.

It is found in pursuits where skill and chance go together; the

skill directing the general aim, and the chance showing itself in

a multitude of more or less minute and incalculable disturb-

ances. Instances of this are furnished by rifle-shooting, sextant

observations, and so on
;

in fact, by any kind of practice or

observation in which instruments have to be employed. The
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single result is, within, certain limits, more or less narrow, abso-

lutely indeterminable
;

but when we multiply these single

results we find them grouping themselves with a systematic

and progressive regularity. So again with affairs which turn

almost entirely upon the will and choice of man. The number
of crimes such as suicides, of marriages, etc., show the same
description of regularity. No one can say exactly when and

where any one such event will occur, but any one who appeals

to statistics can say when and where averages will occur. And
to add one more class of instances, that furnished by returns of

mortality. Here we have a class of cases where human will has

but little causative influence, at least directly. But it is only

necessary to mention this class for every one to bring into im-

mediate mental conjunction the proverbial uncertainty of the

lives of individuals and families, and the well-known certainty

of the average duration of life in large towns or States.

Average regularity, then, or regularity which gradually

asserts itself after many repetitions, is the thing to be expected.

But in saying this we must insist upon a very needful caution.

The general conditions, or broad determining forces of the phe-

nomena in question, must remain unchanged. Every one, for

instance, can see what would happen if we were to make use of

a die which, after long use and consequent wear, gradually

began to change its shape and become irregular. This might

happen, for instance, if it were cut out of a piece of chalk which

was harder on one side than the other. It is clear that we
should then have to put some limit upon the length of experi-

ence wherein we were to seek our average. This would to a

certain extent place us between two opposed difficulties. We
must, on the one hand, from the nature and characteristics of

the phenomena in question, insist upon a great many throws to

give the ace its fair chance of one in six. But if, on the other

hand, we go too far in this direction and admit an enormous

number of throws, the tendency to obtain one in six might

gradually be found to undergo a change. What is called a bias

might be seen to be setting in, so that the ace would get more

or less than its fair average, according to the way in which the

shape of the die had undergone alteration. Just as the ulti-

mate average could not show itself unless we went on long
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enough, so it would be lost again if we were to go on too

long.

In their physical application to such a thing as a die, the

above remarks are obvious enough; but when we consider their

corresponding application to moral and social agencies, we shall

find that they are often overlooked. Statisticians are some-

times charged, and occasionally with justice, with regarding the

great social forces under which men act as permanently un-

changeable. Some of the determining influences are doubtless

subject to little or no variation ; for instance, the most funda-

mental characteristics of the human body and mind must be

regarded as practically fixed. But others are distinctly change-

able, and, what is most to the point, changeable by human
agency. Mr. Buckle, for instance, in his well-known work on the

History of Civilization, roused a good deal of very natural oblo-

quy by his remarks on the regularity of the number of suicides

in London. The popular and unphilosophical view used doubt-

less at one time to regard any trustworthy anticipations upon

such matters as these as out of the question, for it well knew
the mysterious and complicated links of misery or despair and

of human will contending against these, through which each

individual suicide was actually brought about. The statistician,

however, found that this was not so ; he was able to establish

beyond all doubt that about the same number of such crimes

was actually committed year after year. But when, by a re-

action against the popular view, Buckle went on to speak as if

this annual number was fixed by a sort of fate, against which

all moral and religious efforts would be found in vain, he fell

into a serious error. We may be baffled in our struggle with

any given individual, but by a judicious alteration of their

general surroundings we may succeed in making our efforts tell

on the average. No really permanent average can ever be

looked for where human actions are concerned. To speak

metaphorically, the dice in this case change their shape but very

slowly. But they do change, and therefore no predictions will

hold good which refer to times or places very remote from the

present.

The above caution is the more necessary owing to the fact

that the pure theory of Chance contemplates an indefinite sue-
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cession of events. The average with which we are in strictness

concerned is not that furnished by a limited number of things,

but rather that towards which we continue gradually to approach

nearer and nearer, but without the certain prospect of ever

actually attaining to it. The notion in fact which we have to

grasp here is that of the limit, as the mathematician understands

the term. Toss a coin fifty times, and we shall have about

equal numbers of heads and tails
;
toss it five hundred times,

and we shall have more nearly equal numbers, and so on with-

out end.
1 We must not look to getting them divided exactly

half and half, however long we go on
;
we may thus hit it pre-

cisely, but we are much more likely not to do so
;
but we can

continue indefinitely to fix and perpetuate our average ratio of

half and half by continued repetitions of our trials. The point

now before us is one upon which it is very important to insist^

for it is from inability to understand this that more than half

of the most persistent blunders and misapprehensions arise

upon the subject of Probability. Return for a moment to

Monaco. Amongst the anxious crowds which press around

those green tables there will always be seen a considerable

number of persons with card and pencil in their hands, who arc

carefully taking notes of every number that turns up. These

cards they keep by them, and study with the interest and

attention of a broker perusing the stock and share lists in a

1 By “ more nearly” in the above sentence, we must, of course, understand

proportional, not actual equality—viz., that the ratio of the one number to the

other will continue more and more to approach equality. We cannot expect

that the actual difference between the two numbers—namely, those of heads and

tails—will go on diminishing
;
on the contrary, this difference may be rather

expected to increase. This might be expressed by saying that the probable

actual error will increase, but the probable fractional error will diminish, as

the numbers with which we are concerned are increased. Or to put it into a

concrete example. Toss a coin eight times, and it is about two to one that the

number of heads or tails does not depart more than one from the half-and-half

division
;
or, in other words, that we get either three, four, or five heads. Toss

it twenty times, and it is almost exactly the same odds that the number is within

two of the same even division ; that is, that we get either eight, nine, ten, eleven,

or twelve heads. Here it is obvious that the “ error ” or departure from the

true ultimate average, which we thus expect in the latter case, is just double

what it is in the former
;
but then the number of possible cases is more than

double. Or, as we have put it, though the actual variation is probably greater,

the fractional or proportional variation is probably less.
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morning paper. There can be little doubt that they are con-

fusedly arguing from the acknowledged fact that the numbers

ought to occur on the average about equally often. When,
therefore, they observe that one number has had during part of

the day less or more than its fair chance, they at once spring to

the conclusion that for some time afterwards it must have more

or less, as otherwise the average would be disturbed. Doubt-

less they do not often state it as crudely as this, but it is quite

certain that no other pretence of a rational justification could

be offered of the practice of guiding our future conduct by
observation of the past .

1

It is sometimes said that the mistake in these cases consists

in supposing that the past can affect the future. This is a very

misleading form of expression, for it is perfectly obvious that

in the vastly greater proportion of physical phenomena every

single event intimately affects many of those which come after

it. It is far better to grapple with the difficulty at once, by
trying to realize the nature of a “ limit ” or ultimate average.

If a finite number of trials only is granted, then it is quite true

that any excess at one point must be balanced by a correspond-

ing defect at another point. If two chess-players of equal

skill contend in a match of a dozen games, and one of them
begins by winning four in succession, it is clear that the other

must win more than half of the remaining ones if they are to

be left on equal terms at the end. But this is no longer the

case when we are concerned with an indefinite or never-ending

succession. Any casual disturbance, to however great an extent

it may have shown itself, may be regarded with complacency,

as being sure in the long-run to neutralize itself. It is like the

difference between a short and a long race : in the former a good

1 We assume, of course (what long experience has justified), that the tables

are perfectly fair, or, at least, that any bias they have has been well determined.

If we had to judge of what will happen solely from a short observation of what

has happened, then no doubt we should be influenced in our expectations by

the fact of our having observed a run on certain numbers. Only then this

expectation would be just the reverse of that alluded to above. Instead of

expecting the number which had been thus favored in the past to be less likely

to occur in future, we should expect it to be more likely, for we should think

that there must be something in the table which gave those numbers an unfair

advantage.
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start is every thing, for the spare time is scanty
;
but in a course

of four miles who cares which crew is leading the first half

mile, except as this offers an index of style? In Probability

the race must be regarded as having no end, for it is the “ limit
”

to which we look. The roulette, we say, gives red and black

numbers equally often in the long-run. But if it has just given

red six times running, this renders red none the less likely
;
for

all that we can take our stand upon is the ultimate tendency of

fed and black to occur equally often.

We must now look at another aspect of this same question,

for which games of chance will not furnish quite so suitable an

illustration. Suppose we measure the height of a great many men
who live under the same general conditions of country, climate,

and so on. They will of course vary considerably one from

another, and we should be quite unable to predict of any indi-

vidual, before measurement, and within considerable limits,

what his stature would be. But when we collect a large num-
ber of these heights and tabulate them, we find that they inva-

riably show a tendency to group themselves into a certain

orderly and symmetrical arrangement. Every one who has had

any practical experience of measuring many natural objects

belonging to the same kind is more or less aware of the general

outline of this regularity. He knows that those belonging to

the medium size will be much the most numerous
; that those

slightly and equally removed from this medium by excess aqd
defect will be equally numerous with one another, but less

numerous than those in the middle
;
that those more in extreme

each way will be decidedly less numerous, and so on. Giants

and dwarfs will be very scarce, and beyond a certain range each

way no specimens whatever will be expected to occur. This

general result is so commonly appreciated, that any thing widely

different from it would strike us as exceptional
;
but what the

theory of Probability and Statistics teach us is something far

more definite than this. It is now known (and the merit of

popularizing this is mainly due to Quetelet, the Belgian astron-

omer) that one and the same law of distribution of the natural

objects, belonging to any one kind, about their mean or middle

point, prevails almost everywhere. We will mention some of

the necessary conditions presently; but, subject to these condi-
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tions, the remarkable fact is established that whatever we meas-

ure—whether the height of men or the magnitude of any part

of their bodies, the weight of fruits, etc., the distance which

bullets in rifle-shooting diverge from the centre of the target,

etc., etc.—in all these cases one and the same law is found to

regulate the frequency of grouping about the central point. It

is not merely that the greater divergencies are rarer, but that

they become rarer according to a fixed invariable law.

It would be quite impossible within the scope of a single

article to assign the requisite conditions for the above-mentioned

remarkable result
;

still less to describe the mathematical de-

duction, and the nature of the assumptions, from which it may
be inferred speculatively. But so much as this may be remarked :

If it refers to natural objects, these must belong to what may
be called the same natural kind or group, and be subject broadly

to the same or similar influences. If, for instance, we were

measuring the height of a group of men, the members of this

group ought not to be drawn confusedly from amongst barba-

rians and civilized, those who have had a healthy development

and those who have been stunted by privation, and so on. To
mingle such divergent elements will spoil the symmetry of our

results. So again, if the magnitudes which we propose to com-

pare and arrange be the measured distances of the shot-marks

on a target from the true centre. Here we have an artificial

instead of a natural process. But under similar conditions the

same law will be found to prevail. But then the target must

be fired at from the same" distance, by the same or like marks-

men, and with similar weapons. Unless we insist on these con-

ditions, we are mingling heterogeneous elements, and the law

in question (the Law of Error, as it is technically termed) will

not be found to prevail to the same extent.

The consequences of this ultimately uniform law of distribu-

tion of objects about a central point are numerous and impor-

tant. There is, for one thing, the invariable consequence of

uniformity wherever it shows itself—viz., the capacity of infer-

ence or prediction without specific examination of every case.

Suppose 10,000 soldiers were measured, and it were ascer-

tained that their average height was five feet nine inches, and

that 1000 of them were between five feet six inches and five
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feet seven inches
;

1 we can at once determine, without meas-

urement, to a very tolerable degree of accuracy what will be the

number who will attain every other height
; we know how many

will be over five feet ten inches, over six feet, and so on. If

therefore the number which actually present themselves is much
less than that which calculation would determine, we may be

very sure that some cause has been at work to withdraw some
of those who should rightly have presented themselves. It was

on this principle that M. Ouetelet, examining the tables of

heights of conscripts in the French or Belgian army, found that

the numbers which were just above the minimum standard were

considerably less than they should be. Hence he concluded

that some kind of collusion or evasion had been practised, by
which many of those who rightfully came just within the regu-

lation height had been enabled to escape service. Again, a

knowledge of the law in question is of great importance for

those who have to collect statistics under circumstances of diffi-

culty. Suppose we wished to ascertain the average height of the

men of some savage tribe. Savages, as a rule, have a profound

aversion to any such proceeding as being measured, not knowing

what kind of mischief may come of it. But the traveller, as Mr.

Galton has suggested, might get their chief to arrange them in

order of height by the eye, as if drawn up for battle; might

readily detect whereabouts the middle stature occurred
;
might

pick out a representative of this stature, and one at a determin-

ate proportional distance from the centre; and if he could per-
•

1 The mean height alone is not sufficient
;
we want this and also the num-

ber of individuals at some other point. It will thus be seen that two data are

needed : one to fix the mean point, and the other to fix the actual rate of depar.

ture from it. The law of departure from the mean is always the same, but what

may be called the scale of that law in any particular instance will be different.

It is as if we knew that a figure was a circle, but had to ask for information as

to the size of the circle in any given case. If a good marksman and an inferior

one both fire a great many times at a target, the bad shots of each will be scarcer

than the good ones; and they will, roughly speaking, grow scarcer, according

to the same mathematical formula
;
but the actual rate at which those worse

shots diminish in number will not be necessarily the same. We must ask

therefore for some information about their standard as marksmen (hence the

need of the second datum); but when this is given, the conditions of the prob-

lem are then determined, and we ask for no more information, being able to

supply it by our formulae.
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suade these two to submit, he would then have all the data

needed, and for practical purposes be in the same position of

information as if he had worried and frightened them all by the

mysteries of his measuring-rod and tape. Here, as everywhere,

a knowledge of the law of arrangement is an enormous reduc-

tion of the labor of observation and experiment.

The reader should carefully notice that there is nothing

mysterious and novel in the principle of all this ; the novelty

lies merely in the extension of the principle to an unsuspected

class of cases. As we said at the outset, uniformity alone is

the basis of all inference; the characteristic of Probability is

the detection of the existence of average, as distinguished

from individual uniformity. When we have measured the

length of a man’s forefinger, we can reckon with some preci-

sion what is the length of his forearm, foot, and every other

limb, because the proportions of the human body vary but

little; The ultimate orderly grouping of a multitude of ob-

jects about their mean offers a precisely similar basis of infer-

ence, because here too there is found to prevail a proportion

or order. The novelty in the latter case lies simply in the

fact that an average order is detected by statistics, in a group

where no corresponding individual order can be discovered.

One of the most important and extensive applications of

this principle in any recent work is to be found in Mr. Galton’s

“ Hereditary Genius.” Indeed, we may say that no investiga-

tions of the kind instituted by him could have been undertaken

satisfactorily by any one who had not thoroughly grasped the

nature of the so-called Law of Error. That the children of

clever parents are often themselves clever, is well known to

every one; that they are often, in fact still more often, not

clever, is an equally patent fact. The question, therefore,

whether genius is hereditary—that is, whether the offspring of

very clever parents are more likely than others to be above

the average—is by no means a simple one. It not only de-

mands a great amount of laborious statistical investigation,

but it also demands for its adequate solution what we may call

a mind steeped in the spirit of statistics—that is, in the princi-

ples of the Theory of Probability. It may be remarked that

we assume (an assumption for which there are abundant rea-
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sons of analogy) that mental attributes follow this same gene-

ral law of grouping. Common language, as illustrated by its

metaphors, has always recognized in the man of genius a

mental giant, and in the feeble mind a dwarf
;
but common

thought is very far from recognizing that these different de-

grees of mental stature will present themselves with about the

same relative frequency as the corresponding physical degrees.

But we may say with some confidence that this is so, and that

therefore in any given state of society we could predict

(given, as in other cases, the requisite data) how rare any as-

signed extent of mental excess or defect would be.

We will just mention two points on which the merely

empirical statistician would be likely to break down in the

above investigation : in the one case from want of the requisite

conception, in the other from oversight in the process of rea-

soning. The first concerns the notion of a standard in esti-

mating mental characteristics. We all know precisely what is

signified by saying that a man is six feet high, for the use of

the measuring tape admits of no confusion or ambiguity
;
but

how are we to answer the question about any given individual,

How clever is he? And yet something may be done here,

when we realize that “ six feet high” has a point correspond-

ing to it on what may be called a universal scale. We can

with some approach to accuracy pick out the three or four

ablest men from a given group, say of a thousand
;
but this is

at once a step towards a universal standard, for, owing to the

considerations now insisted on, the fact of being one of a thou-

sand means, with due cautions and restrictions, the same thing

whatever the units under measurement may be. Mr. Galton

has thus been able to give some precision to phrases which

would otherwise be lost in vagueness, and to make us under-

stand somewhat more exactly what sort of standard he means
to set up by the use of the terms a “ great man,” a “ very

great man,” and so on.

The other point referred to is an oversight of inference, into

which no one need fall, but into which it is very certain that

most persons do fall, in the absence of this kind of mathemati-

cal training. It is alleged that the offspring of very superior

parents start with an enormous advantage over others, in
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respect of mental endowments. The opponents of this state-

ment, if they are rather more careful and cautious than ordi-

nary, will probably think over a score or two of instances which

have fallen within their own experience. So doing, they will

find perhaps that only once in twenty times do the children

rise much above the average, and they will probably conclude

that a statement which is falsified nineteen times out of twenty

must be regarded as pretty completely refuted. Such a conclu-

sion, however, involves a total misconception about the nature

of probable reasoning—that is, of reasoning about averages.

Genius, from its nature, is very rare
;

if it were not exceptional

it would not be called genius. Suppose that it means to be
“ one in ten thousand the ordinary person therefore, unaided

by heredity, has but one chance in 10,000 of attaining to such

distinction. Now conceive a class of people who have such

advantages as to give them a chance one hundred times better

than that enjoyed by the common herd. This represents of

course a prodigious improvement, and yet even this would only

give these fortunate persons one chance in 100 ;
that is, we should

expect them to fail 99 times for every once that they emerge

into celebrity. The fact is, that when we are dealing with large

numbers it is very difficult to keep clearly in mind their relative

magnitudes, after and before alteration of this kind.

The reader will probably desire to know by what sort of

natural process it is that this curiously uniform law of distribu-

tion of objects about their mean or average is brought about.

Similarity of effect seems to point to similarity of cause
;
but

what can be the similarity of cause underlying such an enor-

mously wide and diverse range of objects and processes, natural

and artificial ? Unfortunately any complete discussion of this

subject would involve too much of mathematics for the general

reader; still, without getting into technicalities, we may give

him a general idea of the nature of the process to which this

state of things owes its origin. Imagine a rifleman firing at a

mark. Were his eye and aim infallible, and his weapon perfect,

he would invariably strike the centre of the target. In this case

every shot being the precise repetition of the others, each one of

the results could be foretold with certainty, and there being no

opening for uncertainty, there would be nothing in the process
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with which Probability need be concerned. In practice, of

course, we know that things are very different
;
no muscles are

so perfectly steady that they can absolutely avoid all tremor;

no eye so keen and accurate that it can adjust the line of sight

with mathematical accuracy. Then there are external causes

which produce a disturbance which may often be very slight,

but will never be entirely absent. The weapon itself falls short

of ideal perfection
;
there will almost certainly be some wind to

baffle the marksman, the sun will produce a disturbing haze,

and so on. Now against these minute counteracting agencies we
can do nothing; they are quite indeterminable, except when
they are unusually powerful, and we must therefore strive the

best we can and suffer them to do their worst in baffling our

aim.

Now here come in the principles of Probability. These

slight disturbances, though individually casual, are, in the aggre-

gate, subject to some degree of law and order. That trembling

of the muscles will in the long-run tell as much in one direction

as the other, though we are utterly unable in each individual

case to say how it will tell
;
similarly with the little irregular

puffs of wind which may occur to thwart our aim, and all the

other petty disturbances. Hence when all these are put

together—that is, when their aggregate disturbing influence is

reckoned up—we begin to detect signs of an orderly grouping.

To get an extreme divergence—that is, to fail by making a very

bad shot—a number of these petty agencies must all conspire

together to pull in the same direction. From the nature of the

case, this will be a rare event. To obtain a less wide diverg-

ence, a majority merely of them must thus conspire in one direc-

tion, whilst the remainder tend to counteract
;
this will natu-

rally take place more frequently. The middle point, or bull’s-

eye, actually unlikely as it may be to get struck, will at any rate

be more likely than any other specified spot of the same size, on

the target. This is the case because this central point is attained

when all the disturbances are about halved, one against another,

so that their aggregate influence disappears. Hence the

general result which we have said was to be expected, viz., that

thickening and multiplying of results about the middle position,
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and that rapid thinning off which they exhibit when we get to

extremes.

The above example, which may be termed by comparison a

natural one, may be expected to exhibit that moderate approxi-

mation to the strictly regular law which is mostly found in

natural phenomena. Let the reader now compare the follow-

ing: Take a hundred coins and toss them into the air; count

the number of heads and tails which they respectively exhibit,

and let the relative number of heads and tails be regarded as

the unit of our observation. Repeat this process a great many
times, and tabulate the results. That is, compute the number
of occasions on which we get heads and tails each 50 times,

how often we get 5 1 heads and 49 tails, and so on, ending with

the extreme result of all heads and no tails. Similarly in the

other direction, reading tails for heads, and ending with all tails

and no heads. Here we have an artificial result, in which the

disturbing agencies are more within our control, at least up

to a certain point, and one in which the ultimate action of the

Law of Averages will be enabled to display its working with very

considerable accuracy. If, therefore, we have gone on long

enough (we must add the caution for the benefit of any one

who might be tempted to try the experiment, that he would

have to go on for a very long time indeed in order to give each

separate case a fair chance of establishing its proper relative

frequency 1

), we should find this Law of Divergence from the

mean exhibited, so to say, in its true ideal form. Each degree

of departure from the mean value, viz., from that in which the

numbers of heads and tails are exactly halved, will be repre-

sented ultimately by just the proper proportional number.

It may be objected, What is the use of giving illustrations

from the tossing of a heap of coins, as if this were a process

which could be compared with the carrying on of a purely natural

1 The number of possible combinations of fifty coins is about fifteen hun-
dred billions. Tossing fifty times in a minute, and continuing it day and night,

the task of getting once only through all these combinations would demand,
say, sixty million years as a minimum. So much for the functions of direct ex-

periment in deciding these contingencies. (This, of course, refers to the justifi-

cation of all the contingencies
;

if we were satisfied by the actual observation of

the commoner ones only, a very moderate portion of a single life only would
suffice for the purpose.)
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operation like the production of the stature of men, or that of a

quasi-natural operation like the firing at a mark? We answer
that the things can be compared together, and very properly

—

not of course in respect of their nature, but in respect of the

way in which the disturbances which affect them are commonly
grouped together. In the case of the coins, every one can see

the broad working of the principle, though only the mathema-
tician can reduce it accurately to figures. Every one, we say,

can perceive how the extreme result of all heads and no tails

needs for its attainment the cqncurrence of every coin without
exception

;
how that result in which there is one tail to

ninety-nine heads needs a much less unanimous concurrence,

since the appearance of any one of the one hundred possible

heads will suffice to bring it about
;
and how the middle result,

in which the two different kinds are equally mixed, enjoys com-
paratively very great facilities, since there are so very many
distinct ways in which we could arrange them fifty and fifty

together.

The general principle here (apart from all attempt at numeri-

cal precision) is obvious. It is simply that when there are a lot

of independent results or agencies, we may much more often

expect to find them some of one kind and some of another, than

all of the same kind
;
and the more evenly they are divided,

the more likely will the occurrence be. Now when we take the

step from the coins to the shot-marks on the target, we can still

detect the same principle, and can therefore account for the

observed facts in the same way. We can still see how a very

bad shot implies the combination together of a number of sepa-

rate, independent, small, disturbing agencies (corresponding to

the appearance of a large preponderance of the same face in the

heap of coins)
;
how better shots have more in their favor, since

they imply a more even distribution of the disturbing agencies,

and so on
;

till the centre of the bull’s-eye, though not often to

be hoped for, has at any rate a better chance than any other

assigned spot on the surface. Now, when we come to purely

natural objects, such as the measured lengths of the human
body or limbs, or any other such natural feature, it must be

admitted that we have not much more than analogy to guide

us. If any one set about to prove positively that the distribu-
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tion must be the same here as in so many other cases, it must be

admitted that his attempt would be a failure. But then this is

not demanded of us. Experience, as exhibited in a vast array

of statistics, shows that this result does as a matter of fact pre-

vail, so that all we have to do is to suggest some plausible ex-

planation of the fact. We conclude, therefore, that a similar

result implies a similar mode of origin, viz., that the influences

which tend to enlarge or diminish the height, etc., are really

composite, and consist of a large number of separate and mutu-

ally independent elements, which more often tend more or less

to neutralize one another than to throw all their aggregate

weight into one direction. Whence the comparative rarity of

giants and dwarfs, and the comparative frequency of those of

intermediate height ; or, more accurately, the rate at which

the middle heights tend to multiply as compared with the ex-

tremes.

The reader will now be in a position to enter slightly into

the nature of the reasoning employed in Probability. It might

seem, on first perusing a work upon the subject, as if this reason-

ing had but little or no connection with tendencies and ultimate

averages, but was always stated in a form indicative of pre-

cision and certainty. We ask, for instance, what is the chance

of throwing six with a common die ; and we have the fraction

one sixth given as the answer. We ask, again, what is the

chance of doing this twice running
;
we are told that we must

take this fraction and multiply it by itself to determine the value

of the combined event
;
in other words, that the chance of get-

ting sixes twice running is represented by the fraction one

thirty-sixth. Similarly with any more complicated combina-

tions of independent events
;
we just take the numbers which

represent their respective probabilities and multiply them to-

gether to determine the result.

Mow, such modes of reasoning as this may appear to spring

from a view of the subject very different from that which has

been hitherto explained and illustrated. But, in truth, there is

no contradiction whatever. We are really doing nothing else

here than what has to be done in every case when the strict

principles of mathematics are applied to the ruder phenomena
(rude, as we term them, because so infinitely complicated) of

32
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nature. Rigid circles and straight lines are not found in exter-

nal nature
;
but we often encounter what more or less resembles

them, and we have to reason about these imperfect representa-

tions. But then our reasoning, if we look at the actual processes

of inference, invariably takes for granted that the figures are

truly and accurately that which they are supposed to be. We
translate, that is, the irregularities of nature into the rigid

terms of art (doing this with as little violence, naturally, as

possible). We carry on our reasonings in and by these rigid

terms, and obtain of course our result expressed in them. But

then, when we have to translate our result back again into the

realities of life, we must remember to make the due allow-

ances
;
we must, so to say, step back again from those ideal con-

structions of mathematics, on to which we had had to step in

order to carryout our calculations. The intermediate processes

are unfailingly rigid, but the ultimate result must partake of

course of those irregularities which were displayed by the primi-

tive data.

This is what we do in the calcular.ons of Probability. We
determine the ultimate averages of the phenomena in question

—that is, the proportions in which they indefinitely tend to

present and arrange themselves, as explained at the commence-

ment of this article. (How these tendencies are determined we
shall have to explain presently.) This tendency in any given

case is necessarily expressed in the form of a numerical fraction,

and it is with these numerical fractions that all our calculations

are carried on. Hence it comes that in any regular treatise

upon the subject, the bulk of the work is almost entirely occu-

pied with arithmetical and other mathematical processes. As
we are not attempting to write a treatise here, but merely to

give a general account of the logical and physical principles

employed, we must entirely pass over this part of the subject

—

merely remarking that when the probabilities of independent

events have to be combined, this involves the multiplication

together of the fractions denoting the separate probabilities of

the events
;
and that when the probability of an event which

may be brought about by any one or more of a number of

independent causes is to be determined, we have to add to-

gether the separate fractions to determine the result. These
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calculations form the substance of the practical work of the

subject, and hence it arises that to any one opening a treatise

on Probability it seems as if it consisted entirely of mathe-

matics. In case any one should be unable to see why the mere
processes of multiplying and adding fractions should give rise

to such profound mathematical devices as we are bound to

resort to, he must be reminded of the enormous magnitude of

the numbers often required to express the probability of what
might seem no very complicated event. The possible com-

binations of even a few things give rise to very large numbers,

as we have pointed out in a note a few pages back. Hence
it comes that processes which, stated theoretically, involve

nothing more profound than simple multiplication, are abso-

lutely irreducible by the ordinary rules of arithmetic, for no

human life would endure long enough to carry them out.

Consequently, if they are to be attacked at all, we have no

other resource than to appeal to the higher mathematics for

methods of reduction and simplification. This is really the

main reason why the calculation of chances is in practice such

an intricate and profound mathematical process.

We have said that in the working out of any problem in

chances, the first thing to be done is to put into the precise

form of a numerical fraction an ultimate average or proportion

which in practice could never be expected accurately to

present itself, however long we went on, though we should

continue to approximate nearer and nearer to it. From this

consideration two very important deductions follow, one mainly

theoretical, the other mainly practical. In the first place, noth-

ing in Probability can ever be regarded as certain. It is, indeed,

sometimes spoken of as if it were a method of evolving cer-

tainty out of uncertainty, and some such notion as this probably

resides in the minds of a good many who have not read much,

or at any rate have not thought much, upon the subject. But

there is, unfortunately, no possible means of doing this. No
conjury will evoke a certain conclusion out of uncertain premises.

All we can hope to do by judicious methods is to diminish the

uncertainty. But in saying this we must at once anticipate

and obviate a difficulty which we do not think sufficient care is

generally taken to point out. The mere processes of reasoning
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cannot be trusted to diminish the uncertainty
;
on the contrary,

they will in many, if not in most cases, actually increase it, so

far as most practical purposes are concerned. This follows

readily from fundamental principles. Where premises are ab-

solutely free from doubt, equally undoubted conclusions may
be deduced. Where they are absolutely untrustworthy (say,

imaginary or merely hypothetical) an equally untrustworthy

conclusion will issue. Where they are probable we shall ob-

tain a probable conclusion. But here comes in a difference :

the two former characteristics being absolute admit of no de-

grees, it is simply a case of presence and of absence
;
but the

latter is a question of degree, and it will be found that for

all practical purposes the degree of certainty is generally

diminished.

To make our meaning here clear, let us examine a simple

example. The chance , of throwing ace with a die is
-J- ;

from

this we deduce that the chance of doing this twice running is

So stated, in their mathematical form, the premise and the

conclusion look equally certain, and in a sense they are so ; for

what we mean by these statements is that the former event

will ultimately tend to occur once in six times, and the latter

once in thirty-six times. But the moment we practically apply

these numbers we shall see that, both of them being subject to

a disadvantage, the latter possesses this disadvantage in the

higher degree. This arises from the simple fact that the num-

bers in the latter case are larger, and will therefore require a

longer succession to display themselves. When, therefore, they

are both restricted to the same length of time, the latter will

be at a disadvantage. Afford them both indefinite scope, and

there will be no prerogative of one result over the other
;
cramp

them both into the same short space, and the one which de-

mands the wider limits to display its average will necessarily

be at a disadvantage. In other words, if one man continues to

bet fair odds against the occurrence of a single ace, and another

to bet fair odds against the occurrence of aces twice running,

and they keep at it for the same time, the latter will be playing

the most risky game.

When, therefore, precise numerical results are assigned in

Probability, it must be clearly understood that these merely
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represent limits
,

or those ultimate tendencies which would
gradually justify themselves more and more as time advanced.

How far any justification for them will be detected within the

practical range at our disposal, is quite another matter. The
arithmetician will assign with equal explicitness the chance of

any player at a game of whist getting his four trumps, and that

of his getting any specified thirteen- cards. But whereas a few

hours’ play will afford a rough test of the former computation,

all the play of the whole world, though this were continued for

thousands of years, would leave the latter statement dependent
entirely on theoretical considerations.

This brings us to one of the most important practical bear-

ings of our subject, and to that which more than any other

has given ground to the profoundcst calculations of mathe-

maticians. We can, of course, only attempt the barest outline

of the results which have been attained here. Having remarked

above that every conclusion in. Probability is, from the funda-

mental principles of the science, tinged with uncertainty, the

obvious question which every one will be prompted to ask is,

Hotv uncertain is this conclusion in any given case ? The in-

stance just adduced of the throws of the dice, simple and

doublets, will indicate to the reader how two results, which are

equally precise in their numerical assignment,-may have to be

regarded with very different degrees of confidence, within given

limits for their occurrence.

The reader must not for a moment suppose that in thus

putting a value on the uncertainty we can hope to attain an

accurate determination. This secondary or derived result is of

precisely the same general character as the original one, being

simply the assignment of a limit or ultimate proportion towards

which the events will tend, though like that original result it

will be expressed as a determinate numerical fraction. Out of

data which consist of unlimited statistics, nothing but similar

statistics, demanding a potentially unlimited range, can ever be
extracted. As this point will seem abstruse to those unfamiliar

with the subject, we will recur to a former example. The
chance of a die yielding ace is

-J-
: as the meaning of this state-

ment nas been fully explained we will let it pass now. Take,
then, six throws, and examine the results. There seems a
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natural propriety in just one of these being ace, and it is some-
times spoken of as if this result might be “ expected.” But it

is clear that this result is very far from certain
;

its superior

likelihood is merely comparative, for we might not have an ace

at all, or we might have more than one. We may ask, there-

fore, What is the chance that the assigned result shall be justi-

fied ? in other words, What is the chance that the event will be

what its chance assigns ? In the case specified the answer is

expressed in rather large figures
,

1 but may be very roughly

assigned as That is, the chance that we should have just

the one ace and no more is merely one half. This answer,

when drawn out into the statistical form, means that if we
were to go on taking batches of six throws and examining the

results, we should find that there was a gradually developing

tendency exhibited for about one half of these batches to have

one ace and one only. But then just the same question might

be raised again here, for we might ask, What is the chance

that this chance, of will be right within any assigned limits?

and so on forever. In a word, out of probability nothing but

probability can ever be extracted.

The principal practical application of the above considera-

tions is found in the processes of measuring
,
whether for astro-

nomical or surveying purposes. Here the notion of an “ error,

'

as it is technically called, is prominent and most important

;

for some error, great or small, can never be expected to be

avoided. In the case of the die, there was a reasonable finite

chance of our result being exactly right—that is, that precisely

one in six of the throws should give ace .

2 But when we are

concerned with measurements, this is not so. The liability to

1 To do this exactly we must have ace once, and some other figure five times.

The chance of the former is
-fa.

That of the latter on each separate occasion

is
fj,

and therefore of doing it five times is (jj)
5

. Multiplying this by 6 (for any

one of the six times will answer our purpose), we have as the result, 6 x ((*)
5 x (£),

or or something less than one half.

2 This arises, of course from the configuration of the die, which, having

six equal faces, must necessarily present one of them exactly upwards when

resting on a flat surface. In other words, if the die is so thrown as very

nearly ‘to turn up ace, it will, of its own accord, insure that this is done exactly.

But in the process of measuring there is no such necessity
;

if we are very near

getting a given result, there will not, as a rule, be any inherent tendency in the

instrument to make us obtain it exactly.
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error is continuous here—that is, between any two given results

there would be room to interpolate another ; so that precisely

the same result would never be attained on two different occa-

sions. This would be rigidly the case were our instrumental

results capable of being read off exactly as they are given, and

with the modern precision of instruments is practically true.

The way in which this notion of an error commonly

presents itself is this: We set an observer to measure an

angle, say, for us, whether it be the angular distance between

two stars or two objects on earth, or whatever else. He assigns

the best result he can attain to with the instruments at his

command, suppose it be 32
0 20'; but when he gives the result,

he appends to it some such words as these :
“ Probable error

± 15".” Wh^t is the meaning of this? Of course it does not

mean that we really know what is the magnitude of the error,

for if we did we should at once make the necessary correction,

and say nothing about it— in other words, there would not be

an error at all. Nor does it mean that the error will lie be-

tween the limits of 1
5" one way or the other ; even this it is

quite out of our power to assert. What it really does, and

what is all that it possibly can do, is to give some information

about the average error in cases of the precise kind in question.

Suppose that the same observer made a succession of such ob-

servations with the same care. Sometimes he would be very

near the real truth
;
sometimes he would be a long way from

it
;
sometimes, by a rare chance, he would almost exactly hit it.

Now suppose, after a number of such observations had been

made, and had grouped themselves (as we know that they would)

about the true result, that we set up limits on each side of this

true result, such that they should take in just half the esti-

mated values, and therefore exclude half. These limits mark
what is called the “probable error”—that is, in other words, the

probable error is one of such a magnitude that we are just as

likely to exceed it as to fall short of it.

There is, of course, something that is arbitrary in this. We
might have taken another value than one half. We might, if

we had pleased, have defined the “ probable error” to be one of

such a magnitude that the odds were ten to one that we should

not exceed it in any given case. But the particular value we
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thus select is really of very little importance, since the concep-

tion of it can hardly be needed, except for purposes of compari-

son. If one observer thus gives us a result, with a probable

error of 15", and another gives us a result with one of 12", we
have at once a basis of comparison between them which is suf-

ficient for our purpose. All that is needed is, that we should

consistently retain the same definition; and there seems, there-

fore, no reason why the simple one in use should be changed

for any other.

The same phrase is used in the calculations of life-insur-

ance. When it is said that the “probable duration” of a cer-

tain man’s life is, say, thirty years, this does not assign any
duration which he is really likely to attain. Any specified

length which we may mention is, in itself, very unlikely, as

compared with all other lengths. It would be as if a sporting-

man were to back one particular horse out of the whole num-
ber to win the race

;
as every one knows he would rather bet

against each individual horse. All that it means, in fact, is that

just about half the men of his age will die before they reach

that age, and half after they have attained it. We mean, that

is, that it is just an even chance that he will be alive then.

There is another application of this subject which must be

briefly noticed here, with the caution, however, that its due

mathematical investigation takes us to the very kernel of all

the difficulties of principle and calculation which have grown

about it. This is the celebrated method of Least Squares. We
have just been discussing the state of things when we have

made a single calculation or observation, and knowing, of

course, that it is likely to be more or less wrong, wish to know
how wrong it is likely to be. Now suppose that we have seve-

ral such estimations given us which do not agree with one an-

other
;
what are we to do ? All of them cannot be right, for

they are mutually discordant ; so we want to discover some

mode of treating them which shall result in a single estimation

which shall be better than any one of them. Probably most

people would answer at once, “Oh! take the average.” To
this summary recommendation there are two objections : first,

that “ averages” cannot always be taken, as we will presently

show ; and, secondly, that we should like a reason for the ad-
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vice. The fact is, that wc are so used to taking the average in

simple cases that we look upon it as self-evident. If two men,

after having measured the length of a wall, give us respectively

fifty-one and fifty-four feet, we should settle the discordance by

taking the mean, namely, fifty-two and one half. And many
would clinch this by an a priori argument that it must be so,

for, having no possible reason to prefer one result to the other,

it would be irrational to do any thing else than put them on

precisely equal terms by just halving their difference. But, as

regards this argument, compare the following case: Two sailors

from a ship are sent to steal into a fort and take the calibre of a

cannon. We may suppose that the fort is going to be taken

and used against the enemy, and that it is therefore of impor-

tance to provide shot of the right calibre. One sailor says he

made the calibre eight inches, the other made it nine. What
should we say of the wisdom of the captain who should go

there provided with shot of eight and one half inches, there be-

ing, let us say, no such calibre in the service? It would be as

if a man who was uncertain whether or not he had been asked

to stop to dinner somewhere were to meet the case half-way by

going in dress trousers and waistcoat, but in a flannel shirt and

check coat. In the case of the cannon, it would be better far

to toss up than to try to “ combine” the observations.
1

’ A rather curious case of this kind has recently fallen under our notice. It

is an attempt to determine the length of certain ancient measures, such as the

cubit, simply from the examination and measurement of ancient buildings (we

ought to premise that we only know the work in question at second-hand, not

having had an opportunity of consulting it). At first sight, the attempt may
seem absurd

;
for why, it may be asked, should any part of a building be of

one particular length rather than of another? The only assumption with which

we start is that fractions of cubits are less likely to present themselves than

whole ones, and irregular fractions less likely than such simple ones as halves

and quarters. In modern buildings, of course, the exigencies of space in a

crowded city are paramount
;
but in more roomy times it seems plausible

enough that builders would have preferred unbroken units to work with, when
possible. Starting with this assumption, the problem becomes feasible. We
collect a large quantity of measures of lengths and heights, etc., of these ancient

buildings
;
we examine their differences and ratios, and ascertain whether these

show a tendency to yield frequent multiples of some particular magnitude. If

they do, this magnitude is presumably the lost ancient measure, or some frac-

tion of it. Of course, all this may be the mere result of coincidence
;
whether

it is so or not must be decided on principles of probabilitj’, by seeing how
many independent magnitudes have been examined for the purpose.
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It is obvious, therefore, that one tacit condition always under-

lies the doctrine of taking an average—viz.: that every inter-

mediate value is not indeed equally likely, but, at any rate,

equally possible. When this is worked out, we shall soon see

that a reason can be given for the advice, which depends partly

upon observation and partly upon mathematical deduction.

Let the reader recur to what was said, some pages back, about

the way in which the measurements of objects (in common with

many other things) cluster about their mean or central point.

The central values are the commonest indeed, but all are pos-

sible, and will, in the long-run, get duly represented. Now,
suppose that three of these measures are set before us, and

suppose also (what is always the case in practice) that we do

not know where the ultimate mean is (in fact, so far from

knowing it, the position of this mean or true value is just the

very thing we want to ascertain), what are we to do with our

three discordant results—our three different values of the angle

or distance which we want to measure ? Shall we toss up to

decide? Shall we just take ,the intermediate one of three, or

shall we take them all three into account? If the latter, in

which way are they to be combined, out of all the different

sorts of combination that might be proposed ? It is here that

the mathematician steps in, for we are now in his province. He
is able to assure us that, by taking the mean or average of the

three results, we are not only adopting the simplest plan, but

the best. No method is absolutely good, for, as we have so

often repeated, no method can entirely avoid error
;
but the

one in question has the merit that the errors to be feared from

it are, on the average, fewer and smaller than those to be feared

from the use of any other.

We have said just above that it is not in every case that an

average can be taken. Revert once more to the instance of the

target. Suppose that several shots having been fired at a point

on a wall, the point aimed at had been afterwards removed, so

that nothing was left to indicate what spot had been aimed at,

except in so far as this could be determined from the shot-

marks themselves. This case is a very fair analogy to a large

class of instrumental observations. For simplicity, let only

three shot-marks be assigned. No one can here give the sum-
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mary recommendation, Take the average ; for an average, in

the conventional sense, does not exist. The next suggestion

might perhaps be : Take a point that shall be just equally dis-

tant from all three as the most likely one. In some cases this

rule would answer fairly well, but it would break down utterly

if the three points were nearly in a straight line, as in that case

the selected point would be very far from all three ; and, when
they were quite in a straight line, it would be infinitely far off,

which is absurd. The suggestion of the mathematicians sounds

a little complex, but is really the simplest that could be chosen

for working purposes.
1

It is to select, as the most likely spot

to have been aimed at, that point which shall make the sum of

the squares of its distances from the three shot-marks the least

possible. Thence is derived the name of Least Squares. We
cannot attempt any proof of this result, of course, but must

merely remark that, in our judgment, its justification is of the

same kind as that which was offered for the simpler case of

taking the average. We start with the assumption that the

shot-marks would tend to group themselves uniformly round

the spot aimed at (rejecting or allowing for any permanent dis-

turbing causes, such as constant wind, etc.), an assumption which

reason and experience justify. We then determine by mathe-

matics what mode of combining any three or more of these

elements, and thus deducing a “ probable” centre for the shots,

will give a resulf which will, in the long-run, diverge least often

and least widely from the truth. The mathematicians seem to

have decided that this is the case with the result given by the

mqthod of Least Squares, whence its justification.

We must say something now in answer to the question, sug-

gested some way back, how the chances of any particular events

are practically to be determined. There are two ways of doing

this, broadly corresponding to what may be termed artificial

and natural modes of producing events. In the former we de-

termine a priori—that is, by a consideration of the shape of the

object, or the mode in which it is worked, in what proportions

the events which it produces will ultimately distribute them-

1 It is also the simplest in the sense that it is doing nothing more than

choosing the centre ofgravity of the three points, regarding these as of equal

weight.
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selves. In the latter, we determine these facts a posteriori—
that is, by a direct appeal to statistics—to inform us what they

actually are. If, for instance, we want to know what is the

chance of getting just three trumps in a hand in a game at

whist, we should never dream of taking notes of what had

occurred in former deals. A serious objection to such a course

would be the time which it would demand, for millions of mil-

lions of years would be required to exhaust all the possible

combinations only once. What we do, of course, is to calculate

the number of possible combinations, and then compare these

with the number which will answer our purpose. There is

plenty of justification for such a plan, one simple argument be-

ing this : Why should a particular card come out oftener than

another? Presumably from some difference in its shape or

nature
;
either because it is larger or thicker, or more or less

slippery, etc. The makers, by taking care to reduce such dif-

ferences to an amount absolutely indistinguishable, insure for

us perfect fairness as between card and card. And the experi-

ence of every player, at least as regards the commoner sorts of

occurrences, confirms us in the belief that the events do really

happen as we expect that they should. We may say, there-

fore, that, however true it maybe that the ultimate justification

of the premises depends upon observation and experience, our

calculations in such cases are rested entirely on what may be

called a priori considerations.

The above remarks apply to cards, dice, roulette tables, and

generally to every application of probability in which the con-

stitution and behavior of the objects in question are under

our own control, or can from any other reason be accurately

determined. From the nature of the case they apply to .nearly

all games of chance; and, for that matter, to not much else.

But when we come to examine natural objects and processes,

we are, as a rule, quite unable to say beforehand what these

things will do. The objects themselves are often far too ireg-

ular, and their modes of action far too complicated and obscure,

for us ever to be able to penetrate into their nature and calcu-

late their behavior. Who, by looking at a man and studying,

the state of society in which he lives, would be able to guess

how long a duration of life he might expect to attain ? We
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cannot even distinguish beforehand, except very roughly, be-

tween healthy and unhealthy modes of life
;
and cannot in the

least determine how much advantage the one will have over

the other. In these matters, therefore, insurance societies, and

others interested in the results, have to rely entirely on the

data offered by experience. Many people would imagine that

the life of an English agricultural laborer is a “good ” one, for

his wages are no longer really low, and he is always in the fresh

air. But the fact is that the Accidental Insurance societies

class him among their “hazardous” lives. We presume that

the chances of being kicked by a cart-horse, gored by a bull,

crippled by rheumatism and so forth, more than counterbalance

the small tradesman's worry and anxiety, and the clerk’s

cramped position and unwholesome air.

Of these two methods, the first, or a priori method, where

practicable, is far the best. It assigns at once in the limit, in

the form of a fraction, that ultimate average towards which

experience slowly and gradually gropes, knowing that it will

never reach it. The chance, or fraction so assigned, is subject

to one kind of error only; the inability, viz., to secure any cer-

tain justification of it within the comparatively short space of

time which can generally be afforded. This we have already

explained, and have pointed out that an ultimate tendency can

never be proved, or even illustrated, within a finite range of

examples. But then this same limitation of experience tells

with twofold force against the results obtained by the a pos-

teriori method. It not only, as above, invalidates the experi-

mental proof of the result, but it also invalidates the process

of obtaining it. When we say that the chance of ace with a

die is one sixth, we are at least sure that this fraction is right

—

that is, that it really represents the limit. But when we say

that the chance of a man aged 32 living 27 years is, say

we are not sure of this fraction. It is itself obtained from a

too limited experience, which being unable certainly to verify

the chances if they are given to us, is equally unable to take

the prior step of obtaining them for us. That is to say, we
cannot tell for certain what is the real chance of any given

man’s life
;
partly because we cannot get any but a limited

range of statistics to yield it, and partly because the social and
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other conditions under which these statistics are given are sub-

ject to fluctuation. We can only approximate to the chance,

to begin with, and can then only approximate to its subsequent

verification.

We may say something here upon a point about which the

reader may have expected to hear some remarks before. It

may seem rather late in the discussion to have the question

put, Is there such a thing as Chance? and many will think it

odd if we say that for our purposes it really does not matter

whether there is or not. Before any sensible remarks can be

made upon the subject we must come to some understanding

as to what is meant here by chance. We have, it is hoped,

made it pretty plain what is meant by “ the chance, or prob-

ability, of an event but what do people mean by chance

itself
;
by chance, as an agent, that is, if we may give it that

name ? All that we can understand by the term is absence of
causation—that is, absence of regularity. In physical science

we mean by the cause of an event that group of antecedents

by which the event is always brought about. The doctrine of

causation asserts the regularity of such sequence in every case :

it maintains that the same cause will always be followed by the

same effect. By denying causation, therefore, we should be

admitting, in certain cases, the existence of irregularity, of

spontaneity, of unpredictability, as we may variously express it.

Does then chance, in this sense of physical capriciousness,

exist in nature? Every student of science will give an em-

phatic negative. He will declare that wherever we look, at

least amongst physical phenomena, we see signs of unfailing

law and order. The religious philosopher will of course main-

tain that there is something underlying all this; that this

sequence of events indicates a Designer, dates from an Origin,

and affords evidence of an End. But he will be quite at one

with the others as to the general existence of this uniformity

when we merely look at the phenomena. Amongst competent

physical students at the present day there is in fact no dispute

as between law and caprice, causal and casual connection : the

only dispute is as to whether the regular sequences we observe

afford ground for belief in the existence and agency of the

Deity.
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If then we are asked whether there is such a thing as chance

in the world or not, we should say certainly not. Nor is it in

the least implied in Probability, as we have grounded it, that

there should be. All that we have implied is our ignorance

about many of the detailed events, which is an extremely dif-

ferent thing from declaring that these events actually lack the

regularity upon which any knowledge could be built. We
fully believe that the turning up of one face rather than another

of a die, is “ caused that is, that if we could precisely repeat

the antecedents any number of times we should always obtain

the same result. But the adjustments upon which this result

depend are' so excessively complicated and delicate, that all

prevision is impossible. Hence our ignorance about the event

beforehand is just as complete and absolute as if there really

were none of that regularity which affords what we call a cause.

Therefore we abandon as hopeless any attempt to determine

the single event, and we fall back upon our knowledge of the

average, or that statistical knowledge which has been described
;

and we make what we can out of this, which, as will have been

gathered, amounts really to a good deal.

The question whether people believe in the existence of

chance is of course quite distinct. Some would settle the

matter summarily by declaring the belief in causation a neces-

sary belief. But we think that any one who had ever tried to

ascertain what an ill-trained or puzzle-headed person docs

believe, will find that he has got quite enough to do there

without attempting also to determine whether he believes it

necessarily. The problem seems to us a hopeless one, and also

one of no importance. Before we can get any one to say

rationally whether he believes a doctrine, or can try to decide
for him whether or riot he does believe it, we must make him
understand the doctrine. Otherwise, if we attempt to elicit an
answer from his behavior we shall obtain contradictory replies.

In certain respects he proceeds on one theory, in certain others
on another, generally confounding the two together. It is

quite enough, therefore, to remark that all cultivated minds
seem to have entirely rejected the doctrine that any events

occur casually; that is, without a regular phenomenal cause.

The true antithesis, then, is not one between what is casual
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and what is causal
;

it is rather between what is casual and

what is designed. That is, we cannot draw a line between
what is brought about by causes and what is not so brought

about, for in the scientific view every event without exception

has its cause. But, within this boundless range of causation and

regularity, some events are brought about by the process which

we may call “chance production,” and others are brought

about by design. These two classes are not logical contradic-

tories, in the sense that every event must belong to one or

other of them
;
and in many cases it is extremely difficult to

decide to which of them any particular event must be referred.

But there is probably no branch of the subject of* Probability

around which a greater quantity of popular philosophic interest

has gathered, and therefore we must say something about it

here.

We will begin with a simple example. Suppose that any one

finds on a table, in a room ten coins, each with “ head ” upper-

most
;
and the question is asked :

“ Is this result casual or de-

signed?” Almost every one would say that it was designed;

and if asked for his reason, would reply that it was very unlikely

that the coins should all have turned up the same face acciden-

tally. How unlikely it was can be settled in a moment ; ten

coins, with two faces each, can be combined in 1024 ways, and

only two of these give all the same face. Therefore once only

in 512 times should we expect to find this regularity as the

result of casual agency—that is, brought about in the way
appropriate to the theory of chance. But then for a basis of

comparison we ought to know how unlikely the other contin-

gency is—that, namely, of design. The fact being undisputed

that the coin has so turned up, the only doubt is as to the

respective frequency of the two kinds of agency by which the

event might have been brought to pass. It is here that we
break down, owing to the hopeless inexactitude of all such

problems. We do know how often a coin will turn up head of

its own accord when duly tossed up, but we do not know how
often human beings will turn it up so. Something depends on

the kind of agents and the nature of their employment. Were
the coins found in a gambling-house, we should conclude that,

owing to the little time and taste the players probably had for
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orderly arrangement of their coins, the designed arrangement

was comparatively unlikely. On the other hand, had the table

been that of a coin-collector, we might think it decidedly more

likely that, for the purpose of comparison, he had set them all

the same way uppermost. In this way we can do something

towards indicating in what cases one event is more likely than

others; but we can do nothing towards settling the problem in

the only way in which the scientific man would regard it as

settled, that is, towards saying how much more likely it is.

Is, then, all attempt at reasoning on this particular subject

futile? By no means
;

if it were, an enormous amount of the

decisions of practical life, to say nothing of those given in the

law courts, would have to be rejected. Here, as in so many
other cases, where we are quite unable to estimate differences

numerically, we may still be able to assign a limit beyond

which we feel safe in denying that the event can occur. A
common laborer has never heard of a dynamometer, and has no

conception of fixing how much stronger one of his fellow-work-

men is than another, but he would risk his life on a bet that

none of them could lift 2000 pounds. In some such way as this

we are often enabled to bring the two classes of agencies—the

definite numerical one which represents the pure chance, and the

indefinite moral one which represents the design—into compar-

ison with one another. Calculation may show that the former

is so exceedingly small, that we feel quite confident that the

latter, indeterminable as it is, must outweigh it. If 1000 coins

were found, like the ten we mentioned, all face uppermost, no

jury would believe a man on oath who declared that they had

simply come so by a succession of fair tosses.

Let us now take a more complicated example. A Scotch

astronomer, Mr. Piazzi Smyth, wrote a work entitled Our
Inheritance in the Great Pyramid.” The work was intended to

prove that a variety of modern scientific results were hidden

away in different ways in that building ; that its sides faced

precisely to the points of the compass ; that one of its passages

pointed exactly to where the pole-star was situated a certain

number of centuries ago, and so on. He also maintained that

it contained a number of standard measures—mostly, as it

happened, English ones
;

that its measurements were exactly

33
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expressible in English feet and inches; that a certain sarcopha-

gus (as others had interpreted it) was really a standard quarter

measure, and so forth. Among these results it was maintained

that the length of the four sides, at the base, stood to the

height in the exact proportion of the circumference to the

radius of a circle. We forget to how many decimals the result

(of 3.14159, etc.) was guaranteed, but at any rate the precision

attained was ‘declared to be something far beyond the rude

scientific knowledge of that age.

In such a case as this, even the assignment of the numerical

chance becomes difficult, and can only be effected by the aid of

various more or less arbitrary assumptions. In the first place,

we must set some limits to the height as compared with the

base. If too high the building would be unsafe, if too low it

would be ridiculous
;
consequently it is not from amongst all

possible heights, but only from a limited range of them, that

the selection could have been made. Then, in the next place,

we must decide to how close an approximation the measure-

ments have been made. If they are true to the hundredth part

of an inch, the coincidence, if such it were, would have been

much more astonishing. Suppose that this has been done, and

that it has been ascertained that out of 10,000 possible heights

for a pyramid of given base just that one has been selected

which would give, in proportion to the circumference of the

base, the desired ratio of the radius to the circumference of the

circle. We should then seem to be in possession of the ele-

ments which determine the “ chance” alternative, and when we
had got hold of the elements of the “ design” alternative (that

is, how likely builders were to employ the ratio in question, if

they knew it, and how likely they were to know it) we might

make the comparison. To attempt to give a numerical solution

would be obviously futile, but, having raised the question, we
may just remark that in our own judgment the coincidence was

most likely not due to chance. 1

1 We must not conclude, however, with Mr. Smyth and his followers, that

this would prove that the builders knew what was the ratio in question, but

merely that they knew and employed some method which produced it. A
teredo can bore a hole—that is, make a circle which exhibits its due ratios, as

accurately as a geometrician; but we do not credit it with a knowledge of mathe-

matics. An ingenious suggestion has been made by a writer in Nature
,
that the
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In the above remarks we have assumed that, out of the

10,000 possibilities, only one ought to be regarded as favorable,

viz., that which indicated the ratio in question of the circum-

ference to the radius. But this is not warranted. The point

is a somewhat subtle one, and we almost owe an apology for

introducing it at the end of an article. But we cannot alto-

gether pass it over, for, as we have said, there probably is not

a single side of the whole question of Probability which has

given rise to an equal amount of that philosophical and theo-

logical discussion in which most of our readers will be likely to

take an interest.

Suppose that in the above example the ratio had come out

just double of that which it actually was, would not this have

been taken as equal evidence of design ? Or if it had proved

to be double or treble the ratio of the diagonal of a square to

one of its sides, would not this also have been of nearly equal

significance ? Proceeding in this way, we may suggest one

known mathematical ratio after another until almost every

single one of the 10,000 supposed possible intermediate posi-

tions has been occupied. If this were done, one might argue

thus : Since every possible height of the pyramid would mark
some mathematical value, a builder, ignorant of them all alike,

could not help, nevertheless, stumbling upon one of them ; why
then attribute to him design in one case rather than in another?

This shows that we have not got to the bottom of the question,

and we had better, therefore, look again at some such simple

problem as that of the ten coins. In this case it is readily seen

that ten “heads” is just as likely, neither more nor less, than

heads on seven specified coins, and tails on the other three.
1

Against each single specified arrangement the odds are the

builder may have proceeded somewhat as follows : Having decided on the

height of his pyramid, he drew a circle with that as radius. Laying down a cord

along the line of this circle, he then drew the cord out into a square, which

square marked the base of the building. Hardly any simpler means could be

devised in a comparatively rude age
;

it is obvious that the circumference of

the base, being equal to the length of the cord, would bear exactly the proper

ratio to the height.
1 Seven specified coins. The chance that any seven should be head and the

other three tail, is 120 times greater, being equal to or fife.
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same, namely, 1023 to 1 ;
for each one of them would present

itself on the average once only in 1024 times.

It is clear, then, that it is- not on this side—viz., the

chance or physical side—of the problem that we are to seek for

any ground of greater likelihood of one of these events over

another. It is rather on the “ design” or moral side that the

difference is to be sought. Out of the whole number of pos-

sible throws, two only excite any curiosity, viz., those in

which all are alike heads or tails. These two alone, therefore,

are generally likely to be designed. As we have already

pointed out, other considerations must decide (as well as they

can) whether any designed arrangement is likely under the

circumstances; but, admitting design at all, we feel little doubt

that it would show itself in one of these two ways. In this case

it is mere curiosity, so to say, which gives its greater signifi-

cance, and consequent greater likelihood, to two of the various

possible arrangements. In other cases this significance may be

brought about by convention. For instance, in cards, “ queen

of spades and knave of diamonds” is exactly as uncommon as

any other specified pair : moreover, till bczique was introduced

it offered no superior interest over any other specified pair of

cards. But now, since that game has been frequently played,

it has been taken up at once into the department of coinci-

dences in which interest is felt ; and, given dishonesty amongst

the players, its chance of being produced designedly is quite

different from what it once was. Returning then to our pyra-

mid, we see good reason to suspect that the ratio offered by the

circumference and radius of a circle was designed. Almost

every value indeed would correspond to some mathematical

ratio
;
but most of these offer no kind of popular interest, and

could hardly by any possibility have presented themselves to

the minds of men in primitive times. But that of a circle, from

the simplicity and commonness of the figure, stands on a very

different footing. It is the easiest of all figures to produce

;

and therefore the chance that its ratio, or a method productive

of this ratio, should be designed, assumes at once a prominence

denied to all others. It occupies, in fact, relative to the other

possible values, much the same position that “ all heads” occu-

pied amongst the 1024 possible throws.
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The fact is, that we ought to distinguish carefully between

what is rare and what is remarkable
,
in the cases in question.

People will occasionally ask some such question as this : What is

the rarest, or most unlikely deal, that you have ever actually wit-

nessed at a game of whist ? So phrased, the question is absurd.

The cards being all distinguished from one another, any one

hand of thirteen is just as unlikely, neither more nor less, as

any other; and one will therefore occur in the long-run as fre-

quently as another. But some hands are decidedly more re-

markable than others, in the sense that they strike our fancy

more, or are more valuable for purposes of play. It may often

be difficult to assign a numerical estimate to this fancy or this

value, especially to the former; but the inquiry itself is an

essentially reasonable one. It is doubtless in this sense, there-

fore—viz., as to what is most remarkable— that the question is

to be interpreted, though it may have been awkwardly expressed

in the form of an inquiry as to what is most rare.

The general problem then before us, when we have to decide

between chance and design, is this: On the one side, when we
look to statistics, we have a large group of contingencies, each

of which, being but one out of the many, is of course very rare,

and its occurrence very unlikely. If popular judgment regards

all these contingencies with equal interest or indifference, we
have so far no ground to expect that there had been any design

displayed in the choice of the particular contingency which ex-

perience shows to have occurred. Commonly, however, this is

not the case. Popular judgment assigns a peculiar interest or

value to one or more of the contingencies, and hence creates a

small sub-class amongst these contingencies which stands on a

favored footing. We then have to settle the question, What is

the chance that people should exercise this kind of design in

the case in question ? This is, as a rule, a hopeless matter to de-

termine, though we may often be able to assign roughly some

limit above or below which we feel sure it will not extend.

This done, there remains the arithmetical calculation of the rela-

tive frequency of these two classes of cases, which, when the

data are assigned, would admit of at any rate an approximate

solution.

From the brief remarks which we have been able to make
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upon this subject, the reader will be able in some degree to

judge of the almost unmeaning vagueness of the inquiry which

has been actually raised, and is occasionally repeated, as to

whether the world could have been made by chance ? In such

simple examples as we have just been discussing, both the ele-

ments of the inquiry are apt to complicate themselves beyond

hope of fruitful treatment
;
but here they both get into a state

far beyond all hope of rational comprehension. As regards the

mere numerical side of the question, the calculator of probabili-

ties amongst cards and dice is doubtless fond of disporting him-

self in the midst of such figures as render an ordinary head

dizzy to contemplate
;
but what sort of mental audacity must

he have who would propose to decide what figure represents

the total number of possibilities of creation out of which the

existent world is to be regarded as having turned up or been

selected ? Such a mind would doubtless feel itself equal to

undertaking the other side of the problem—that is, to deciding

exactly how likely an omnipotent and omniscient Creator would

be to understand and make use of schemes’ which we should

recognize as design. It is almost an insult to ordinary intelli-

gence to remark that figures, or any part of our nature which

has to do with figures, are quite out of place in inquiries such

as this.

John Venn.



FAITH.

0\V can we account for it that Faith, relatively unrec-

ognized before, became at once so prominent on the

introduction of Christianity ? As a requirement, it was not

only made prominent, but essential, both by Christ and his

apostles. When asked by the Jews what they should do that

they might work the works of God, our Saviour replied :
“ This

is the work of God, that ye believe on Him whom he hath sent.”

They were not simply to believe what he said, but were to be-

lieve on him
;
and that is faith. Identical with this was the

direction given by Paul and Silas to the jailer :
“ Believe on

the Lord Jesus Christ, and thou shalt be saved.” ” Therefore,”

says Paul, “ we conclude that a man is justified by faith with-

out the deeds of the law.” And not only was faith made a

condition of salvation as an initiatory step, but it was to be the

inspiration of the whole life. Christians were to “ walk by
faith,” to “ fight the good fight of faith ;” the victory by
which they were to overcome the world was their faith

;
they

were to live by faith.”

In making faith thus prominent Christianity was wholly

original. Associating, as we do from our earliest years, both the

name and the thing with religion, and as we grow up finding it

incorporated into all our religious literature, it is difficult for us

to realize how original the full adoption of this principle was,

and how strange it must have seemed both to the Jews and the

Gentiles. Faith was indeed the spiritual element under the

Old Testament dispensation, and in that sense its underlying

principle, but the system was one requiring legal and ceremonial

observances
;

it was to them that attention was directed, and
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through them that faith was to look. In connection with these

observances an intense system of ecclcsiasticism had grown up,

and nothing could have been less likely to occur to a Jew than

the possibility of a religion that should retain the principle and

drop those rites and forms, divinely appointed, in which it was
embodied—rites elaborate, magnificent, connecting themselves

with the early associations and the national pride of every Jew,

and on the maintenance of which the respectability, the liveli-

hood even, of a large and influential class seemed to depend.

The prominence of faith in the New Testament cannot there-

fore be accounted for by the fact that it is, under the name of

trust, the spiritual and underlying element of the Old Tes-

tament. In that the word itself occurs but twice. So far,

indeed, was it under that from full or even distinct recognition,

that the Apostle Paul in the Epistle to the Galatians speaks of

it in contrast with the old dispensation, and as having first

come in connection with Christianity. “ But before faith

came,” he says, “we were kept under the law, shut up unto

the faith which should afterwards be revealed. Wherefore the

law was our schoolmaster to bring us unto Christ, that we
might be justified by faith.”

But if this prominence of faith seemed strange to the Jew,

much more must it have seemed so to the Gentile. No heathen

religion ever inculcated faith as a duty, or made it a distinctive

element of itself in any way. So far as appears, the philoso-

phers had never given attention to the state of mind indicated

by the word, they had not recognized it as a principle of action
;

and certainly, aside from some object of it such as no heathen

religion presented, there was nothing in it to awaken the en-

thusiasm, or attract the attention even, of the common people.

How, then, the question recurs, shall wc account for the

prompt and full instalment of faith in a position so prominent,

and with a function so vital, at the very commencement of

Christianity ? We can do it only by supposing that Christianity

understood itself as it could not have done if it had not been

inspired—and, understanding itself, the prominence and func-

tion given to faith were a necessity. The originality of giving

this place to faith, great as it was, was not, however, if I may
so say, primary. Faith was, indeed, original as a requisition
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upon man, requiring a certain state in him, but it was

made necessary by that feature in the revelation itself in which

that was wholly and primarily original. That feature is, that

the salvation offered by Christianity is gratuitous. It is a gift.

It is wholly free. It is not for those who merit salvation. It

knows of merit, but not in those that are saved as the ground

of their salvation. It presupposes sin, and is a salvation from

that and its consequences. It is in this freeness of the salvation

which it offers that Christianity is wholly original. As com-

pared with all religions originated by man, it is an entire change

of method—a reversal of all that could have been conceived by
him. Conscious of having merited the divine displeasure, and

feeling his need of salvation, man would naturally inquire what

he must do, and would attempt some mode of propitiation. He
would offer some gift, build some temple, go on some pilgrim-

age, submit to some penance. That this has been the uniform

course of human thought and action, all history shows. It never

could have been supposed by man, and no shadow of such a

thought enters into any heathen religion, that God would, of

himself, wholly self-moved, so do all that was needed, all that

could be done for salvation, as to leave nothing for man to do

but to accept what had been done and provided as a free gift.

But this is Christianity. The proclamation of the fact that God
has done this is the Gospel—the glad tidings, and that proc-

lamation is to all. “ Whosoever will, let him come and take of

the water of life freely."

Is there, then, no condition but that of acceptance ? In one

sense, no. Whoever accepts the provision made and freely

offered will be saved. The condition is the acceptance of the

gift—that, and nothing else. But here we meet with a second

feature of Christianity by which it is distinguished from all

heathen religions. The salvation it proposes is a salvation from

sin and its consequences. It is a holy salvation. This makes it

impossible that the gift should be accepted unless sin be for-

saken. If any choose to call this forsaking of sin—that is, re-

pentance—an additional condition, they can do so
;
but it is no

arbitrary condition. There is a natural impossibility that it

should be otherwise. “ Doth a fountain send forth at the same

place sweet water and bitter?” The same mind can no more
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be dominated by two supreme and opposite principles than the

same space can be occupied by two bodies. You have a casket

filled with stones. I offer to fill it for you with gold
;
but the

casket is yours, and you must make the gift possible by empty-

ing out the stones. By refusing, if you do refuse, to accept the

only condition which renders the gift possible, you refuse to ac-

cept the gift.

But whatever may be said of repentance in the aspect just

spoken of, it is certain that Christianity understood itself in its

great feature as a holy religion when it gave faith its high posi-

tion. The reason is that faith is not only receptive, but assimi-

lative. Not only was man to receive eternal life as a gift, but

his character was to be transformed into the likeness of the

character of Christ. But without faith this would have been

impossible. Faith is not love, but it is the basis of it
;
and by a

natural law we are transformed into the image of any one in

whom we confide and whom we love. Faith, with that which

springs from it, is indeed the only assimilating and elevating

bond by which moral beings who are higher and purer can draw

those who are below them up to their own position.

In both its great aspects, therefore, first as a gratuitous relig-

ion, and second as a holy religion, it was necessary that Christi-

anity, if it understood itself, should give to faith, strange as it

must have seemed, the prominence and the function it did. As
gratuitous it was wholly new. The reception of a gift being a

personal act and perfectly simple, this feature of Christianity

disconnected it, in its essence, from rites and ceremonies and

priestly intervention
;
and so it became the new wine that

needed new bottles. It became a free, untrammelled, spiritual

system
;
and in such a system, appealing to the individual heart

and conscience and acting through them, it is through faith

alone that there could be either a reception of the gift, or that

assimilation to Christ which must insure individual perfection

and become the bond of a perfect social state. Thus did

Christianity stand forth at once in its completeness—a complete-

ness that precluded all idea of improvement or of development.

To the provision made by God for a free salvation nothing

could be added
;
nothing to the simplicity and reasonableness

and adaptability to the whole race and to men in every con-
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dition, of the mode by which men were to avail themselves

of that provision. Accepting by faith the provision made by

God, men would enter at once into new relations with him, and

by the continued exercise of faith they would be brought into

complete conformity to him. In that conformity is social unity,

in that is salvation.

What, then, is this faith, so long held in abeyance, adopted

at length and made thus prominent by Christianity, and capa-

ble of producing such effects ? Perhaps we may best reach its

nature by referring to those characteristics of it which rendered

its adoption necessary in the Christian system. Of these, one,

already mentioned, is its receptivity. This is referred to in the

opening of the eleventh chapter of Hebrews. So receptive is it

of those things of which we are assured by the testimony of God,

that that assurance, which is faith, becomes equivalent to the

very substance of things only as yet hoped for
;
and, resting as

it does on the divine testimony, there is in it evidence—a dem-

onstration, as the original word imports—of those unseen things

which it would have been impossible for us to know without

revelation. It has already been mentioned, too, as another

characteristic of faith that it is assimilative
;

or, if not directly

and necessarily so, yet that it is the underlying condition of all

assimilative processes. As receptive, faith involves the action

of the intellect
;
as assimilative, of the affections. These,

lying between the intellect and the will, are manifested chiefly

through them, and so the transforming power of faith through

the affections, though of the utmost importance, need not be

dwelt upon here. A third characteristic of faith not yet men-

tioned, and one which necessitated its adoption by Christianity,

is that it is a principle of action. Here it involves the will,

and asserts its highest claims. As receptive, it involves the will

—for reception is an act—but not in the same way. It involves

it as demanding energy—as acting, not merely in its function of

receiving, but also of doing and giving. It is to the illustration

of the power of faith as a principle of action in this aspect of the

will that the body of the eleventh chapter of the Epistle to the

Hebrews is devoted. It is there shown to be the great and the

only legitimate principle of religious heroism. “ By it the

elders obtained a good report.”
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We find, then, adopted into the system of Christianity, and

necessary to its working, a somewhat called faith, receptive,

assimilative, and operative. Was this something new, or was
it previously known and then made conspicuous by being

brought into new relations ? It was not new, for the New
Testament ascribes to it the heroism of the ancient saints. Was
it then something peculiar to the religion of the Bible, or was

it a broad principle common to the race ? Certainly to the

race, since Christianity addresses all men and assumes that

they know what faith is, and that they are capable of exercising

it. What principle, then, is there common to the race, and so

related to those three great constituents of our nature, the in-

tellect, the sensibility, and the will, as to be at once receptive,

assimilative, and operative ? Such a principle we find in con-

fidence in a personal being
,
and that is Faith. This, at least, is

generically the faith of the New Testament, and nothing else is.

Let us test this. Of course the confidence or trust of one

personal being in another may be of every degree, according to

the ground of it in the person trusted, and to the relations in

which they are placed. Suppose, then, the relation to be that of

physicia'n and patient, with entire confidence on the part of the

patient. He will then believe what the physician may say, will

take any remedy he may prescribe, and will do whatever he

may be directed to do in the way of regimen or change of cli-

mate. This he will do despite the opposing judgment of

friends, or of physicians of an opposite school, or even, as in

the case of Alexander the Great, despite an accusation of an

attempt, through the' remedies given, upon his life. He will,

as Alexander did, put the note containing the accusation under

his pillow, and looking the physician in the eye, swallow the

draught he presents, and then hand him the note. That would

be confidence in a personal being
;
that would be faith. The

whole would be comprised in an original act which might be

called either an act of receptivity or of commitment. He
might be said to receive the physician as his physician in all that

he offered himself to him for, or to commit himself wholly to him

for all that he needed to have done. Take, again, the case of a

traveller, and one who offers himself as a guide. If the traveller

accept the guide in full confidence, the forest may be dense and
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pathless, he may be “ turned round ” so that the south shall

seem to be north and the east west, and their course to be

the opposite of what it should be, yet will he move on without

faltering. And that is faith. So with the soldier and his com-

mander. With full confidence on the part of the soldier, he

will endure every hardship and face every danger. So, too,

with the man who lends money or deposits treasure on the

simple word of another, or perhaps without even a word. But

the example most in point for our purpose would seem to be

that of the parent and child. Recognizing the parent as his

natural guardian, and confiding in his goodness and superior

wisdom, the child denies itself indulgences it craves, performs

tasks it dislikes, and executes commands the reason of which it

does not understand. It belongs to his condition in the natural

order of human beings that he should do this, and in all ages

the propriety and beauty of it, its necessity even, have been

recognized. And this again is faith. In this case, if the

parent and child be what they should be, there will be assimi-

lation. In the cases above mentioned this may not have been.

There was receptivity or commitment as we may choose to call

it, and also a principle of action, but not necessarily assimila-

tion. This may not have been needed. But where it is

needed, as in the parental relation rightly constituted, and in

Christianity, it will be involved in faith as above defined. It

will, however, come in directly, and not as an act of will.
“ Be-

holding as in a glass the glory of the Lord, we are changed

into the same image.”

In each of the instances above menfioned, it will be seen

that there was a conjoint action of both the intellect and the

will—of the intellect, in a belief involving some interest re-

quiring action
;
and of the will, in choice and volition with ref-

erence to that action. Is, then, the essential element of the

faith to be found in the action of the intellect or of the will ?

Of the will certainly, so far at least that the action of the will

cannot be dispensed with, and the faith remain. True, mere

belief is sometimes called faith in the New Testament, but in

such a way as to show that that does not include all that is

needed to constitute the faith it contemplates and demands.

It speaks of mere belief as a dead faith, and of a faith fully
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constituted as implying works—that is, acts of will. “ And by
works,” says the Apostle James, “ faith was made perfect.”

In each of the above examples we have had confidence ex-

pressed in specific acts. But may there not be a general con-

fidence while we are not as yet in such relation to the person

in whom we confide as to call for specific acts
;
and if so,

would such confidence be faith ? Clearly there may be such

confidence
;
and that it should be called faith I think is also

clear, because if such confidence be perfect, it will certainly

lead, when the occasion may demand them, to the performance

of those specific acts both in kind and degree which all recognize

as acts of faith. Thus belief in testimony solely from confi-

dence in the person testifying would be an act of faith. The
thing believed might be as improbable on every other ground

as the ocean telegraph to a savage, and still, if the confidence

were perfect, the belief would be firm. It would not, indeed,

if it were a belief on a subject requiring no acceptance, no com-

mitment, no obedience, be the faith of the Bible, because God
does not reveal any thing for the mere purpose of being believed.

To be the faith of the Bible, belief, whatever its origin, must

pass on and up into a loving obedience, so drawing in the whole

man. That our Saviour did not care what the origin might be

of that preliminary belief which must underlie any rational con-

fidence, appears from these remarkable words :
” Though ye be-

lieve not me, believe the works
;
that ye may know and believe

that the Father is in me, and I in him.” We say, then, that

confidence in a person is faith, and that this may reveal itself

in belief of his word, in the commitment of ourselves to him, in

the acceptance of his gifts and in obedience to his commands,

and that it will reveal itself in either or all of these ways as exist-

ing relations may demand. Other grounds of belief, of com-

mitment, of acceptance, of obedience, there may be, but unless

these several acts spring from confidence they will not be acts

of faith.

With this view of faith as a ground of belief and of action

we proceed to find its place.

Whatever may have been tne origin of this universe, it is

now conceded that that part of it which falls under our obser-

vation appears to have passed to its present condition from a
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state of chaos. It is also conceded that the steps taken were

not at random, but that each preceding one was so a prepara-

tion and condition for that which was to follow as to be indis-

pensable to it. Thus, since the food of organized beings is

ultimately derived from inorganic matter, such matter must

have been first in the order of nature, if not of time. In the

same way, since the food of animals is derived from vegetables,

these must have been first. It is because the order thus re-

quired by the law of conditioning and conditioned is adhered to

in the first chapter of Genesis that the account there given holds

its place as accordant with modern science. In this .process a

new force was added at each step upward, constituting by its

uniform action what is called a physical law, and giving unity

to the department controlled by that force. This continued

till a being having personality was reached, and that is the high-

est department conceivable by us. Up to this point every

thing had been governed by law of necessity, each law giving

unity to its own department, and the unity of the whole being

secured by the law of conditioning and conditioned, together

with the fact that at each step upward every thing below was

so taken up into the higher as to become a part of it. But as

personality involves freedom, it is evident that unity could no

longer be preserved by a law having the characteristic of neces-

sity. No law of fixed quantities or definite forces or of recip-

rocal action that can be brought under a mathematical formula

would now do. There must be a force acting from within cor-

responding with the new element of freedom. The change

needed was one of method, like that which occurred when or-

ganization commenced in matter. The change, then, was from

forces working from without to one, the force of what we call

life, working from within. The working is still from within,

but now by forces intelligently recognized and freely controlled.

Constantly as we have gone up, the forces giving unity, as well

as the departments and beings controlled, have been higher,

until, as we reach the highest being of all, we ask for a force

adapted to give unity to the realm of personality. To such an

inquiry the only answer is, confidence—the mutual confidence

of personal beings in each other. Evidently a mutual confi-

dence of personal beings in each other, universal and absolute,
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would produce among them a unity and order like that which

gravitation produces in the heavens. That would produce it,

and nothing else would. Is it said that love would produce it ?

Love is above confidence, and is conditioned upon it
;
but its

office is to suggest and carry out those ministries which will best

promote the well-being of a community united by mutual con-

fidence.

The place of faith we thus find to be that of the uniting

principle in the highest realm of being, as gravitation is in the

lowest. Let either be wholly withdrawn from its department

and there would be utter chaos. The difference, or rather a

difference, between them is, that while any modification of

gravitation \fould probably be fatal to the physical system, con-

fidence may be impaired and the social system still go on,

though in an imperfect way. The security which confidence

would give may be partially attained by bolts and bars and

weapons of defence.

We next inquire for the logical basis of faith. This is origi-

nally the same as that of our confidence in the uniformity of

nature. It is instinctive. The nature of the child is precon-

formed to it. It draws it in with its mother’s milk. It is a

part of the “ heaven” that “ lies about our infancy,” and in a

normal condition of things there would be no more distrust of

persons than of the laws of nature. But here comes in an

anomaly. In nature uncorrupted there is a correspondence of

instinct and object that is the life of the animal. We find no

instinct that has not a permanent and satisfying object set over

against it, or that uniformly needs to be corrected by experi-

ence. But here we find an instinct that is doomed to be uni-

formly thwarted and baffled until it becomes merged in a

higher intelligence
;

and the spirit, grieved and indignant,

learns through that to accommodate itself to a perverted and

unnatural—in the highest sense of that word—order of things.

It is a sad hour for an ingenuous child when the feeling of

distrust first enters, and an intelligent sense of its necessity

dawns upon him. What a comment, too, on the state of society

when a young person, nurtured in seclusion and with uniform

kindness, finds his ready confidence in new associates treated

with pity and mockery, and himself subjected to forms of im-
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position arid indignity contrived especially to teach him what

kind of a world it is into which he has come ! Then may come,

and often does, a revulsion, and a reversal of the impulses of a

kindly nature, such as to lead on to final misanthropy. It is,

indeed, interesting to trace the result of the two instincts—the

one towards confidence in nature, the other towards distrust of

man—as they become modified by intelligence. In nature, the

constant tendency of experience is to confirm the authority of

the instinct, and this tendency finds further support in scientific

research. As that proceeds, exceptions and anomalies disap-

pear, the sway of a seemingly necessitated and necessitating

law extends itself more widely, till at length the scientific mind

is in danger of losing its hold upon any thing higher—till, in-

deed, Comptism comes and denies that there is any thing higher,

or if there is, that our faculties are in any such relation to it that

it can be known. On the other hand, the tendency of experience

with men, especially in business and in politics, is towards dis-

trust. Few are the business men whose instinct of caution is

not sharpened as more extended transactions bring them into

wider and closer relations with the ingenuity of fraud and the

plausibilities of deceit. Few are the statesmen or politicians

long in public life who will not say with Lord Chatham, that

“ confidence is a plant of slow growth.” In fashionable life,

even, where no great interest is at stake, insincerity and heart

lessness often so reveal themselves through its conventionalisms

that sensitive natures turn with relief to the constancy of brute

instinct and the quiet sympathy of nature. Was, then, the

original instinct a mistake? No
;

it bides its time, either to be

lost in the utter perversion of that higher nature it was intended

to undergird, or to find again its original place through the

perfection of that nature.

And this possible restoration of the instinct leads us to notice

an important difference there is between the logical basis of the

confidence we have in the uniformity of nature and in personal

beings. In the first case we have an instinct that becomes

strengthened by experience and scientific observation. But if

we suppose science to go on accounting for every exception,

and bringing every apparent anomaly under some general law till

there is seen to be perfect uniformity, and that she should then be

34
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asked what reason she has to expect that uniformity to con-

tinue, she has no reason to give except the original instinct as

thus strengthened. Of the forces which originated or which

pepetuate this uniformity she knows nothing, and there would

be no contradiction or absurdity if the uniformity should be

broken up. It would contradict no fundamental law of belief,

and no reason can be given why science should expect it to

continue except the instinct, and the fact that it has continued.

The instinct and the fact are absolutely the whole basis that

science has to rest upon. But as the general instinct of confi-

dence in character is undermined there comes a discrimination of

character in particular cases, and confidence from that. Char-

acter, apprehended character, supersedes a general instinct, and

becomes the rational basis of confidence in persons who possess

a character that will justify such confidence. But here two ques-

tions arise—one, How shall we know, in particular cases, what

the character is ? the other, What is the logical basis of confi-

dence in character when we know what it is ? The first belongs

to common and practical life. Of course, if we are to confide

in character we must know what it is
;
and, liable as we are to

be deceived, we do so far know and confide in it that the larger

part of the ordinary transactions of life are based upon it. But

while there is often great uncertainty, yet in some cases we do

so know character as to rest upon it with perfect assurance.

We know it as by intuition. There was in the primitive church

a special gift of the discerning of spirits, and something like this

we often seem to have now
;
so that we feel as certain of the

character of some men as we do of the qualities of objects pre-

sented by the senses.

But be this as it may, in regard to man, we may know cer-

tainly what the character of God is
;
and knowing this in regard to

any personal being, the inquiry is what the logical ground of con-

fidence is. As has been said, we can have confidence in Nature

only as she is uniform, and her uniformity can be known only

by an original instinctive belief, the belief itself being based,

not on any thing necessary in itself, but, like that of all beliefs

depending upon instinct, upon an arrangement that may be

temporary. Such beliefs, having reference to things that are

made aad can be shaken, are preparatory for those that have
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reference to things that cannot be shaken and must remain. It

is for the basis of such beliefs that we inquire, and we say that

it is to be found in the stability of persons, or of a person. Con-

fidence in persons begins, like that in the uniformity of nature,

in an instinct, but, unlike that, finds at length a rational basis

in character
,
which can belong only to a person. Character sup-

poses freedom and rational grounds of action. It supposes

permanence and uniformity from such grounds, and the ques-

tion is how far such uniformity may be relied on notwithstand-

ing the freedom, or rather in consequence of it.

Character is determined by the principle of action made su-

preme. If that principle, which is demanded by reason, by our

nature as made by God, and by his revealed will—for these co-

incide—be made supreme, there will be harmony within. Only

so can there be. But this harmony within himself is the first

condition of the well-being of any person. For the want of

it nothing can compensate. Without it any possession or ac-

quisition, be it material or intellectual, can avail nothing. Not

on what we possess, but on what we arc—that is, on character

—

does well-being depend. This is one of the lessons that men
need to learn—a fact seen the more clearly as they come up

into the light of reason and see things as God sees them, till

their estimate of the value of external things may at length so

fall away that, if integrity of character and witness-bearing to

its value require it, the loss of them all and martyrdom itself

may be welcomed with triumph. Rationally viewed, all else is

but as the small dust of the balance compared with integrity

and perfection of character. This was the view of our Saviour.

Comparing the physical universe with the value and stability of

his word, he said, “ Heaven and earth shall pass away, but my
words shall not pass away.” Nor does the value of right char-

acter depend solely on the harmony it produces within. Social

harmony depends upon it, and can be produced by nothing else.

As long, therefore, as reason and conscience bear sway the su-

premacy of the highest principle—integrity of character—must

be held fast and maintained. Once morally perfect, every rea-

son there is in a sense of dignity and honor and purity, and

interest in a regard for others, in any thing that can constitute

the hope or the blessedness of a personal being, must demand
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that he should remain permanently in that state. Still, man may
change, angels may fall, but to suppose that God should not

choose and remain permanently in the choice of that which is

wisest and best would be to suppose reason, and the infinite

reason, voluntarily to become unreason
;

righteousness, un-

righteousness
;
goodness, malignity

;
perfection, imperfection.

We assert the freedom of God. We do not so bind his will by

his perfections as to make it fate
;
and yet those perfections are

so related to his will that we may say with the apostle that “ it

is impossible for God to lie.” It is a moral impossibility, and

we find in it the strongest ground of confidence that we can

conceive. It is then the character of God—not his nature as

necessitated, but his character as based on reason and choice

—

that is the ultimate ground of our confidence. Here we find

the rock on which the stability of all that is valuable in this uni-

verse rests, and this is the logical basis of faith in God, the faith

of the Bible. Here instinct and reason coalesce and find a quiet

resting-place.

Faith, therefore, does not rest on natural causes, the opera-

tion of which is conceived of as necessary. Though beginning,

like confidence in the uniformity of nature, in instinct, it does

not, like that, end there. It ends in intuition and judgment,

and in an estimate of causes into which freedom enters as a

factor. This changes wholly the logical basis, and'necessitates a

judgment in each case of the mode in which freedom may have

modified, or may modify, character and action. Faith will then

presuppose a perception by us of moral qualities in others, and

that those qualities are the ground of our confidence. The sun

having risen to-day, we have confidence that it will rise to-

morrow. Perceiving, or thinking that we perceive, wisdom and

goodness in our friend to-day, we are confident, but as we have

seen on wholly different grounds, that he will be wise and

good to-morrow. We are now in a different realm—the realm

of personality and of freedom. To this, nature as necessitated

is subsidiary, and in this the principle of order and the basis of

our expectation of uniformity are different. As belonging to

the realm of personality, it is in personality that they find their

basis.

Resting thus for its logical basis on the stability of a rational
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will, a general confidence in a personal being as true and up-

right, and so to be depended upon, may properly be called faith.

Still it is to be carefully noticed that whenever faith would be-

come a principle of action the confidence must be authorized by

some act of will, general or special, on the part of him in whom
it is reposed. We may have faith in a banker as honest and

as having ample means, but if we have not been authorized to

draw upon him our draft will not be honored. Revealing itself

through the will in receptivity, in commitment, in aggressive

action, -or in suffering, as the case may require, faith must be

authorized by an act of commitment on the part of him in whom
we confide. We may have hope in another who has not author-

ized our confidence. As a last resort, we may cast ourselves

upon him, as Queen Esther appeared unbidden before the king
;

but this is not faith. That, as a principle of action, is atithorized

confidence. It is still confidence in a person, and nothing else,

but in a person who has voluntarily placed himself in such a

relation to us that his character is pledged for the performance

of that for which we confide in him. To rest thus upon char-

acter, and that alone, is faith. This puts honor upon him in

whom we confide as nothing else can. Without this, indeed,

outward forms of respect must be either merely conventional

or hypocritical. While, then, we say that confidence in a per-

sonal being, authorized by him and resting solely upon his

character, is faith, it is yet not the faith of the Bible. That is

authorized confidence in God
;
or, if it be distinctively Christian,

faith in Christ. For all authorized confidence in him the char-

acter of God is pledged. If the confidence be not authorized,

it is mere presumption and folly.

From the view just taken we see at once what the prelimi-

naries of a rational faith must be. We must first know that he

in whom we confide in any particular has authorized us to do

so. A man receives what purports to be the written promise of

a banker, that on the presentation of that paper he shall receive

a sum of money. The inquiries will then be two. First, was
the paper really signed by the man whose name it bears ?

Second, is he able to pay the money? In ascertaining these

two points faith has nothing to do. The evidence may be

of different kinds and degrees on one side or on both, but
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the questions are questions of fact, involving no future choice

of any one, and must be decided according to the laws of

evidence. But these questions being decided in the affirmative,

now comes the sphere of faith. Can we confide in the banker as

a man who will keep his word ? Now freedom comes in, and

with that moral elements
;
and the question will be whether the

banker will value his word, his integrity, his character, more
than the money. But how shall this be ascertained ? It can-

not be demonstrated. It cannot be proved in any such way as

a past or present fact that no longer depends upon will. It can

be known only through that original instinct of confidence by

which we are preconformed to society, and by the rational con-

viction that supervenes, of the presence and permanence of prin-

ciple. And yet the result may be rested in with perfect assur-

ance. By a result so rested in the banker would be honored
;

but if the confidence were to rest on the same basis as the au-

thenticity of the paper or the ability to pay, it would not honor

him. These preliminary steps, as distinguished from the faith

itself, seem to be indicated in that passage in the eleventh chap-

ter of Hebrews in which it says that “ he that cometh to God
must believe that he is, and that he is the rewarder of them that

diligently seek him.” To believe that God is, is not faith
;

for

“ the devils believe and tremble.” To believe that “ he is the

rewarder of them that diligently seek him,” is not faith
;

for to

believe this without seeking him, which is surely possible, would

only aggravate the wickedness. These must be believed, but

there is no faith without that act of commitment and of will by

which the man comes to God.

The preliminaries of faith being then as they should be, we
next inquire how far we may be rationally governed by it when

it comes into conflict with other grounds of belief and of action.

This must depend on the person in whom we confide. So it is

with our faith in men. We trust them with every shade of con-

fidence—from that which is entire to the point where confidence

vanishes in utter distrust. In regard to men, then, no general

rule can be laid down. Each man must use his own judgment,

and trust others so far as he has evidence of their moral principle

and ability to do that which they have authorized us to trust in

them for. Such trust would be faith, but not the faith of the
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Bible. That is confidence in God, or in Christ as divine
;
and

we proceed to inquire what ought to be, and is, the value of

authorized confidence in God as compared with any other ground

of belief and of action.

If we accept the Scriptures, faith should be made a ground

of belief and of action stronger than any other. This is evident

from those examples by which the nature and power of faith are

illustrated. These are such that it would almost seem as if the

express object was to illustrate the supremacy of faith. Take

the case of Peter when he would walk upon the water. Ordi-

narily, no ground of belief is stronger than that in the uniformity

of nature. It is so strong that what now calls itself the scientific

mind refuses to believe that any stronger ground is possible.

But when Peter was authorized by Christ to step from the ship,

though it was in the night, and the winds were tempestuous

and the waves boisterous, he yet did it without hesitation, and

as long as his faith continued the water bore him up. This act

on the part of Peter was possible only on the ground of a greater

confidence in the power of Christ than in the uniformity of na-

ture. If he had known nature as we now do, it would have

been a comparison of the power of Christ with that of the broad-

est and, measuring its power by the masses it controls, the

mightiest law known. This case is noteworthy, because the mir-

acle is the only one wrought by Christ, if not the only one re-

corded in the Bible, that did not have an ulterior purpose of

beneficence. The sole object seems to have been to illustrate

in the most striking possible way the supremacy of Christ over

the laws and forces of nature, and to bring into direct and sharp

contrast confidence in him as compared with confidence in those

laws. Take, again, the case of Abraham—evidently intended to

be the great example of faith for all ages. His faith was tried

by the call to go out from his country and kindred and father’s

house
;
but the test case was that in which he was commanded

to offer up his son Isaac. Here it was not merely, as in the

case of Peter, a permission, but a command
;
and the motives

opposed to obedience would seem to have been as strong as

possible. Isaac was the son of his old age. In him his hopes

centred. Taken by itself, the act required was opposed to nat-

ural affection, to conscience, and to the express promise of God.
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But under these circumstances the obedience of Abraham was
prompt. He rose up early in the morning and commenced his

journey towards the place of which God had told him. His

obedience was also deliberate. There can be no pretence that it

was from sudden impulse
;

for the journey was one of three

days, and during those days and those nights—probably under

the open heaven—there was ample time to ponder all the reasons

that might bear upon his course. But in view of them all he

did not falter for a moment. He reached the appointed spot,

and built the altar, “ and laid the wood in order, and stretched

forth his hand, and took the knife to slay his son.”

From these examples it is plain that the Bible makes faith in

God a ground of belief and of action paramount to any other.

This idea enters into its whole structure and tissue, and it is

vain to attempt to conceal or eliminate it. Can the Bible do

this and be in accordance with reason ? Was the course of

Abraham rational ? This brings before us the relation of faith

to reason.

And here two things are obvious. First, that if we admit

the being of a God who gave us our faculties—and this whole

discussion supposes that—our confidence in him must, logically,

be as great as our confidence in those faculties. Distrust of

either would be fundamental scepticism. And, second, that

confidence in God honors him the more fully as it is the more
fully tested. This the Apostle Paul recognizes. Speaking of

Abraham he says, ” He staggered not at the promise of God
through unbelief, but was strong in faith, giving glory to God.”

To this principle I see no limit, so long as that which purports

to be the word or command of God can be certainly known as

from him. The regard of a man for his own life is not the limit,

else martyrdom would be folly. So also would be all those

examples of heroism through faith mentioned in the eleventh

chapter of Hebrews. But in a case like that of Abraham, where

the life of another is in question, and where, but for the com-

mand, every principle of our nature would be in opposition to

the thing commanded, it may be a question, and has been

made one, whether God can so reveal his will externally, or

in any way, as to countervail his natural revelation through

the faculties. This is really the only question. Could God
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make it certain to Abraham that the command to sacrifice

his son was from him ? On this point it would be useless to

argue, but it is one on which I have no doubt. Surely God
could do that. To deny that he .could do it would be to

undeify him. Nor do I think it difficult to see how Abraham
might have formed a theory of reconciliation between his con-

science and his hopes on the one hand, and his performance of

the act on the other. As satisfying his conscience, he might

have acted, and doubtless did, on the same principle as an ex-

ecutive officer under law, who is not responsible for the nature

or consequences of the act he is commanded to do. Be his

opinion or feelings what they may, the high sheriff is bound to

execute the sentence of the law, and what would be murder

under other circumstances becomes a duty in his official capacity.

In a sense his faith may be said to be blind, but if he has good

ground for confidence in those who made the laws and tried the

criminal, it is not blind, but wholly rational. Confiding in them,

it is not his place to judge of specific acts. And so Abraham was,

and knew that he was, acting in an official capacity as the selected

head of a dispensation, and therefore could yield himself rational-

ly, as well as implicitly, to the guidance of God. And as to the

promise of God and his hope founded on that, we are told in the

Epistle to the Hebrews what his theory was respecting that.

Putting the difficulty in the strongest way possible before solv-

ing it, the apostle says :
“ By faith Abraham, when he was

tried, offered up Isaac
;
and he that had received the promises

offered up his only begotten son, of whom it was said that in

Isaac shall thy seed be called, accounting that God zuas able to

raise hint up even from the dead thus showing at once that

Abraham acted rationally, and that the doctrine of the resurrec-

tion was known under the Old Testament. Evidently, then,

there can be no limit to rational belief and obedience «o long as

there is a rational ground of confidence. Without that, any

thing that may be called faith is but credulity and folly. It will*

follow from this that a legitimate faith can never believe any

thing that it is not more rational to believe than not to believe,

and can never do any thing that it is not more rational to do than

not to do. Of course, between faith, as thus defined, and rea-
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son there can be no conflict. The faith of the Bible, the faith

we are commanded to have, must always have a rational ground.

We have thus seen what faith is as a ground of belief and of

action, have found its place, its logical basis, its preliminaries
;

we have also seen what the relative weight of faith in God as a

ground of belief and of action should be, and the relation of

faith to reason. It remains to state some other views that have

been and are taken of faith, and also some consequences that

will follow if we accept the definition above given.

That the same word should sometimes have different mean-

ings is unavoidable, and there is no objection to it if it do not

lead to ambiguity. But .the word faith has been, and is, large-

ly so used as to lead to that, and also so as to bring reproach

upon Christianity. And first, the word faith is used both by
philosophers and divines, with the implication and apparent

belief that they are treating of the same thing, to indicate

something wholly different from the faith of the New Testa-

ment. Thus Sir William Hamilton says, “ Faith—belief, ” mak-

ing them synonymous, “is the organ by which we apprehend

what is beyond our knowledge. In this all philosophers and

divines worthy of the name are found to coincide.
’

'

1 By faith he

here means our belief in those first truths which we are so consti-

tuted that we must believe, and upon this belief he says all our

knowledge rests. “ The doctrine,” he says, “ which has been

called the philosophy of common-sense, is the doctrine which

founds all our knowledge on belief.”
2 He does not agree with

those wrho say that knowledge is before belief, and that we must

know in order to believe
;
but with St. Augustine and Luther,

who say that belief is before knowledge, and that we must

believe in order to know. So also Dr. Christlieb :
“ For all

knowledge is, in the last instance, conditioned by faith, and

faith (i.

e

. ,
an act of belief) is the preliminary and the medium

of every act of intelligence.”
3 Whether it is well thus to con-

• trast belief with knowledge where there is equal certainty, and to

make the stronger word depend on that which is commonly re-

garded as the weaker, we need not inquire. I think not. But

'Met., sect. 38. .

s Logic, sect. 27.

3 “ Modern Doubt and Christian Belief,” sect. 2.
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here is an operation of the mind that is necessary, that involves

no choice, no responsibility, no commitment, and yet it is ap-

parently, and indeed avowedly, made identical with the faith of

the Bible. The thing intended in these passages I suppose to be

correct, but it has no more to do with the faith of Christianity

than it has with arithmetical calculations.

Again, faith is used to denote a power or faculty or

operation of mind by which knowledge is gained directly with

no intervention of confidence in another. Thus Dr. McCosh,

after saying that there is a common property that belongs to

faith in all its shades of meaning, and that that property can-

not be defined, says of faith that it is that operation of the

soul in which we are convinced of the existence of what is

not before us, of what is not under any sense, or any other

cognitive power.” And for this result he provides, as well he

might, a separate faculty. He goes on to s^y, “ It is a native

energy of the mind, quite as much as knowledge is (?), or concep-

tion is, or imagination is, or feeling is.”
1 Says Dr. Christlieb:

“ As an undoubting and assured conviction of the unseen, it is

the organ for the immaterial world, and for our knowledge of

it.” But faith is not an organ
;

it is a voluntary operation, else

it could not be commanded, as it is by our Saviour when he

says: “ Have faith in God.” Be the subject wh
#at it may,

material or immaterial, visible or invisible, no action of our facul-

ties respecting it that does not involve confidence in another is

faith. “ Assured conviction” must be on the ground of satis-

factory evidence. If not, we run into mysticism. But such

conviction of the “ unseen” must either come directly through

some “ native energy”—and then it has no more an element of

faith in it than the result of any other native energy—or it must
be through communication with another in whom we confide,

and, under the conditions already specified, that would be faith.

These two modes of reaching an assured conviction differ wholly

from each other, and it is quite time they should cease to be

called by the same name.

In view of what has preceded, little need be said of a use of

the word faith, by which it is made to be belief in testimony.

1 “ Intuitions of the Mind,” p. 450.
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This is common, and approaches the true meaning more nearly

than the others. Still, there are laws of evidence by which the

value of testimony is weighed, and when it is believed on any
other ground than confidence in the character of the person

testifying, such belief is not faith. Faith and belief are related

to each other as wisdom and knowledge are. Wisdom implies

knowledge
;
but without choice, and action from that, there is

no wisdom. It is a form of action that determines the definition

of wisdom. In the same way faith implies belief, but it is im-

possible where there is no confidence in another. It is, as has

been said, the element of confidence that becomes belief
;
com-

mitment, obedience, as the occasion may require, on which the

definition of faith turns. We say then in general, that no opera-

tion merely intellectual is faith, but that, as practical and opera-

tive, it implies, in connection with belief, an act of trust—that is,

of will—on our pa£t, and also, as implied in what has already been

said about authorization, an act of will in the way of promise or

command on the part of him in whom we trust. This last has

not been generally noticed, but it is necessary to a full concep-

tion of an act of faith. Always in the Scriptures it will be

found—as in the case of Abraham, who “ believed God, and it

was counted to him for righteousness”—that it was a belief with

trust.

There is, fourthly, one more use of the word faith, in which its

meaning is wholly different from any yet referred to, but in

which it has been surprisingly and mischievously confused

with the true meaning. That is its use with the definite article,

signifying, not an act of the mind, but articles of belief—not

the act of believing or any modification of it, but a creed. Of

this use church history is full, and in our churches now a man is

said to make confession of his faith when he assents to a creed.

This use of the two words together, “the faith,” to signify a

body of doctrine, is legitimate and scriptural, as when we are

told to “ contend earnestly for the faith once delivered to the

saints.” Such a body of doctrine may be true or false, a belief

of it may be reasonable or unreasonable, but any use of the word

faith with this meaning in connection with discussions respecting

it in its true meaning can result only in utter confusion.
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It only remains to state some consequences that will result

from an adoption of the view of faith now taken.

And, first, we have an evidence of the divine origin of Chris-

tianity in the fact that it signalized and adopted as so essential

the principle as thus understood. Pervasive, but not obtrusive, it

is, as thus understood, and only thus, the gravitation, as hasb een

said, of the personal* realm
;
and would have been much less

likely than gravitation to be recognized as a universal and con-

trolling principle wherever there is order in a realm higher than

that of matter. So understood, and so only, it is the only pos-

sible receptive principle in a system of gratuitous salvation.

“ It is of faith, that it might be by grace.” It is the only pos-

sible elevating principle, when the inferior is to be raised up

by the superior
;
the only ground of courage and of hope where

there is leadership, and must be involved in all assimilation of

the morally imperfect to those that are perfect. The knowledge

of all this is implied in giving to faith as now defined the place

that Christianity gives it
;
and yet, in accordance with the whole

spirit and movement of Christianity, a discovery greater than

that of gravitation was not announced as a discovery at all, and

has seldom been regarded as such. For all this a divine insight

was demanded.

A second consequence of adopting the above view of faith

will be a clear view of the relation between reason and faith.

This is a permanent subject of discussion, but has risen at

times to special prominence. This, as some may remember,

was the case nearly thirty years ago.
1 Among the articles

prominent at that time was one in the Edinburgh Review for

October, 1849, 011 " Reason and Faith : their Claims and Con-

flicts,” which expressed the views common at the time. In

this the writer, seeking to give faith and reason their respective

provinces, says : In the domain of reason men generally include,

first, what are called intuitions
;
second, necessary deductions

from them
;
and, third, deductions from their own experience

;

while in the domain of faith are ranked all truths and proposi-

tions which are received, not without reasons indeed, but forrea-

1 In that discussion I took a part (see Baccalaureate Sermon for 1850), in which

the definition now advocated was given. I would also call attention to an able

article by Rev. Theodore Woolsey Bacon in the Nerj Englandtr for April, 1869.
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sons underived from the intrinsic evidence of the propositions

themselves.
’

’ But, seeing the inadequacy of this, he says further,

“ that so inextricably intertwined are the roots both of reason

and faith in our nature, that no definitions that can be framed

will completely separate them
;
none that will not involve many

phenomena which may be said to fall under the dominion of

one as much as of the other.” These views, or those yet more

indefinite, still prevail. Says the writer of an article entitled

“ Faith and Reason” in McClintock and Strong’s Cyclopedia

of Biblical Literature, “ Faith is something more than rational

belief—something more firm and assured than scientific or philo-

sophic conviction We believe in the results of

science
;
we have faith in the truths of revelation. We believe

that the earth is round
;
we have faith in the existence of God,

and in the immortality of the soul”—thus substituting, as it

would seem, conviction through feeling for that trust in another

which is the distinctive element of faith. Again, as showing

the prevalence of indefinite views on this subject, it is worthy

of notice that two men so eminent as Dr. Christlieb and Dr.

McCosh, in marrying faith and reason, should make them, the

one the husband, the other the. wife. Says Dr. Christlieb:

Reason and faith are, in the divine order of things, destined as

it were to a spiritual wedlock, in which faith shall be the mas-

culine and productive, reason the feminine and receptive power.

Faith, from the invisible world in which it lives, must bring

the truths unattainable by reason and present them to her.”'

Says Dr. McCosh: ‘‘It is not good either for reason or faith

that it should ‘ be alone.’ The former is in itself hard, bony,

angular, and, unmarried to the other, is apt to become opiniona-

tive, obstinate, and dogmatic
;
the latter, without her partner

to lean on, would be facile, weak, and impulsive. The one is a

helpmeet provided for the other, and let there be no divorce of

the firmer from the more flexible, or the more devout and

affectionate from the more considerate and resolute.” As
showing the relations of the two, he also says that " in all

the higher exercises of reason there is a large faith-element,

which could be taken out of reason only with the certain

1
Sect. 2.
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penalty that reason would be stripped of all its soaring ca-

pacities. What could cognition say of duration, expansion,

substance, causation, beauty, moral good, infinity, God, if

faith were denied its proper scope, and forbidden to take

excursions in its native element?”' That faith should fare

hardly at the hands of men who get their impressions of it

from statements so indefinite and mystical as these, is not sur-

prising. But the distinction between faith and reason, together

with the relation between them, is perfectly simple. In all cases

faith is a reliance, not directly upon our own reason or upon

ourselves in any way, but upon the reason, the word, the wis-

dom, the goodness of some other personal being, and the proper

office of reason is to see that we have sufficient ground for

such reliance. That is the whole of it. Having that, and just

so far as we have it, faith is rational, but no farther. This at

least is the meaning of faith as used in the Bible, and the rela-

tion of reason to that. For any thing that may be called faith

so different from that as not to be at all the same thing, and for

the relations of reason to that, Christianity is not responsible,

and ought not to be made so.

3. From the above we also derive the true relation between

faith and philosophy.

These differ in their nature. Philosophy comprehends
;
faith

trusts. Philosophy seeks for reasons and causes. Faith believes

and obeys. Faith may receive the results of philosophy on

trust, but, as a rational faith, can do this only as reason finds a

ground for its trust. There can, therefore, no more be a con-

tradiction between faith and philosophy than between faith and

reason. When the terms are rightly understood, there is no

tendency to a contradiction or conflict between them. If, how-

ever, as has sometimes been done, the word faith be used for

the faith—the thing believed—then the question may arise

whether that be, or be not, coincident with philosophy.

4. The above is the only view accordant with the present

tendency to make the person of Christ, and not creeds, the cen-

tre of the Christian system, and the bond of union among
Christians. That creeds have ever been avowedly made the

" “ Intuitions of the Mind,” p. 422.
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centre, is not asserted
;
but that before and especially since the

Reformation they have assumed undue prominence, and have
been practically made central, cannot be denied. But according

to the view now taken faith in Christ is not the belief of truths

about him, but the acceptance of him as a Saviour, and a com-
mitment of ourselves to him in all that he offers himself to us

for, and in all that he requires of us. This changes our whole
conception of the religion. It makes of Christianity, not an

academy for teaching, or an arena for disputation, but a king-

dom for obedience and service. It brings every Christian into

personal relation to Christ, and makes his person as a source of

power and an object of affection the permanent centre of the

system. It thus furnishes, in love and loyalty to him, a motive-

power which every other system lacks—the motive-power, in-

deed, on which its efficiency depends. Wholly in contrast are

Christ and Christianity in this with the founders of other relig-

ions and with the religions themselves. In no other religion

does the person of the founder become the object of affection or

the source of power. This point was often and ably presented

by the late lamented editor of this Review, Prof. H. B. Smith.

It is also admirably presented in an article in the May number
of this Review, entitled “ God’s Threefold Revelation of Him-
self.” In that the writer presents Christ as a distinct abiding

revelation of himself by God. As expressing my own views on

this point I quote a passage from one of the “ Boston Lectures”

of 1871. Speaking of Christianity as differing from other relig-

ions in its founder, I say: “This, it may be said, does not

affect the religion. It would not if Christ had been merely a

sage or a prophet. But he was more. He was the central per-

sonage in an organic and unfolding system that goes back to

the beginning of history and reaches forward to its close
;
and

his person and work and character and claims and the facts con-

cerning him are of the very substance of his system. Take Plato

away, and Platonism remains. Take Christ away, and you have

no Christianity. Take away his person as divine, his character

as sinless, his death as sacrificial, his resurrection, his ascension,

and his -personal relation to each of his followers as a Saviour,

and you have little left worth contending about. Christ not

only made a revelation, but he was one. He was ‘ the bright-
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ness of the glory of God, and the express image of his person

and Christianity differs from other religions by all the difference

between the revelation which God has made of himself in Christ

and any thing else that claims to be a revelation.”

5. It is implied in what has just been said, but requires sep-

arate mention, that assent to a creed is not properly a confession

of faith. It may or may not be an assent to what is included in

“ the faith once delivered to the saints,” but it is not a confession

of the faith which makes a man a Christian, or which is an evi-

dence that he is one. The ambiguity here is unfortunate, as it

has doubtless contributed not a little to displace the person of

Christ from its proper central position as the bond of union

among Christians. This is the bond, and the only bond
;
and

union through creeds, except as a creed is involved in believing

on Christ—that is, in the acceptance of him as a Saviour, and the

commitment of ourselves to him in love and obedience—is out of

the question. If we suppose a Christian to have accepted Christ

in all that he offers himself to him for—that is, in all his offices

—such acceptance will involve certain beliefs, as when it is said:

“ He that cometh to God must believe that he is.” These be-

liefs, whatever they are, are essential. They should be clearly

seen and firmly held. Between truth and life the connection is

vital. For full growth all revealed truth is needed, and in its

place every point of the faith once delivered to the saints is to

be earnestly contended for. Still, only those points which are

implied in what is really a confession of faith are to be insisted

on when the question respects not induction into the min-

istry, but Christian fellowship. But such beliefs may be

imperfectly stated, or they may be mixed with others, that

are not essential
;
and it is unnecessary, unfortunate, wrong,

when either of these is so done as to be a ground of divi-

sion among those who believe on Christ, and love him.

Suppose a man to say truly, “I believe on the Lord Jesus

Christ, and trust in him wholly for my salvation
;

I love him

more than father or mother, more than son or daughter, more
than life, and I give myself to him in loyal and joyful obedience,

to labor for the cause which he died to establish and lives to

carry forward ”—that would be a confession of faith
;
and no

belief not necessarily implied- in such a confession ought to come

35
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between him and full Christian brotherhood and communion in

any church that is a church of Christ. It is in this direction

that our hope of union lies
;
and except as they are in this direc-

tion the present movements with that in view will have little

value, and will have no permanence. There will be no elimina-

tion of the priestly and ambitious element in the clergy, or of

the sectarian element in the laity
;
churches will still tend to be

merely social clubs, and work will continue to be for organizations

rather than for Christ. But knowing Christ and loving him,

selfishness and hate, theological hate even (the odium theologi-

ciari), will be displaced
;
artificial barriers, ecclesiastical and social,

will give way, and Christians will come to know and love each

other. So will the prayer of Christ, that his followers may “ all

be one,
’

’ be answered. So will the purpose of God as declared by

the apostle be visibly in the way of its accomplishment
—

“ That

in the dispensation of the fulness of times he might gather to-

gether in one all things in Christ, both which are in heaven

and which are on earth, even in HIM.”
It only remains to say a word in reference to the authoriza-

tion of faith in connection with what is claimed in these days in

regard to special answers to prayer, the healing of the sick, and

such cases as that of Mr. Muller.

And here it is to be said, first, that as the chief object of God
is the sanctification and salvation of men, and as his Word is the

great means of sanctification, we should naturally expect that the

agency of the Spirit of God would be chiefly for that end, and

in connection with the Word. And so it has been. In connec-

tion with the Word the Spirit has been abroad in the earth,

awakening, enlightening, and sanctifying men
;
but in general

his operations on the mind have not been distinguishable from

that of the truth. We know of them by their fruits, as “ love,

joy, peace,” etc. These, according to the prayer of Christ, are

produced by the Spirit through the truth. “ Sanctify them

through thy truth.” Whoever, then, in the faithful truth of

God’s Word, asks the aid of his Spirit that he may so understand

and apply it as to produce the fruits of the Spirit, is authorized

to expect it. The promise is explicit and the fulfilment sure.

It is to be said, second, that claims to direct and conscious

communication with the Spirit of God or with invisible beings
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have been among the most fruitful sources of evil, and of ap-

palling evil, that the world has known. Such claims have often

been in close affinity with fanaticism and cruelty, as in Moham-
medanism

;
with asceticism and the rejection of marriage, as

among the monastic orders and the Shakers
;
and with license

and free-love, as among the Mormons and in the Oneida Com-
munity. In connection with such claims the danger is imminent

that some form of hallucination, some suggestion of an ambi-

tious or an erotic imagination, will be taken for a divine voice
;

and there is also opportunity for those mixtures of self-deception

and fraud the results of which are often so puzzling. The
moment, therefore, any one supposes himself to receive super-

natural or divine communications other than from the Word of

God and for the purpose of sanctification, he passes on to

ground requiring great caution. He is to understand, too, that

communications thus given, unless substantiated by a miracle,

can have no authority except for him who receives them.

But, third, it must be conceded, at least by those who believe

in a spiritual world, that there is in such communication nothing

absurd or improbable in itself
;
and also, unless we deny the

Bible, that such communications have been made. But God is

the same now as formerly—just as present and just as ready to

give needed aid according to the exigencies of the dispensation,

of which he only can judge. The Spirit of God is just as able

to say to a man now that he shall build an orphan asylum as he

was to command Philip to join himself to the chariot of the Ethi-

opian eunuch. God is as able to heal men now by a word or by

the laying on of hands as in the days of the apostles. The
question is, Does he authorize any one to expect that he will do

these things ? And here all that can be said is, that every man
must be left to his own judgment, and that, in the view of

others, no authorization is possible except by a miracle, or by
the result. So it was of old. How did Peter know that the

lame man who lay at the gate of the temple which was called

Beautiful would rise and walk at his bidding ? I do not know
precisely how, but he knew, and was justified by the result.

And so it is now. If an impulse or a voice come to a man, it

comes to him
,
and he alone can judge of it. He may test it as

he chooses, even as Gideon did
;
but if he thinks he has sufficient
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evidence that it is from God, he is to go forward. If it command
him to build an orphan asylum, he is to do that

;
if to say to a

lame man, “ Rise up and walk,” he is to do that
;
and if there

was really a command from God, he will be justified by the

result. This, however, is a field in which there will be tares
;

but they cannot be rooted up without danger to the wheat, and

they must “ both grow together until the harvest.”

Mark Hopkins.



THE POLITICAL OUTLOOK IN FRANCE.

H UMAN prophecies are sufficiently vain, and never more

so than when attempting to cast the political horoscope

of so mercurial a people as the French. It would baffle thepro-

foundest statesmanship of Europe to foretell what is to happen

to the French Government and nation when President Mac-

Mahon’s term of office shall expire
;

or, indeed, what may oc-

cur at any moment during the remainder of his incumbency.

That lively French writer, M. Edmond About, draw's this graphic

picture : “To anybody who knows a little about centraliza-

tion—that formidable machine, with its driving shafts and bands,

its sharp, thickly-set, angry teeth and cogs—the French people

W'ill seem like a workman caught by his blouse, whirled up,

shaken, dashed round to every corner of the building, and

saved by miracle after one eternal minute of agony. He finds

himself standing upright on his feet, intact in every limb, and

as sound as ever he was. The accident which ninety times out

of a hundred w'ould have killed him, or at least torn and crushed

him (and surely any other man but a Frenchman) has only

taken, God knows why, a small piece out of his breeches. This

is what we are to-day.
’ ’

The 16th of May and the 14th of October, 1877, are days

which index some of the most important events in the annals

of modern France. Upon the former, the President, supported

by the Senate and instigated by the Ultramontanists, dissolved

the Chamber of Deputies and ordered a new election. Upon
the latter, the people made their emphatic response to the Presi-

dent’s call. The five intervening months between the disso-

lution and election were of not greater anxiety to France than

of watchful interest to the other nations of Europe and to the
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whole civilized world. The forces brought into conflict, and
the means employed by the government to determine the politi-

cal complexion of the new Chamber, plainly evinced that the

civil and religious liberties of the people were thrown into the

balance
;
and whether a Republican government should be

maintained, or Monarchy or Imperialism should supersede it,

was the question of the hour.

It has been charged that it was the settled purpose of the

Marshal-President, during the period immediately preceding

the dismissal of the Simon Ministry and the dissolution of the

Chamber, to overthrow the Republic, and that these were the

preliminary measures deliberately chosen for this purpose.

However this may be, it is clear that the means employed by
the agents of the government to prevent the free expression of

the will of the people during the canvass and the election were

well adapted to reach this end. But the trial by ballot frustrat-

ed the hopes of all classes of reactionists and established the

Republic on firmer foundations than ever, and nothing has

since occurred to disturb this happy consummation
;

so that

the present outlook seems to be wholly favorable to the per-

manency of the guarantee given in October. These events are

too recent to require at this point any thing more than a bare

mention.

But while the posture of affairs, at this writing, gives the

friends of civil and religious liberty a strong ground of hope for

France, the future must, for a considerable time, be filled with un-

certainty. An important crisis must occur in 1880, even if all

should continue tranquil till then
;
and, what is especially note-

worthy, there are circumstances which conspire against settled

order among the French people which are scarcely found in any

other nation of Europe. These claim prior attention in any

just estimate of the facts of the present or in any proper at-

tempt to forecast the probabilities of the future.

CHRONIC DYNASTIC CONTENTIONS IN FRANCE.

One of the chief obstacles to political progress, or to any

hopeful stability in French affairs, and one with which no other

nation of Europe is at present troubled, is that there are several
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claimants to the throne, or to the supreme rule. Each is sus-

tained by men of rank and influence, among whom arc mingled

those who hold on to the shadow of nobility, whether the old

or the new, while the substance has long since departed, and

each has also a considerable following among the people. First

in order is the Old Bourbon dynasty, the Legitimists, represent-

ed by Comte de Chambord, claiming the title of Henry V.
;

then the Imperialists, represented by the young prince, Louis

Napoleon
;
after him the Constitutional Monarchists, the Or-

leans dynasty, whose representative is the Comte de Paris
;
and

finally the present party in power, the Republicans, under Presi-

dent MacMahon.
Any one of the three dynasties would not hesitate to over-

throw the Republic and re-erect the throne, without much
scruple about the means to be used, were there a fair probability

of succeeding and of consolidating their power
;
and the Roman

Catholic priesthood, at the head of their bigoted followers,

would eagerly throw their influence in favor of any one of the

three, believing that their ultimate objects could be more easily

attained under either form of Monarchy or by Imperialism, than

under the Republic. The first choice of the clerical party is

the Comte de Chambord, and next to him the Prince Imperial.

They could even put up with the Orleans dynasty, if they could

also count upon a Senate and Chamber of Deputies inimical to

the Republican principle. But so long as the Republic stands,

through which the will of the people can have free expression,

the hopes of the Ultramontanists will be unattainable, and

their ultimate purposes, which they seek to accomplish through

restored monarchy, must be held in abeyance.

It is a most instructive fact, in contemplating the history of

the French people, that, from the Revolution of 1789 to the

establishment of the present Republic in 1870, a period of about

eighty years, there have been no less than twelve formal and

more or less violent and radical changes in the supreme govern-

ment of the nation.
1

1 Numerically stated, these twelve revolutions are as follows : (1) That which

began in 1789, dethroned Louis XVI. in 1793, and brought in the ruie of Danton
and Robespierre

; (2) The overthrow of the Terrorists and the establishment of

the Directory, in 1795 ; (3) The subversion of the Directory, in 1799, by Napoleon,
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It is quite remarkable, also, and without any parallel in

European history, that no ruler of France during this long

stretch of years—no king, no emperor, no president, nor

any. ruler in any form or by any authority during the Robespier-

rean Reign of Terror—beginning with the dethronement of

Louis XVI. in 1793, and coming down to the election of Presi-

dent MacMahon, has been permitted to remain undisturbed, and

without encountering the waves of revolutionary turbulence
;

and no king has been allowed to close his reign in peace, with

the single exception of Louis XVIII. He alone peacefully laid

down the sceptre at the command of death, to be succeeded by
his brother, Charles X.

;
and yet Louis was no exception to the

rule of revolution, for even he, in order to give completeness to

and the inauguration of the Tri-Consulate under Napoleon, conjointly with Sieyes

and Roger Ducos
; (4) The New Constitution of 1800. which vested in Napoleon

the sole executive power as Consul
; (5) The establishment of the Empire and the

proclamation of Napoleon as Emperor, in 1804, and his coronation by the Pope ;

(6) The overthrow of the Empire and Napoleon’s retirement to Elba, with the

restoration of the Bourbons under Louis XVIII., in May, 1814 ; (7) The return

of Napoleon to imperial authority and the flight of Louis, in March, 1815 ; (8)

The defeat at Waterloo and the banishment of Napoleon to St. Helena, with the

reinstatement of Louis upon the throne in 1815 ; (9) The dethronement of

Charles X., the immediate successor of Louis, and the assumption of the throne by

Louis Philippe, in July, 1830 ; (10) The abdication of Louis Philippe in Febru-

ary, 1848, and the establishment of the Lamartine Republic
; (11) The overthrow

of the republic by Louis Napoleon, in December, 1851, and his assumption as

Emperor, with the ratification of the Empire and his imperial authority by a ple-

biscite
,
in December, 1852

; (12) The fall of the Empire after the capture of the

Emperor at Sedan, in September, 1S70, the flight of the Empress Regent, and the

proclamation of the Republic in the form of “ The Provisional Government of

Defence,” followed by the Provisional Government turning its powers over to the

" First National Assembly of the French Republic,” in February, 1871, which

elected M. Thiers as President. In this enumeration of a dozen revolutions for

the supreme rule, are barely noted the changes which were actually accomplished.

Several other attempts at the subversion of the established government, issuing

in blood and carnage, though unsuccessful, have been passed without mention.

The three most noted in later times are : first, the attempt made by the Red Re-

publicans, in June, 1848, after the complete establishment of the Republic, and

which was “only put down after great slaughter the second, when the far more

terrible atrocities of the Commune were perpetrated, in the spring of 1871, and

which came near resulting in the sack of Paris
;
and, finally, the third, within little

more than a twelvemonth when President MacMahon aimed to subvert republican

rule and assume dictatorial powers in his own person, or prepare the way for a

king or an emperor.
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the picture, must be driven from the throne on the return of

Napoleon from Elba, though able to assume it again. Nor can

the rule of President Thiers be adduced as a fair exception. His

displacement by the election of Marshal MacMahon, though

bloodless and without open violence, was but a preliminary step,

in the designs of the Monarchists and Imperialists, with the

Ultramontanists behind them, ultimately to work the subver-

sion of the Republic, and bring the foes of the people into

power. •

Now can any nation of Europe present a parallel to such a

record as this? Is anyone of them, besides France, seriously

threatened, at this moment, by several compact dynasties (or

even one), each with its ambitious aspirant, eagerly watching

and studiously plotting to overthrow {he established government

and lay the foundation of his own power upon its ruins ?

The stability of the British throne has scarcely been disturbed

since the days of the Stuarts and the accession of the House of

Brunswick, more than a century and a half ago. The imperial

regime in Austria, in the line of the Hapsburgs, among the

oldest reigning families in Europe, is still maintained in the

person of Francis Joseph. That empire has occasionally been

seriously troubled by race contentions
;
among the most noted

in later times being the Magyar-Kossuth revolt when the

democratic upheaval shook all the thrones of Europe, but at no

period of Austrian history has internal tranquillity been more

marked than now. Sweden, Norway, Denmark, Belgium,

Portugal, and other of the smaller states of Europe, possess

stable governments, and internal quietness prevails. Great

changes, indeed, have occurred in Germany within a few years,

in the extinguishment of several petty as well as semi-inde-

pendent states
;
but the ruling power in Prussia, now swayed

over United Germany, though lately advanced from a kingly to

an imperial role
, is regularly descended from the Hohenzollern

family, dating its origin in the early part of the ninth century.

Great changes have also occurred in the South of Europe. Sev-

eral small states have been incorporated into United Italy, so

long the fond vision of Mazzini and Garibaldi, although not

realized in the form which they would have chosen. In this

Italian union the “ States of the Church” have been absorbed
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and the temporal power of the pope is no more. Spain, it is

true, has been somewhat torn by intestine commotions, amidst

contentions for the throne and abortive attempts to establish a

republic
;

but these troubles appear to be quelled, and the

young King Alfonso has entered upon his reign with fair hopes

of assured peace at home as well as in the “ Pearl of the

Antilles.
”

France stands substantially alone among European nations

as'having been in the throes of political convulsion for nearly a

century, with almost no furlough
;
and, although we have hope

from the present that the future has a brighter prospect, it is yet

too soon to affirm that France has passed the dead point of danger.

There can be no well-grounded confidence in assured political

stability in France until the crisis which must come in 1880

shall have been reached, when the direct question will present

itself : Shall the Republic be perpetuated, and in what form

and manner
;
or shall the will of the nation be disregarded, and

priestly craft and kingly pretensions be allowed to supplant it ?

RACE DIFFERENCES AMONG THE NATIONS.

Another feature of French affairs which stands in open and

significant contrast to the condition of many other European

nations, and which ought naturally to contribute to internal

peace, is, that France contains, for the most part, a homogene-

ous people, speaking a common language, and largely possessing

the same religion. On the other hand, several other nations,

whose internal tranquillity contrasts strongly and most favor-

ably with France, are made up of peoples of different races,

speaking different languages, with dissimilar manners and cus-

toms, and separated into rival religious sects.

For illustration we have merely to observe the theatre of the

recent Russo-Turkish war. The prime difficulty of the Eastern

Question, the long-standing trouble to all Europe—that indeed

which makes it a question at all, and one which so persistently

baffles all attempts at satisfactory and permanent settlement

—

lies mainly in diversities of race, language, and religion, along

with the varying and conflicting habits, manners, and customs,

which such diversities always imply, among the numerous peo-

ples inhabiting the several provinces of European Turkey, the
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chief scene of the contest. The same is also observed, only in

a somewhat less degree, in the eastern section of the theatre of

war, Armenia, and other portions of Asia Minor. Indeed,

nearly all the former wars between Russia and Turkey, as well

as between Turkey and several other European nations, cover-

ing the period from the Mohammedan invasion of Europe, hun-

dreds of years ago, and embracing the more recent Crimean war

and the late contest between Russia and Turkey, had their ori-

gin mainly—when we search for the radical underlying cause

—

in these manifold diversities of race, language, and religion.

This is the real key to the solution of the vital difficulty at the

present moment.
Lord Derby, who resigned his place in the British Cabinet

in April last, mentions this race-conflict as lying at the bottom

of the long-standing troubles in Western Turkey. In his speech

in the House of Lords, on- the eighth of April, he incidentally

touches upon this race-question as follows :

“ Grant that we should be more fortunate—that we were successful, and

obliged Russia to give back nearly all she had taken. What then ? You
will not have gained the greater part of your object. You will not have de-

stroyed Russian influence, or substituted English influence, because Russian

influence in that country which is now to be called Bulgaria rests only in a

slight degree upon military success ; it rests on what you cannot take away

—identity of race, community of religion, similarity of religion, traditional

historic sympathies, and the common hatred which has been felt against the

common foe. These are reasons which you cannot take away : they will con-

tinue while a Russian soldier is left in Bulgaria—they would continue even after

Russian soldiers had left, and English soldiers taken their place. If, there-

fore, we were fortunate, and established English and Austrian authority

over those large populations in European Turkey, I say you are fighting for a

shadow, and even that shadow you will not obtain. In the next place, situated

as Austria is, she would hesitate before embarking on anything which might

be regarded as a rash policy, and would hardly come to a rupture with Rus-

sia unless she were previously assured of the support, or at least the neutrality,

of Germany. Her population, too, is divided into a great many races, and, in

fact, Austria is a country which a single unsuccessful campaign might not im-

possibly break up. Then you have to look to the internal divisions of the

Empire. No doubt the Magyars have strong sympathies with Turkey, but a

directly opposite view is taken by the Sclavs. Then you have the Austro-

Germans, who want only peace. With two independent nations pulling

different ways, with an army which could not be trusted to fight against the

Sclavs,” etc., etc.
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The illustrations of the same kind, found in Austria and

Germany, greatly strengthen the view taken. The internal

disturbances of the Austrian empire have grown far less out

of the wish of the old Bohemian and Hungarian provinces to

regain their ancient regal independence, on mere political

grounds, than out of the natural diversities of race, language,

and religion existing in those provinces. The same thing may
also be seen in Germany. If the desire to consolidate the whole

Germanic race into one empire, with other, races eliminated,

were realized, the map of Central and Eastern Europe would

have to be materially reconstructed. On this principle, the rich

and fertile provinces of Alsace and Lorraine, vibrating like a

pendulum between France and Germany, now belonging to the

one and now to the other, would be completely disorganized.

As to Alsace, German never ceased to be the language of the

people, but all newspapers were, during the whole period of the

French possession, printed in both languages. In respect to

Lorraine, the inhabitants are of German origin, but speak the

French language, with the exception of the district lying be-

tween Metz and the Vosges, which is called German Lorraine.

So, also, the Austrian Empire would be seriously dismembered

if obliged to relinquish her German peoples. It would be still

further dismembered on the formation of all the Sclavonic peo-

ples into a distinct government
;
and somewhat further, again,

with the complete breaking up of the Turkish Empire in Eu-

rope, in the purpose to form a separate nation of all the Greek

provinces.

It is the intermingling of so many distinct races in the

same nation, with the conflicting interests which this interming-

ling causes, which so largely lies at the bottom of existing

alienations and forms the germinal causes of war. When these

races, moreover, are obliged to encounter, on the one side, the

bigotry, hatred, and utterly irreconcilable hostility of Moham-
medanism—no matter what may be arrayed against it—the

world beholds these elements of contention in their boldest re-

lief, ready to be fanned into the flame of war on the slightest

provocation.

One of the wise provisions, therefore, of the Treaty of San

Stefano, presented as the preliminary basis of peace between

Russia and Turkey, was that which fixed a short term of years
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for the Mohammedan population to withdraw from Bulgaria
;

thus opening the way for a more homogeneous population in

the future, within the territory of that province. The road to

permanent peace, in this commendable purpose of the Czar, lies

in the separation of these alien races.

Prince Gortschakoff, in his elaborate reply to the equally

elaborate despatch of Lord Salisbury, published in the early

part of April last, speaks of these race-differences as largely

shaping the Treaty of San Stefano, and as constituting some of

the grave difficulties in the way of an arrangement satisfactory

to the European nations immediately concerned. Lord Salis-

bury, remarking upon “ the articles erecting the New Bulgaria,”

as constituting “a strong Sclav State, under the auspices and

control of Russia,” says :

“ It will be so constituted as to merge in the dominant Sclav majority a

considerable mass of population which is Greek in race and sympathy, and

which views with alarm the prospect of absorption into a community alien to

it not only in nationality, but in political tendency and in religious allegiance.

The territorial severance from Constantinople of the Greek, Albanian, and

Sclavonic provinces which are still left under the Government of the Porte

will cause their administration to be attended with constant difficulty, and

even embarrassment.”

Prince Gortschakoff makes answer to these criticisms of Lord

Salisbury, in the course of which he says

” The delimitation of the State of Bulgaria was indicated only in general

terms. The sole fixed principle laid down is that of the majority of the

population, and certainly it is difficult to imagine one more equitable or more

rational. It meets the objections deduced from the difference of race of the

minority, the interests of which have, moreover, been guaranteed by express

stipulations ; but the application of that principle has been reserved for the

Mixed Commission, the local investigators of which can alone dispel all the

uncertainty surrounding these disputed questions.” Speaking of some “ new
arrangements,” the prince specifies among others, “ the abolition of the

tithes, and their replacement by a more normal impost ; the abolition of the

farming of the taxes, the principal source of abuses ; and, finally, the right

assigned to the Christians in mixed localities to challenge during the elections

such Mussulmans as are known to have been guilty of acts of fanatical per-

secution against the Christians.” Then in regard to Epirus and Thessaly,

the prince speaks as follows :
“ The assertion that the Treaty of San Ste-

fano would extend Russian influence beyond the limits of Bulgaria by stipu-

lating for improved institutions in Epirus and Thessaly occasions surprise.

If Russia had made no stipulations in favor of these provinces she would have
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been accused of sacrificing the Greeks to the Sclavs. If she had stipulated

for the vassal autonomy that is censured in the case of Bulgaria, she would
have been accused of entirely destroying the Ottoman Empire and of estab-

lishing Russian influence there. The Imperial Cabinet has always understood

the mission assigned to it by history as protector of the Christians in the East,

without regard to race or sect.
’ ’

Other illustrations to the same effect might be given among
existing European peoples. It seems to be the natural order,

and that which conduces to the greatest internal harmony and

prosperity in a nation, that its population should be substantially

one in race, language, and religion, so far as this is practicable
;

and it contributes still further to this end where there is no

marked dissimilarity in social habits, manners, and customs.

The good which comes from laudable rivalry among races, where

there is competition from opposite and conflicting interests, may
better be realized in separate nationalities, side by side, than by
mingling hostile races in the same nation and under the restric-

tions of the same laws.

Now turn to France. Notwithstanding these great diver-

sities of race-interest in Central and Eastern Europe (which,

when leading to internal conflicts, have for the most part

sought to secure local reforms), we find there 1 far less of vio-

lent war upon the supreme rule than in France. This fore-

most state of Western Europe is the country, of all others, of

incessant revolutions to subvert the supreme authority, without

regard to what party, for the nonce, may be in power
;
while at

the same time it is, for the most part, not subject to the diversi-

ties so widely spread through the Central and Eastern European

nations. Instead of being divided by race, religion, and language,

its 38,000,000 of people are substantially one. Its homogene-

ousness, in regard to these radical and vital elements, is more

striking than that of almost any nation under the sun. The
people of the United States are far more diversified in these re-

spects. The English, the Irish, the Welsh, the Scotch, in the

British Isles, are farther apart. And yet France is emphati-

cally the land of revolutions. Paris, the most brilliant capital

of Europe, is the city of barricades. This sunny land, with its

homogeneity, is at perpetual strife concerning its rulers. What
is the solution ? It is not found, as already observed, in different

race-interests, or diversities of language, for these scarcely exist.
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The French language is the language of the French nation. No
account need be taken of the patois of the provinces. The
difference between this and Parisian P'rench is not greater than

the differences in speech which mark a well-bred citizen of Lon-

don and an inhabitant of Yorkshire or Northumberland
;

or

than may be heard in the American Congress when listening to

a colloquy between an educated “ Southron” and a cultured

member from New York or New England. Nor need regard

be had to the partial prevalence of the German tongue in the

Rlienish provinces of France, nor to the Italian in districts on

her southern border. Substantially, the people throughout

France speak the French language and are of the French stock.

It is the same in great part in regard to religion. The people

of France are, practically, and especially for political influence

and power, possessed of a common religion. The Roman
Catholic population is over ninety-four per centum of the whole. 1

Nevertheless, in the face of the fact that the French nation

is made up of a homogeneous people, in these vital elements,

which should insure compactness, internal harmony, and peace
;

removed thus from many of the causes which naturally tend to

strife within other nations—France has stood for a hundred

years, and stands to-day, the most disturbed nation in Europe.

With its 38,000,000 of genuine loyal Frenchmen, every one,

and with its unparalleled resources, its eminence in the arts and

some of the sciences without a rival, its almost incomparable

productiveness in agriculture, unsurpassed and even unequalled

in certain lines of manufactures, with its world-wide military

prowess and renown—all of which ought to conspire to national

1 The best authorities give the following statistics : Population of France,

38.000.

000. Divisions as to religion : Roman Catholics, 35,734,667 ;
Jews (in-

cluding Algeria), 185,000 ;
Protestants (embracing the Reformed, Lutheran, Ana-

baptists, etc.) 1,561,250. At the beginning of the Revolution of 1789, the annual

revenues of the Church amounted to 150,000,000 of livres, and its debts to

133.000.

000. In 1873, the state appropriated for the maintenance of religion

—

to the Roman Catholics, 51,500,000 of francs
; to Protestants, 1,400,000 ;

to

Jews, 273,000 ; to Mohammedans in Algeria, 500,000. In 1789, the state seized

for itself the funds of the Church and assumed the responsibility of maintaining

public worship. This responsibility has since been recognized under all the

changes which the National Government has undergone. Besides the sums an-

nually named in the “ budget” to maintain religion, the departments are charged

with special annual subsidies, which amounted in 1868 to upward of 717,000

francs. Of late years these have considerably increased.
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solidity, pride, and glory—France stands to-day the most un-

settled nation of the world, in regard to that in which all classes

of the people are supremely interested—the stability of the

National Government.

There are, most clearly, reasons for this peculiar characteris-

tic of the French people which deserve the most profound

consideration, whether or not they can be readily and satisfac-

torily determined. In some respects they appear to lie upon

the very surface of their every-day national life, while in others

they elude the grasp of the ablest writers on political philosophy.

Before attempting, however, to solve the problem, it may be

profitable to look at the French nation in some other important

matters, as regards its relation to the other nations of Europe.

FRANCE AS A MILITARY POWER.

No nation of Europe has any important standing among
those that rule in Continental affairs, unless it rank high as

a military power
;
at least, no nation, without this qualification,

can be classed among the “ Great Powers.” The doctrine of

ancient Sparta, deeming every man but made for the state, and

developing the whole body of the people into a condition of the

greatest military efficiency as the state’s highest aim, is the

common national sentiment of Europe. This has never been

more emphatically true than at the present moment. No ad-

vance which has been made within a few years, in the peaceful

arbitrament of international questions, has had the effect to

lessen the attention which transatlantic nations have given to

studying the art of war and improving its implements and appli-

ances. The first general order, in European affairs, is large and

well-appointed armies .

1

It is, however, comparatively a recent thing that the prin-

ciple has been adopted and enforced among European nations

to consider every man a soldier, unless for special reasons

personally disqualified, and (with the rigidity now enforced) to

1 Sir Garnet Wolseley, of the British army, in a late number of the Nineteenth

Century, speaking of the military spirit of Europe, in regard “ to the wants and

requirements of the army,” says : ‘‘Its interests and welfare are recognized as

the first national consideration
;

the rights of the individual are regarded as of

secondary importance.”
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require him, within a given period, to spend a certain term of

years in actual service in the army. Professor Goldwin Smith

lays to the charge of Napoleon “ the portentous development

of the military system under which the world now groans,” by

reason of the wars which he prosecuted, with very little inter-

mission, for some twenty years. But it was not till since the

Franco-Prussian war, terminating in the capture of Paris in 1871,

that France began to take those measures for the reorganization

of her military system which would put her armies upon some-

thing like the same basis of efficiency which had been attained

by the armies of Prussia. Nor, again, had Prussia even taken

the incipient steps for developing the system which now places

her at the head of the military powers of Europe until within

about the decade ending in 1859.

Sir Garnet Wolseley, one of the best English authorities in

military affairs, holding a prominent position in the English

army, writing within the last year, says :
“ The army of Prussia,

which is now the admiration of the world, had not, in 1846,

shown any sign of its coming greatness. As a military power

Prussia had been crushed by Napoleon at Jena, and was forced

to accede to stipulations which the conqueror believed would

prevent her again, at least in his time, from appearing on the

battle-fields of Europe.” But notwithstanding Napoleon’s be-

lief, “Jena was avenged at Waterloo ;” and yet, “from 1815

to 1849, and even to 1859, such was the fate in a great measure

of the Prussian army, that it made a feeble figure in European

contests.” Although Prussia turned out an army that invaded

Bohemia in 1866, and moved with such celerity and power

against the Austrian armies as to astonish all Europe, yet, says

Sir Garnet Wolseley, “ most of us can remember how humble
was the role played by that country during the Crimean War

;

and many can recollect, a little further back still, the stormy

epoch of 1848, when the Imperial crown of Germany was offered

to Prussia’s king by the Revolutionary Diet. Why was it re-

fused ?” “Austria’s demeanor was not to be mistaken. She

would not permit it, and by a strong army massed along the

frontier of Prussia ' said to the latter, ‘ Accept that crown,

which I claim as mine by right, at your peril. ’ The king could

not accept the challenge, because his army ivas unfit for war."
“ The great reforms that changed the whole character of the

36
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Prussian military forces, converting them from a Landwehr into

an army, began in 1859.”

Previous to the trial of strength between France and Germany
in 1870-71, the former, in the common judgment of the world,

would have been regarded as the first military power in Europe.

It was the prevalent sentiment, judged by the usual organs of

public opinion on both sides of the Atlantic, that the French

armies would have an easy, or at least a triumphant, march into

Berlin. That Paris would be besieged, the government be made
to flee, the vast population of the gay capital be completely en-

compassed by the German armies, so that no communication

with the outer world could be had except by balloons and carrier-

pigeons, and that this population would be reduced to the

starvation point, and thus a capitulation be enforced, within so

short a period—these marvels were not anticipated by the most

sagacious of those who make military matters a study.

The details of this remarkable campaign, from the declaration

of war by the French Emperor to his capture at Sedan, the sur-

render of his capital and the establishment of the Republic, have

too recently occurred and are too well impressed upon the public

mind to need any thing more than a reference to them here.

This reference, with the recall of the memorable campaign of

Prussia against Austria, only four years before—when within six

weeks of the outbreak of the war to the final battle of Sadowa,

the Prussian armies had crushed the power of Austria, and,

with no .other opponent, could have easily entered Vienna— is

simply to indicate more vividly the present tendencies of the

military spirit among the several nations of Europe.

Since these victorious campaigns by Prussia, though in some

instances beginning a little earlier, the whole system of the

military organization and equipment of the European armies

has been revolutionized, together with vast advances made in

improving all the appliances of war. This is most emphatically

true of France. She remembers, with keenness of anguish, her

humiliation by Prussia, single-handed, in 1870-71, and she is

straining every nerve in preparing to avenge it.

A distinguished American statesman, residing in Paris during

the whole of General Grant’s presidency (and the President’s

personal friend), embracing the period of the Franco-Prussian

war and the subsequent six years, was asked by a leading Ameri-
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can journalist whether France were preparing for a war with

Germany. His reply was :
“ She is biding her time, but she is

not losing a minute. She is using all her resources to put her

army on the very best footing, and when the time shall come

there will be such a clash of arms as the world has never seen.”

It is now an interesting question, What actual military

strength does France at this time possess, as the result of recent

changes, ancf what will be her effective military power in the

near future, when the system inaugurated in 1870 shall have

been carried forward to completion ? Sir Garnet Wolseley

makes the following estimates, here given in totals, avoiding his

numerous details. “ On the first of January, 1878,” says he,

“ the total strength of the active army of France will be seven

hundred and nineteen thousand non-commissioned officers and

men
;
or adding the officers (26,499), ^ie grand total will be,

in round numbers, seven hundred and forty-five thousand of all

ranks, not including the gendarmerie
,
or Garde Republicaine

,

which together amount to twenty-seven thousand men.” He
speaks, in addition, of a reserve,” which was “ created by the

law of 1872, but which will not be in existence in its complete

form until the end of 1881,” but of which, he says, " it may be

safely assumed that the reserve actually available at this moment
amounts fully to five hundred thousand soldiers, who have all

been trained in the regular army.” Further, of this reserve he

says :
” When it has reached its normal strength in 1886, it will

consist of five hundred and ninety-four thousand men, allow-

ance being made for all casualties.” Again :
“ When this

reserve has reached its normal strength in 1892, it will number
six hundred and thirty-eight thousand men.” The summing up
is then as follows, for the year 1892 :

“ Active army 719,000

Reserve of active army _ 520,000

Territorial army 594,000

Reserve of Territorial army 638,000

Total 2,471,000”

The foregoing figures furnish the ground for Sir Garnet’s

statement concerning French politics and French military

affairs, that ” the struggle for power by the several political
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parties into which France is divided has not in any serious

manner hindered military progress that “ the direction and

management of army affairs have been kept distinct, and out-

side the realm of party faction and also, “ that whilst our

attention has been mostly directed to the noisy struggles be-

tween those political factions who howl themselves hoarse at

Versailles over questions of parliamentary procedure, the military

direction, which politics have not been allowed to interfere with,

has been steadily and seriously employed in creating a great

and powerful army. That it does not yet equal that of Ger-

many, and cannot fully do so for about another ten years, is

without doubt
;
but it is quite true, remembering the greatly

increased power now possessed by the defence, that France has

no reason to dread any German invasion in 1878, even suppos-

ing that those desirous of crushing her could succeed in uniting

what is now known as Germany with that object in view.”

Such, then, is the condition of France as a military power.

PECULIAR CAUSES OF THE PAST AND PRESENT STATUS OF

FRANCE.

And now, to come back to the point reached before intro-

ducing the view of France as a military power, it becomes most

important, in order intelligently to consider the real outlook

for either the immediate or more remote future of France, to

inquire, What are the latent and operative causes of the pecu-

liar condition of France among the European nations, which

have given this people such a remarkable history for a century

past, and which present France to-day as the theatre of more

internal turbulence and partisan contention, aimed by several

powerful factions to subvert the supreme government, than are

found in any other nation in Europe ? At first blush it would

seem that this ought to be a problem of easy solution
;
and yet

sagacious men are by no means agreed in judgment upon it.

Among recent writers, the views of Professor Goldwin

Smith deserve attention. He has devoted some thoughts to

this very theme. He apparently evinces some prejudice, quite

common with a large class of Englishmen, when dealing with

certain phases of French character and French politics, especi-

ally when touching any thing allied to the name Napoleon,
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reminding one of the marked prejudices which pervade Sir

Walter Scott’s Life of the great captain. But, nevertheless,

his observations are valuable.

Professor Smith, writing but a few months ago, and speak-

ing of the struggles of France “to attain a settled form of

constitutional government,’’ says that “ apparently she is far-

ther from it now than she was in 1787.’’ While this is “ap-

parently” the situation, he indulges the “ hope that it may
not prove so in reality. ” He notes the causes or reasons for this,

and it is to them that attention is now asked.
1

The first which he names is the cultivation of the military

spirit and the predominance of the military power. Referring

to the crisis of 1789-93, and the years immediately following,

which dethroned and executed Louis XVI., brought in the

reign of the Terrorists, who were in turn overthrown and a con-

stitutional Republic formed, he says :

“ It was by military violence, however, that the Constitution was at last

overthrown, and its fall was the beginning of that supremacy of the army

which unhappily has been from that hour, and still is, the fundamental fact of

French politics. The hand which, at the bidding of traitors in the Directory,

dealt the first blow, was that of Augereau, but the hand which planned it and

dealt the final blow was that of Bonaparte. In estimating the result of the first

experiment in republican government this must always be borne in mind.”

After noting “ the effects of Napoleon’s career” as a “ rev-

elation of the weakness and meanness of human nature,” he

further speaks of this career “ of evil ” as evincing “ the ascen-

dancy given to the military spirit and the example of military

usurpation.” He regards “ the military spirit” as further

“ excited by the flagitious writings of Thiers, weakly flattered

by the House of Orleans, and which overturned the constitu-

tional government of 1832.” He charges to the same account

the usurpation “ by Napoleon’s reputed nephew,” which made
him emperor, and to the same again, “with the influei'fce of

his priest-ridden wife,” the final downfall of the empire in

1870-71. Then, coming to the crisis of 1877, the same military

1 The quotations upon which comments are here made are from an article by

Professor Goldwin Smith, in a late number of the Contemporary Review , entitled

“ Ninety Years’ Agony of France.”
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ascendancy has the sole credit of threatening civil convulsion

and attempting the overthrow of the Republic :

“ But even now, France, after all her efforts and revolutions, is, to a fear-

ful extent, at the mercy of a stupid and self-willed soldier, a third-rate master

even of his own trade, totally devoid of political knowledge and of sympathy

with political aspirations, but at the head of the army, and, as his language

to the soldiery on the eve of the elections proved, sufficiently wanting in the

true sense of honor to admit into his mind the thought of using the public

force with which he is intrusted for the overthrow of public liberty.” And
finally he adds :

“ Two years hence, if not before, there will be another crisis ;

and it is idle to conceal the unhappy and ignominious fact, that the decision

will rest ultimately with the army and with those whom the army obeys.

. . . How the army can be placed in safe hands is a problem of which it is

impossible to suggest a complete and permanent solution. The reduction of

its numbers by the definite adoption of a pacific policy is the only real security

for the continuance of political liberty.”

It would be worse than idle to overlook the patent fact that

the military power has been a most important factor in the

numerous revolutions in France for the last ninety years. But

it is an equally palpable proposition, that the military power in

any nation is never moved without a purpose
;
never is handled

for the attainment of a given end unless prompted by some idea

behind it
;
and whatever that idea or purpose may be, whether

for enslaving or freeing a nation, or for maintaining its status,

it is this underlying sentiment which must be held responsible,

and not the mere fact of the ascendancy of the military power

and that it has been successfully exerted. It is an equally pal-

pable proposition, and illustrated in French history many times

during the very period of ninety years upon which Professor

Smith comments, that the military power was not used solely

in the interest of usurpation and for the subversion of public

liberty. Notably it was employed for securing and maintaining

the liberties of the people as well as for overthrowing them.

Napoleon was undoubtedly an ambitious usurper, but in dispers-

ing the French Directory in 1799, he dispersed, in the persons of

some of its leaders, as precious a set of villains as ever trod

the soil of France. So, also, on his return from Elba he dis-

placed the Bourbons under Louis XVIII., sending them, in-

deed, into a very brief retirement
;
but still, whatever may be

said of his own reign, Bourbonism then, as now, was but the
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synonym for almost every thing which is Hostile to the best in-

terests of the people, and ever has been the avowed enemy of

public liberty. And what but the French army put down the

Red Republican rabble, whose true spirit cropped out in the

scenes which soaked Paris with blood during the so-called

“revolutionary era’’ ushered in during 1848? And what,

again, but the army, under the wise statesmanship of M. Thiers,

saved Paris from complete destruction during the terrific scenes

of the reign of the Commune in the spring of 1871 ?

But passing the foregoing considerations, the obvious

question arises, on the basis laid down by Professor Smith,

Why has the “ military spirit’’ been so disastrous to France

above all other examples ? All the chief nations of Europe are

military nations as well as France. They have been so during

all their history
;
they are pre-eminently so to-day. The culti-

vation of “ the military spirit’’ and the practical development

of its power are the conditions of their existence. This is be-

coming more and more the case as time rolls on. The armies

of Europe, in this present year of grace, are far larger than they

ever were before, and these armies are peculiarly fostered and are

constantly increasing in numbers and efficiency. Nor is France,

even now, in this regard, the equal of some of them. Russia

and Germany lead her in this role.

1

1 General Emory Upton, of the United States Army, who was commissioned by

the United States Government to visit Europe and Asia, on a tour of military in-

spection, in his official report on “ The Armies of Asia and Europe” gives the

following figures in totals, showing the present war strength, in officers and men,

of the armies of Russia, France, Germany, Austria, Italy, and England : Russia,

1,807,950 ;
France, 1,730,000 ;

Germany, 1,340,908 ;
Austria, 1,043,351 ;

Italy,

886,722 ;
England, 228,624. Speaking of England, General Upton says :

“ The
basis of the English system rests on voluntary enlistment, carrying with it in time

of war the payment of large bounties.” (Page 252.) He also makes this com-

parison respecting the infantry force of the several countries named, which will be

of interest in the present condition of European complications :
“ The force of

British infantry, available for aggressive purposes, adding 20,000 drawn from

the Mediterranean and India, would approximate 100,000 men, and in this num-
ber would be included the greater part of the reserve recently created. In con-

trast with this force, the infantry of the great Continental powers, organized on
the expansive principle, can be raised, in round numbers, to the following war
footing : Austria, 545,000 ; France, 700,000 ;

Germany, 495,000 ;
Russia, 674,000.”

(Page 269.) Sir Garnet Wolseley makes a much better showing for England, in

an article on “ England as a Military Power,” in a late number of the Nineteenth
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But yet this is the incontestable fact, that while France

has been rent and torn by revolution upon revolution for a

hundred years, and while there is even now abroad over the

whole civilized world a greater or less feverish anxiety that a

movement may occur at any moment to subvert the supreme

authority and inaugurate another rule—by, perhaps, the Mar-

shal-President being induced to resolve upon a coup d'Ctat

to overthrow the constantly strengthening republican power

—

France stands solitary and alone, upon the European conti-

nent, looking back upon such a history and confronted with

such a danger. The dynastic factions, rival and contending

within her borders, are not completely put to flight by the later

decisive triumphs of republicanism
;
they are neither dismayed

nor disheartened
;
but believing their rights founded upon the

divine commission and to be realized in the accomplishment of

the divine purpose, they are but biding their time and waiting

the fitting opportunity to assert them. No other nation in

Europe is in a condition parallel to this.

Professor Smith, it is true, presents other reasons for the
“ agony” which France has endured for ninety years, but “ the

fatal ascendancy of the military spirit” is the chief. ” Another

adverse force,” he declares,
“
against which free institutions

have to contend in France, too often noted to need more than

recognition in its place, is the tendency derived from the old

regime, but handed on in an intensified form by the Bonapartes,

to administrative centralization.”

Mr. Henry Thomas Buckle also takes much the same view

of this power of “centralization.” Speaking of what occurred

in the fourteenth century, he says :
“ But in that same century,

in France, the protective spirit assumed a new form
;
the power

of the aristocracy was, in a great measure, succeeded by the

power of the crown
;
and there began that tendency to centrali-

zation, which, having been pushed still further, first under Louis

XIV., and afterward under Napoleon, has become the bane of

the French people.”
1

Century. He says :
“ Were war declared to-morrow about four hundred thousand

drilled men would fall into line, if required, supported by three hundred and

seventy-two field guns, manned and horsed by the Royal Artillery and he puts

down the total of all arms of the service at “ 414,000 men.”
1 Introduction to History of Civilization in England, p. 450.
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Unquestionably this power of “ centralization” is great.

That ” Paris is France” long since passed into a proverb which

is still true in more senses than the political. In politics the

government is France, whether its seat be Paris or Versailles
;

but this is becoming less true every decade. The political

power, under present tendencies, is extending to other large

cities, to the provinces, and to the whole body of the people.

Put allowing what we may to “centralization,” it fails to ac-

count for the solitary position of France, in the aspect mentioned,

among European nations. Centralization rules in Germany, in

Austria, and an autocracy rules in Russia
;
and yet these empires

continue to possess stable governments. “ Administrative cen-

tralization” no more satisfactorily accounts for the present dy-

nastic watchings and contentions for the French throne, nor for

the revolutions which have so often upset it, than does “ the

ascendancy of the military" spirit.”

“ Divided sovereignty” is another of Professor Smith’s rea-

sons to account for the troubles of France. Under this head

many of his observations display sound political philosophy, and

are of great value
;
but this as a reason for the peculiar history

and present perils of France, though having a degree of perti-

nency to past times, is no more satisfactory as a full solution than

the others. “ The framers of the French Constitution of 1789,”

says he, “ attempted to divide the sovereign power, leaving a

portion of it in the king, and vesting the remainder in the rep-

resentatives of the people. The inevitable result was collision,

and soon a conflict which, though neither party knew it, was

essentially internecine. The weaker, that is to say, the mon-
archy, fell ;” and then came “ foreign intervention, adding to the

fury of the conflict ;” followed by the “ reign of violence and

terror, and after the terror, military dictatorship and despotism.

The same fatal situation was reproduced under the restored

monarchy.” The professor finds again “ the same fatal situa-

tion” in the reign of Charles X., who “ made a desperate effort

to cut the knot and render himself sovereign.” Under Louis

Philippe, “ what power he- retained was retained not of right, but

by personal influence and corruption.” Coming down to the

present time, he says, “ Now again comes a nominal Republic,

but unfortunately there is still a king, and the hopeless problem

of carrying on government with a divided sovereignty presents
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itself afresh. The marshal, having the command of the army,

and being supported by those who desire a return to monarchy,
struggles for the sovereign power

;
and the question of the late

election was whether that power should belong to him and the

ministers of his personal choice, or to the nation.”

It seems sufficiently easy to test the value of this “ divided

sovereignty” as the theory which accounts for the peculiar trou-

bles of France, by a reference to recent and well-known facts.

If this is the potent factor in these troubles, why did things

move on so successfully during the illustrious presidency of M.
Thiers ? The sovereignty was lodged then just where it is now

;

but the friends of the Republic had no fear of its overthrow

while M. Thiers was in power, so far as the President was con-

cerned. This fact is all the more noteworthy when it is remem-
bered that the whole history of this illustrious statesman shows

that his sympathies were, on principle, with constitutional mon-
archy, rather than with republican government. His course

during his service in the cabinet of Louis Philippe shows this

plainly, and it is also shown elsewhere.
1 But yet M. Thiers was

the spontaneous choice of the better spirit of the nation after the

Second Empire fell. Just so long as he retained power the Re-

public was deemed secure
;
while his administrative tact, energy,

and unexampled success, in putting down the Commune, making

peace with Germany, and paying off the enormous war indem-

nity which Germany imposed, and within a period which aston-

ished the world, combine to enroll his name among the highest

benefactors of France.

If “ divided sovereignty” has been the essence of peril,

from 1787 downward to 1877—and it was the same under Presi-

dent Thiers as it is now under Marshal MacMahon—or if this was

even a prominent factor in the case, why were the three eagle-

eyed dynasties, equally hating the Republic, without anyone of

them seriously expecting to succeed it, agreed in removing M.

Thiers and choosing Marshal MacMahon ? It is not enough to

say that Marshal MacMahon is what M. Thiers was not—a soldier

—and that it was to bring the military power again into ascend-

1 Odilon-Barrot speaks of the sympathies of M. Thiers, in this regard, when

sought to take office under the Second Empire :
“ All the monarchical chiefs,

Mole, Thiers, Berryer, Montalembert, the Due de Broglie,” etc .—Memoirs of
Odilon-Barrot, p. 181.
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ancy that the change was made. There was something behind

this change which Professor Smith does not hint at, which

evidently inspired it
;
but a notice of this, for the purpose now

in hand, must be deferred to a later point in this article.

One remaining element of danger which Professor Smith

names to account for the perplexities of France, operating before

in her history, but especially pregnant with evil now, and closely

allied to and growing out of this “ divided sovereignty” is the

“ power of dissolution” of the Chamber of Deputies, possessed

by the President and Senate, and to be exercised at their discre-

tion. It was the exercise of this power in May of last year, in

dismissing the Simon Ministry and dissolving the Chamber,

which brought on the crisis, from the sad effects of which the

nation has not yet fully recovered.

A sufficient answer to this “ dissolution” theory is found in two

things. First, this power is possessed by the British Govern-

ment, and is held to be a valuable feature of the British Consti-

tution
;
as well as possessed, also, by other European govern-

ments where constitutional legislative assemblies are established.

The British House of Commons, at the discretion of the sove-

reign, may be dissolved and an election ordered, whenever the

Ministry are outvoted. Or, as another expedient, the Ministry

may be changed and the Commons remain, if the sovereign so

elect. It is true that Professor Smith holds this British “ power

of dissolution,” as in the case of France, to be an evil, as it is

one of the conflicting elements of a ” divided sovereignty.” It

may indeed be abused, as any other power may be
;
but whether

it be an evil or not, it is valued as a conservative safeguard

in England, and is occasionally exercised, though not as often

in later times, as a change in the Ministry is resorted to. But

be all this as it may, a dissolution of the House of Commons
never convulses England as the late dissolution of the Chamber
of Deputies shook France. The former occasions no greater

excitement than does a presidential election in the United

States, while the latter, as seen but a twelvemonth ago, threat-

ened to precipitate a revolution. ” Dissolution,” therefore,

goes not one whit toward solving the riddle. Why, forsooth,

should this prerogative inevitably be either a red-hot iron or a

drawn sword in the hand of the Marshal-President of France,

and at the same moment prove a harmless wand when wielded
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by the Queen of England ? Ah ! it is something behind the
Marshal-President which shakes the ground all over the French
nation when he pronounces the word. The second thing which
reveals the insufficiency of this theory of “ dissolution” is, most
plainly, that no danger was apprehended from it so long as M.
Thiers was in power. In fact, no one dreamed that he would
exercise it, or that there would be the least occasion for its ex-

ercise. Just so long as he continued President, the mass of the

nation, except the plotters, were satisfied
;
the country was re-

gaining its wonted prosperity, the German war indemnity had
been paid, and France, so lately prostrate at the feet of Germany,
was rapidly rising to her former dignity and power.

It is surprising that so close an observer as Professor Smith
should scarcely name, when attempting to account for “ the

ninety years’ agony of France,” a cause which, possibly, more
than any other single one, lies at the bottom of this perpetual

agony. There are, in truth, many causes which enter into the

solution, but that now referred to, in its special relation to the

others, is believed to be among the chief of those which have

continually disturbed and even now threaten the tranquillity of

the French nation.

THE REAL CAUSES OF THE TROUBLES OF FRANCE.

All of the causes which concern the question in hand deserve

mature thought. It cannot be expected, however, that full

justice can be done, within the limits of a review article, to a

subject so deeply philosophical, and which demands such an ex-

tended examination of the subtle agencies which conspire to

develop national characteristics. A few hints only can be

offered within the space allotted to this paper.

That omnivorous reader and industrious collector of facts,

Mr. Plenry Thomas Buckle, in the introduction to his work on

the “ History of Civilization in England,” postulates the physi-

cal agencies of external nature as among the most powerful

causes—almost, indeed, the sole causes—which combine to

form the character of nations. Mr. Buckle’s generalizations are

founded upon a wide induction of particulars, running through

most of the civilizations of past times, and, within certain limits,

possess a positive value
;
but he pushes his theories respecting
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the power of external nature over man to an unwarranted ex-

treme, ignoring the force of certain moral influences, the direct

result of positive institutions, which are adapted and designed

to shape the life of the people of all nations, without regard to

the zone of the earth which they inhabit or the physical agen-

cies by which they are surrounded. Had Mr. Buckle lived to

complete the elaborate work he marked out for himself, some

of his views might possibly have been modified by further re-

search, or on more mature reflection. This, however, is not the

place to canvass his speculations. They are referred to now
merely for the purpose of indicating, from a close analogy with

a certain element of truth in them, what may be regarded as

one cause of the prominent characteristics of the French people
;

and this may furnish a little aid in the solution of the problem of

the remarkable history of that people for a century past.

If there be even a modicum of truth in Mr. Buckle’s positions

—and much more than this is granted—then may it not be fairly

assumed, that if our researches in human physiology were as

extensive and accurate as is our knowledge of the more palpable

phenomena of the external world which have so great an influ-

ence in developing national characteristics, and if our physiolog-

ical researches were pursued with the same end in view which

Mr. Buckle has had before him in determining the influence of

“ food, climate,” etc., upon man, might we not find something

in French blood which would at least partially explain the

marvellous phenomena of French history and the present char-

acteristics of the French people?

Such a hint, however, cannot be pursued. It is merely

thrown out for consideration. Some writers have made much
of this in shaping the character and course of nations

;
and the

deduction here involved may hold a close relation to, and may
even be an incidental resultant of, the principles elaborated by
Mr. Buckle.

If this theory may be deemed worthy of acceptance, it may
be applied with peculiar force to France. Is there a people on

the face of the earth so mercurial in temperament, so versatile,

so volatile, so elastic
;
possessing traits so opposite, so irreconcil-

ably contradictory and repugnant
;
so willing to pass through

the terrific fires of blood and carnage which their incessant ententes

and revolutions have exhibited, and at the same moment make
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a jest of them
;
so ready to mourn and to dance at the same

instant
;
so apt at mingling the grave and the gay, upon occa-

sions fitting and unfitting
;

exhibiting in their social life a

blandness and politeness of manner which becomes a model for

the nations, and under it cherishing principles of social im-

morality, and practising without concealment vices which

shock mankind
;
mingling, in public affairs, Socialism, Com-

munism, Republicanism, Imperialism, Clericalism, and all pos-

sible forms of political organization and action
;
chaining the

world to their car of fashion, and ruling it with a rod of iron
;

presenting before all nations, in their gay capital, in the Exposi-

tion of the World’s Industry and the Arts of Peace, a spectacle

which cannot be equalled by any nation in Europe, and at the

same moment nursing a military spirit and developing a military

power which may soon astound the world by the clash of arms ?

M. Edmond About, as quoted at the opening of this article,

in painting the effect of French “ centralization,” gives a picture

of the French people which may be hung up in any national

gallery of Europe, and if a search for a parallel were made, it

would be a search made in vain. The “ accident” which he so

graphically pictures would, “ ninety times out of a hundred,”

have killed any other man
;
but it “ has only taken, God knows

why, a small piece out of a Frenchman’s breeches.”

The recent work of Victor Hugo, “ The History of a

Crime : the Testimony of an Eyewitness,” gives a view of the

people of Paris during the four days embracing the coup d'dtat

of Louis Napoleon, in December, 1851, which fully sustains

the point in hand. The tragic and the comic, the sublime and

the ridiculous, the heroic and the cowardly, scenes of blood and

slaughter, freely joined with scenes of festivity—all these drawn

by the masterly hand of Victor Hugo, scenes in which he

mingled and in which he was a prominent actor, present a

picture of French real life which could not easily be paralleled

anywhere else among men, and which may perhaps be prop-

erly charged to certain peculiarities of French blood.

As another illustration of some of the peculiarities of French

character alluded to, nothing can be better, of its kind, than

the account given by the late American Minister to France of

what he witnessed in the Corps Legislatif, at its first sitting,

immediately following some of the early battles and decisive
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defeats of the French armies in the late Franco-Prussian war.

This illustration is all the more valuable in that it is taken from

an official document, furnished in the correspondence of the

Hon. Elihu B. Washburne with the American Secretary of

State, and recently published by the United States Senate, in an-

swer to a call lor the correspondence made upon the President.

Mr. Washburne’s despatch is dated at Paris, August 12th,

1870. After stating that “ this session of the Corps Legislatif

was one of the most extraordinary which has been held since

the Revolution of 1848, if not since the first Revolution,” and

after mentioning by name the several divisions of the body

and describing their characteristics, he proceeds to say :

“ The President having declared the session opened, heTad only read the

formal part of the proclamation convening the legislative bodies, reciting, ‘ By

the Grace of God and the national will, Emperor of the French,’ when many
members of the Left broke out in furious exclamations, saying they did

not want any more of that, and it was some time before the President could

finish reading the document. After he had concluded he awarded the floor to

Emile Ollivier, Minister of Justice, who mounted the tribune and commenced

developing the reasons why the Chamber was called together. He had only

said a few words when he was met with the most boisterous and insulting

interruptions. A member of the Left having cried out that the country had

been compromised, Jules Favre exclaimed, ‘ Yes
;
by the imbecility of its

chief ! Come down from the tribune ! It is a shame !
’ ... He then

proposed a decree, providing for an Executive Committee of Fifteen Depu-

ties, who should be invested with the full powers of government to repel for-

eign invasion. This proposition was received with yells of denunciation by

the Right, who denounced it as revolutionary and unconstitutional, and the

President so decided. After M. Jules Favre had concluded, Granier de Cas-

sagnac, a member of the Extreme Right, rushed to the tribune, and his first

words were to denounce the proposition of Favre as the commencement of

revolution. He proceeded in a strain of bitter denunciation, amid the shouts,

vociferations, and gestures of almost the entire Left. He accused them of

hiding behind their privileges to destroy the Government of the Emperor,

who was in the face of the enemy. Here came interruptions, calls to order,

and threats. Thirty members of the Left were on their feet, yelling at Cas-

sagnac and shaking their fists toward him, and he answered by shaking his

fist at them ;
and all of this time the members of the Right were applauding

Cassagnac, who finally wound up with the terrible threat that if he were a

Minister he would send the members of the Left to a military tribunal before

night. This was followed by one of the most terrific explosions ever wit-

nessed in a legislative body. All the deputies of the Left jumped to their feet,

and raised their voices in most indignant protest. And then rose up the dep-

uties of the Right to drown the cries of the Left with their own vociferations.
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Jules Simon descended into the arena in front of the tribune, gesticulating

with vehemence, saying if they dared to send them to a Council of War they

were ready to go
;
that if they wanted to shoot them they would find them

ready. This added to the tumult. Nearly all the members were on their

feet. The voice of Simon was heard above the din, ‘ If you want violence you

shall have it.’ At this moment Estancelin, under great excitement, cried out,

‘ The Minister of Foreign Affairs laughs.’ Jules Ferry was heard in the up-

roar to say that it was not proper ‘ for a Minister who was attempting to ne-

gotiate a peace to ,’ and here his voice was lost in the tumult. Nearly

the entire Left then started from their places and rushed to the area in front

of the tribune, and up to the seats of the Ministers
; Estancelin, Ferry, and

old Gamier Pages in front. They shook their fists directly in the face of the

Minister of Foreign Affairs, the Due de Gramont, who sat fixed, without

moving a muscle. Here the tumult reached its height. A hundred men were

screaming at the top of their voices, and the President rang his bell furiously,

but all to no effect. And then, as a signal that he had lost all control of the

assembly, and, as a flag of distress, he covered himself by putting on his hat.

The huissiers then rushed in and separated the contending parties, and, some

minutes after, comparative quiet was restored.”

Can it be supposed that anything similar to this could occur

in the British Parliament ? Would the announcement, made
in the House of Commons, that a French army had landed in

England, threatening the capital, have stirred up that body to

exhibit such scenes of folly ? Could any thing similar to it be

witnessed, under like circumstances, in the Reichstag at Berlin,

or in the Reichsrath at Vienna ?

Passing the question of the peculiarities of French blood to

account for the peculiarities of French character and history

—

whether the theory be worth much, little, or nothing—another

phase of French life which unquestionably has had and now
has much to do with the political trials of that people is this :

While the several compact dynasties mentioned are still watch-

ing to clutch the sceptre, and while the adherents of monarchy

have always been persistent, the power of the republican prin-

ciple has been longer in action and more deeply seated in the

French mind than among the people of any other great nation

in Europe.

These forces being in constant operation, side by side,

are always ready for an explosion
;

and that explosion is

just as inevitable when certain elements are brought into con-

tact, as an explosion will follow the contact of fire and gun-

powder.
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The French Revolution of 1789-93 was the uprising of a

nation to deliver itself from insupportable oppression. Its aim

was good, while some of its measures were unjustifiable and its

atrocities diabolical. The causes which produced it had long

been in operation.

From that early day to the present moment, the principles

of Republicanism and Monarchy have ever been at open strife

in France. The people have ever cherished their early love of

liberty, while dynastic opposition has ever struggled to recover

what it lost in the first open battle with the democratic spirit a

century ago. At one moment Republicanism has triumphed, at

another time Monarchy, as the numerous and almost incessant

revolutions heretofore enumerated have succeeded each other.

Here, then, is one plain and palpable element of the case,

which, in a slight degree, serves to solve the question of the
“ ninety years’ agony of France 1 and this peculiar aspect of

things is found nowhere else in European history during this

period.

Considered, then, purely as a political question, and as one

of the prime causes of perpetual contention in France, these

antagonistic forces stand thus : On one side are the several

dynasties, each founding its claim upon divine right and hered-

1 In reference to the contest between Republicanism and the dynasties of Im-

perialism and Monarchy, Professor Smith remarks : “We do not greatly fear

Bonapartism, in itself, simply as a movement in favor of the restoration of a

military despotism for the benefit of a discredited dynasty. What we fear is the

implacable hostility of aristocracy to a Republic based upon equality.” That

touches a vital point. He continues, with great pertinency, referring to the three

dynasties :
“ One and all they instinctively hate equality, and those hate it most

bitterly whose nobility is of yesterday. You may demonstrate as clearly as you

please that aristocracy has had its hour, that humanity is passing into another

phase, that the best and most glorious part which a man who inherits the influence

of aristocracy can play is to smooth the transition into a new era : some of the finer

minds, and of those who can hope to maintain their position by their own character

and intellect, will perhaps listen to you
;
but the mass will obey the bias of class,

cling to privilege, and constantly conspire against equality and any institutions by
which equality is upheld. Their feelings toward the democratic masses are not

those of mere political difference, but of hatred more bitter than that which is felt

by a foreign enemy, and aggravated by contempt. The aristocratic conspiracy,

for such at bottom it was, of De Broglie and Fortou has for the moment failed
;

but the attempt will be perpetually renewed; and it will be fortunate indeed if the

question between the Republic and the aristocracy is finally decided without add-

ing another convulsion to the ninety years’ agony of France.”

37
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itary prescription
;
regarding it as their highest duty to assert

and defend it, whatever may be the will of the people
;
and on

the other side are the opponents of all dynastic pretensions,

however venerable for age or on whatever basis founded,

holding the sentiment that in government the will of the people

is the will of God. Each of these two antagonistic forces is

persistent, and each is determined. These elements, in such a

nation as France, must ever be in collision until the party of

the people shall completely triumph over the party which op-

poses them—a result which is ultimately certain, and whose
realization belongs, it is confidently believed, to the near future.

THE MOST POTENT CAUSE OF ALL.

And now comes into view an entirely distinct and special

element of power, which, acting in close conjunction with

Monarchy and Imperialism, has done more than any one single

force to keep France at perpetual strife with herself ever since

the upheaval of society in 1789, and which to-day is at the

bottom of the perils which yet threaten that unhappy people.

This is a “ spiritual power” (so called), resting its claims, like

the political, upon divine right, but assuming a superiority of

rule over all peoples, all governments, all kings and princes
;

putting the church above the state, and making the head of its

hierarchy the special depositary of divine authority, investing

him with divine prerogatives and clothing him with the panoply

of absolute infallibility.

This spiritual despotism, which has played so prominent a

part in French history within the last hundred years—to go no

farther back
;
which has been directly concerned in every change

of government which France has experienced
;
which instigated

and stimulated the French President and Senate in their unat-

tained purposes of the last twelvemonth
;
which is still watching

its opportunity when the crisis of 1880 shall arrive, and which,

taken alone, is here regarded as the chief cause, on one side, of

“the ninety years’ agony of France,”—is the factor in those

troubles which is substantially overlooked by Professor Gold-

win Smith in his elaborate and valuable paper upon this un-

paralleled chapter of history.
1

1 Professor Smith, near the close of his article, does make the following inci-

dental allusion to the cause here referred to, plainly showing, from the manner of his

.reference,, that he deems it of trivial importance :
“ We do not greatly fear the
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Ultramontanism and Republicanism are natural enemies,

while Ultramontanism and Monarchy are as naturally, in

principle at least, fast friends. The three dynasties now
existing in France favor Ultramontanism because it opposes

the rule of the people
;
and Ultramontanism favors Monarchy

or Imperialism for the same reason. One embodies despotism

in the state, the other embodies despotism over both church

and state. They mutually aid each other in the common pur-

pose of opposing the will of the people in order to gain their

own ends, while all lovers of liberty among the people must

array themselves against both elements of this double des-

potism.

The operation of these two conflicting forces furnishes the

true key to the door which opens upon the French Revolution

of 1789-93, and it largely explains the revolutions which have

followed it.

The initial causes which resulted in the upheaval of the

political, social, and ecclesiastical fabric in France nearly one

hundred years ago have substantially perpetuated themselves,

and are at the bottom of the troubles of France to-day. That

is to say, now as then, on the one side is Absolutism in the

State, then, however, embodied in a single dynasty, but now,

all the worse, embodied in three, determined, at all hazards, to

rule France, and seeking alliance with every power in heaven

and earth and under the earth, to gain its ends
;
and alongside

of this Secular Absolutism, part and parcel thereof, acting ap-

parently in its behalf, but really using it as an instrument while

acting for its own ultimate ends, stands a more fearful Spiritual

Absolutism
;

its official representatives and their adherents

making ninety-four per centum of the whole population of the

nation
;
having access to the most sacred precincts of every

household and claiming to rule every conscience
;
solemnizing

every marriage and officiating at every baptism and every burial
;

insisting upon the right from God to make and dethrone princes,

and to rule over all governments and people on the broad earth
;

acknowledging allegiance to him alone who sits upon his throne

in the seven-hilled city, clothed with divine prerogatives, infalli-

clericals since the catastrophe of Eugenie and her priests, and when Ultramon-

tanism, in spite of its recent spasm of aggressive energy, is manifestly losing

ground throughout educated Europe.”
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ble in wisdom and power, exalting himself “ above all that is

called God or that is worshipped, so that he as God sitteth in

the temple of God, showing himself that he is God.”
Who that looks upon this true but faintly-drawn picture

does not see that its place in the national gallery is even more
appropriate in 1878 than it was in 1789? The morals of French

society to-day, in the circles which surround those in power and

in the higher posts of the church, may, perhaps, be better than

they were one hundred years ago but these are the mere in-

cidents of the case. The main characteristics in all things that

make up the essence of the situation are the same : Absolutism

in the state linked with Absolutism in the church
;
the two,

leagued in one, against the cause of the people, with the people

knowing their rights and determined to assert them.

The essential feature of the situation which writers of the

class of Professor Smith overlook, or greatly underweigh, is the

very palpable fact, seen through every period of the ninety

years’ agony of France, and seen now, that any one of the

dynasties mentioned, representing Monarchy or Imperialism, or

all of the three combined, would be utterly impotent in

their contest with Republicanism, the synonym of
“
hated

equality,” wrere it not for the Ultramontane element, the es-

sence of the Spiritual Absolutism. Without its aid they are

powerless. Incurring its hostility they would perish. As mere

political forces, they are nothing in France to-day, whatever

their prestige or however compact their organization, for the

obvious reason, that, without the support of the priesthood, they

cannot reach and control the people. But whenever able to

draw to their aid that power which the hierarchy wield, they have

hope. Should the priesthood change front, and throw their in-

fluence into the scale of Republicanism, instructing, as is their

wont, the members of their flocks to vote for it, Imperialism

and Monarchy w'ould have no more hope in France than they

have in the United States. They would instantly perish.

1 And yet Pius IX. did not hesitate to bestow, quite recently, the “ Golden

Rose” upon ex-Queen Isabella, in “honor of her devotion to the Papacy”—

a

“ royal lady” whose personal morals and those of her court were so openly and

shamelessly dissolute, that the people of Madrid, where morality among princes

and nobles has never been noted for its rigidity, could no longer tolerate her

presence, but drove her from her throne and from the Spanish dominions.
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Jonah’s gourd would be too permanent a symbol of their life.

This, of course, no one expects, under any emergency. Ultra-

montanism too well knows that established Republicanism would

be its own death, while under Imperialism or Monarchy it has

a little hope left
;
hence it stands firmly by the dynasties.

But it should never be forgotten—and here is the vital es-

sence of the whole case—that Ultramontanism acts for itself,

first, last, and always
;
that, in themselves considered, it cares

not one whit what becomes of Imperialism or Monarchy, or any

of the pretended emperors or kings who represent them. If it

can use them for its own purposes, it will do so
;

if it cannot,

it will be indifferent to their fate. They may think they are

using it, and so they are
;
but the reverse is the more important

fact. It uses them just as it essays to use every thing and every-

body—simply and solely for its own purposes
;
and centuries

of history attest its wonderful success. Like the atmosphere, it

is not seen, but everywhere felt. There is no effective social and

political power known among men which is so nearly ubiquitous

as the spirit of Jesuitism, the spirit which animates the whole

body of the Roman Catholic Church, from him who is its head,

claiming infallibility, down to the lowest order of the priesthood

who occupy the confessional in eveiy corner of the world.

These are the well-known conditions of this power which

sustain and illustrate the proposition, heretofore announced,

that Ultramontanism is, beyond all comparison, the one soli-

tary force, if taken singly, which underlies the perils and dan-

gers which now, as always before, beset France. The very

nature of Romanism makes it so. The cardinal principle of the

system is, that it is from God and cannot change.

If, now, the question be asked, why this Spiritual Absolut-

ism, in the midst of so many European nations which are in

popular and often in diplomatic parlance called “ The Catholic

Powers,” has so long been and is now more disastrously de-

monstrative in France than anywhere else in Europe, the answer

is by no means difficult. It is found in the grouping of the

facts already noticed. France, beyond any of the Great

Powers, and also beyond most of the smaller, is more compact
and homogeneous in race, language, and religion fewer of her

1 The best authorities give the ratio between the Roman Catholics and the

whole population of the leading States of Europe, respectively, as follows : In
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people emigrate, in proportion to population, and none are so

attached to the soil and cherish with more pride her glory and
renown

;
no nation, owing to location and peculiar circum-

stances, was so early brought into contact with democratic
principles, while among no people was loyalty to the crown
more intense, and while, again, owing to the revolutions which
these conflicting principles engendered, no other nation brought
to the surface and perpetuated so many rival dynasties

;
and,

finally, in no other European nation has the Roman Catholic

Church, the embodiment of Spiritual Absolutism, holding sway
over so large a per cent of the population, been represented

by a hierarchy so intelligent, so enterprising, and so powerful,

flattering and using those in authority as well as those behind

the throne purely for its own ends, and directed in all this by
the Sovereign Pontiff at Rome, he in turn stimulated by the

Society of Jesus, whose influence is well-nigh omnipresent, and

whose domination over pope, priests, and people is but little

less than omnipotent.

No nation of Europe has been so subservient to the papal

power, and no nation has served it so faithfully. When the ad-

vancing spirit of liberty in Italy, resulting from the general up-

heaval of 1848, drove Pius IX. from his throne, French

soldiers restored him to it. While the same spirit, prompted

by Garibaldi, still threatened, French soldiers stood guard

around the Vatican. The pope flattered Napoleon III. as the

eldest and most devoted son of the church, and the emperor,

in turn, defended the papacy. Their interests were mutual.

The emperor was rewarded for his service to the pope in the

greater loyalty to the emperor diffused among the French peo-

ple through the influence of the priesthood
;
and the pope, in

turn, found his reward in the protection furnished him by
French bayonets. This mutual support continued down to the

opening of the Franco-German war, and perhaps might have

continued still but for that event. Not until the French soldiers

had been withdrawn from Rome, to be used against Germany,

France, ninety-four per centum
;

Italy, eighty-two
;
Austria, seventy-six

;
Great

Britain, nineteen ;
Germany, fourteen

;
Russia, nine. The foregoing estimate is

based upon the following totals of population, given in round numbers : France,

38,000,000; Italy, 26,700,000; Austria, 36,000,000; Great Britain, 31,800,000;

Germany, 41,000,000 ;
Russia, 75,000,000.
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did the legions of Victor Emmanuel enter the Eternal City.

But where, at that critical moment, were all the other “ Catho-

lic Powers” ? Why did not Austria or Spain, or smaller states

in sympathy with the papacy, strike even one blow for the

church in whose interests, during the ages, their loyalty had

been so signally illustrated ? Why did they not all combine

for this? Catholic France and Protestant Prussia were the only

powers at war. The rest of Catholic Europe stood still and

saw Pius IX. despoiled of his temporalities, deprived of his

throne, the gates of Rome battered down by the armies of

Sardinia, at that time scarcely a third-rate power in European

politics, and the pope made a prisoner in his own palace.

Could any thing more palpably illustrate the fact that,

among all the nations, France was really the only strong

Catholic power in Europe ? Could any thing more forcibly

show the hold which the priesthood had upon the P'rench na-

tion ? And so it is at this moment. While Spain and Austria,

singly or combined, are impotent to aid the papacy, and while

it is conceded that France is equally so, under republican rule,

still it is to France alone that Ultramontanism looks for restor-

ing to the papacy its rights and giving back to the church her

ancient and God-given sway over the world. This it is which ren-

ders compact the clerical party among that homogeneous peo-

ple. This it is which inspires the priesthood to oppose, to the

death, republican rule. This it is which binds the hierarchy to

favor the Comte de Chambord, or the Prince Imperial, or the

Comte de Paris—they care not a farthing which—so that, through

restored Monarchy or Imperialism as a means, this Spiritual

Absolutism may gain its ultimate end. And these are the con-

siderations, ramified and multiplied, which combine to show
that, of all other causes, that which deeply underlies the pres-

ent perils of France, and that which has been her standing

trouble during her ‘‘ ninety years’ agony,” is the spirit and de-

termination of the Ultramontane party to regain, at every cost,

their ancient prestige and power.

SO MUCH FOR THE TAST—WHAT OF THE FUTURE ?

What, then, is to be the upshot of this still pending issue ?

What at this moment is the political outlook in France?
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Which of these two opposing forces, Absolutism or Republican-

ism, is ultimately to triumph ?

It is to prepare the way for an answer to these vital ques-

tions that an extended examination of the difficulties in the

path has here been attempted. The spirit now working in

Europe, the spread of the principle of constitutional govern-

ment, the greater diffusion of intelligence, the advancement in

education, the concessions made to the representatives of the

people in many things heretofore regarded as the prerogatives

of kings, the opening up of the means of a more free and rapid

intercommunication between the people of the same nation and

between those of one nation with another, together with the

progress rapidly made in all the arts and sciences, combine to

show that the reign of Absolutism, whether in church or state,

is nearing its end, and that the rule of the People is fast ap-

proaching.

A most remarkable and significant fact, and without a parallel

in the history of France—significant in its bearings in a politi-

cal, social, and especially in a religious point of view—is seen in

the present composition of President MacMahon’s Cabinet.

The men who compose it were selected in obedience to the de-

mand of the Chamber of Deputies, as reflecting the sentiment

of the people at large, and resulting from the long and severe

struggle of the various parties to secure predominance in the

Cabinet, after the election for the present Chamber held in

October last. M. Gambetta, in his electioneering addresses,

proved a true prophet in declaring that, if the Republicans

should triumph when France had spoken at the ballot-box, the

President would have “to submit or resign.’’ He would not

resign, but hoped to defeat the will of the people in the compo-

sition of his Cabinet. It is within the recollection of all who
closely watched events, that the President made several unsuc-

cessful attempts to obtain a Cabinet, owing to the opposition

manifested in the Chamber. He finally chose “ to submit,’’

and therefore selected the present incumbents, with whom the

Chamber of Deputies were satisfied. The number in the Cabi-

net is nine
;
and the significant fact is that five of them are

Protestants. It is not supposed that they were chosen1 because

of their well-known religious sentiments
;
but it is, nevertheless,

a rather remarkable event in French history, and shows, unmis-
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takably, the drift of public sentiment. The Catholic hierarchy

were, of course, aroused, indignant, disgusted
;
but can any thing

more plainly show that they are impotent before the will of the

people? The positions, also, which this Protestant majority in

the French Cabinet hold are noteworthy. M. Waddington is

Minister of Foreign Affairs
;
General Borel is Minister of War

;

Admiral Pothuau is Minister of the Marine
;
M. Leon Say is

Minister of the Finances
;
and M. De Freycinet is Minister of

Public Works.

The principles of liberty and constitutional government are

firmly rooted in Western and Central Europe, and they are

spreading in all directions. Austria and Russia are feeling their

force, the Ottoman Empire is crumbling before them, and their

march is triumphantly onward. It is a progress which no

human power can stop. What has already been accomplished

among some of the leading Continental Powers, in adopting

constitutional government, is quite a recent work. It is but

twenty-eight years since Prussia, the leading state of United

Germany, adopted a Constitution
;
while Austria took the first

step in this direction a little more than ten years ago. Under
the liberal spirit and policy of the Emperor Alexander, Russia,

the last of the European Powers to maintain Absolutism, will

soon follow suit, and the power of the People will thenceforth

be everywhere recognized.

It is scarcely to be believed that the opposite forces, already

weakened and trembling, can long hold even their present sway

in France. Spiritual Absolutism need not, however, be ex-

pected to make concessions. To do this is to disembowel itself.

It will stand in its tracks and perish in the ditch. This is his-

tory
;
this is prophecy

;
and prophecy will again become his-

tory'. It is but a question of time, possibly of months, possibly

of years
;
and it may be that it was settled for France last

October
;

or, if not, that it will be decided and forever settled

when President MacMahon’s term shall expire—two years

hence. But its final settlement is undoubtedly near at hand.

When it shall come it will be against Absolutism in both church

and state, and in favor of the People. May God speed the

day

!

Robert L. Stanton.



THE COST OF A LANDED GENTRY.

I
N 1869 the British Government obtained and published an

elaborate report upon the tenure of land in the United States.

We were informed that “ the system of land occupation in the

United States of America may be generally described as by

small proprietors that “ the proprietary class throughout the

country is on the increase that “ the theory and practice of

the country is for every man to own land as soon as possible

that “ the American people are very averse to being tenants

that “ land is so cheap in the sparsely peopled portions of the

country that every provident man may own land in fee that

“ the possession of land of itself does not bestow on a man, as it

does in Europe, a title to consideration that “ absolute titles

to land are easily and quickly acquired and that while in the

United States the landowner “ has entire freedom to devise his

property at will, in the event of his dying intestate his real

estate is equally divided among his children, without distinction

as to sex, subject, however, to a right of dower to his widow
should there be one.” We further learned that tenancy of agri-

cultural land was not only rare, but was also much restricted
;

that, for example, in the State of California, ” no lease of

agricultural land can be for a longer term than ten years that,

by the constitution of the State of New York, adopted in 1846,

it is declared that “ no lease or grant of agricultural land for a

longer period than twelve years, in which shall be reserved any rent

or service of any kind, shall be valid that Michigan in 1850

adopted the same term
;
that in many States, in regard to rent,

“ the law confers no privileges upon the landlord above other

creditors that in the United States “ the sale and transfer of
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land are conducted with about the same ease as would be the

sale of a watch,” and that ” very large quantities of land are sel-

dom held undivided by one family for more than one or two

generations”—a fact of which an illustration was given “ in the

case of the Livingston family, whose noble domain in the State

of New York, embracing upwards of 160,000 acres, and which

was granted to them under patent of the Crown, by the colonial

governor, was divided in 1790 by the third and last landlord of

the manor, he being imbued by the progress of advancing ideas

and the changing character of American institutions.”
1

The phrase with which “ his Majesty’s representative” con-

cluded the above quotation is not well composed, but it may be

taken to indicate that which I believe to be truth : that the

institutions of the United States and the feeling of the American

people arc opposed to the establishment of a landed gentry.

We may not say that never in the future history of the United

States will there be a landed gentry possessing a great part of

the agricultural land, and, together with it, large power and

influence, but we may certainly affirm that such an institution

cannot be indigenous as in England. We can fancy a time, and

that not veuy remote, in which the Homestead Law of 1862 may
be placed among the curiosities of American legislation, when
there will be no ” unappropriated territory of the United States”

on which new settlers can be placed, when the current rate of

interest on capital will have declined to an equality with that

which is general in England, when all the present conditions of

landowning will be changed, when the ambition of many of the

wealthiest citizens of the United States will tend towards the

acquirement of land. But economic considerations we may be

quite sure will never in the United States be put out of sight as

they have been in England in deference to the landed gentry,

because of the radical difference in the foundation of the two

communities. The English nation was founded at a time when
the idea upon which what we call the origin of society is based

—the rule of the family—governed the world
;

that idea has

survived in England. The American community has been

1 Part I. Reports from H. M. Representatives respecting the Tenure of Land
in the several Countries of Europe (sic), 1S69.
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formed upon quite a different model. Among all the great con-

tributories to the formation of the English people, the elemen-

tary group was the Family. The Family, House, and Tribe of

the Romans may be taken as the type. Sir Henry Maine’s

researches in “ Ancient Law” may well be referred to upon this

point. He says :

“ The aggregation of Families forms the Gens
or House. The aggregation of Houses makes the Tribe. The
aggregation of Tribes constitutes the Commonwealth.
The history of political ideas begins in fact with the assumption

that kinship in blood is the sole possible ground of community
in political functions

;
nor is there any of those subversions of

feeling which we term emphatically revolutions so startling and

so complete as the change which is accomplished when some
other principle—such as that, for instance, of local contiguity—
establishes itself for the first time as the basis of common
political action.”

I wish, in the first place, to maintain that English society was

founded and is still vastly influenced, if not altogether ruled, by
the ancient idea

;
and that the United States differ essentially

in that they were founded and are altogether governed upon

the modern idea of a community. To make this* more clear,

we cannot do better than follow a little further the lucid argu-

ment of Sir Henry Maine. “ The idea that a number of per-

sons should exercise political rights in common simply because

they happened to live within the same topographical limits

was utterly strange and monstrous to primitive antiquity.”

“ They recruited themselves by factitious extensions of consan-

guinity.” They became Aristocracies when “ a fresh population

from any cause collected around them which could put in no

claim to community of origin.” Perhaps one of the closest sur-

vivals of the Patria Potestas of the Romans which endures in our

time is the Royal Family of England, with of course the signal

difference of feminine headship. With the Romans the maxim
“ Mulier cst finis families”—a woman is the terminus of the

family—prevailed, and so it does in this day among the British

landed gentry. The history of civilization is distinguished by

the gradual dissolution of family dependency and the growth in

its place of individual obligation. As Sir Henry Maine puts it,
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“ The Individual is steadily substituted for the Family as the

unit of which civil laws take account.” Admitting that society

in the United States was based and is formed upon the Individ-

ual as the unit, I shall contend that there is a substantial

difference yet discernible in English society, and that this is

largely due to the survival of the ancient idea as represented,

with much cost to the people, by the landed gentry.

In feudal times primogeniture became the concentrated form

of authority in which the family appeared, and the practice is

adhered to in Great Britain with marvellous fidelity. In the new
Domesday Books, published at the instance of the fifteenth Earl

of Derby by the Government of which till lately he was a dis-

tinguished member, we find 525 nobles, composing, with a few

exceptions, the Upper Chamber of the Legislature, and all of

them adhering in their families to the practices of feudalism

—

returned as owners of one fifth of the area of the United King-

dom. They have each, on an average, three landed estates.

The number in the several grades of nobility, the number,

acreage, and annual value of their estates, are set out in the fol-

lowing table :

Separate
Landed Estates. Acres. Estimated Rental.

Dukes 28 i 5 s 3,991,811 £2,357,655

Marquises. . .

.

33 121 1,567.227 1,383.671

Earls .... 194 634 5,862,118 5,007,119

Viscounts .... 52 120 796,849 644,771

Barons 21S 560 3,085,160 3,135.852

525 1.593 15,303,165 £12,529,068

Below the nobles in rank, but superior in number and hatcHy

inferior in possessions and local influence, are the lesser landed

gentry, who, together with the nobility, are owners of about

four fifths of the soil of the United Kingdom. Owing to mani-

fold errors in the official compilation, it is not very easy to form

a precise estimate of their number. But these new Domesday
Books afford at least a good basis for calculation, and from those

books I have compiled the following figures, which show the
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number of owners of “ 1000 acres and upwards” in the three

divisions of the United Kingdom :

Owners of icoo
Acres and upwards. Total Extent in Acres.

England and Wales 5,408 18,695,528

Scotland 1,758 17, 584,828

Ireland 3,745 15,802,739

10,911 52,083,095

The area of the United Kingdom, as given in these books,

exclusive of the metropolis, is 72,117,766 acres, of which four

fifths would not greatly exceed the aggregate possessions of

10,911 owners. But having fair regard to omissions and over-

statements admitted by the compilers of these official reports,

there is no doubt that the owners of four fifths of the soil must

be much fewer than 10,000.

These are the landed gentry, and I take their number at about

7000. They are in possession of four fifths of the United King-

dom (more than 52,000,000 acres). They are in possession as

representatives of families, not as individuals
;
and these families

inherit and observe feudal practices, just as Sir Henry Maine

says, “ The early feudal confederacies were descended from an

archaic form of the family.”
1 With reference to economic con-

siderations it is unfortunate and injurious that the landed gentry

of the United Kingdom are, with very few exceptions, not

owners of the lands with which their names and titles are con-

nected. It is, I think, a national evil of the gravest character,

that the men who are in possession as landlords of four fifths of

the soil are not and can never become responsible, interested

owners of the fee-simple or freehold of their lands. Take the

ca^e of the hereditary leader of the Peerage, the Duke of Nor-

folk, an exemplary nobleman and a good landlord. His Grace

is not owner of the ancient family seat, Arundel Castle. There

is no owner of the Norfolk estates. The duke, after the man-
ner of the landed gentry, has signed away his inheritance and is

but a life-tenant
;
the superior title to the vast domains of the

family awaits an unborn son of himself or of a brother. I have

1 “ Ancient Law,” p. 237.
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no doubt V\vhatever that Lord Derby had far greater happiness

in the business of the Foreign Office than in the concerns of his

family estates. Why should it not be so ? In Downing Street

he was responsible manager
;
at Knowsley Park his legal title is

inferior to that which may belong to the infant son of his

brother, who is now Secretary of State for War. Lord Derby

has in the usual way forfeited all possibility of being proprietor,

and the ownership of estates which are probably approaching a

value of .£200,000 a year, failing issue of his own, is devolved

by settlement upon the eldest male child of his brother, who, if

he were to refuse to re-settle the property when he arrives at

manhood, may be freeholder of the Knowsley estate—a position

which his distinguished uncle has, in accordance with the un-

written fcudalistic code of the English landed gentry, abandoned

for himself.

The family affairs of the landed gentry are all regulated upon

a uniform pattern. Any owner of land can by settlement (or

will
;
but, true to the idea of the family, British land is gene-

rally dealt with by settlement in view of marriage) determine

the inheritance for the lifetime of any number of persons in ex-

istence, and for twenty-one years after the death of the latest

survivor of these persons. This has been the nearest limit which

the “ Family” Parliament of the United Kingdom would con-

sent to. In this way land may be, and for the most part is,

“ settled ” for a century. Let us suppose the case of a “ new
man,” who, having purchased a fine estate, desires, as the

phrase goes, to “ found a family.” He has, we will assume, a

son, a minor. He has brothers, to whom, if he die childless, he

wishes the family foundation to belong. He instructs the family

solicitor to make his will, by which he conveys the landed prop-

erty to certain friends, trustees, for the benefit of his son, and,

should his son’s life fail, then to his brother
;
and should his

brother’s life fail, then in succession to the male children of his

brother. If his brother die without issue, then to his next

brother, and that life failing, then to the unborn son of that

brother
;
and so on through all the members and heirs of the elder

generation until not the poorest scrivener, paid by the word,

could suggest a fear that the estate might fall out of the line

of entail. These claims are thus “ tailed on” one after another,
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the first “ estate tail ” being obviously that of the son. But so

far the “ new man” has only made a will which he can revoke

or destroy. He has done no injury to public or economic
interests. His land is still “ free if he is insolvent, it. can be

sold
;

it is his, he can deal with it as he pleases for his own bene-

fit, for the advantage of his tenants and his posterity. He pro-

ceeds to deprive his land of this vendible character, which is the

best and the due security for the public interest in the soil, to

make it, in aristocratic fashion, “ no-man’s land,” when his son

reaches manhood and is perhaps about to marry. Then the busi-

ness of founding the family is consolidated and secured. The
“ new man” now parts with his acres

;
they are made over at

once to trustees
;
he abdicates the position of a freeholder

;
he

accepts from their hands that of a life-tenant
;
he has bargained

with his son that he (the son) shall be his successor in the life-

tenancy, and that they both together shall agree to place next in

the tail of possessors the son who may be born of the approach-

ing marriage. The family is now founded
;

the marriage is

solemnized, and in due time perhaps the
“ new man” fondles a

grandson, who, in noble manner, is born a landed gentleman.

He, the baby, can by no act of his grandfather or of his father

be dispossessed of inheritance. He is the heir, and if he survive

them both, the estate must be his. After him in the entail fol-

low his expected brothers, his uncles, etc.; so that if he live to

manhood, and it is desired to continue the “ family” in his line,

the entail which was made by his grandfather and father must

be cut off, and his prospective son must be placed next to him-

self in the line of inheritance. But much happens with regard

to a British estate when the heir comes of age. With the con-

sent of his grandfather and father, or, if both are dead, by his

own free will, he can execute a disentailing deed, and lo ! the

land is free again, and he is the freeholder. But this is not the

practice of the landed gentry. Their delight is to renew with

pen and ink the legal fetters. As a rule, the father is alive and

is enjoying the prospect of long life when his son comes of age,

and it is necessary to guard the estates, according to unfruitful

custom, from lapsing into freedom. A new deed of settlement

is laid before the heir, and if he refuse to sign, he may, after his

father’s death, possess himself of the freehold. He invariably
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signs, and it may be asked, Why do eldest sons thus part with

the fee-simple of their inheritance ? The answer is easily made,

and seeing the inducements, it certainly is not surprising that an

absolute refusal is, we may say, never encountered. The force

of custom, especially when that custom is the mark of a power-

ful and privileged class, is very great. But that is by no means

the whole matter. The heir’s reversion may not come for thirty

years, perhaps more, should his father live to a great age, and he

is meanwhile dependent upon his father. The reversion, too, is

contingent upon his own existence. How much better is it for

him to accept a suitable allowance from his father and to re-settle

the property upon the children which he himself may have ! His

expectancy of entering into possession is remote
;

the duty

to his father, to his family, to the honored customs of the class

to which he belongs, is pressing, and so is his youthful apprecia-

tion of the handsome income which will be his to spend upon

completion of the legal business of that day. In fact, it seems

to him that there is no choice
;
nor indeed is there, practically.

How could he otherwise obtain the income he needs for those

best years of his life—perhaps thirty or forty—which may elapse

before the death of his father? Borrow? Yes, he may borrow

upon his contingent reversion
;
but he will find that borrowing

brings but little money to his pockets, and that it quickly de-

prives him of all interest in his inheritance. Any actuary will

show him the matter in plain figures. If the father be aged 45,

and the property be worth ,£10,000 per annum, the value of the

reversion of the son at the age of 21, calculated at five per cent,

is not more than £15,000. No surprise, then, need be felt con-

cerning the ease with which more than 50,000,000 acres in the

United Kingdom are continually re-settled.

This system of settlement, which is the chief security for the

present distribution of the soil of the United Kingdom as

regards ownership, is of course injurious to the interests of pro-

duction. That part of the question is many-sided. It is owing

to settlement that England is carved out into vast estates, upon

which, partly by force of custom, partly from convenience, partly

perhaps from indifference and indisposition towards change, but

one form of agriculture, that of large farms, is exclusively

adopted. To the settled condition of the land also it is owing
38
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that the relations of landlord and tenant contain so many traces

of “ feudalism,” which the Duke of Argyll has defined as “ a

term of reproach for certain personal and hereditary influences

which are disliked and disapproved by those who use it.
,r 1 But

it cannot be denied that these influences weigh heavily against

public interests, whether they lead the landlord to be unwisely

lenient in regard to rent, to the encouragement of slovenly farm-

ing, or whether they tend to keep both landlord and tenant too

long in the grooves of custom in their agriculture. But settle-

ment is perhaps most obviously hurtful in the more direct repres-

sion of improvement and discouragement of outlay of capital

on land. Upon this point no authority is better than that of

Mr. Caird, who has written :

“ Much of the land of England, a

far greater proportion of it than is generally believed, is in the

possession of tenants for life, so heavily burthened with settle-

ment encumbrances that they have not the means of improving

the land which they are obliged to hold.” 2 Many of the ten-

ants for life of settled estates are upon the verge of insolvency,

which implies the restriction of all improvement upon their prop-

erty, and when some one crosses the border, then, as in the

following case, recently before the Bankruptcy Court, the evils

of the system upon which four fifths of the soil of England are

settled are fully exposed : ‘‘A property of 16,000 acres, with

a rental of as many pounds, was settled upon Lord for life,

with remainder to his son Lord as tenant in tail. Upon
the coming of age of Lord the estate was re-settled. In

consideration of an annuity of £1500 per annum, the son agreed

to join in the settlement, and to assent to charges which brought

up the total encumbrance to ,£11,500 per annum, leaving a mar-

gin of £4500, out of which the son was to receive £1500 per

annum during the father’s lifetime. The son gave up his rever-

sion in tail, and took a life interest in succession to his father,

with remainder in tail to his own issue. Within a year from the

re-settlement, the son, having run into debt for a few thousands,

was made bankrupt
;
the whole of his reversionary life interest

was then assigned to the creditors, and the result is that during

1 “Commercial Principles applicable to Contracts for the Hire of Land.” By

the Duke of Argyll.
s “ British Agriculture.” By James Caird, C.B., F.R.S.
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the lives of the father and son, and perhaps for many years after,

this great estate will be in the ostensible possession of men abso-

lutely without means, and without any motive, or probably

power, to sell.”
1

The excessive devotion of the soil, especially in the north of

the kingdom, to the produce of game is also a factor in the cost

of a landed gentry. Mr. C. S. Read, M.P. for Norfolk, late

Parliamentary Secretary to the Local Government Board, has

recently said that “ a landlord could now let his farm to a tenant

upon the usual covenants and eat him up with game without

paying him the usual compensation. He could turn him out of

his farm and half ruin him with a six-months’ notice to quit by

confiscating every shilling of his improvements.” As to the

north, I will give the particulars of the transformation of a

sheepwalk producing food and commodities valued at ^381,000
a year into deer-forest producing food and commodities extremely

valued at ^37,620 per annum. The following figures are

accepted as accurate by a well-known writer, Dr. D. G. F. Mac-

donald, in a practical work entitled ” Cattle, Sheep, and Deer,”

and inscribed with much adulation to the Duke of Sutherland.

The estimate is made that in 1871 no fewer than 1,320,000 acres

were set apart for deer at an average rental as deer-forest of i^d.

per acre, which, as pasturage for sheep, would be worth only

\od. per acre. The account, therefore, stands thus :

Sheep versus Deer.

1,320,000 acres @1/1 £71,500

1,320,000 acres @ /io 55,000

Gain to Proprietors £16,500

This is followed by an account, the items of which do not appear

to be in any way disputed by this practical land-agent, show-

ing the interest of the community in the matter. It is presumed

that the 1,320,000 acres of land would carry 156,000 cheviot and

black-faced sheep, and that in its present condition of deer-

forest 8800 stags and hinds are all the possible produce. The
contrast is as follows :

1 “ Limitation of Entails and Settlements.” By G. Shaw-Lefevre, M.P.
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Sheep.

156,000, 60 lbs. each, @ 8d. . . .£312,000

300.000 fleeces (deducting

lambs) @ 2/ 30,000

156.000 skins @ 5/ 39,000

£381,000

Deer.

8,800 stags and hinds,

140 lbs. each, @ 6/ £30,800

8,800 skins @ 3/6 1.540

8,800 heads @ 12/ 5,2So

£37,620

In this statement, the annual gain to the landlords appears to

be £16,500 and the loss to the community £350,000. But what

a trifle is that compared with the loss caused by withholding

the soil of England from the application of commercial princi-

ples ! Forced into the possession of the landed gentry, and

retained by uncommercial laws and customs, the result is that

they get but a poor rental, and that the value of the annual pro-

duce does not much exceed £3 per acre.
1 The conditions of

their tenure deny the approach of adequate capital to the soil.

When four fifths of the soil are settled, it is obvious that sales

of land must be few. For the most part, tenancy is from year

to year, and though it is not doubted by competent authorities

that the home production of food could be vastly increased

by a more enterprising and thorough cultivation of the soil, so

accustomed are the British people to accept the supremacy of

the landed interest in Parliament, that no general effort is made
in a direction of such supreme importance. Probably no mem-
ber of the nobility has more influence throughout England than

Lord Derby. But when his lordship declared in 1871 that “the

fact still remains that we do not get as yet, out of English earth,

one half of what we probably might with advantage if all our

present resources were brought to bear on the soil,” people said

that Lord Derby’s great property in Lancashire grew houses and

factories, and that he knew nothing about agriculture. Among
practical British farmers, no one has greater weight than Mr.

Mechi, and when he said last year that “ the capital now invested

in agriculture was not much more than £5 iar. or £6 an acre,

while for good and satisfactory farming it ought to be double or

treble that amount,” 2 none could deny the import or the truth of

’Proceedings London Farmers’ Club, June, 1S62.

5 Daily New, Dec. 14th, 1877.
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his remark. Why, then, have the British people not clamored

for better agriculture? Cobden thought it “astonishing that

the people are so tacit in their submission to the perpetuation of

the feudal system in this country as it affects property in land,

so long after it has been shattered to pieces in every other coun-

try.” He declared the cause of this acquiescence to be that

“ the great increase of our manufacturing system has given such

an expansive field of employment to the population, that the

want of land as a field for investment and employment for labor

has been comparatively little felt.” “ So long,” he predicted,

“ as this prosperity of our manufactures continues there will be

no great outcry against the landed monopoly. ” I fancy that

the time has nearly arrived, and that before very long the outcry'

will be heard demanding that British land shall be free from

these trammels, and that the landed gentry must take their

chance of continuing their existence as responsible owners, not

as tenants for life, of their estates.

If we turn from the land to the legislature we find painful

traces of the cost of the landed gentry. From the origin of

Parliament to the present day, landlords have been the ruling

power in Britain. In the revolutionary periods of the seven-

teenth century they lost this supremacy
;
but it was instantly

regained
;
and now, ten years after the adoption of a Reform

Bill which enfranchised every householder in large towns, I will

venture to say that 800 of the 1150 members of both Houses of

Parliament are either members or close connections of the landed

gentry'. Of course this predominance is traceable in British leg-

islation. The landlords have defeated every attempt to abolish

primogeniture, which has been attacked by bills providing for

the devolution of real estate in cases of intestacy in the same

manner which the law directs in regard to personalty. They
have substantially maintained an odious law of transfer which

is cumbrous and costly, because it operates as a protection to

the large estates. The troubles of the British transfer are com-

paratively unfelt by the peer who is purchasing IOOO acres to

add to his domain, or by the “ new man” who is buying 5000

acres upon which to found a family
;

for as to cost, the per-

centage will be but trifling upon the purchase-money, delay will

not ruin them, and as to the custody of title-deeds, the family
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solicitor is almost a part of their establishment. But small pur-

chasers arrive with terror at a transaction in real estate. The
cost of transfer sometimes mounts to a third of the purchase-

money, the delay may be of months or extend over a year, and

then there are the parchment deeds, which give at best an un-

certain title. The mass of the British people shun all such trans-

actions. Our small lawyers adore the system by which they

grow fat with ease
;
our great lawyers abuse the system until

they are translated to a peerage, and then—either because they

have learnt that resistance is futile, or because they too must

found a family—their old age is marked with acquiescence if

not contentment. Never iq this or any other age of English

history has a great lawyer had so much power for reform as is

now possessed by Lord Cairns, the present Lord Chancellor.

He toils not for the amendment of the law of transfer, yet it

was he who spoke in the following words of one of the most

abominable abuses which are still endured by his countrymen :

“You buy an estate, ’’ said Lord Cairns nineteen years ago
,

1

“ or you enter into a contract for the purchase of an estate.

You are very anxious to get possession of the property you

have bought, and the vendor is very anxious to get his money.

But do you get possession of the property ? On the contrary,

you cannot get the estate, nor can the vendor get his money,

until after a lapse—sometimes no inconsiderable portion of a

man’s lifetime—spent in the preparation of abstracts, in the

comparison of deeds, in searches for incumbrances, in objec-

tions made to the title, in answers to those objections, in dis-

putes which arise upon the answers, in endeavors to cure the

defects. Not only months but years frequently pass in a his-

tory of that kind and I should say that it is an uncommon thing

in this country for a purchase of any magnitude to be com-

pleted—completed by possession and payment of the price— in

a period under at all events twelve months. . . . But that is

not the greatest evil. ... I spend a year, or two or three

years, in ascertaining whether the title is a good one. I am at

last satisfied. . . . About a year afterwards I desire to

raise money upon mortgage of this estate. . . . And then,

1 Speech of Sir H. Cairns on Introduction of Registration of Titles Bill, 1859.
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•

as between me, the owner of the estate, and the lender of the

money there is a repetition of the same process
;

the same

expense is incurred as when I bought it. Well, that

is not all. Months or years after all this is completed, I find I

must sell my estate. The intending purchaser says, ‘ No doubt

you thought this was a good title when you bought this estate,

and no doubt this lender of money thought he had a very good

security when he lent his money, but you are now asking me to

pay my money.’ Then again commence abstracts, examina-

tions, objections, difficulties, correspondence, and delay.”

That is the British system of transfer described by the actual

official head of the British law. There has been an excess of

cost in the construction of railways in the United Kingdom,

compared with railways of the Continent, amounting to not less

than £ 100,000,000, of which the landlords received by far the

larger part as payment over and above the extreme value of

their lands, the balance being absorbed by unnecessary payments

to lawyers and for other professional services which the opposi-

tion and vexatious processes of the landlords demanded. How-
ever ignorant and shortsighted, this opposition would have been

legitimate had it been confined to their private capacity. It was-

because the landlords sat as judges with a perpetual majority

in Parliament that the British railways have been so heavily

weighted with excessive expenditure. It was natural enough

that peers and squires should believe that fox coverts and game
preserves would be injured by railways

;
it was to be expected

that a brand-new baronet should say to Robert Stephenson,
“ Why, Mr. Stephenson, if this sort of thing be permitted to go

on, you will in a few years destroy the noblesse /”' and perhaps it

was natural enough that the Lords and Commons determined to

make a good thing out of the innovation. In narrating the his-

tory of the bill for the construction of the London and Birming-

ham Railway, Dr. Smiles tells us that “ the promoters found to

their dismay many of the lords who were avowed opponents of

the measure as landowners, sitting as judges to decide its fate.

The bill was thrown out. Thirty-two thousand pounds had been

expended in preliminary and parliamentary expenses up to this

1 Smiles’ Life of Robert Stephenson.
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stage. But the promoters determined not to look back, and

made arrangements for prosecuting the bill in the next session.

Strange to say, the bill then passed both Houses almost with-

out opposition. The mode by which these noble lords and in-

fluential landed proprietors had been * conciliated ’ was the sim-

ple fact that the estimate for land was nearly trebled, and that the

owners were paid about £750,000 for what had been originally

[and we may be sure very excessively] estimated at £250,000.”
1

At last these unjust judges in their own cause learned something

of the value of railways to their estates. “ Landlords found

they could get higher rents for farms near a railway. They be-

came clamorous for
4

sidings.’ Owners who had fought the pro-

moters before Parliament, and compelled them to pass their do-

mains at a distance, at a vastly increased expense in tunnels and

deviations, now petitioned for branches and nearer station accom-

modations.
” 2 The Marquis of Bristol, speaking in favor of a

line, said with magnanimous effusion,
44

If necessary
(
they may

make a tunnel beneath my drawing-room 3 and Dr. Arnold of

Rugby, as he stood watching a train from a bridge over the

Birmingham railway, exclaimed,
“

I rejoice to see it, and to

think that feudality is gone forever
;

it is so great a blessing to

think that any one evil is really extinct.” Had Dr. Arnold sur-

vived to the year 1878, he would have seen that feudality is still

rampant in Great Britain.

The British Parliament has been lately engaged in discussing

the reform of rural government. The foundation of rural gov-

ernment in England remains as it has ever been, the possession

of land. The lord-lieutenant, the highest officer in the county,

nominated by the Crown, is always, as a matter of course, a

great landowner. A lord-lieutenant who had not a large and

entailed estate in the county is simply unimaginable. If a

person of fair character chooses to invest, say, £20,000 in a

landed estate, he has no difficulty, especially if he be a Church-

man and not opposed to the political policy of the lord-lieutenant,

in becoming a justice of the peace. Then he is a member of

Quarter Sessions, and ex-officio member of the Board of Guar-

dians and of other local bodies. From first to last rural govern-

Smiles’ Life of Robert Stephenson. 2 Ibid. 3 Ibid.
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ment is based on property
;
even the elected guardian of the

poor must be “ qualified,” and in his election the landlord may
give six votes, while the laboring-man is a mute and unrepre-

sented subject in a system which is not merely concerned with

expenditure, but with extensive powers affecting personal rights.

It has been truly said of our rural government that “ we have

a chaos as regards authorities, a chaos as regards rates, and a

worse chaos than all as regards areas.” I am convinced that

this chaotic condition results from attempts to unite the legiti-

mate principle of representation with the illegitimate and feuda-

lists principle of government by acreage, and that at present

the latter principle predominates under the protection of Parlia-

ment. The rural administration of the law by landlords is

tainted at the source of their authority. They are for the most

part upright, independent, kindly-hearted men
;
but they are

essentially representatives of property, and their judgments are

remarkable for tenderness to rights of property and compara-

tive disregard for the more important rights of persons. Mr.

Crompton, a well-known barrister, in a recent lecture upon
“ The Reform of the Magistracy and of the Laws relating to

Summary Justice,” said, “ I have for many years watched the

administration of criminal justice, and one of its worst features

is the extraordinary leniency with which crimes of violence arc

treated as compared with the severity with which crimes against

property are punished. ” From the representative seat of the

divine principle of justice, the people of our counties have been

taught again and again that it is a more heinous offence to

strike a hare to death in a public road than to a bruise a wife
;

that it is worse to steal a plant from a garden or a stick from a

hedge than to neglect an aged parent or an infant child
;
and I

say that this flaw—a fault not doubtful, but admitted and ob-

served by all—is chargeable to the fact that our land system

has for its object the establishment, with all their privileges and

powers, of the landed gentry.

There is no difficulty whatever in deducing the long suprem-

acy of the landed interest in Great Britain from the annals of

taxation. There is no tax the principle of which has been more
widely accepted and adopted than a land-tax. “ In most coun-

tries of Europe,” said Mr. John Stuart Mill,
“
the right to tax,
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as exigency might require, an indefinite portion of the rent of

land has never been allowed to slumber. In several parts of the

Continent the land-tax forms a large proportion of the public

revenues, and has always been confessedly liable to be raised

and lowered without reference to other taxes. In England, the

land-tax has not been varied since the early part of the last cen-

tury.” In 1660, the landlords, liable in respect of their lands

to many feudal dues and services, had restored monarchy in the

person of Charles II., the worst sovereign that ever reigned in

London. There have been monarchs as wasteful, as sensual, as

frivolous as the second Charles, but our history does not supply

a parallel to his squandering the affections of a people. To
him, more perhaps than to anyrother sovereign, much in this

way was given
;

it was required of him, who was not without

experience of adversity, that this wealth of opportunity should

not be wasted. But by Charles all this was shamelessly,

wantonly wasted
;
and for his misconduct no body of men were

so responsible as those landed cavaliers who ruled in the Conven-

tion, and who taught him, by their dealings with taxation and

in other ways, that the people existed in order that their rulers

might enjoy wealth, luxury, and indulgence.

It was the Convention Parliament which resolved to com-

mute these feudal dues into a fixed sum, to be given as supply

to the king. The first idea was that it should be paid as a land-

rate or tax, which was clearly equitable, because the dues to be

dealt with formed in fact the charge, in consideration of the

payment of which they held their lands from the king, as repre-

sentative of the State. But the majority eagerly seized upon a

proposal to transfer the charge from themselves to the people,

who were then so helpless. Six months after Charles had landed

at Dover, the Convention resolved that instead of a rent-charge

upon their lands, the people should pay a tax of 15 d. per barrel

upon all beer and ale, and a proportionate sum upon all other

liquors sold in the kingdom. Their object would have been less

clear, their conduct less scandalous, had they not been careful

to exempt themselves from any share of this taxation by reliev-

ing the home-brewed beer and liquors in their own cellars from

the charge. There were members who contended that “ the

land ought to pay
;

it ought not to be charged upon the poor
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people by way of excise.” Mr. Prynne protested against this

way of making “ free the nobility.”
1 However, the thing was

done, and many things of the same sort have been done since

that period. In this connection, we must glance at the Suc-

cession Duty. We need not look further back than 1780. In

that year Mr. Pitt introduced a Legacy Bill, providing for the

payment of duty upon both real and personal estate. By
landlord influence the bill was cut in two

;
the Commons passed

both, but in the House of Lords the bill relating to person-

alty only was accepted, and the charge which would have fallen

upon their lordships was by them rejected. I'or seventy years

—years of terrible expenditure— the landed interest enjoyed

this audacious exemption. But I think it would be unjust to

assume that the nobility did this in the mere lust of power, in

sheer insolence of authority. It is more fair and much more

agreeable to hold, as I am inclined to do, that they looked upon

the British institution of life-tenure as a thing to be encouraged

at all costs, even by the sacrifice of justice, and upon the cus-

tom of settling estates as the very ark of the covenant. Of

course they exempted settled personalty from the tax. While

I cannot exonerate the peers from a selfish and inconsiderate

regard for their own exclusive interests in rejecting Mr. Pitt’s

bill, I admit they were to some extent blinded by a belief in

the virtues of entail and strict settlement which I hope the fur-

ther experience of a hundred years has driven from the minds

of those to whom the reality of power has now been transferred.

In 1853 there arose a master of finance in England greater

even than Mr. Pitt, who essayed in his first budget to march out

against the Goliath of privilege. Mr. Gladstone’s language was
most wary. He proposed “ that the exemption of real property

should no longer exist,” and “ that the exemption of settled

personalty should no longer exist.” But he had no power to

burst the bonds of settlement, and so he was constrained to

enact that the exemption of land should continue in this form

—

viz., that the charge upon ratable property should be upon the

life-interest of the legatee or inheritor, and not, as in the case

of personalty, whether settled or not settled, upon the full

* 1 Parliamentary History, 146.
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value of the legacy or inheritance. It was impossible for the

House of Lords in the latter half of the nineteenth century to

reject a proposal thus attenuated in their favor. Mr. Gladstone

followed the line of his distinguished predecessor in proposing,

as did Mr. Pitt, that this tax on land should be payable by
eight half-yearly instalments. His bill, no less than that of

Mr. Pitt, did homage to the great principle of life-tenure,

which is now understood to be the bane of British agriculture.

The tax must not be equitable, because, as Mr. Gladstone said

in making his proposal, “ as a matter of fact, under the social

arrangements of this country, our great estates are settled

estates.”
1 And because “our great estates are settled estates

”

Mr. Gladstone was obliged to exempt from the duty on capi-

tal value those which were not settled estates. Ostensibly the

difference was accepted because of the liability of ratable prop-

erty to local charges, which in England are very heavy.

We must now make a reference to this subject of local taxa-

tion, especially with regard to pauperism. We have a statement,

authentic and official, of the amount which land, exclusive of

houses, paid towards imperial taxation in 1870. Mr. Goschen

stated as the result of prolonged and laborious inquiry, that

“ with respect to amount, land by itself pays only .£3,000,000

out of the £’65,000,000 of taxation, and the percentage' is 5|-

per cent.” 2 “In Holland land pays 9 per cent; in Austria,

per cent
;

in France, i8|- per cent
;

in Belgium, 2o\ per

cent
;
and in Hungary, 32^ per cent.”

3 That is how the case

stands as to imperial taxation. As to local taxation, I am
firmly convinced that what is curable in pauperism, which is

the chief item, has been caused by the want of independence

natural to a people reared in a country which from time imme-

morial has been divided into great estates, which, as Mr. Glad-

stone said, are all “ settled estates.” We can find nothing in

local taxation to set aside the eloquent warning which Cobden

delivered when he said, “ I warn landowners and the aristocracy

of the country against forcing upon the attention of the middle

and industrious classes the subject of taxation. For great as 1

consider the grievance of the protective system, mighty as I

1 Financial Statement, April iStli, 1853. 5 LocaliTaxation. 3 Ibid.
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consider the fraud and injustice of the Com Laws, I verily

believe, if you were to bring forward the history of taxation in

this country for the last one hundred and fifty years, you will

find as black a record against the landowners as even in the Corn

Law itself. I warn them against ripping up the subject of

taxation. ... If they force us to understand how they

have managed to exempt themselves from the probate and

legacy duty on real property
;
how they have managed, sweet

innocents that taxed themselves so heavily, to transmit their

estates from sire to son without tax or duties, while the trades-

man who has accumulated by thrifty means his small modicum
of fortune is subject at his death to taxes and stamps before

his children can inherit his property
;

if they force us to under-

stand how they have exempted their tenants’ houses from

taxes, their tenants’ horses from taxes, their dogs from taxes,

their draining-tiles from taxes—if they force these things to be

understood, they will be making as rueful a bargain as they have

already made by resisting the abolition of the Corn Law.

Again and again I warn the aristocracy that they do not force

us into a discussion of the peculiar burthens upon land.”

Well, they have forced us into this discussion by raising a

loud and continuous cry against the pressure of local taxation.

The local burdens upon land are heavy indeed. But I contend

that they are in great part the vicious consequence of our land

system
;

that they are, in fact, the price of maintaining that

ownerless condition of the soil which is regarded as the bulwark

of the landed gentry. Pauperism, the peculiar curse of wealthy

England, is hereditary in the counties where landlordism has

most extended and unmitigated sway. Mr. Goschen, in his

book on “ Local Taxation,” says (p. 155) :

“
In many coun-

ties pauperism is actually hereditary, and throughout the

whole of this century such counties have been amongst the

highest rated on account of the administration of the Poor Law.

I do not wish to exhibit the list of peccant counties in this

respect, but, singularly enough, they are, with only one ex-

ception, all situated in the South of England. If a line were

drawn across the country from west to east, from Monmouth
to the Wash, there would be found below it all the counties in

which the rates are above the average, with one single excep-
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tion. ” Mr. Goschen is surely too sagacious to have in his own
mind any conviction that this is “ singular,” or any doubt that

it is other than the certain and inevitable result of laws and

customs which forbid free land. Why should the sparsely pop-

ulated agricultural division of England be more pauperized than

the northern and manufacturing division ? Good agriculture

does not breed paupers
;
of all industries it is that in which

feeble and unskilled labor can most easily win reward. The
soil of England might be redeemed from a great part of this

incubus, which is a portion of the terrible tribute we have paid,

and are still paying, in respect to that stupid, ingrained super-

stition that our land must be held by life-tenure rather than as

freehold, because such is the pleasure of the landed gentry.

Many can repress pauperism more easily than few
;
when the

ownership of land is widely diffused, the able-bodied applicant

for relief will be much more shy of presenting himself. Our
Poor Law does not differ in principle from what it was when
Mr. Malthus wrote, “ I feel persuaded that if the poor laws had

never existed in this country, though there might have been a

few more instances of very severe distress, the aggregate mass

of happiness among the common people would have been much
greater than it is at present. ... A man who might not

be deterred from going to the ale-house from the consideration

that on his death or sickness he should leave his wife and family

upon the parish, might yet hesitate in thus dissipating his earn-

ings if he were assured that in either of these cases his family

must starve or be left to the support of casual bounty.

The poor laws are strongly calculated to eradicate a spirit of

independence.” 1

Professor Fawcett, in his work on “ Pauper-

ism, its Causes and Remedies,” has said that ‘‘such warnings

were as absolutely unheeded then as they would be now. It

was thought sufficient to say that Malthusianism was hard-

hearted and degrading. The words of warning have, however,

lost none of their significance. Assume that all the social and

economic reforms which are most popular were secured
;
sup-

pose, for instance, that the national debt was paid off
;
that

standing armies were abolished
;
that primogeniture and entail

1 “ On the Principle of Population,” chap. vi.
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were things of the past, and that the land was more equally

divided. All this might take place, and in a few years every

thing would be in as unsatisfactory a condition as before, unless

these reforms were accompanied by a more general development

of prudential habits.” This is true
;
but surely it is also true

that these prudential habits would follow upon the greater dif-

fusion of property in land. In regard to such habits, we arc

undoubtedly the least prudent people of the world. Must we
then suppose that this imprudence is peculiar and ineradicable ?

Is it not more rational to ascribe it to the unique condition of

the British people in regard to that chiefest of all schools for

thrift, frugality, and prudence—the possession of land ?

Who that journeys without thought in rural England would

suppose that he was traversing an island containing one of the

densest populations of Europe ? Our people are forced, by the

institution of a landed gentry, into towns. Great Britain and

Ireland contain 55 towns, of which the population is 40,000 and

upwards
;
France has but 28 of such towns

;
Italy only 24 ;

Russia no more than 14, and Austria has 6.' But in every one

of those 55 towns, as in every town of lesser population, the evil-

of the British land system is distinctly felt. Generally the larger

part of the area covered by the town is “settled land.” A
freehold cannot be obtained. The nobles for their own advan-

tage have in many towns established by various acts of Parlia-

ment a quasi-freehold, by obtaining special power to grant

leases for terms varying from 500 to 999 years. The latter is

the common form of tenure of the land on which the great fac-

tories in the north are erected. In London the Dukes of West-

,
minster, Portland, and Bedford are the largest of the many
noble proprietors

;
and their great estates are let on building

leases for 60, 80, and 99 years. The Duke of Westminster is

the owner of all the most fashionable—the Belgravian—quarter,

and no site for a house can be obtained there for longer than

the residue of a 99 years’ lease. Is it likely that London will

be built of stone and marble when all erections on the land must
be abandoned to the noble incumbent in so brief a period ? I

might fill a whole number of the Princeton Review with a

Journalof Statistical Society, vol. xxxviii. p. 379.
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description, from sanitary, aesthetic, and economic points of

view, of the ill effects which result from the fettered condition of

the urban land in and around the towns and cities of the United

Kingdom. But I feel that I must on this occasion reserve suffi-

cient space to say something of the teaching by which the Brit-

ish people are instructed to be content with a state of things

which has weighted them heavily in commercial competition,

and which would not have been so long endured were it not that

the natural wealth and advantages of the country have rendered

them blind to the burden.

Primogeniture, entail, settlement, and large farms are

articles of faith in England. Lord Chancellor Cairns, a shrewd,

hard-headed man from the North of Ireland, defended primo-

geniture in 1854 with the argument that primogeniture is

favorable to agriculture, because it tends to large estates and

large estates tend to large farms. There is no matter connected

with the ownership and occupation of the soil which has been

the subject of more thoughtless dogmatism and ill-considered

judgment than that of small farming— or, as it is generally

described, peasant proprietorship. The idea is so extremely

opposed to the actual distribution of British land that perhaps

this is not surprising. There is an extraordinary ignorance in

the British mind concerning this not unimportant matter. If,

in any ordinary company, we were to hazard an opinion favor-

able to the results of peasant proprietorship, it is probable that

some one in a tone of authority, with the air of superior knowl-

edge, would expect the topic to be set aside by a reference to

the potato famine of 1846 in Ireland, and to the subsequent

depopulation of that island. It is likely indeed that if the sub-

ject of peasant proprietorship were raised in Parliament, a large

majority of those who spoke in favor of the distribution result-

ing from entails and settlements would allude with decisive

emphasis to the case of Ireland. I can almost fancy that Lord

Derby himself was confounding tenancy with ownership when
he said in 1871, “Of course a man may go on after the fashion

of the Irish cottiers, scratching the earth for a bare subsistence
;

but that is not farming, and I am only repeating an opinion I

have often expressed before, and which I hold very strongly,

when I say that the cottier, the peasant cultivator, honest and
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industrious and frugal as he may be, has just as much chance of

holding his own against the combination of capital and science

as bows and arrows have of superseding breech-loading rifles, or

hand-loom weaving of driving the power-loom out of the field.”

That is a highly respectable example of the style of oratory

by which the idea of peasant proprietorship has been dismissed

from the minds of multitudes in England. Lord Derby may
be aware, but the many are certainly not aware, that peasant

proprietorship has never been established in Ireland. If a

people engage, though it be with a spade, in agriculture, and

are “ honest, industrious, and frugal,” how should they come
to desolation ? The Irish cottier did not deserve this encomium.

He lived under a system which was not distinguished for ” hon-

esty ;” he was not “industrious,” nor was he “frugal.” If he

lived on potatoes, and died miserably when potatoes failed, it

was because he could not help himself. He was a rack-rented

tenant, living in constant remembrance that he had no encour-

agement to be industrious or frugal
;

that the improvement

which every day’s labor effected was not his own, but was abso-

lutely the property of another, and might be made use of as a

plea for raising his rent. “ Ireland,” says Mr. Thornton, “ is

one of the few countries in which there neither are nor ever

were peasant properties. From the earliest appropriation of

the soil down to the present day, estates have always been of

considerable size, and though these estates are now cut up into

many small holdings, the actual occupiers of the soil, far from

being landowners, are not even leaseholders, but are rack-rented

tenants at will. In this single phrase may be found a complete

explanation of all the evils of their condition and all the defects

of their character. They are indolent because they have no

inducement to work after they have obtained from their labor

wherewithal to pay their rent and to save themselves from

starvation. Whatever additional produce they might raise

would only subject them to additional exactions. They are

careless of the future because they cannot by taking thought

improve the gloomy prospects of the morrow
;
they are reduced

to the verge of destitution because they are permitted to retain

no more of the fruits of their labor than will barely suffice for

their subsistence
;
and they set at naught all other laws, divine

39
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and human, partly in obedience to the first law of nature, that

of self-preservation, and partly because familiarity with misery

has rendered them desperate.” 1 Wherever we meet with

peasant holders as a numerous body, we shall find this want of

” honesty” on the part of their landlords and this want of

“ industry” and of true “ frugality” on the part of the tenants.

Look where we will, we shall find little that is admirable or

useful resulting from peasant holdings
;
and look where we will,

we shall find the peasant proprietor, where the land is free from

“settlement,” and where the transfer is simple, inexpensive,

and secure, where the method of small farming is well under-

stood and established—we shall find him not only holding his

own, not only displaying a high degree of honesty, industry, and

frugality, but also making a larger produce than the farmers of

any other class in the same country. In Ireland small proprie-

torship has been unknown
;
in England it has disappeared in

consequence of the system of entails, settlements, and transfer.

The establishment of a peasant proprietary forms no part of

my plan of reform. It ‘is contended that, as a result of “ free

land,” a large and increasing proportion of the proprietary

would be of this character. Foreign observers frequently

remark upon the political peril of England owing to the unnat-

ural distribution of the soil consequent upon the survival of

feudal methods. M. de Laveleye, a writer of great authority,

says that “ the distribution of a number of small properties

among the peasantry forms a kind of rampart and safeguard for

the holders of large estates, and peasant property may without

exaggeration be called the lightning-conductor that averts from

society dangers which might otherwise lead to violent catastro-

phes. The concentration of land in large estates among a small

number of families is a sort of provocation of levelling* legisla-

tive measures. The position of England, so enviable in many
respects, seems to me to be in this respect full of danger for the

future.”
2 People who prophesy terrible things concerning the

future of England will be in error, because the power for reform

is unquestionably in possession of the people. But then, on the

'"Ireland, Past, Present, and Future.” By W. T. Thornton, C.B. 1848.

8 Cobden Club Essays, First Series.
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other hand, I would say that in Russia, where authority is not

with the people, the mistake would be equally great, because

there the land substantially belongs to the people. The hold

of the people upon the soil of Russia will tend to secure steadi-

ness, though in so poor a country progress must be slow. Con-

sider that which the Military Correspondent of the Times in

Bulgaria wrote of the Russian soldier : “A popular fallacy in

England is that the Russian soldier lives ip an atmosphere of

blows—that the knout and the stick are his only ruling motives.

The fact is that nowhere, not even among the Germans, is the

soldier managed more entirely by moral means. A word or

even a look from his officer suffices. He seems to feel a

reproof—and it is rarely deserved—as much as an Englishman

would a blow. The bulk of the Russian privates are themselves

small latidowners, and have an interest and a stake in the country

accordingly."
1 The Russians cherish the wide distribution of

their land as a political security against a proletariat and against

pauperism. They see that pauperism is an English specialty,

the prominence of which they, I think rightly, ascribe to our

laws and customs concerning the tenure of land.

If free land be pernicious, if small farms tend to ruin, if to

be entailed and settled and to be ownerless be the proper con-

dition of the European dominions of the Queen, then we may
ask, why are these boons and blessings withheld from the Chan-

nel Islands, where the average size of the farms is about ten

acres ? Virtually without interruption these islands have been

held with the English Crown since the Norman Conquest.

Entail has been specially permitted in the case of several small

estates, but just as the bulk of Great Britain is no-man’s land,

so that of these islands is and always has been as salable as the

wheat and potatoes which it produces. It is contended that the

price of land in England is so high that none but the rich can

afford to possess it. What folly and ignorance there is in this

remark ! In which island, for example (the truth would be

equally evident if we were to take Belgium, France, or Switzer-

land for comparison), would it be supposed that land of equal

quality is more valuable—in England or in Jersey ? Ninety-nine

Times, October 16th, 1877.
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people out of a hundred would reply, “ England, of course
;

land must be worth more in England than in Jersey.” Land, it

would be said, in the larger island is not simply land : it is the

best security in the securest place. Nor is that by any means
all. Land in England has near at hand, within reach by road,

by rail, by canal, the richest people in the world, together with

the most populous and luxurious city as purchasers of its fruit
;

all other competitors must send their produce by sea
;

the

British landowner has the dearest markets always at command.
But evren that is not all. The purchaser may desire to have a

vote for a county
;
he may'increase his bidding not merely with

the wish of becoming an elector, but of seeing his name on the

commission as a justice of the peace
;
and if the area be large,

he may be consciously bidding for a place not only in county

society, but towards a baronetcy or even a peerage, for after all

these things do the British purchasers of land seek. Who could

doubt that the price of land is higher in England than in Jersey,

where no peer of the realm cares to live ? Land, we are given

to understand, belongs to the rich because they are rich
;
and,

as the people of Jersey are people of very moderate fortune, as

none of them use land as a " luxury,” which is the character we
are told that it bears in England, of course the price is lower in

the smaller island. But indeed the very opposite is the truth.

It is an indisputable fact that the price of agricultural land in

Jersey is very much higher than in England.

How indeed should it be otherwise? ‘‘To improve land

with profit,” says Adam Smith, most truly, “ like all other com-

mercial projects, requires an exact attention to small savings

and small gains, of which a man born to a great fortune, even

though naturally frugal, is very seldom capable. The situation

of such a person naturally disposes him to attend rather to orna-

ment, which pleases his fancy, than to profit, for which he has

so little occasion. He embellishes, perhaps, four or five hun-

dred acres in the neighborhood of his house, at ten times the

expense which the land is worth after all his improvements, and

finds that if he was to improve all his estate in the same manner,

and he has little taste for any other, he would be a bankrupt

before he had finished the tenth part of it.”
1 In another page

1 “Wealth of Nations,” book iii. ,
chap. ii.
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Smith has drawn a picture of the “ small proprietor who knows
every part of his little territory, who views it with all the af-

fection which property, especially small property, naturally in-

spires, and who upon that account naturally takes pleasure in

not only cultivating, but in adorning it, is generally of all

improvers the most industrious, the most intelligent, and the

most successful.
”

Look at him in Belgium ! That is a country, like England,

of great manufacturing industry. But it is a country of very

inferior soil. It is, however, a country from which we may learn

the error of that British dogma—that large farms are invariably

more productive than small farms. Who desires to comprehend

the spirit that animates small proprietors, “ let him,” Professor

Cliffe Leslie advises after personal observation of the facts, “ for

instance, look round the roots of the lean firs beside the station

of Mille Pommes, the next station to St. Nicholas, in the Pays

de Waes. What would an English farmer give for land like that

—what could he make of it ? What the Fleming will give for it,

and what small farming can make of it, may be stated in figures.

By the side of a cultivated hectare which would sell for £120, a

hectare in a state of nature sells for £ 12 . To a landlord not

meaning to be an occupier, such land, which is much like many
of the uninclosed lands in Surrey, would be worth £12

;
he

could make 3 or 4 per cent by letting it for sporting. But the

peasant makes 10 per cent, and the value—which he would

never impart were he not the owner—doubles and doubles and

doubles. The £12 are given for the natural hectare only

because it can afterwards be made worth £120. It is potential

value only, or, in other words, room for the peasant to work in
;

for the bestowal of his time, his thrift, and his long labor of love

that the hectare brings of its own.” 1 Contrast this, which is

characteristic everywhere of land where there is simplicity of

transfer, and no wholesale withdrawal of land from market by

entail and settlement—contrast this with Sir Robert Peel’s

description of English agriculture in his letter to Mr. Caird :

” You will find immense tracts of good land in counties with

good roads, good markets, and a moist climate, that remain

1 “ Land Systems.” By Cliffe Leslie, LL.B.
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pretty nearly in a state of nature. Nothing has hitherto been

effectual in awakening the proprietors to a sense of their own
interests.”

1

It is common, in making comparison between English and

Belgian agriculture, to dismiss the matter with a decisive

reference to the larger production of wheat per acre in England.

As for the newer sort of crops, it is one of what Mrs. Norton

called “ dear, boastful England’s proudest blind boasts,” that

she invented them all. Yet it is to the land now known as Bel-

gium that we owe the hop and the carrot, and, from an early

work on English agriculture, written in 1650 by Sir Richard

Weston, upon “ The Husbandry used in Brabant and Flanders,”

and further entitled ‘‘A Discourse showing Wonderful Improve-

ment of Land there, and Serving as a Pattern for our Improve-

ment in this Commonwealth,” it appears that persons then living

recollected “the first gardener who came into Surrey to plant

cabbages, cauliflowers, and to sow turnips, carrots and par-

snips, pease, all of which at that time were great wonders, we
having few or none but what came from Holland and Flanders.”

Farming in Flanders has always been “ small farming,” and it

is from thence also, Weston states, that Englishmen learned the

value of crops of clover. But to return to wheat—a crop for

which the sandy soil of Belgium is peculiarly unsuitable.

Peasant proprietorship is denounced because the yield of wheat

per acre is inferior to that of England, and the case of large

farms against small farms is tried and decided upon this single

issue. To prove that this is a false issue, it will be sufficient to

show that there are large farms in Belgium, and that these pro-

duce much less wheat per acre than the small farms, and that of

the small farms the least productive are those which do not

belong to the cultivators, but are farmed by rack-rented peasants

upon short leases or yearly tenancies. The large farms of Bel-

gium are in the south-east : in Hainault, Liege, Namur, and

Luxembourg. West and East Flanders, in the opposite direc-

tion, are much subdivided. It is recorded in official tables that

the proportion of farms of 100 hectares and upwards in the two

last provinces is respectively .002 and .001 per cent, while in

1 “ British Agriculture.” By James Caird, C.B., F.R.S.
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the former the figures are o. 11, 0.26, 0.93, 0.77.' The cultiva-

tion of Flanders is far superior to that of the eastern provinces.

Of those provinces M. dc Laveleye writes :
“ The Condroz [prov-

inces of Namur and Li6ge] is the region of Belgium which

counts the greatest number of large farms
;
those which reach

250 acres, so rare in the Flemish provinces, being met here often

enough. As soon as a farm is divided in Le Condroz the land

is better cultivated and the number of cattle increases. The
small proprietors who farm their own five or six acres know no

fallow : their crops are more varied and better kept
;
the pro-

duce is much larger
;
they raise beetroot, colza, and ^turnips

;

their corn is taller and carries more grain. Thus, then, a too

large size of the farms is one cause of the inferiority of the farm-

ing in Condroz.” 3 M. de Laveleye has compiled a table show-

ing that the small-farm provinces, the Flanders, have more

cattle, more produce, are more carefully cultivated, and have

more agricultural capital than the provinces in which large farms

predominate. In the table East Flanders is especially compared

ith Namur, and it is to be noticed that in the

poorer than in the latter province :

Namur.

former the land

East Flanders.

Heads of cattle per 100 hectares • • 35 63

Working capital per hectare francs 450

Produce per hectare “ 600

Rent per hectare .. " 50 “ 93

Average selling price of land per hectare .. ” 1,804 ” 3>2i3

No. of inhabitants per 100 hectares 133 263

It is the same everywhere. In Lombardy, in the province

of Como, where small farming prevails, the value of the cattle

per hectare in cultivation is 161, whilst in the province of

Mantua, with its large farms and fine pasture land, it is but 94
francs.

3
In France agricultural land fetches higher prices than

land of similar quality in England, and the reported average

produce of France is diminished by including the inferior yield

of large farms. Another error is the supposition that the

division of land in France is solely due to the law of succession.

It is largely owing to the fact that the French peasant is the

1 Cobden Club Essays, 1870, p. 244.
2 “ Economic Rurale de la Belgique.”

3 “ La proprieta fondiaria in Lombardia.” Sig. Tacini.
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great buyer of land. Those who desire to reform the land-laws

of the United Kingdom do not seek to introduce the French law

of compulsory division. The English people take a common-
place view of the truth scientifically put by Sir Henry Maine,

that in France “ they have established a system of small perpet-

ual entails which is infinitely nearer akin to the system of feudal

Europe than would be a perfect liberty of bequest.” 1 We say

that if the power of settling life-estates in land were abolished,

if the transfer were made simple, decisive, and inexpensive by

registration of indefeasible title upon a system like that estab-

lished in Australia, including of course the registration of charges

and mortgages, the consequences would be (i) an active compe-

tition for small lots of agricultural land, (2) a large increase of

farming capital, (3) a great addition to the number of owners and

a disposition to sell land in small lots, and (4) that the tendency,

which is a grave political danger as well as a hindrance to pro-

duction, towards a diminution in the number of landowners

would thus be arrested and reversed.

We have seen that, the distribution of land in the United

Kingdom is not the result of economic laws. The large farms

of England are far more productive than the large farms of the

Continent, because they are better supplied with capital
;
but

they produce less than the small farms of the Channel Islands,

and less than many of the small farms of the Continent. The
reason why these small farms are more productive is probably the

same as that which makes the large farms of England produce

more than those of the Continent. It is a question of capital.

Frenchmen have been known to take a large farm with a capital

of icw. an acre, and we have it on high authority that £20 an

acre would not be too much. It is probable that, in money or

salable stock, British farmers have a capital considerably larger

than that of the peasants of Jersey or Flanders. But the calcu-

lators who have upheld this opinion have for the most part for-

gotten to value the peasant and his family, who, toiling from

morning till night, are certainly worth £500. It is moreover a

common error to suppose that there is of necessity great

economy in large agricultural operations, and that therefore a

1 “ Ancient Law,” chap. vii.
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good income is easily earned in “wages of superintendence’’

by large farmers. This is the mistake underlying that speech

by Lord Derby to which reference has been made. He
assumed that the small cultivator, “ honest, industrious, and

frugal,” was one who must always be in antagonism to the

“combination of capital and science,” just as is the hand-loom

weaver, or the savage fighting with bow and arrow against breech-

loaders. But that is a fallacy. The combination of capital and

science in the costly form of a steam threshing-machine is quite

as universal among the small cultivators of Jersey and Flanders

as in any part of England. The fact is that this combination

has become too much for the large farmers. Each one of them

does not and cannot purchase and maintain for himself a steam-

plough at £800, or a steam threshing-machine at ^300. If ten

small farmers join together to work a steam threshing-machine,

as they do every day in Jersey, they may unite in laying their

lands open to a steam-plough. And of this we may be sure,

that the future of agriculture will tend to be divided betwixt

hand-labor and steam-power—the spade and the steam-plough.

There is a wide difference between the labor and the cost of

eight horses and those of an engine of eight horse-power. It is

expensive to attempt and impossible to succeed in making
eight horses pull all together and with continuously equal strain.

This is, however, accomplished with perfect success by one hand

upon a steam-engine. A horse, which costs at least 2s. for care

and keep for five hours, cannot work longer than that time.

Continued labor during five hours is a full day’s work for horses

at plough. A single horse-power in a steam-engine is in other

words the evaporation of six gallons or sixty pounds of water per

hour, and with an engine of good construction 12 pounds of coal,

worth 5 farthings, will give a power equivalent to that of a horse

costing 2s. The general application of steam-power to the cul-

tivation of the soil, and to the carriage of produce on country

roads, may be deferred, but it must ultimately be accomplished
;

and perhaps the time is not very distant when it will appear as

strange that a farmer of heavy land should allow his subsoil to

be injuriously trodden into a water-bearing stratum by four

horses dragging a plough as that a Lancashire weaver should fill

his sheds with hand-looms.
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Before we quit the subject it would be well to glance at the

work of Mr. James Howard, M.P., an eminent manufacturer

of agricultural implements, and a careful though somewhat pre-

judiced inquirer into matters relating to “ Continental Farming
and Peasantry,” which is the title of a book published by Mr.

Howard in 1870. It deserves notice not only for its intrinsic

merits, but because it was received with something like enthusi-

asm by those who are opposed to the ideas of the present writer.

Subdivision in France is most notable in the north-west. But
even in the Department of the North, about Valenciennes, Mr.

Howard tells us there are farms of 400 to 600 acres
;
though we

have the report of M. Hamoir, the best-known agriculturist of

the province, to the effect that twenty-five acres are considered

a large extent, and that ten acres may be taken as the average.

M. Hamoir has known agricultural land in that part of France

sell as high (to peasant proprietors) as £192 an acre. As usual

with large farmers or proprietors, he deprecates such an outlay
;

he thinks it “ better that the small farmer should not be a pro-

prietor or landowner at the price he pays.” Then M. Hamoir,

using the very argument which is employed in England to prove

that if we had free land the small capitalist would not buy, says :

” The interest of his money invested in ordinary securities

would permit him to hire, even at a high rate, double the quan-

tity of land that he could hold as an owner
;
but he does not

enter upon this path.” Now, here is a phenomenon ! This

French peasant, taxed all over the world with morbid thrift,

with unnatural frugality, is told that he is reckless in the outlay

of his painful savings, and the larger landowners and farmers in

France and in other countries look upon him as a stubborn, con-

tumacious animal, with a faculty for existing upon hard fare and

for raising the price of land to unheard-of figures. Is this likely

to be true ? Is it reasonable to suppose that the people who
generation after generation have put sou to sou and franc to

franc, till a sum has been collected for a purchase, would be

thus duped in their expenditure ? M. Hamoir, to do him jus-

tice, is not so ignorant as to believe this. But he gives, in Mr.

Howard’s pages, a subordinate place to that which is the real

and abundantly sufficient motive. These purchases are the

result of prudence, not of ignorance. The peasants know that
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their unremitting labor will turn sand to gold, and that there is

but one way to security—that of ownership. As M. Hamoirputs
it,

“ the peasant fears the short duration of leases, at the end of

which he fears to be ousted for some competitor.” There it is
;

that is the whole story—the full confirmation of my argument.

To be secure, the cultivator must be the proprietor.

In dealing with the cost of a landed gentry in the United

Kingdom I have strictly confined myself to the tenure of land.

I believe I have established in the minds of all who have given

fair consideration to these statements a conviction that, with

adequate reform, there would be a large increase in the home-

grown supply of food and of all useful and beneficial enterprises

connected with the land
;
that there would be farming propri-

etors, not established by force of any compulsory law of sub-

division, but establishing themselves by natural selection of the

fittest for 3uch occupation, in which the right men could afford

to give, and would be prepared to pay, much higher prices than

are now obtained for agricultural land. I have myself no fear

whatever that the dwindling in the number of agricultural land-

owners, which is now a dangerous feature of our social system,

would not be arrested if the soil of the country were liberated

from settlement and the transfer of land were secure and sim-

ple
;
and, as Mr. J. S. Mill has truly said, “ whatever facilitates

land passing into new hands tends to increase its productive-

ness, and thereby its usefulness, to the nation at large
;
since

those among the owners who are least provided with skill, enter-

prise, and capital are those who are under the strongest induce-

ments to sell their land.”

Arthur Arnold.



THE ANGLO-CATHOLIC MOVEMENT, PAST AND
FUTURE.

HERE are several reasons why it seems especially desira-

-L ble, at the present time, to undertake a careful and

candid review of the past, and to glance at the possible future,

of the great spiritual and ecclesiastical movement to which the

title is commonly assigned which forms part of the heading

of this article. The Anglo-Catholic movement has equally

affected the Chur'ches of America and England
;
and no just

estimate of the present characteristics of the Church movement
in either of those great Christian communities can possibly be

formed without a careful consideration of the early aims,

development, and history of wrhat by general consent is now
called Anglo-Catholicism, or, in other words, the Oxford

movement of five-and-forty years ago.

The chief reasons why such a review may be profitably at-

tempted at the present time would appear to be as fol-

lows : First, that there seem to be many grounds for thinking

that the movement, under its old aspects, is becoming spent
;

that also, in part, it is approaching that goal towards which

it has been silently but steadily advancing
;

in its larger

and better part is at last appreciating the perilous nature

of recent developments, and the need of a reconsideration

of the whole position. The movement in its original form

has apparently passed through all its phases, and we now have

arrived, in the case of some who claim to belong to the move-

ment, at what seems to be, by the very nature of the case, the

last—resistance to authority as at present constituted, and a de-

termination to maintain an attitude which, in England, is irre-

concilable with the present relations of the Church and the
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State, and which, in America, is becoming more and more in-

compatible with that order and loyalty which are the essentials

of a Christian Church.

There is another reason why, at this particular time, it seems

desirable to undertake the survey that is contemplated in the

present article, and it is this : that the movement has certainly

failed to countervail the influences which it was originally de-

signed to oppose
;
and that if change or rehabilitation is now

near at hand, a due consideration must be given to the original

principles of the movement, and especially to those vitiating

elements which have hitherto prevented it accomplishing its

clearly announced and deliberate purpose. As we now know,

on the authority of those who had most to do with the early

aims and efforts of the Oxford movement, it was not specially

designed to oppose the Evangelical school of thought, but the

liberal principles in religion that were disclosing themselves at

that period of change and agitation, which was so nearly con-

temporaneous with the appearance of the “Tracts for the

Times.”

Now, that it has failed to arrest this tendency to liberalism

in religion and doctrine is perfectly certain. It has un-

doubtedly called out, and to some extent organized, a school of

thought that has always consistently opposed itself to the lib-

eral developments of the day, but it has never succeeded in

turning the positions of the adversary. It has never produced

any real effect on scepticism
;
nay, if the whole truth has to

be told, it has, we fear, of late, by the extravagance of the sacer-

dotal assumptions, and the lawless opposition to authority of

some of its self-styled adherents, aggravated much of the

doubt, and given ground for much of the antagonism to the

Church which is now unhappily current.

If this be so, it certainly is of prime importance, at a time

like the present, to examine very carefully the general princi-

ples of a movement which, however much good it may have

done in many other ways—and vast good confessedly it has

done—has failed to solve the problem it proposed to itself, a

problem which, if urgent fifty years ago, is incomparably

more so now. The vital question then was, how to prevent the

Church of England being liberalized. Can it be said that this
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result has been secured when a preacher, under the most sol-

emn circumstances, could give such a picture of the state of re-

ligious opinion in England as was indirectly given a couple of

months since by Mr. Wilkinson in St. Paul’s Cathedral, at the

recent consecration of the Bishop of Lichfield? If, as was

then asserted, we suffer from want of confidence in Christ,

and from utter worldliness refuse to believe in life everlast-

ing, rely on the popular opinion of the intellectual and the

great, find our oracles in clubs, and spend our time in wonder-

ing at the power and beauty of the Beast of this world, the

check given to liberal opinions cannot have been very serious,

the lines of religious thought, as traced out in the great move-

ment we are considering, cannot have converged with any thing

like the effect which was originally hoped and anticipated.

A third and still more serious consideration Avhy, at the

present time, it would seem almost imperatively necessary to

review the whole principles and tendencies of Anglo-Catholi-

cism, is not only that the system has failed in its primary pur-

pose, but that, under some of its present aspects and develop-

ments, it is working inimically to the Church of the Reforma-

tion, whether in England or America. Restoration of the

corporate union of Christendom, and so, by necessary conse-

quence, some form at least of reunion with Rome, is now, by

some at least, actually avowed to be the ultimate solution of

the Oxford movement
;
and public resolutions to this effect

have been actually passed, only three or four months since, in

the very city where the movement originally took place.

Surely this alone is enough to induce us to re-examine the

whole question, and to endeavor fairly to ascertain whether

the movement has always involved these developments, or

whether they are only an utter misapplication or perversion of

its principles.

It is not for a moment denied that the movement has done

good in many ways, and has advanced the cause of true relig-

ion and of reverential worship
;
but it is not only a fair, but a

necessary, subject of inquiry whether there were not elements

in the Oxford movement, almost from the first, which carried

with them the grave consequences which we are now con-

templating. In the sequel we hope to make it plain that
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whereas Anglo-Catholicism originally rested on three principles,

one of which was unchanging opposition to Rome, it was to

the early neglect of this principle that all the evil may be

ascribed which has been so lamentably disclosed during the

last half generation. But we will not anticipate.

I. With these feelings on our minds of the need, and even

the duty, of reconsidering the whole movement, we may now,

under the guidance of those who have since disclosed to us

what may be called the spiritual history of Anglo-Catholicism,

review the circumstances of *its rise and early progress, and the

true nature of the principles which it involved from the very

first.

We begin by looking backward fifty years, and bringing

up, as far as we are able, the aspect and circumstances of those

now well-nigh forgotten times. Fifty years ago ! What a time

of apathy and hopelessness, and yet how strangely marked
by tokens of coming change! The “Christian Year,’’ to which

all the founders of the Oxford movement ascribe the first

stirrings of the stagnant pool, had been published just a year,

and was beginning to produce its effect on the minds of a few

earnest thinkers, and especially on the mind of one to whom
the whole movement owed more than to any other writer of

those days—the devoted, enthusiastic, truth-seeking, keenly-

logical, yet, at the same time, imperfectly-balanced thinker,

John Henry Newman of Oriel. The year that followed, that

is, the very year to which we have now in thought transported

ourselves, a very different agency first came into existence

—

th e Record newspaper—which, if we remember rightly, first ap-

peared in the year 1828. It was designed to concentrate and

reanimate the Evangelical party, and, whatever else may be

said of it, it proved then, and continues to this very hour, to

be a consistent and thoroughly efficient exponent of the views

of the great party which it undertook to represent. Four or

five years afterwards Dr. Newman wrote in it, as he himself

tells us, a few letters on Church Reform, but the divergence

between himself, though once of Evangelical opinions, and the

editor soon became apparent, and the connection very speedily

ceased.

The state of the Church of England, at the time we are now
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considering, was singularly hopeless. Of the two great schools

of thought, only the Evangelical had any degree of vitality,

and that vitality was far from healthy or attractive. The love

for souls, which had so nobly distinguished it fifty years before,

was now dying out, and a cold and narrow exclusiveness was

fast quenching that enthusiasm and glowing devotion which had

breathed again the breath of life into the Church of England

in the closing decades of the preceding century. The writer of

this article, himself the son of a country clergyman, is now old

enough to have some remembrance of those dull and dreary

days. The only life that seemed to show itself was in the

missionary field, and to some extent in the work of meetings of

the Bible Society
;
but it was not the bright and joyous life of

an earnest and developing Church, but the lower life, some-

times selfish and exclusive, of the sect and the party. The
shadows of Calvinism were resting on well-nigh one half of the

Church of England in those dreary days. The young were

chilled and saddened in all their higher aspirations
;
the way

of salvation seemed a narrow and joyless path
;
the idea of

a Church was something utterly unfelt and unrealized. The
individual struggler and fighter of the “ Pilgrim’s Progress”

formed the highest conception of the religious life with which

the boy of those days could solace his more aspiring and his

better thoughts. The books that were placed in his hands, if

bearing on religious subjects, were commonly tinged with a

sub-Calvinistic teaching which chilled and antagonized. There

was no sunshine
;
no appeal to the ages of Faith

;
no stirring

calls through the lives of the great and the good of the early

days of the primitive Church
;
nay, no genial teaching of that

ever fresh and ever quickening gospel story, on which the

young mind, if rightly directed, will always be found to dwell

with an enthusiastic and almost impassioned interest. Relig-

ion was sombre and unattractive, and, especially in the persons

of some of its exponents, seemed utterly irreconcilable with

the brightness and love of a high-toned and chivalrous life.

Such, to the young at least, were the aspects of those weary

days. Yet the change was near at hand. The “ Christian Year,
”

though at the time but imperfectly realized, seemed to disclose

a new realm, and to give a reality to the dim aspirations of
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the young churchman which it is easier to remember than to

analyze. A feeling of Church unity and of corporate Church

life gradually took the place of tjie anxious and often selfish

individualism that was then the prevailing characteristic of

the more earnest and religious minds of the time. It began to

be felt that the Church of England was not merely the relig-

ious organization that supplied the spiritual needs of the pass-

ing age and generation
;

it had its own splendid history
;

it

was a part and branch of the great primitive and Apostolic

Church
;

its ministers drew their long line in unbroken succes-

sion from him, and such as him, on whom the Lord had built

his Church
;

all that fellowship that the isolated spirit had

dimly and almost hopelessly longed for wai brought near
;

the unconsciously lost had at last become realized and found.

These feelings were not by any Cleans confined to the

young. Though the effect of the “ Christian Year,” and of the

views of which it was an exponent (for these things were then
” in the air”), was principally observable in the young, yet it

was perfectly clear that the greater portion of the old-fashioned

High Church party were affected by the new teaching. It has

been far too commonly assumed that the High Church party of

fifty years ago were utterly inert and unsympathetic. This was
certainly not the case in the provinces. Church life was no doubt

low and feeble, the professional had almost entirely taken the

place of the spiritual. Intercommunion was very limited,

except through four-o’clock dinner parties and slowly circu-

lating book-clubs
;

still in every neighborhood there were

quiet and thoughtful men who read the Caroline divines, and

on whose study-tables books even of the strain of Walton’s
“ Polyglot ” were to be found far more frequently than in

these days of high pressure and self-styled enlightenment.

All this honorable body of men seemed to awaken as out of a

long sleep, and to welcome the new thoughts and new stirrings

of Church life of which the “ Christian Year” was the earliest

exponent. The Church of England was felt to have a history,

and to reach backward to that pure and primitive Church on

which it claimed to base its principles and practice. This

Church realization soon showed itself in the quiet and honor-

able body of men of whom we are speaking—these High and

40
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Dry, as they are commonly styled by the somewhat assump-

tive churchmen of our own times. Sunday-schools began to

reflect a little higher teaching
;
the old parish church became

something more to the higher spirits of the place than the

monument of a past, with which the present had neither sym-

pathy nor conection
;
the sacraments were slowly felt to be

something more than prescribed rites
;
the Church at large

a little more than a mere establishment. The old-fashioned

High Church party were the first silently to welcome, and even,

to a certain degree, to assimilate the new teaching, and when,

four or five years later, the “Tracts for the Times” finally

broke the spell of apathy and establishmentarian routine, there

were found many in every diocese who were ready to wel-

come the revival of Church principles, and, as we have already

termed it, the Church-realization which these remarkable

papers so strikingly called out. The seed fell to a great degree

on partially prepared ground. The same thoughts that found

their exquisite and harmonious expression in the “Christian

Year” had been for some time silently rising in many and true

hearts, and, by the nature of the case, pre-eminently in the

old historic High Church party, the genuine sons of the Ref-

ormation, and the truest, because, historically considered, the

most lineal representatives of the Church of England. We
say not this in any derogation of the other great party of the

Church. The Evangelical party, by the blessing of the Holy
Ghost, had almost exclusively, in the past fifty years, sus-

tained the holy and blessed work of the revivification of the

Church of England. They had brought back life
;
they had

made salvation to be felt as something real and individual
;

they had rendered the Redeemer’s own vital words as to per-

sonal conversion a deep subjective conviction and reality

;

they had been as the life-bearing wind that had swept over

the dry bones of the valley—all this they had been, and may
they be forever blessed, and honored for this work; but repre-

sentatives of the Church of England in its historical aspects

they never had been, nor indeed ever cared or claimed to be.

The historical representatives of the Church of England were

then, whatever they may have become in the future, that old

High Church party—moderate, loyal, and staunchly anthRo-
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manist—that, at the time we are now considering, were at last

awakening from their long slumber, and preparing, hardly

consciously, again to take their place in the. history and de-

velopments of the national Church.

It is, we are persuaded, an utter mistake to refer the com-

mencement of the great movement we are now considering

simply to Oxford and the “ Tracts for the Times. ” The princi-

ples of which these Tracts were to a great extent the expres-

sions had been showing themselves for at least ten years

before, among quiet spirits, and in the almost unconscious

aspirations of those silent hopers and thinkers who were real-

izing that their mother Church had a life and a history

—

grand and chivalrous as that of any local Church—in the long

annals of the past. To them the “ Christian Year” spoke as

with the voice of the Church they loved so well. Part of

its meaning and message they understood and realized
;
the

other part they understood not, or at least only fully appre-

ciated after many days. What they understood and felt in

their inmost soul was that revelation of the Church, its one-

ness and its continuity, which reminded each English church-

man that he belonged to the mystical body of Christ by virtue

of his membership with a local community that had been

formed and founded by Apostolic men, if not by Apostles

themselves, scarcely more, it may be, than a generation after

the Lord had left the earth he came to save. This they’

realized
;
this they recognized as the expression of their long-

gathering heart persuasions
;
this they soon carried out in life

and practice. What they understood not was the deeper and

more esoteric teaching which, as Dr. Newman rightly reminds

us, is certainly to be recognized in the “ Christian Year ”—that

which, for want of a better expression, we may’ call its sacra-

mental teaching—the teaching that material phenomena are

alike the types and instruments of real things unseen, and

that the outward is often the appointed channel and vehicle

of the inward and the divine. This doctrine, which certainly

may be felt, if not traced in almost every’ deeper page of the

sympathetic volume, was not appreciated at the time of which

we are now speaking. Nay’, it may be doubted whether it

was consciously realized by the sweet singer himself. It was
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a latent element in the spiritual influences of the time, but it

was not brought out with any degree of distinctness, and

under any practical aspects, till several, even many, years after-

wards. A whole generation intervened between the date of

the publication of the “Christian Year” and that of the very

differently received treatise on Eucharistical Adoration.

Bearing this very certain truth in our minds, viz., that the

germs of the great movement were already in many souls, even

before the appearance of the “Christian Year,” we may now
proceed to trace its more distinct growth and development.

Let it not be forgotten that Dr. Newman himself has always

spoken of Keble as the true and primary author of the move-
ment. And even this authorship must be limited to a first

expression of what many of the old High Church party were

beginning to feel already mingling with their higher hopes and

aspirations.

We now pass over five or six years fruitful in develop-

ment, and signal for the various and momentous changes, gen-

eral and political, which they had borne with them to the

Church and realm of England. The great Reform agitation had

unsettled men’s minds
;
the bill for the suppression of several

bishoprics in the Irish Church was passing Parliament
;

the

danger of still greater changes was by many deemed to be im-

minent
;

fears, perhaps to a great degree exaggerated, and even

unreasonable, as to attempts to liberalize the whole Church were

everywhere in the air. If the Church was to be saved, it was

now or never that a supreme effort was to be made. And it

was made. A few earnest and ardent men, of whom Dr. New-
man was the representative—the presbyter who in the first Tract

says that he must speak—combined together, and in Septem-

ber, 1833, the “Tracts for the Times,” “ by members of the

University of Oxford,” announced that the effort had com-

menced. They at once announced the nature of their under-

taking. It was no less than to stem the tide of liberalism, or,

rather, to demonstrate, if the tide did overwhelm the estab-

lishment and deprive the Church of “ its temporal honors and

substance,” that the English churchman had the apostolical

descent and apostolical succession (both these expressions occur

in the first Tract) whereon to rely, and that, resting on these.
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it was now for him manfully to bear his part in the conflict.

The main principle on which he was to act is so strangely anti-

thetical to that on which the so-called churchman acts now,

that it is worth while transcribing the words, if only to show

how utterly untenable is the claim of the modern Ritualist to

be a true descendant of the loyal and obedient men who were

now speaking to the Church by these memorable papers.

“ Exalt our Holy Fathers the Bishops, as representatives of the

Apostles, and the Angels of the Churches,” was the advice of

the author of the first Tract
;
‘‘disobey and vilify them,” is

the counsel of the modern Ritualist, when they act or speak

contrary to your own opinions and your own interpretation of-

the formularies of the Church.

II. Into the various questions and controversies which these

powerful Tracts called forth it is not our object to enter in the

present article, as we are concerned rather with the evolution

of the germinal thoughts than with the mere controversial his-

tory. We may, however, here pause carefully to analyze what

we know, from the leading author himself, to have been the

three leading principles which were in the minds of the writers

when the Tracts first made their appearance.

First, The principle of definite dogmatic teaching generally,

as opposed to the liberal opinions which we learn (from a narra-

tive published ten years afterwards) were everywhere current,

and were beginning deeply to infect the Church itself. “ Pam-

phlets,” says Mr. Palmer in his Narrative (Lond., 1843),
'* were

in wide circulation recommending the abolition of the creeds (at

least in public worship), and especially urging the expulsion of

the Athanasian Creed, the removal of all mention of the

Blessed Trinity, of the doctrine of baptismal regeneration, of

the practice of absolution. In fact, there was not a single

stone of the sacred edifice of the Church which was not ex-

amined, shaken, undermined, by a meddling curiosity.” It

was to meet this serious state of things that the first principle

was tacitly laid down as that which was to influence and

dominate the whole. Liberalism could only be met by fixed and

definite teaching
;
loose opinion by formulated truth and by

dogma.

Secondly, Definite teaching, especially in reference to the
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Church, her sacraments, and her ministers, as set forth by the

great divines of the Church of England in the seventeenth cen-

tury. This teaching, we are reminded in the opening sentences

of the advertisement to the Tracts, was fast becoming obsolete

with the majority of churchmen, and “are withdrawn from

public view even by the more learned and orthodox few who
still adhere to them.’’ The Apostolic succession and the holy

Catholic Church, we are reminded, were principles of action in

the minds of our predecessors, which were fast passing out of

sight and were becoming ignored even by those who ought to

have been the first conscientiously to maintain them. The very

principle of an establishment was judged to be fostering the

evils of the time. “ In proportion,’’ says the writer of the ad-

vertisement, “ as the maintenance of the Church has been se-

cured by law, her ministers have been under the temptation of

leaning on an arm of flesh instead of her own divinely-provided

discipline, a temptation increased by political events and ar-

rangements,’’ which, at that time, were disturbing the minds of

all conservative churchmen. Definite teaching on these points

was felt to be imperatively needed
;
and this teaching, as Dr.

Arnold long ago observed, became formulated in two state-

ments, both of which may be rightly accepted by every loyal

member of the Anglican Church, but both of which (let us not

fail to observe) are liable to, and now suffering under, great

exaggeration. The first statement is, to use the very words

of the advertisement, that “sacraments and not preaching are

the sources of the divine grace. The second is that the true

efficacy of the sacraments depends on the rightfulness of the

commission of those that administer them, or, again to adopt

the precise terms of the advertisement, “the Apostolic succes-

sion’’—the apostolic commission of the bishops, and under

them of the presbyters of the Church.

The third principle was one on which we can dwell with

much more satisfaction—-a principle at first loyally maintained

by these writers, a principle that served as a counterpoise to the

two principles already mentioned, and maintained harmony

and proportion in the whole teaching—fixed and unwavering

opposition to the teaching of the Church of Rome. “ No peace

with Rome’’ was at first the watchword of the party. They
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had received it from the great divines of the seventeenth

century, and at first had fearlessly proclaimed it
;
but it was

only in the earlier periods of the movement. In a few years it

had become utterly obscured, and had given way to the sinis-

ter influences which from the very first had mingled with the

Tractarian theology.

These influences it will be now necessary to specify, as they

soon began seriously to affect the three principles which we
have specified, and to give a unionistic tinge to a movement
which, at first, was utterly free from and even opposed to any

such contamination. The influences to which we allude were

all essentially anti-Protestant. Without being definitely Ro-

manistic, they were nevertheless thoroughly out of harmony
with the Reformation. Their true representative was Hurrell

PYoude
;
and though he died comparatively soon after the

movement had commenced, yet during the three years with

which he was connected with it his influence made itself felt,

especially on the mind of Dr. Newman, in a direction more
and more divergent from the original line of principles and

teaching. And that we are not mistaken in this view we may
be certain from the interesting notices of this early example of

the anti-Protestantism and Anglo-Romanism of the present

day. “ His opinions,” says Dr. Newman, “
arrested and inflti-

enccd me , even when they did not gain my assent. He pro-

fessed openly his admiration of the Church of Rome, and his

hatred of the Reformers. He delighted in the notion of an

hierarchical system, of sacerdotal power, and of full ecclesiasti-

cal liberty. He felt scorn of the maxim, ‘ The Bible, and the

Bible only, is the religion of Protestants and he gloried in

accepting Tradition as a main instrument of religious teaching.

... He had a deep devotion to the Real Presence, in which he

had a firm faith.” (“ Apologia pro Vita Sua,” pp. 86, 87.) Such

were some of the leading sentiments of one whose influence in

the Oxford movement has never been sufficiently recognized,

and who first gave the tinge that has now suffused the teaching

of all the more advanced High Churchmen of the present time.

He was essentially unionistic, in all his views
;
“he made me

look with admiration,” says Dr. Newman, “ to the Church of

Rome, and in the same degree to dislike the Reformation. He
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fixed deep in me the idea of devotion to the blessed Virgin,

and he led me gradually to believe in the Real Presence.” Here
were the distinct germs of the two subsequent developments,

assertion of priestly prerogatives and promotion of corporate

reunion with the Churches of the East and the West, which at

the present time are calling forth so much both of difficulty and

anxiety. To fail to recognize this is to miss the close connec-

tion that exists between these elements of the movement of

1833 and the startling positions that are taken up by the ex-

tremist section of the High Church party at the present time.

This real connection, as we shall soon more clearly see, is not

by way of legitimate but of morbid development. The pres-

ent principles of the extreme party are in no true sense a

development of the great principles that marked the early stages

of the Anglo-Catholic movement, but are simply the product

of the morbid elements which, through the influence of Froude

and a few less known men of similar principles, had contami-

nated the Oxford portion of the movement almost from the

very beginning. We must, in fact, begin early to draw a line

of distinction between the Oxford movement, as it locally de-

veloped itself in the “Tracts for the Times,” and the same
movement as it showed itself in its general working and its gen-

eral effect on the Church at large. In the one case the morbid

elements, after a few years, came to their natural and logical

disclosure in Tract Ninety
;

in the other case, the great and

broad principles, Church-realization and sober recognition of

sacramental grace, both balanced by a calm but unwavering

protest against the errors of the Church of Rome, long exer-

cised a salutary influence, until at last vitiated to a considerable

extent by the Ritualism which is only the present form of the

morbid elements and corruptions already specified.

Without this discrimination the development of Anglo-

Catholicism can never properly be understood or correctly ap-

preciated.

III. The remaining history of the Oxford phase of the

movement need not long delay us. Though it had early re-

ceived the support and co-operation of Dr. Pusey, and though

his great influence and deep learning did much to give to the

Tracts both a position and a name, yet even he could not
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countervail the essentially Romanistic tendencies which were

year by year silently disclosing themselves. Like others, Dr.

Pusey failed wholly to recognize the morbid and dangerous ele-

ments that were then actively at work. He actually, as Dr.

Newman reminds us, afterwards defended the movement on

the ground of its having passed into “ stationariness, ” and yet,

at the very time alluded to, we are assured by Dr. Newman
that the advance Romeward had become patent and consid-

erable. In the opening days of the year 1837 the controversy

with the Romanists is alluded to as having overtaken the writers

“ as a summer-cloud and certainly' the simile was not inap-

propriate in regard of the manner in which the controversy was

conducted. The defects and shortcomings of the Church of

England were pointed out in a singularly frank and concessory

tone, while those of the Church of Rome, though admitted to

be definite and positive, and even sanctioned by' an anathema,

were dealt with very tenderly, and even with a kind of latent

syrmpathy, which, in spite of the occasional use of strong lan-

guage and sharp expressions, seemed to disclose itself in the gen-

eral tone and tenor of the Seventy'-first Tract. Dr. Newman
himself, about the same time, in a work which he published

on the “ Prophetical Office of the Church,” uses very strong

language against Rome
;
but it was exactly strong language of

that description which, in the minds of acute observers of

human nature, suggests and awakens, if not suspicion, yet at

any rate veiy grave anxiety. Whenever persons who avow-

edly have something in common with a system, whether in

religion, politics, or aught else in which the minds of men are

seriously divided, suddenly use strong expressions against it,

and strongly denounce its more marked characteristics, we may
be almost certain that a change is coming, and that the ex-

pressions are the utterances of old convictions that thus vainly

hope to stay awhile the consciously felt current of conversion.

That it was so in the case of Dr. Newman we know. With
that truthful candor that marks every page of his attractive,

and, let us not fail to add, seriously instructive, “ Apologia,”

he tells us that though he spoke most strongly against Rome,
he felt when he wras doing so that he was bearing witness

against a friend. Nay, he tells us that he was even under the
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temptation of saying against Rome “ as much as ever he

could, in order to protect himself against the charge of

Popery.
”

As it was then, so it is now. Our Ritualist newspapers in

this country are full of denunciations of Rome. Invective of

a very emphatic nature is applied to all recent developments.

The attitude of the Roman Curia, the doctrine of the Immac-
ulate Conception and of the Infallibility of the Pope are the

continual subjects of a loud-mouthed abuse, which, we are

quite willing to believe, is not intended consciously to deceive,

though it certainly does awaken many serious misgivings. The
mind fast gravitating to Roman Catholicism tries to relieve

itself of its own apprehensions as to the accelerative force of its

real predilections, thinks loudly, speaks loudly—but is almost

made aware by every introspective glance that these loud cries

and strong expressions are the sure prelude to what a well-

known politician has called “ the unreserved and bustling sur-

render.” Roman controversialists know this well. As long

as they hear of prayers to the Virgin being offered up in the

private chapels of religious communities, of the sacrament of

the Lord’s Supper being administered in a secret manner,

and of the reserved consecrated element being so borne to

the sick, they smile at the hollow invective against some of

the later features of a system that will soon be embraced as a

whole
;
they hardly care to return railing for railing

;
they

smile, they watch, and they wait.

There were also other signs which seemed to show very

clearly which way the current, so far as indicated by the later

Tracts, was steadily setting. The Tract on the Roman Breviary

(No. 75), written by Dr. Newman, caused considerable uneasi-

ness. The tone was confessedly anti-Romanistic, especially in

reference to the devotions to the Virgin Mary, which, it con-

tended, were all of a recent date
;
but it put forward this

great manual of devotion under aspects which were by no

means unattractive, and which, we remember well, induced

many younger men to examine it and even to make use of it.

Its attractive aspect was that it was presented to the relig-

ious student as embodying the devotional services of the primi-

tive Church. Here he might find the earliest forms in which
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the prayer and praise of the holy Catholic Church had em-

bodied itself in the ages of faith that had immediately followed

the times of the Apostles. Here he might find matter (to use

the very words of the Tract) “ for private devotions over and

above what our Reformers have thought fit to adopt in our

public services.” And the result was that the suggestion was

followed, and the younger and less balanced began to consider

the Book of Common Prayer as only a jejune and emascu-

lated service-book, a work of compromise and Protestant in-

terpolations, that could not endure a moment’s comparison

with the great and venerable monument of Catholic devotion

which was used and reverenced by the Church of Rome.
Another Tract, or rather short series of Tracts—for the

subject was divided into four parts—on Religious Reserve

appeared soon afterwards, and produced silently a great effect

on many of the more earnest and inquiring. The object of

the papers was to show that on several subjects Scripture main-

tained a sort of reserve in its inspired communications. There

was much that was good and suggestive in these papers, es-

pecially in the concluding paper. There were, for example,

some comments in reference to the doctrine of the Eternity of

Divine Punishments, which, though brief, contained in them

thoughts of a very salutary nature, and that might go far, if

carefully expanded, to mitigate some of the difficulties now
widely felt on this mysterious subject. Much confessedly there

was that was true and wise
;
but, as we well remember, the

effect on the minds of younger men was very far from what was

probably either desired or contemplated. It seemed to indicate

the need for some infallible guide, some authoritative inter-

preter of the real and hidden meaning of these dimly revealed

truths. It pointed to a true Ecclcsia doccns, a Church that

could speak with real authority, and guide the anxious and in-

quiring spirit to that true point of view which the conflicting

utterances of Anglican pulpits only tended to make it more
difficult ever really to reach. These Tracts never gained much
notoriety’, but the effect they produced was very great, and

the restlessness and disquietude they caused in many of the

more earnest minds of the day was traceable everywhere. The
Bible was not the book it was represented to be, speaking to
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all hearts, telling clearly its divine truths to all that had ears

to hear—the Bible of Protestant Christendom to which all

might confidently appeal, the blessed, fresh, and living Word that

to the humble spirit was its own best and truest interpreter.

It was rather the book of the Church, and could only be

profitably read and truly understood under that specially ac-

credited guidance. All this was much more felt than spoken

at the time
;
but it ivcts widely operative, and very largely con-

tributed to the prevailing restlessness.

The end, so far as the “Tracts for the Times” was con-

cerned, was fast approaching. Dr. Newman was pressed by

those in authority to do all he could to stay the Romeward
tendency among the younger men that was now showing itself,

especially in the university from which the Tracts emanated.

He readily did what he deemed to be best for the then

prevailing distress, and put forth that principle which is still

(if we read aright the last pamphlet of Canon Carter of

Clewer) the creed of the more advanced of the High Church

party, viz., that the Thirty-nine Articles not only do not oppose

Catholic teaching, but do not oppose Romanist doctrine, ex-

cept in a partial manner, and where later developments had

clearly adulterated the earlier statements of truth. The
Articles, in fact, according to this Tract, were not what they

were commonly considered to be—purely Protestant formu-

laries, of a comprehensive character in reference to Protes-

tant differences, but very distinct in their opposition to Rome.
They were rather documents, cleverly framed, that, whatever

their animus might be, did, as far as their expressions went,

permit a belief in much that was popularly judged to be

clearly and unmistakably Roman Catholic.

This was the general tenor and thesis of the celebrated Tract

Ninety. It was written in perfectly good faith, and sincerely

intended to do what it tacitly professed to do—convince all

who were doubting that they might remain in the Church of

England, and yet, on very many subjects which had been ob-

scured by the prejudices of a popular Protestantism, hold

sentiments and opinions that were commonly considered to be

distinctive of the Church of Rome. It was written almost

avowedly for this object, but it was written by one who, un-
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known to himself, was far on the road towards that destination

from which, in perfectly good faith, he was seeking to discourage

the advance of others. Hence, as might at once have been

foreseen, the result was exactly the contrary. There was a

false note throughout the whole. It was a Tract which,

however good might have been the intentions of the writer,

was simply not loyal to the Church of England. This was felt

at once almost instinctively by the whole of the Church

party. It was a Tract that had not only given up the third

of the three fundamental positions to which we have already

alluded—steady and persistent opposition to Rome—but had

even minimized differences to an extent for which even the

more advanced spirits of the movement were as yet wholly

unprepared. The previous success of the Tractarian revival

was due to the fact that its principles of distinct enunciation

of doctrine and of sacramental efficacy were balanced by its

sturdy maintenance of that uncompromising opposition to

Rome which had ever honorably characterized the great

divines of the seventeenth century. When this principle

became weakened, and, as it was in Tract Ninety, in effect

almost surrendered—when protest was only made against

the more extreme and more novel teaching of the Church of

Rome—when the points of agreement occupied the whole

foreground, and points of difference had receded far into the

background, then the true dangers of the recent develop-

ment began to be distinctly revealed. Whatever it might

have been originally, it had now become a movement that

could only and consistently end in reunion with Rome.
All this was seen and felt after Tract Ninety lifted up the

veil. The sequel we well remember—excitement and con-

tention, and, after a short time, the loss to the Church of Eng-

land of several of its more earnest and hitherto more devoted

members.

This, however, was not wholly caused by the controversies

and contentions that were called out by the appearance of

Tract Ninety, and the consequent stopping of this remarkable

series of papers, but by the fact, that had become more and

more evident, that the via media theory had completely broken

down. Dr. Newman had done his best to set forward, both
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in his “ Prophetical Office of the Church” and elsewhere, the

principle that the Church of England holds the true mean be-

tween Romanism on one side and Dissent on the other, and had

even attempted to construct a system out of the writings of the

seventeenth-century divines which was to rescue the principle

from the obvious charge of simply being negative. But it was

hopeless. Men could not be brought to fix their deeper heart

affections on a system that had at best only the merit of facing

equally both ways. Something more definite was wanted,

something that could be distinctly recognized, worked out,

developed, and carried out in the realities of practice. A via

media Church was, after all, rather a chilly abstraction.

The gravitation to Rome in the more advanced of the party

thus became gradually more and more definite. They had

been wiled away from the real and true theory of the Anglican

Church, viz., that it was a living local branch of the Church

Universal, that had its own great history, its own troubles, its

own evil days under a foreign domination, and, in God’s good

time, its own reformation. This, the only true theory of the

Church of England and of the Churches derived from it, had

never been cordially accepted. The severance from the Church

of Rome—not, as it really was, the separation in the early days

of the reign of Queen Elizabeth of a comparatively small num-

ber of English Romanists from the local mother Church—was

always borne painfully in the thoughts. The Reformation was

ever felt to be something that needed excuse and justification.

The openly expressed aversion of Froude to it was always a

latent element in the whole movement, and was always an im-

pediment to a frank and hearty recognition of the true histori-

cal position of the present Church of England. Hence the

efforts to construct, as it were, a new basis for the Church, and

to build up in the nineteenth century a spiritual edifice out of

the elements of the seventeenth. When these efforts failed,

there was scarcely any alternative left than secession «to what
was regarded by many as the original Church of the country.

The break-down of the via media theory was thus plainly an

element that helped to precipitate the ultimate catastrophe.

IV. We are now in a position to realize more distinctly the

truth of the statement we have already made in an earlier por-
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tion of this article, and on which a correct appreciation of the

true character of the whole movement completely depends,

viz., that there were morbid elements in it from the very first,

which, in the case of Dr. Newman and others, worked them-

selves out to their natural and logical issues. There were, in

fact, always two principles at work, which, as time went on,

became more and more divergent. There was, on the one

hand, the thoroughlyfcloyal Church-of-Englandism of Hugh
James Rose, Kebie (in his earlier days), Perceval, and others

;

and on the other hand, the distinctly counter-Reformation

principles of Froude, to which the great moving spirit of the

Tracts, Dr. Newman, as he himself tells us, became more and

more distinctly attracted. It was Froude who made Dr. New-
man first look with admiration to the Church of Rome, and in

the same degree to dislike the Reformation. It was Froude

who was the true author of that development which now, under

the name of Ritualism, is carrying out all his principles and

rapidly approaching the goal to which all such principles cer-

tainly and inevitably tend. These two schools of thought may
be recognized in the Anglo-Catholic movement from the very

beginning. Each worked to what in the sequel has proved a

widely different development. The aim and object of the

loyal High Church party, the old Church of England party, was

a renewal and revival of doctrine and discipline, and especially

of the sacramental principles, a return to the standard of An-
drewes and Bull. Their ideal was a Church, in firm and salu-

tary union with the State, thoroughly loyal to the Reformation,

and always honorably marked by an unflinching and unwaver-

ing opposition to the Church of Rome. The aim and object of

the other party was a return not only to early Catholic dis-

cipline and practice, but to a communion with the great Church

of the West on the basis of a common heritage of doctrine and

traditions, and with a reservation only on the subject of subor-

dination to the successors of St. Peter. Their ideal was a

Church wholly independent of the State, in union with the

Churches of the East and the West, and itself the connecting

bond between those long-sundered communities, local yet not

insulated, free from papal domination, yet ever ready to assign

a true spiritual primacy to the first Bishop of Christendom
;
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joyful and even proud to tender their homage to the living

representative of the unity and perpetuity of the Church, and

more than ready to secure an amnesty for the past by a repu-

diation and reversal of the Reformation.

Such were the two parties
;
such the two schools of thought,

the Anglican and the Anglo-Roman (as we may now call them),

which were for a time mingled together in the earlier years of the

Anglo-Catholic movement, and till a comparatively recent period

have continued, to the great harm of the Church, in a sort of

defensive alliance, on the ground that the advances of the com-

mon enemy, Scepticism and Infidelity, rendered such a form

of alliance, or at least of mutual toleration, vital to the main-

tenance of revealed truth. That the Church has suffered

greatly by this reluctance of the Anglican party to recognize

and repudiate the utterly Romanizing developments of the

Ritualist or Anglo-Roman party, may now be painfully recog-

nized in England, and perhaps to some extent even in America.

Matters would never have reached the present painful extremi-

ties that they jdainly have reached in some few cases in the

United States, if the Old High Church party had frankly

declined any longer to shelter men who hated and abhorred the

Reformation. And as for England, we do not hesitate to say

that if ever disestablishment does overtake the Church of this

country, it will be mainly due to the unchecked and even

unreproved license with which the Anglo-Roman party have

put forward their utterly un-English doctrines and practices.

Tolerated disloyalty to the principles of the Reformation will

hereafter be seen to be that which brought about the final

catastrophe.

V. We may now conveniently pause to sum up the general

results of the foregoing pages, and may briefly specify the

general estimate which we seem led to form of the whole

movement. And this estimate may be perhaps fairly expressed

in the following statements :

First, The Anglo-Catholic movement of 1833 contained al-

most from the very beginning two schools of thought, widely

different in their ultimate aims and aspirations, viz., the old

historical High Church party, or what has been sometimes

called in these pages the Anglican party, and a small but
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subsequently active party, which afterwards developed, and

may now be called the Anglo-Roman party.

Secondly, These two parties, though at first included in the

same movement, soon showed their divergences
;

the great

Anglican party being thoroughly loyal to the Reformation, and

in full sympathy with the divines of the seventeenth century

in their opposition to the Church of Rome
;
the small Anglo-

Roman party, on the other hand, hating the Reformation, and

so far gravitating to the Church of Rome as to contemplate

at least the possibility of some form of corporate reunion. The

one party always kept steadily in view the points of difference

between the two Churches, especially when referred to the

standard of the primitive Church, their watchword being, “It

was not so from the beginning.’’ The other party dwelt on

the points of agreement, and on the essential unity of the

Catholic Church, which, it was contended in the case of the

Western Church, had been unjustifiably broken by the Refor-

mation.

Thirdly, These divergences are now so serious and pro-

nounced that it is becoming absolutely impossible for the two

parties safely to co-operate, or even to remain in any form of

alliance. For a churchman of the honorable school of Bull

and of Hammond to accept a doctrine in reference to the

Eucharist that is either transubstantiation or meaningless

mystification, to connive at the reservation of the Sacrament,

and even at administration in one kind, to tolerate in an eva-

sively indirect form invocations of angels and saints, to press

with all moral cogency the necessity of confession to a priest,

to approve of live-long vows, and to plead for a renewal of

communion with a Church where all these things are authorita-

tively established—for a Churchman of the great historical High
Church party to acquiesce in, or even remotely tolerate, such a

building up of the things we were permitted to destroy is

utterly and absolutely impossible.

Fourthly, The real differentia between the parties is their

estimate of the Reformation. In the years that have elapsed

since the breaking up among the early leaders of the Tractarian

movement, while the Anglican party has developed in the

direction of what we have called Church-realization, and a
4i
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truer appreciation of sacramental grace, both strictly on Ref-

ormation principles, the Anglo-Roman party has acted in a

widely different spirit. Instead of maintaining Reformation

principles, it has devoted every energy to the reversal of them
as forming the barrier and “ mid-wall of partition” between

the Church of their baptism and that Church with which they

were seeking some form of corporate reunion. Hence the va-

ried attacks on the Reformers that have disgraced many of the

writings of the extreme party—attacks that increased in virulence

and vulgarity until it became clear that the leaders of the party

were beginning themselves to feel compromised by the coarse-

ness of the invective, and probably felt it necessary privately to

remonstrate. To speak of these men who, at any rate, poured

out their blood for the cause they maintained, as unredeemed

villains, and no better than the leaders in the great French

Revolution, as was done by one unhappy writer a few years

ago, was more than could be borne
;
public feeling was much

aroused at the time, and permanently turned against all who
could tolerate such indecency. If we were asked to name the

one thing that operated in England more than another in

turning the feeling of that country, and especially of the laity,

against Ritualism, we should certainly point to these opprobri-

ous utterances. We know many whose whole subsequent action

was determined by the use of this language, and who resolved

to hold no further communion with a party that did not at once

cast such men out of her bosom. Of late this flagrant invective

has been stopped
;
but as it is felt that it is only from fear of

public opinion, and as what has been said has not only never

been retracted, but has even been reaffirmed, there remains

between the Anglo-Roman party and the general body of sober

and constitutional churchmen a fixed chasm which never can

be bridged over, a feud which is, and will ever remain, irrec-

oncilable.

Lastly, we may now estimate at its true value the assertion

that the Anglo-Roman or Ritualist party is a true development

of the great Oxford movement of 1833 ;
and we see at length

to what it is reduced. Ritualism is a development from that

movement, but not from its healthy and Anglican, but from its

morbid and Romanistic. elements. The ultimate aim and end
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of Ritualism is the restoration of the corporate union of Chris-

tendom, and so, by inevitable consequence, reunion in some form

or other with the Church of Rome
;
and that we arc justified

in making this statement is proved in the clearest way by the

resolution of the recent meeting at Oxford to which we have

already referred, a meeting composed of Roman Catholics as

well as members of the. English Church, and, we are grieved to

own, presided over by a bishop of our own communion. And
the resolution was this :

“ That the ultimate aim and solution

of the Oxford movement of 1833 must be sought in the corpo-

rate union of Christendom.” This is the deliberate utterance of

Ritualism and Anglo-Romanism, but it neither is, nor ever was,

the voice of Anglo-Catholicism
;

it does not set forth the true,

but the spurious, development, and as such, we arc convinced,

it will remain. When the great loyal and honorable Anglican

pafty make such a resolution as that their own, then, and not

till then, will we believe that Ritualism is the true and legiti-

mate development of the great movement whose evolution and

history we have been endeavoring to trace in the foregoing

pages.

VI. Past and present have as yet entirely occupied our

thoughts, but we can hardly close our article without some brief

reference to the future. The question indeed seems to force

itself upon us, If such be the history of the past, if this Anglo-

Roman party is still tolerated by the great Anglican party as in

a kind of connection with it, as a descendant, though an ille-

gitimate one, from the same stock, what will be the ultimate

fate of Anglo-Catholicism thus conditioned, and, wc may cer-

tainly add, thus vitiated ?

The answer to this question, in reference to the Episcopal

Church of America, we have not sufficient knowledge to ven-

ture to give even in the most general terms. From all, how-

ever, that has been communicated to us by those who hold

office in that vigorous and healthily developing Church, we have

no reason to think that the Anglo-Roman party is cither of

sufficient numerical importance or sufficient coherence to influ-

ence, in any perceptible degree, the future of the Anglican

party, even if that party were disposed to bear with Ritualism

little longer. Trouble might be caused to individual bishops
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perhaps to a greater extent than may have been caused al-

ready
;
but with the healthy forces of a young and vigorous

Church bearing steadily against them, their numbers and influ-

ence will be certain to decline, until at length they will dwindle

down to a petty faction, that may fairly be left outside of any

estimates of the future. The Anglican party in the Episcopal

Church of America will never have its great future more than

infinitesimally affected by these reactionary particles, found only

sparsely diffused in a sound, growing, and spreading branch of

the now widely diffused Anglican Church.

In England, however, there seems reason for thinking that

at first, at any rate, it will be different. In England the Anglo-

Roman party, numerically small though it may be, has much
more coherence and organization, and at present cannot be

quietly ignored in any estimates of a future. If sheltered and

protected by the Anglican party, it will develop and become
year by year more reckless and aggressive. At last the end

will come. The great historic High Church party, now regarded

with interest and even a little latent favor by the country at

large, will steadily decline in public esteem
;

its growing sacer-

dotalism will antagonize, its impatience under the restraints in-

volved and implied in the Royal Supremacy will become more
and more avowed and patent, and the issue will be certain-

disestablishment accompanied with disendowment, unsparing,

radical, and thorough. If the Church is set free from the State

in England, it will be only from one cause : that the Church will

have become sacerdotally impatient of all State control
;
and

if so, the State will take especial care not to leave on the ground

a powerful and wealthy community that might hereafter re-

gain in influence, and even political importance, much more
than it had lost.

If disestablishment comes to the English Church, it will be

unmistakably thorough
;
and come it will if the Anglican party

do not very soon shake themselves free of the Anglo-Roman-

ism that is now assuming attitudes which England has never

very patiently tolerated, even in her darkest days, and which

now would be repudiated in a manner and with an emphasis

as sudden and as destructive as that which disestablished the

Irish Church.
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It is quite true that the national Church in England was
never really stronger than it now is in the general affections of

the country
;
but it is also quite true that at the present time

the impatience felt at the lawless and defiant position of the

Anglo-Roman party is becoming almost irrepressible. When
a responsible minister of the Crown has to say in the English

House of Commons, as lie did say not many weeks ago, that

he “ admitted most fully that it might be necessary for the

State to arm the Church, or to take poivcr itself to restrain

lawlessness,” we may be sure that matters are approaching ex-

tremities, and that if the Anglican party do not speedily dis-

avow all connection with the counter-Reformation party, very

serious troubles will soon come to the Church of England. At
present there seems a willingness still to wait and see whether

bishops will firmly do their duty, and whether the great party

which has so long over-chivalrously protected extreme men be-

cause they hold in common with themselves fundamental

truths, at a time when those truths are either explained away or

minimized, will now at last leave them to the issues they have

themselves wittingly provoked. For this there seems a dis-

position still to wait
;
but the time is growing shorter, and the

action of the Anglican party more and more a matter of serious

anxiety.

For ourselves we believe that the worst is now over, and

that a very different feeling, as to the coercion of extreme

men, is now prevailing even in the upper stratum of the Church

party, compared with what prevailed only a few months ago.

If this healthy feeling should continue, the future of the An-
glican party and of Anglo-Catholicism may be greater and more

serviceable to the blessed cause of Evangelical truth in England

than its past or its present. If those whose whole hearts and

souls are really against the Reformation will only follow out

logically their principles, and go whither those principles lead

them, instead of fruitlessly striving to make the Anglican

Church other than it ever has been, or ever will be, then the

work that Anglo-Catholicism may be enabled to do for Christ

and his kingdom may well be such as to make us look forward

with hopefulness and rejoicing. Let us remember that the very

work for which the Oxford party was formed has not yet been
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done. It was originally formed, as we have seen, at the begin-

ning of this article, to check ultra-liberal opinions. Have
they been checked ? Are they really not stronger ? Is it not

the feeling of all earnest men that a great struggle is fast com-

ing, that the conflict between the principle of belief and the

principle of unbelief must increase and deepen—it may be until

He comes ?

In the storm and stress of this struggle Anglo-Catholicism

may, from the very circumstances of the case, have to occupy

a very prominent place. In saying this we do not forget the

other great party to which the Church of the Reformation

already owes so deep a debt of lasting gratitude. If the great

Evangelical party had not quickened the Church there could

have been no Oxford movement fivc-and-forty years ago. Nay,

those who most influenced the movement were themselves

originally of Evangelical principles, and owed perhaps all their

future influence to that depth of personal religion, and that

adoring love of a personal Redeemer, which they had attained

to when under the teaching of a very different school of Chris-

tian thought. The great Evangelical party can never be over-

looked in any estimate of the vicissitudes of the Church of the

future. Its work, however, in the more immediate future

would appear to be less clearly defined than that of Anglo-

Catholicism. And for this reason, that in the conflict with

infidelity, which is the conflict now hourly deepening around us,

the historical principle, and, under proper limitations, the prin-

ciple of Church authority—both of them principles with which

the High Church party stands in more close affinity than the

Evangelical party—must come sharply into prominence.

To the unbeliever there are ever two reasons that can be

given for the faith that is in us. First, the subjective, viz.,

that the Bible-message, and especially the message of the New
Testament, does verily, as Coleridge said, “ find us,” answer our

deepest questions, and effectually meet our deepest spiritual

needs. But this would be insufficient without the complemen-

tary objective reason, that what is so felt and is so believed

has been so felt and believed from the earliest days of the Gos-

pel
;
that it has been formulated in creeds, professed by the

Church in every age, borne aloft victorious through all contro-
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versies, and rests securely, as an Apostle has said, on the up-

bearing column and broad-based foundation of the Catholic

Church.

This second, the historic reason, is that around which, it

would seem, the controversy of the future will most earnestly

be pressed. If the objective facts of Christianity can be shown

to be true facts, then all else will follow. And here especially

it is that Anglo-Catholicism is of paramount importance. It

involves just that element of authority which reason, however

enlightened, ever feels it needs, to become completely per-

suaded itself, and successfully to persuade others. It rests on

ages of faith as well as on present argument
;
and with the

majority of minds, especially with those who arc, so to say,

“standing at gaze,” is probably' more effective when it thus

simply comes forward as the witness than when it takes up the

ground of the reasoner and the controversialist. There are

many signs at the present time that this libration to authority'

is increasing
;
and it is vital to the Protestant Church through-

out the world that it should not fail to maintain its position as

the primitive and apostolic witness to pure and unchanging

truth. If not, Rome will effectually' occupy the ground, and

will secure to itself those many wearied spirits who now, ex-

hausted by' fruitless search, are seeking seme final resting-place,

some haven where they may cast anchor, and where, even

though as yet they' believe not fully, they' may still wish for the

day'. The numbers of those who arc thus silently joining the

Church of Rome are large, and, we believe, year by year in-

creasing.

We look, then, with deep interest, but also with deep anx-

iety, as to the next developments of the great movement which

now, for nearly half a century, has exercised a potent influence

throughout the whole Anglican Church. If it now return to

its old characteristics, and if, while setting forth, as of old,

definite doctrine and sacramental grace, it forget not that third

principle, its Protestantism, its loyalty to the Reformation,

and its unwavering opposition to the corrupted sy'stem of the

Church of Rome, then the Anglo-Catholicism of the future may
be that special influence by which it may' please the great Cap-

tain of our Salvation to countervail the strangely mingled super-
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stition and unbelief of these eventful times. Nor will it then

be, as it has been in the past, an influence often countervailed

by the rightful jealousy of the Evangelical party for the two

great principles of the Reformation—an opened Bible and jus-

tifying faith. If it throw off the morbid elements that as yet are

commingled with it, if it detach itself from the Anglo-Roman-
ism which we have traced in this article, then the two great

schools of thought—the Anglican and the Evangelical—may at

last unite in the blessed work of confronting error and infl-

delity at home, and of bearing the blessed message of the ever-

lasting Gospel throughout all the Avaiting nations of the hea-

then world.

These are great and high hopes, but they are not baseless.

Already the best and purest spirits of both of the two great

parties in the Church are showing some signs of the possibility

of hereafter meeting on common ground, and of doing to-

gether a common work for their Lord, even while retaining the

broad outlines of their religious distinctions. The Evangeli-

cal party has clearly advanced in many points towards a higher

Church-realization and a fuller recognition of the blessings

of sacramental grace. The High Church party, on the other

hand, has begun to appreciate and to apply that warm, per-

sonal, and individualizing ministry of Christ crucified to each

sin-laden soul, which has so long and so blessedly character-

ized the teaching of the best days of the Evangelical movement.
It has also, we believe, at last begun to see in its true light, and

is preparing to recoil from that perilous teaching that leaves

no clearly defined line of demarcation between the Churches

of the Anglican communion and the erring and innovating

Church of Rome.
Let us humbly pray to God that this may be so, and that

henceforth there may be a truer union in all those that love

and that wait for the Lord’s appearing, a deeper conviction

and a more earnest faith. Let us pray that we may be all one

in Christ, and may be permitted by him to share in the holiest

work man can do here on earth—preparing for the Lord’s

kingdom, and hastening the coming of the ages of his ever-

lasting reign.

C. J. Gloucester and Bristol.










